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d-11MM  a  nu 
auillimmy 
T  I  fie  follov.,  ing  thesis  is  a  comparative  study  of  Ruskin  and  Proust.  The  six 
years  which  Proust  spent  studying  the  Englishman's  works  have  prompted 
Deveral  full-length  studies  and  many  articles  devoted  to  tracing  the  nature 
and  extent  of  Ruskin's  influence  on  the  creation  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa 
pgLdu.  In  the  first  three  chapters  I  suggest  that  the  very  proliferation  of 
such  studies  indicates  that  a  different  emphasis  is  required;  one  which 
pays  full  attention  to  Ruskin's  qualities  as  a  writer  and  is  even  prepared 
to  consider  the  paradox  of  Proust's  influence  on  Ruskin.  Where  previous 
scholars  in  this  field  have  over-emphasised  the  dubious  notion  of 
influence,  unquestioningly  adopting  Proust's  version  of  an  idealist 
aesthetic  and  presenting  it  as  a  nimble  adaptation  of  Ruskin's  clumsy 
prototype,  mq  study  defers  questions  of  influence  and  affinity  and 
contrasts  the  two  writers  under  the  terms  of  6crivain  and  6crivant 
(chapters  2  and  '3).  In  noting  the  extent  to  which  the  self-regulating 
theory  embedded  in  Proust's  novel  has  informed,  and  indeed  controlled 
subsequent  critical  debate,  I  indicate  how  the  true  nature  and  import  of 
Ruskin's  work  has  been  obscured,  and  examine  incorporations  of  the 
'marginal'  discourses  of  art  criticism  and  autobiography  into  the 
mijinstream  genre  of  the  novel. 
A  chapter  on  the  evaluative  connotations  of  'influence'  is  followed  by  an 
eXtended  comparison  of  Praeterita  and  Fors  Clavigera  with.  A  ja  recherche 
du  tempLpgrdu  as  examples  of  the  creation  and  re-creation  of  the  self 
throuqh  the  act  of  writing  (chapters  5  and  6).  The  question  of  sources  is 
only  tangentially  addressed,  my  main  aim  being  to  allow  two  radically (iii) 
di  ff  erent  get  representati  ve  v.,,  ri  ters  to  conf  ront  each  other,  rather  than  to 
consolidate  any  questionable  theory  of  succession.  By  analysing  ways  in 
vvhich  Ruskin's  writings  prefigure  those  of  Proust  in  their  mingling  of 
narrative,  descriptive  and  autobiographical  modes,  I  hope  to  have 
demonstrated  that  the  waning  of  Ruskin's  influence  in  the  twentieth 
century  was  in  part  due  to  the  fact  of  his  influence  on  Proust,  and  to  have 
made  some  contribution  to  the  current  reappraisal  of  his  writings. PROUST  AND  RUSKIN:  A  STUDY  IN  INFLUENCE 
. -r  I  itian  and  Sellini  are  each  true  representatives  of  the  school  of  painters 
contemporary  with  them;  and  the  difference  in  their  artistic  feeling  is  a 
consequence  not  so  much  of  dif  f  erence  in  their  own  natural  characters  as 
in  their  early  education:  Bellini  was  brought  tip  in  faith;  Titian  in 
formalism.  ' 
John  Ruskin,  The  Stones  of  Venice 
Tlais  les  philosophes  qui  Wont  pas  su  trouver  ce  qu'il  ya  de  r6el  et 
d'indbpendant  de  toute  science  dans  Fart,  ont  W  obligbs  de  s1maginer 
Fart,  la  critique  et  cetera,  comme  des  sciences  ob  le  pr6d6cesseur  est 
forc6ment  moins  avanc6  que  celui  qui  le  suit.  ' 
Marcel  Proust,  Centre  Sainte-13euve CHAPTER  ONE 
Proust  traduit  Ruskin CHAPTER  ONE 
'Depuis  une  quinzaine  de  jours,  je  wCoccupe  6  un 
travail  absolument  diffbrent  de  ce  que  je  fais 
qbn6ralernent  6  propos  de  Ruskin  et  de  certaines 
cath6drales.  '  I 
PrOUS4  Thus  Harcel  L  signalled  to  flarie  Nordlinger  the  beginning  of  his  six 
years'  work  on  the  English  writer,  although  he  had  already  been  aware  of 
Rusk,  i  n's  wri  ti  ngs  f  or  at  I  east  three  Uears.  2  The  sarne  I  etter  poi  nts  to  the 
suspension  of  Proust's  ambitions  as  a  novelist. 
'Je  travaille  depuis  tr6s  longtemps  ý  un  ouvrage  de 
trbs  longue  haleine,  mais  sans  rien  achever.  Et  il  ya 
des  moments  o6  je  me  dernande  si  je  ne  ressemble  pas 
au  mari  do  Dorothbe  Brook  dans  Iliddlemarch  et  si  je 
Warnasse  pas  des  rui  nes.,  3 
The  'ouvrage  de  tr6s  I  ongue  hal  ei  ne'  is  Jean  Santeui  1,  Proust's  fi  rst 
tentative  venture  in  the  autobiographical  novel,  the  forerunner  of  A  la 
recherche  du  temps  qerdu,  and  the  allusion  to  Hiddlemarch  refers  to  the 
dry  pedant  Hr.  Casaubon,  who  labours  in  vain  to  produce  a  key  to  all 
mythologies  which  would: 
I  show  ... 
that  all  the  mythical  systems  or  erratic 
mythical  fragments  in  the  world  were  corruptions  of  a 
tradition  originally  revealed.  Having  once  mastered  the 
true  position  and  taken  a  firm  footing  there,  the  vast  field 
of  muthical  construction  became  intelligible,  nay  luminous, 
with  the  reflected  light  of  correspondenCeS.  '4 2 
Casaubon's  failure  to  attain  the  true  position  and  transfigure  his  material 
with  the  reflected  light  of  correspondences,  in  spite  of  years  of  hard  -1.1ork 
amassing  volumes  of  notes,  would  serve  as  a  chilling  reproach  to  a  qoung 
wri  ter  who  had  sli  II  not  evol  ved  the  uni  f  yi  ng  aestheti  c  %,,  ihi  ch  was  to 
inform  A  la  recherche  dLI  terrips-perdu. 
Proust's  work,  on  Ruskin  has  a  complex  history.  The  death  of  Ruskin  in 
January  1900,  after  more  than  a  decade  of  madness,  conferred  an 
iniprimatur  on  Proust's  ambi  ti  ons  to  arti  cul  ate  hi  s  enthusi  asm  f  or  the 
Victorian  sage.  A  short  obituary,  sirriply  titled  'John  Ruskin',  appeared  in 
La  Chronique  des  arts  et  de  la  curiositb  a  week  later. 
Proust's  I  anient  f  or  Ruski  nis  al  so  a  val  edi  cti  on  f  or  the  ni  neteenth  century 
European  mind,  whose  other  great  'directeurs;  de  conscience'  (Nietzsche, 
Tolstoy,  Ibsen)  are  now  in  decline.  A  short  rbsum6  of  Ruskin's  life  and 
career  is  tendered  along  with  a  promis  e  that  a  more  comprehensive 
introduction  to  the  Englishman's  works  will  be  published  in  a  forthcoming 
edition  of  La  Gazette  des  Beaux  Arts.  Two  such  articles  appeared  in  April 
and  in  August,  and  were  later  incorporated  into  the  preface  of  La  Bible 
d'Arniens.  On  February  l3th,  Lg  Figaro  carried  another  article  by  Proust, 
entitled  P61erinaqes  ruskiniens  en  France,  an  incitement  to  the  sort  of 
literary  tourism  and  idolatry  which  lie  hiniself  was  later  to  decry. 
'Des  milliers  de  fid6les  vont  aller  6  Coniston  prier 
devant  Line  tornbe  ob  ne  reposera  que  le  corps  de  Ruskin: 
je  propose  i'3  ses  amis  do  France  de  c6lbbrer  autremient 
le  "culte  de  ce  h6ros"..  je  veu,  v,  dire  en  esprit  et  en  OM6, 
,5  par  des  pblerinages  aux  lieux  qui  gardent  son  8me 
... 3 
I-  ens',  appeared  in  the  Hercure  mmother  article,  'Ruskin  6  Notre-Dame  d'Ami 
rje  France  in  April.  This  again  was  incorporated  in  the  preface  to  La  Bible 
g:  Arnijens. 
Meanwhile  Proust  was  devoting  much  time  and  trouble  (not  all  his)  to  his 
proposed  translation  of  The  Bible  of  Amiens  one  of  Ruskin's  later  and  less 
popular  works,  in  many  ways  atypical  of  his  oeuvre.  Proust's  choice  was 
probebiq  directed  by  the  desire  to  make  Ruskin  known  to  a  wider  public  in 
France,  and  Ruskin's  guide  to  the  sculptures  of  Amiens  would  be  invaluable 
to  aesthetic  pilgrims  commuting  from  Paris.  Proust  enlisted  the  help  of 
his  mother  and  of  his  friends  Marie  Nordlinger,  Douglas  Ainslie  and  Robert 
d'Humi6res.  He  had  never  formally  studied  English,  and  according  to 
Georges  de  Lauris,  'I]  eft  W  fort  embarrass6  dans  une  sociW  anglaise  et 
m8me  pour  commander  une  c6telette  dons  un  restaurant-  6,  but  he  thre%-ht 
himself  into  the  work  with  a  Casaubonesque  intensity  and  single- 
mindedness.  Marie  Nordlinger  tells  us  that  Madame  Proust  supplied  a  rough 
crib  which  was  later  embellished  by  the  writer.  Proust  was  fiercely  proud 
of  his  attainments  as  translator  and  of  the  discipline  and  self-denial 
necessary  to  his  task.  In  an  angry  letter  to  Constantin  de  Brancovan,  who 
had  dared  to  suggest  in  company  that  the  translation  might  be  riddled  with 
mistakes,  he  insisted  that: 
cette  traduction,  non  pas  6  cause  de  mon  talent  qui 
est  nul,  mais  de  ma  conscience  qui  aW  infinie  -  sera 
une  traduction  comme  il  y  en  a  tr6s  peu,  une  v6ritable 
reconstitution.  Si  vous)  saviez  qu'il  n'g  a  pas  une  expression 
ambigu§,  pas  une  phrase  obscure  sur  It)quelle  je  Waie 
demand6  des  consultations  6  au  moins  dix  krivains  anglais 
et  sur  laquelle  je  Waie  un  dossier  de  correspondance,  vous 
ne  prononceriez  pas  le  mot  de  "contresens'.  Et  6  force 4 
d'approfondir  le  sens  de  chaque  mot,  ]a  port6e  de  chaque 
expression,  le  lien  de  toutes  les  Wes,  je  suis  arriO  6 
Line  connaissance  si  pr6cise  de  ce  texte  que  chaque  fois 
que  fai  consult&  un  Anglais  -  ou  un  Franýais  sachant  6 
fond  Vanglais  -  sur  une  difficult6  quelconque  -  il  6tait 
g6nbralement  une  heure  ayant  de  Yoir  surgir  la  difficultb  et 
me  f6licitait  de  savoir  Vanglais  mieux  qu'un  Anglais. 
En  quoi  il  se  trompait.  Je  ne  sais  pas  un  mot  d'anglais 
et  je  ne  Us  pas  bien  Vanglais.  Mais  depuis  quatre  ans 
que  je  travaille  sur  La  Bible  d'Amiens  je  la  sais 
entibrement  par  coeur  et  elle  a  pris  pour  moi  ce  degrý 
d'assimilation  compl6te,  de  transparence  absolue,  ob 
se  voient  seulement.  les  n6buleuses  qui  tiennent  non  6 
Finsuffisance  de  notre  regard,  mais  6  l'irr6ductible 
obscurit6  de  ]a  pens&e  contempl6e.  Pour  plus  de  vingt 
phrases,  d'Humi6res  me  disait:  "C'est  impossible  6 
traduire,  cela  n'a  aucun  sens  en  anglais.  Si  Cftait  moi, 
je  ]a  sauterais".  A  force  de  patience,  mgme  6  ces 
phrases-ld  fai  fini  par  trouver  un  sens.  Et  s'il  reste 
des  fautes  dans  ma  traduction,  ce  sera  dans  les  parties 
claires  et  faciles,  car  les  obscures  ont  W  m6dit6es, 
refaites,  approfondies  pendant  des  ann6es  ..... 
je  ne 
pr6tends  pas  savoir  Fanglais.  Je  pr6tends  savoir 
7  Ruskin'. 
This  defiant  rationale  dramatises  a  movement  between  identification  and 
dissociation  which  is  characteristic  of  Proust's  writings  on  Rusk  ,  in.  On 
the  one  hand,  there  is  the  impulse  to  attain  complete  involvement  with  and 
assimilation  of  Ruskin's  idiolect;  to  translate  his  works  in  the  purest 
sense.  But  this  impulse  seems  to  be  checked  by  a  growing  disillusion 
marVed  by  a  feigned  elevation  of  labour  over  talent  and  an  exaggeration  of 
4 the  amount  of  time  spent  on  the  task.  In  fact,  Proust  had  been  working  for 
only  three  years  at  the  time  of  this  letter.  The  truth  is  that  Proust's 
enthusiassm  for  Ruskin  had  reached  its  peak,  at  the  time  of  the  trip  to  Evian 
in  the  summer  of  1899,  that  is  to  say,  before  his  engagement  with  Ruskin's 
'i%TiLing  actually  began.  The  abandoning  of  his  own  work  initiated  a  gradual 5 
disenchantment,  born  of  greater  knoMedge  and  involvement.  Although  this 
disenchantment  %-,  vas  eventually  to  result  in  the  articulation  of  new 
positions  contradicting  and  qualifying  Ruskin's  dicta,  it  would  also 
manifest  itself  in  the  stubborn  exaggeration  of  the  task  seen  in  the  above 
letter,  and  in  resentful  baWng  at  the  star  which  had  dragged  Proust's 
wagon  for  so  long  along  a  bumpy  road. 
'Ce  vieillard  commence  6  m'ennuger',  8  he  wrote  to  Marie  Nordlinger  in 
1904,  and  a  letter  to  Leon  Belugou  written  in  the  surnmer  of  1906 
betrays  the  intermittencies  of  the  literary  heart  With  the  same  poign  ant 
mingling  of  elation  and  doubt  with  which  Swann  and  Narcel  analyse  their 
quite  different  love  affairs. 
'Just  recently,  while  reading  one  of  Ruskin's  travel 
books  and  feeling  rny  heart  beating  with  the  desire 
to  see  the  same  places  once  more,  I  said  to  myself: 
"I  fI  no  I  onger  cared  f  or  hi  m,  %,  You]  d  lie  sti  II  be  maki  ng 
the  world  beautiful  for  me,  until  I  am  consurned  with 
longing  and  desolation  whenever  I  loot.,  at  a  railway 
ti  metable?  "  Yes,  my  affection  for  Ruskin  has  lasted. 
Only  sometimes  nothing  chills  it  so  much  as  reading 
him 
.... 
My  original  love  was  more  involuntary.  '9 
Shortly  after  11allari-rib  had  proclaimed  English  to  be  Ia  langue 
conternporaine  peut-ftre  par  excellence,  elle  qui  accuse  le  double 
caract6re  de  V6poque,  r6trospectif  et  avanc6%  10  Proust  was  denying  the 
currency  of  English  as  general  langue  and  seeking  in  isolation  to 
reconstitute  the  parole  of  Ruskin's  writings,  divorced  from  the  past  and 
future  of  historical/linguistic  contexts  and  from  his  own  past  and  future 
as  novelist.  BU  absorbing  himself  totally  in  Ruskin,  he  was  able  to 
cot-if  ront  the  Engl  i  sh  %.,,  iri  ter  in  a]  I  hi  sf  orei  gnness  and  di  ff  erence,  to 
.  p]  onger  au  sei  n  du  non-moi  *.  11 5 
La  Bible  d'Amiens  was  published  in  March  1904  with  copious  notes  and 
four-part  preface.  The  translation  was  generally  well  received  by 
critiCS12  ;  Albert  Sorel  indicated  that  Proust  had  succeeded  in  his  high 
ambitions:  '11  6crit 
....  Lin  franýais  flexible,  flottant,  enveloppant,  en 
6chappernents  i  nf  i  ni  s  de  coul  eurs  et  de  nuances,  mai  s  touj  ours 
trans]  uci  deS',  l  3  while  Henri  Bergson,  addressing  the  Acad6mie  des 
Sciences  Norales  et  Politiques,  insisted  that  it  did  not  read  like  a 
translation  at  all.  But  it  will  be  noted  that  these  are  tributes  to  eloquence 
rather  than  to  fidelity. 
Later,  more  exigent  critics  have  thoroughig  exposed  Proust's  defects  as  a 
translatorM  and  the  author  himself  poked  fun  at  his  pretensions  and 
achievements  in  the  1909  pastiche,  'La  B6nbdiction  du  Sanglier':  ' 
....  nous 
avons  suivi  ]a  tradUCLion  que  N.  Harcel  Proust  a  donnbe  de  FEdition  des 
Vogageurs,  traduction  ob  d'adroits  contresens  ne  font  qu'ajouter  Lill  charme 
d'obscurit6  6  la  phombre  et  au  mystbre  du  teXte'.  15 
Even  this  tongue-in-cheek,  remark  confirms  Proust's  insistence  on  the 
individual  oeuvre  as  sole  guarantor  of  self-supporting  meaning.  A  note  to 
the  translation  asserts  that  Ies  ouvrages  d'un  grand  6crivain  sont  le  seul 
dictionnaire  ob  ]'on  puisse  contr6ler  avec  certitude  le  sens  des 
expressions  qu*iI  emploie'16  and  it  is  the  figure  of  Ruskin  as  grand  6crivain 
%.  %Vch  the  preface  of  La  Bible  d'At-riiens  chooses  to  uphold  and  explore.  The 
greater  part  of  thi  s  pref  ace  was  wri  tten  in  1900  and  deri  ves  I  argel  yf  rorn 
previous  French  výiorks  on  Ruskin:  Nilsand's  L'EsthkiqLjýangLaise,  Etude  stir 
N.  John  Ruskin  and  La  Sizeranne's  Ruskin  et  la  Religion  de  ]a  BebutL  Even 
in  controversy  Proust  relies  on  the  authority  of  quotation  for  his  point  of 
departure,  using  other  critics'  arguments  as  grounds  for  his  own 7 
observations  on  Ruskin,  just  as  lie  viould  liberally  quote  from  the  rnasteý*s 
own  writings  to  re-enact  his  pilgrimages  and  provoke  meditations  on  the 
roles  of  reader  and  writer.  As  Richard  A.  Mackseg  17  has  pointed  out,  such  a 
tissue  of  quotation  helps  construct  an  internal  lexicon  for  reading  in 
context.  Proust  outlines  his  plan  in  a  long  footnote  to  the  preface: 
'En  niettant  une  note  au  bas  des  passages  cit&s  de 
La  Bible  d'Amiens.,  chaque  fois  que  le  texte  6veillait 
par  des  analogies,  meme  lointaines,  le  souvenir 
d'autras  ouvrages  de  Ruskin,  et  en  traduisant  dans  ]a 
note  le  passage  qui  rn'6tait  ainsi  revenu  6  Fesprit, 
j'ai  tkh6  de  permettre  au  lecteur  de  se  placer  dans 
]a  situation  de  quelqu'un  qui  ne  se  trouvait  pas  en 
prbsence  de  Ruskin  pour  ]a  premike  fois,  mais  qui, 
agant  dbj6  eu  avec  lui  des  entretiens  antbrieurs, 
pourrait  dans  ses  paroles,  reconnaltre  ce  qui  est 
chez  lui  permanent  et  fondamental.  Ainsi  fai 
essay&  de  pourvoir  le  lecteur  comme  d'une  m6moire 
improvis6e  ob  fai  disposg  des  souvenirs  des  autres 
livres  de  Ruskin  -  sorte  de  caisse  de  r6sonance  ob 
les  paroles  de  La  Bible  d'Amiens  pourront  prendre 
quelque  retentissernent  en  y  bveillant  des  6chos 
fraternels.  Hais  aux  paroles  de  La  Bible  d'Amiens 
ces  khos  ne  rbpondront  pas  sans  doute,  ainsi  qLj'il 
arrive  dans  une  m6moire  qui  s'est  faite  elle-m6me, 
de  ces  horizons  in6galement  lointains,  habituellernent 
cachbs  ý  nos  regards  et  dont  notre  vie  elle-m6me  a 
mesurb  jour  par  jour  les  distances  vari6es.  Ils 
Wauront  pas,  pour  venir  rejoindre  ]a  parole  pr6sente 
dont  ]a  ressernblance  les  a  attir6s,  6  traverser  ]a 
r6sistante  douceur  de  cette  atrnosphbre  interpos6e 
. 
qui  a  1'6tendue  m8me  de  notre  vie  et  qui  est  toute  ]a 
po6sie  de  ]a  m6moire.  "8 
The  intertextual  resonance  posited  here  bu  Proust  establishes  a 
referential  authority  which  is  crucial  to  the  task  of  beginning.  19  Other 
critics  and  the  present  reader  are  summoned  to  witness  Proust's 0 
inwardness  with  Ruskin's  oeuvre  and  to  assent  to  opinions,  judgements,  a 
wi-iting  practice  %;  vhich  are  new  and  Proust's  own.  The  subsequent 
fleshing-out  of  intentions,  it  %,  iill  be  seen,  leaves  Ruskin,  his  subjects  and 
his  apologists  behind,  and  sees  Proust  embarking  on  rnore  independent 
projects. 
If  quotation  can  guarantee  knowledge,  the  critical  apparatus  to  La  Bible 
d'Arniens  shows  that  Proust  knew  some  dozen  of  Ruskin's  works,  most  of 
them  at  first  hand.  20  The  greater  part  of  the  preface  was  ,,  vritten  in  1900. 
Part  11  is  the  original  Hercure  do  France  article  published  in  April  of  that 
year,  under  the  title  'Ruskin  6  Notre-Dame  d'Arniens'.  This  section  is  a 
largely  superfluous  r6surn§  of  Ruskin's  book,  interlarded  with  lengthy 
quotations  from  the  original,  as  though  Proust's  hagiographic  respect  for 
the  cultist  of  beauty  demanded  only  a  sonorous  incantation  of  the  sacred 
texts,  with  repetition  enforcing  submission. 
'Comprenant  mal  jusque-lal  la  porL6e  de  Fart 
religieux  au  moyen  6ge,  je  m'6tais  dit,  dans  rna 
fervour  pour  Ruskin:  11  ni'apprendra,  car  lui  aussi, 
on  quelques  parcelles  du  moins,  West-il  pas  ]a 
v&ritb?  11  f  era  entrer  mon  esprit  1ý  ob  il  Wavait 
pas  accbs,  car  il  est  ]a  porte.  11  me  purifiera,  car 
son  inspiration  est  cornme  le  Iqs  de  16  vallk.  11 
i-n*enivrera  et  me  vivifiera,  car  il  est  ]a  vigne  et 
]a  Vie.  '  21 
'Our  f  inthers  have  told  us: 
"You  are  not  here  to  veri  f  u, 
Instruct  yourself,  or  inform  curiosity 
Or  carry  report.  You  are  here  to  knee] 
Where  prayer  has  been  valid.  And  prayer  is  more 
Than  an  order  of  words,  the  conscious  occupation Q 
Of  the  praying  mind,  or  the  sound  of  the  voice  praqing. 
And  what  the  dead  had  no  speech  for  when  living, 
They  can  tell  you,  being  dead:  the  communication 
Of  the  dead  is  tongued  with  fire  beyond  the  language 
of  the  living.,,,  22 
There  is  a  noticeable  distancing  from  this  quasi  -mystical  union  with  tile 
dead  writer  in  the  third  section,  which  is  a  conflation  of  the  two  Gazette 
Waq  4  des  Beaux  ArLS  articles  of  April  and  August  1900.  Praise  gives  Lo 
exegesis.  -  the  'on  a  dit's  of  heresiarchs  Vlilsand  and  La  Sizeranne  are 
confuted  and  the  seeming  paradoxes  of  Ruskin's  scripture  are  shown  to 
have  a  transcendent  harmonq.  Attempts  to  classify  Ruskin  as  realist  or 
intellectualist,  as  pure  moralist  or  pure  aesthete,  are  shown  to  be 
irrelevant: 
'Si  les  objections  ne  portent  pas,  Cest  qu'elles 
ne  visent  pas  5ssez  haut.  11  Ua  dans  ces  critiques 
erreur  d'altitude.  '  23 
Further  exposition  of  Ruskin's  ideas  leads  on  to  a  narrative  of  a  pilgrimage, 
made  to  Rouen  to  verify  the  presence  of  a  tiny  figure  in  the  cathedral's 
portail  des  Libraires,  mentioned  brief  Ig  in  The  Seven  Lamps  of 
Architecture.  This  recondite  detail  is  seen  as  an  emblem  of  the 
permanence  of  Ruskin's  thought:  Proust's  insistence  on  following  his 
master  even  to  the  ci  ti  ng  of  a  scul  pted  f  ootnote  conf  i  rms  a  tradi  ti  on 
which  attributes  sacramental  qualities  to  minutiae.  The  much  later 
pilgrimage  to  see  the  'petit  pan  de  mur  jaune'  is  the  climactic  gesture  of 
this  acceptable,  because  hermetic,  idolatry. 10 
These  relies  of  Proust's  infatuation  with  Ruskin  are  framed  by  the  later 
contributions,  foreword  and  post-script,  which  in  different  ways  begin  to 
establish  a  movement  of  dissociation.  The  foreword  maps  out  Proust's 
proposed  technique  of  citation  and  commentary,  thus  marking  a  greater 
concentration  on  his  own  role  as  reader  and  mediator.  Tile  post-script  is 
generally  seen  as  the  first  evidence  of  Proust's  disenchantment  with  his 
master.  Ruskin  is  criticised  oil  two  counts,  f  irstly  for  basing  his  work  oil 
tile  selfsame  idolatrq  which  he  himself  castigated  in  his  Lectures  01-1  Art, 
and  secondly  for  confusing  moral  judgements  with  aesthetic  ones.  The 
English  writer  is  taken  to  task  for  those  inconsistencies  which  Proust  was 
content  to  gloss  over  in  the  earlier  essays.  An  interior  due]  between 
idolatry  and  sincerity  Alas  resolved  to  integrity's  detriment  bq  tile  force 
and  beauty  of  Ruskin's  rhetoric. 
.  au  moment  m6me  o6  il  pr6chait  la  sinceritb,  il 
y  rn  r3nqLlait  lui-mgme,  non  en  ce  qu'il  disait, 
mais  par  la  manike  dont  il  le  disait.  Les  doctrines 
qu'il  professait  Raient  des  doctrines  morales  et 
non  des  doctrines  esthbtiques.  Et  pourtant,  il  les 
choisissait  pour  leur  beaUtb.  -  24 
Proust  has,  of  course,  shared  in  these  transgressions  and  he  meditates  on 
his  past  identification  with  Ruskin. 
'Cette  idol6trie  et  ce  qu'elle  m6le  parfois  d'un 
pou  factice  aux  plaisirs  litt6raires  les  plus  vifs 
qu*il  nous  donne,  il  me  faut  descendre  jusqu'au 
f  ond  do  moi  -mAme  pour  en  sai  si  rIa  trace,  pour 
en  6tudier  le  caract6re,  tant  je  suis  aujourd'hui 
habitu6  6  Ruskin.  '  25 
Identification  is  replaced  by  complicity,  and  Proust  appropriates  one  of 
Ruskin's  own  dicta  to  signal  the  conditions  of  his  emancipation: 'Aussi  cette  servitude  volontaire  est-elle  le 
commencement  de  ]a  libert&.  11  n'y  a  pas  de 
meilleure  manibre  d'arriver  6  prendre  conscience 
de  ce  qu'on  sent  soi-m6me  que  d'essager  de 
,  26  recrber  en  soi  ce  qu'a  senti  Lin  maltre. 
This  project  of  self  -realisation  reaches  fruition  and  fullest  expression  in 
Proust's  next  major  endeavour,  again  undertaken  with  Marie  Nordlinger,  a 
OartiaI27  translation  of  Ruskin's  Sesame  and  Lilies.  This  quaintly-titled 
series  of  lectures  on  the  educative  importance  of  art  urges  the  readers  to 
be  humble  and  submissive  to  the  thoughts  of  great  men.  We  come  to  the 
library,  'that  great  concourse  of  the  dead',  not  merely  to  know  from  them 
what  is  true,  but  chiefly  to  feel  with  them  what  is  just.  Proust  chose  to 
translate  only  two  of  the  three  lectures  which  comprise  Ruskin's  book, 
omitting  'The  MUstery  of  Life  and  its  Arts',  a  largely  confessional  piece 
whi  ch  summari  ses  Ruski  n's  career  to  date  (  1668)  and  conf  ronts  wi  th  some 
perplexity  the  contending  claims  of  aesthetic,  moral  and  social  interests. 
Since  this  is  a  very  useful  statement  of  the  English  writer's  position, 
placing  his  own  work  in  some  historical  context,  we  might  wonder  why 
Proust  chose  not  to  make  it  available  to  his  French  public. 
Various  extracts  from  the  translation  were  published  in  Les  Arts  de  Iri  vie 
before  S6same  et  les  lys  appeared  in  Maq  1906.  The  preface  to  this  work, 
'Sur  ]a  lecture',  provides  us  with  the  most  revealing  and  coherent 
statement  of  Proust's  reading  aesthetic  thus  far,  and  announces  his 
complete  emancipation  from  Ruskin.  For  the  first  f  if  teen  pages  indeed, 
there  is  no  mention  of  Ruskin:  the  tone  is  intimate,  autobiographical, 
iterative,  as  Proust  relates  the  circumstantial  experiences  of  childhood 
reading. 12 
'11  n'u  a  peut-ätre  pas  de  jours  de  notre  enfance 
que  nous  agons  si  pleinernent  väcus  que  ceux  que 
nous  avons  cru  laisser  sans  les  vivre,  coux  que 
,  28  notis  avons  passäs  avec  un  livre  präfýrtý. 
Our  true  consciousness  of  the  beauty  and  significance  of  past  days  is 
facilitated  by  the  act  of  reading  as  an  escape  from  false  and  limiting 
self-consciousness. 
'Pour  moi,  je  ne  me  sens  vivre  et  penser  que  dans 
Line  chambre  o6  tout  est  ]a  cr6ation  et  le  langage 
de  vies  profond6ment  diff6rentes  de  ]a  mienne, 
d'un  goOt  oppos6  au  mien,  di  je  ne  retrouve  rien 
de  ma  pens6e  consciente,  ob  mon  imagination  s'excite 
-29  en  se  sentant  plong6e  au  sein  du  "non-i-noi" 
.... 
From  here  Proust  goes  on  to  question  Ruskin's  emphasis  on  the  reading 
experience  as  conversation  -  or  rather  audience  -  with  great  men  -  the 
'kings'  in  'Of  Kings'Treasuries'.  This  is  an  inadequate  account  of  v'hat 
happens  vihen  we  open  a  book.  A  note  to  the  trans  flation  insists  that: 
'Quand  on  ht,  on  reýoit  une  autre  pens6e,  et 
cependant  on  est  soul,  on  est  en  plein  travail 
do  pens6e,  en  pleine  aspiration,  en  pleine 
activit6  personnelle:  on  reýoit  les  We.  -  d'un 
autre,  en  esprit,  c'est-A-dire  en  OM6,  on  peut 
donc  s'unir  A  elles,  on  es  ,t  cot  autre  et  pourtant 
on  ne  fait  que  d6velopper  son  moi  avec  plus  de 
variW  que  si  on  pensait  soul,  on  est  pouss6  par 
autrui  sur  ses  propres  voies.  '30 13 
Even  a  converation  with  Plato,  adds  Proust,  would  still  be  just  a 
conversation,  that  is  to  say,  a  much  more  superficial  experience  than 
reading.  71  This  leads  on  to  Proust's  most  important  point,  that  'notre 
sagesse  commence  ob  celle  de  Fauteur  finit,  et  nous  voudrions  qu'il  nous 
donnAt  des  r6ponses'.  3"  Books  supply  their  authors  with  conclusions  to 
trains  of  thought  and  experience.  For  the  creative  reader,  however,  they 
can  only  provide  incitements  to  new  ones.  The  movement  of  emancipation 
is  thus  completed.  It  is  worth  noting  that  the  lectures  of  Sesame  and 
Lilies  were  delivered  to  audiences  largely  composed  of  young  women  ýi%lho 
3  were  expected  to  submit  to  patriarchal  wisdOM.  3  Proust's  insistence  on 
the  creative  role  of  the  reader  shuns  submissiveness  in  f  avour  of  acti  ve 
reclamation,  and  shifts  the  ground  of  knowledge  from  the  public  lecture  to 
the  private  lecture. 
In  the  silence  of  reading,  other  voices  are  heard.  The  role  of  quotation  in 
writing  is  shown  and  exemplified  in  the  preface.  Schopenhauer,  Hugo, 
Alphonse  Daudet  incorporate  the  works  of  anterior  writers  in  their  own 
productions.  The  single  master  invoked  in  the  Bible  d'Amiens  preface  is 
replaced  by  a  whole  classical  tradition  embodied  in  a  tissue  of  quotation 
and  commentary.  Immersion  in  this  tradition  can  lead  the  writer  out  of 
the  sort  of  rut  or  block,  remarked  on  by  Proust  at  the  outset  of  his  work,  on 
Ruskin. 
The  preface  to  Skame  et  les  ]us  thus  constitutes,  as  Haurice  Bard6che  has 
pointed  oUt,  74  a  'retour  sur  lui-m6me'  at  the  end  of  Proust's  Ruskin  studies. 
,  in  pastiche,  which  I  hope  to  examine  in  detail  at  If  we  leave  aside  the  Rusk 
a  later  stage,  this  episode  of  Proust's  career  is  now  ended.  There  remains 
onlU  the  independent  enshrinement  of  the  two  prefaces  in  Proust's  oeuvre. 14 
These  reappear  in  Pastiches  et  Mlanges  ,,.,,  ith  the  new  titles  of  'Journbes 
de  p6lerinage'  and  'Journ6es  de  lecture'. 
The  changes  in  title  help  map  the  change  in  emphasis  in  Proust's  work,  over 
the  period.  We  might  characterise  his  next  two  projects  as  'Journ&es  de 
critique'  and  'Journbes  dUriture'  respectively,  thus  pointing  out  a  fourfold 
st  age  in  his  apprenticeship,  where  the  last  term  includes  all  the  others 
and  is  seen  to  have  been  implicitly  dominant  all  along. 
I  follow  normal  practice  in  closing  my  account  of  Proust's  'Ruskin  years'  in 
resonant  anticipation  of  the  'real  work'  to  come.  It  is  to  be  expected  that 
commentators  should  emphasise  the  major  achievement  of  the  mature 
Proust  and  view  the  earlier  work  as  preparation  only,  interesting  for  the 
light  it  may  shed  on  the  genesis  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tem  s  perdu.  The 
phrase  temps  pgi1du  itself  connotes  both  wistfulness  and  impatience,  and 
George  Painter  opts  for  the  latter  in  his  summing-up  of  Proust's  Ruskini6n 
apprenticeship. 
'Of  the  two  false  quests  which  for  the  Narrator 
were  necessary  stages  in  his  recovery  of  Time  Lost, 
and  which  he  calls  Names  of  People  and  Names  of 
Places,  Proust's  pursuit  of  high  society  corresponded 
to  the  fi  rst,  and  hi  s  ci  rcul  ar  j  ourney  in  the  steps  of 
Ruskin  to  the  second.  '  35 
A  'false  quest',  a  circular  journey.  Thus  Proust's  involvement  with  Ruskin 
is  closed  off  and  circumscribed,  leaving  biographers  and  critics  to 
concentrate  on  the  fruition  of  the  writer's  career  and  the  novel  which  both 
comprehends  and  vindicates  it.  The  translations,  articles  and  prefaces  tire 
seen  as  important  mainly,  if  not  only,  insofar  as  they  announce  the  themes 15 
and  procedures  of  A  Ja  recherche  du  tempLpprdu.  The  question  of  Ruskin's 
role  in  the  novel's  genesis  can  scarcely  be  said  to  have  been  neglected  by 
Proustians.  There  are  four  full-length  studies  of  Ruskin  and  Proust,  and 
R101-8  'than  a  score  of  articles,  not  to  wiention  important  chapters  and 
sections  devoted  to  the  topic  in  biographies  and  major  critical  studies. 
Such  perseverance  cannot  be  accounted  for  solely  by  the  self  -perpetuatinq 
drive  of  a  critical  industry.  Back  in  1959,  Philip  Kolb  was  able  to 
complain  that: 
'Les  travaux  concernant  les  rapports  de  Proust 
et  Ruskin  s'bchelonnent  dbj6,  on  le  sait,  stir  une 
trentaine  d'annbes.  Peut-6tre  serait-on  en  droit 
de  demander  s'il  vaut  ]a  peine  de  soulever  une 
telle  question.  '36 
Embarrassed  invocations  of  a  lasting  moratorium  on  the  question  are 
symptomatic  of  a  growing  impatience.  Critics  have  tended  to  echo 
Proust's  own  weary  exclamation  that  'ce  vieillard  commence  6  m*ennuqer', 
but  without  having  experienced  the  initial  fascination.  I  would  suggest 
that  the  verq  proliferation  of  these  studies  points  to  an  unresolved 
difficulty  among  Proustian  scholars  in  accounting  for  the  Ruskinian 
apprenticeship.  The  nature  of  the  translations  and  prefaces  as 
biographical  fact  has  entailed  the  application  of  a  literary-historical 
darwinism  which  demands  a  fixed  way  of  looking  at  the  relations  between 
the  two  writers,  limiting  the  domain  of  its  findings  and  leading  to 
inevitable  frustration.  The  emphasis  on  historical  /bi  ographi  cal  research, 
the  unquestioning  invocation  of  the  dubious  notion  of  'influence'  and  the 
regrettable  concentration  on  paraphrasable  content  to  the  neglect  of  f  orm 
which  we  find  in  most  studies  of  Ruskin  and  Proust  represent  aspects  of 
criticism  which  have  been  largely  revised,  if  not  discredited,  over  the  past 16 
eightg  years.  In  surveying  the  history  of  Proust/Ruskin  criticism  and 
indicating  its  limitations  and  errors  with  the  help  of  recent  and 
not-so-recent  developments  in  critical  theorq,  I  would  hope  to  avoid 
charges  of  arrogant  anti-pass6isme  and  suggest  wags  in  which  an 
assessment  of  the  relations  between  Ruskin's  and  Proust's  writing  might 
be  made  at  once  more  precise  and  more  comprehensive. CHAPTER  TWO 
Ecrivain  and  Ecrivent 1  -1, 
CHAPTIE-R  TWO 
'Nous  ne  sommes  tous..  nous  les  vivants,  que 
des  morts  qui  ne  sont  pas  encore  entr6s  on 
fonction.  " 
Proust's  funeral  orations  on  Ruskin  express  the  filial  sentiments  of  a 
parricide.  The  act  of  critical  homage  performs  a  double  movement  of 
closure  in  insisting  on  the  pastness  and  the  necessary  intimacy  of  his 
reading  as  an  act  of  productive  transcendence  preparatory  to  writing  - 
'Notre  sagesse  commence  ob  celle  de  Fauteur  finit.  '2 
The  two  great  governing  themes  of  the  Proustian  novel,  the  Self  and  Time, 
both  imply  a  qualified  rejection  of  Ruskin  as  being  other,  representative  of 
a  fixed  past,  recoverable  only  by  the  novel's  final  encompassing  aesthetic, 
retrospective  and  personal.  The  very  scale  of  inclusiveness  aspired  to  by 
A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa_p  Lerdu  can  only  be  achieved  by  submission  by  the 
writer  to  necessary  elision  and  effacement.  Thus,  although  'tous  les 
mat6riaux  de  Foeuvre  litt6raire,  Cbtait  ma  vie  pass6e,  qui  aurait  pu  se 
r6SUmer  sous  ce  ti  tre:  tine  vocati  on,,  3  the  book  is  al  so  'Lin  grand  ci  meti  6re 
oýj  stir  Ia  pl  upart  des  tombes  on  ne  peut  pl  us  Ii  re  I  es  nonis  ef  f  aC6S.,  4  A, 
the  narrator  is  forced  into  a  process  of  selection  and  hence  exclusion  in 
order  to  express  the  essential  relationships  between  characters  and 
events,  so  the  novel,  in  subsuming  other  genres  such  as  autobiography  and 
art  criticism,  also  dismisses  them  and  their  practitioners  as  somehow 
partial,  incomplete,  on  the  margins  of  literary  discourse.  This  becomes 
evident  when  we  see  how  critics  insist  on  the  dissimilarity  between 
Proust  and  Ruskin,  usually  to  the  English  writer's  detriment.  The  self- 18 
regarding  cumulative  integrity  of  the  Frenchman's  life  and  its  fictional 
modal  is  set  against  the  centrifugal  discontinuities  of  Ruskin's  work  with 
it-,  abortive  interventions  in  so  many  areas  of  discursive  thought  and  its 
final  dispersal  in  ma  dness.  Already  in  1902,  with  Proust  still  in  the 
throes  of  fascination,  a  perceptive  French  cntic  set  the  tone  for  Ruskin's 
fall  from  favour  by  enumerating  the  aspects  of  his  work  which  have  made 
him  unreadable  for  most  of  this  century. 
'Qu'un  lecteur  ouvre  Wimporte  lequel  des  quatre- 
vingts  volumes  6crits  par  Ruskin:  au  bout  de  ]a 
troisi6me  page,  il  perdra  de  vue  le  f  il.  des  idbes. 
11  pourra  We  charm6,6mu.  11  ne  sera  jamais 
conyaincu.  En  Yain  s'efforcerait-il  de  retrouver 
Fenchainement  des  pens6es,  il  ne  pourra  que 
6gager  une  impression  dominante.  '  5 
........ 
.  Vexposb 
impartial  des  idbes  de  Ruskin  est  le  meilleur  moyen 
de  les  r6futer"6  ....... 
.  Incapable  de  toute  d6duction 
forte,  il  Wavait  ni  ]a  m6thode,  ni  Fesprit 
sci  enti  fi  qUe,  7 
........ 
.  Dbs  que  Ruskin  parle  d'un 
probl6me  dont  ]a  solution  rationnelle  ne  saurait 
6tre  d6cowerte  qu'aprbs  de  patients  et  mbthodiques 
efforts,  il  inquibte  ses  lecteurs,  et  d6sole  ses  amis.  's 
In  his  rhetoricity,  his  irrationality,  his  superfluity,  Ruskin  has  continued 
to  disconcert  many  readers  in  the  twentieth  century.  EverL  the  thirty-nine 
yolumes  of  his  works  prengred  by  Cook  and  Wedderburn  as  monument  to  the 
r 
corpus  is  insufficient  to  contain  Ruskin  in  his  excess  of  writing.  The  flood 
of  words  spills  over  into  diaries  and  letters,  where  a  given  sentence 
stands  as  much  or  as  little  chance  as  any  in  the  recognised  oeuvre  of  being 
the  last,  answering,  integrable  word.  A  recent  slogan  becomes 
particularly  applicable  in  this  case:  'I]  n'U  a  pas  de  hors-texte'. 19 
Beside  this  excessiveness  of  Ruskin's  writing  we  must  also  consider  the 
public  nature  of  his  work.  V.  1hile  the  Proustian  novel  remains  trans- 
cendentally  committed  to  the  formal  articulation  of  an  individual  life,  the 
motive  force  behind  much  of  Ruskin's  %.  %triting  is  Suasive,  educative:  aiming 
for  a  useful  intervention  for  society's  good.  Goaded  by  an  intellectual  and 
artistic  curiosity  as  boundless  as  it  was  desultory,  his  declamatory, 
repetitious,  discursive  production  doubly  compromises  Proust's  mature 
aesthetic.  Thus,  although  Ruskin  in  his  1871  preface  to  Sesame  and  Lilies 
admi  ts  that  phrases  wri  tten  f  or  oral  del  i  very  become  i  nef  f  ecti  ve  when 
quietly  read, 
'Yet  I  should  only  take  away  what  is  good  in  them 
if  I  tried  to  translate  them  into  the  language  of 
books,  nor,  indeed,  could  I  at  all  have  done  so  at 
the  time  of  their  delivery,  my  thoughts  then 
habitually  and  impatiently  putting  themselves  into 
orms  f  it  on]  g  for  emphatic  speech;  and  thus  I  am 
startled,  in  my  review  of  them,  to  find  that,  though 
there  is  much,  (forgive  me  the  impertinence)  which 
seems  to  me  accuratelq  and  energetically  said,  there 
is  scarcely  anything  put  in  a  form  to  be  generally 
convincing,  or  even  easily  intelligible:  and  I  can  well 
imagine  a  reader  laying  down  the  book  without  being 
at  all  moved  by  it,  still  less  guided,  to  any  definite 
course  of  action.  '  9 
This  need  to  move  others  to  a  definite  course  of  action  leads  Ruskin  to 
waver  between  ernphatic  speech  and  the  language  of  books.  The  notion  of 
influence  takes  on  a  more  specialised,  pragmatic  significance  in  such  a 
pub]  ic  context,  f  ar  removed  f  rom  'cette  ami  ti  6  pure  et  cal  me  qu'est  Ia 
lecture*.  10  We  will  recall  that  'Fatmosph6re  de  cette  pure  arnitib  est  le 
si  I  ence,  pl  us  pur  que  Ia  parol  e.  '  II  The  PrOUSti  an  space  of  readi  ng  is  all 
inner,  sheltered  place  that  has  to  protect  itself  against  the  invasion  of  an 20 
outside  world,  but  that  nevertheless  has  to  borrow  from  the  world  some  of 
its  properties.  The  cunning,  self  -undermining  aphorism,  'Une  oeuvre  ob  il  q 
a  des  th6ories  est  comme  un  objet  sur  lequel  on  laisse  ]a  marque  du 
priX,,  12  so  of  ten  cited  as  proof  of  Proust's  aesthetic  wisdom,  defends  this 
space  against  the  contaminative  language  of  the  market  place.  Like  so 
much  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  temPS  pttýdu,  it  partakes  of  the  nature  and 
privileges  of  'discursive'  language,  while  at  the  same  time  invoking  the 
unique  privileges  of  the  all-inclusive  novelistic  discogrse. 
This  difference  in  uses  of  and  attitudes  to  language,  obviously  crucial  to 
our  task  of  comparing  Ruskin  and  Proust  as  writers,  demands  a  fuller 
exploration,  in  which  I  believe  distinctions  between  6crivant  and  6crivain, 
and  transitive  and  intransitive  prose  might  prove  useful.  For  the  moment, 
however,  I  would  confine  myself  to  the  remark  that  it  was  this  public 
aspect  of  Ruskin,  his  achievement  and  status  -as  moralist  and  preacher,  his 
indefatigable  urge  to  be  useful,  which  gave  him  an  exaggerated  renown  and 
influence  among  his  contemporaries  and  which  ended  in  posterity's 
revulsion.  In  an  attempt  to  revive  interest  in  Ruskin  in  the  1960s,  Kenneth 
Clark  offered  these  reasons  for  the  public  reaction: 
'We  all  hope  to  improve,  and  like  writers  who 
trg  and  improve  us  -  on  our  own  terms.  We  even 
put  up  with  a  scolding  if  the  teacher  is  saging 
the  sort  of  thing  we  %.,  f  ant  to  hear.  But  the  moment 
his  message  doesn't  suit  us  we  turn  from  him  with 
indignation  and  contempt.  '  13 
As  is  the  case  with  most  preachers,  the  problematic  relationship  between 
medium  and  message  is  glossed  over  to  make  way  for  an  insistence  on  the 
clear  immediacy  of  truth.  And,  of  course,  once  this  truth  is  called  into 
question,  the  rhetorical  gestures  which  guyed  our  forebears  are  set  up  for 21 
ridicule.  The  recognition  of  the  falsities  and  contradictions  implicit  in 
many  of  Ruskin's  judgements  is  compounded  bq  a  rejection  of  the  hectoring 
tone  in  which  these  judgements  are  delivered.  The  prophetic  excesses 
]earned  of  Carlyle  and  the  King  James  Bible  and  the  suasive  eloquence 
modelled  on  Hooker  exacerbate  the  reader's  sense  of  anachronism.  The 
excessiveness  to  which  I  have  alluded  is  admitted  in  a  letter  frorn  the 
fourteen-year-old  Ruskin  to  his  father: 
'I  would  write  a  short,  pithy,  economic,  sensible, 
concentrated  and  serious  letter,  if  I  could,  for 
I  have  carcely  time  to  write  a  long  one.  Observe 
I  only  say  to  write  for  as  to  the  composition  'tis 
nothing,  positively  nothing.  I  roll  on  like  a  ball, 
with  the  exception,  that  I  have  no  friction  to 
contend  with  in  my  mind  and  in  consequence  have 
some  difficulty  in  stopping  mqself  when  there  is 
nothing  else  to  stop  rne.  '  14 
Jag  Fellows  has  observed15  that  Ruskin's  books  are  not  enclosed  -  thou  are 
like  his  rooms,  which  alwags  have  views.  They  transgress  the  boundaries 
of  genres  and  fields  of  interest,  constantly  invoke  the  presence  and 
knowabi  Ii  tg  of  the  outsi  do  worl  d  and  repeated]  U  cal  If  or  the  reader's 
col  I  aborati  on/corroborati  on. 
'I  had  the  better  pleasure  now  of  feeling  that  mg 
reallU  watchful  delineation,  while  still  rapid 
enough  to  interest  any  stray  student  of  drawing 
who  might  stop  bu  me  on  his  wag  to  the  Academy, 
had  a  quite  unusual  power  of  directing  the  attention 
of  the  general  crowd  to  points  of  beautg,  or  subjects 
of  sculpture,  in  the  buildings  I  was  at  work  on,  to 
which  thou  had  never  before  lifted  eyes,  and  which 
I  had  the  double 
pride  of  first  discovering  for  them 
and  then  imitating,  not  to  their  diss'atisf  action.  '  16 22 
This  is  quite  some  vvag  from  the  kind  of  intimacU  which  Proust  sees  as 
prerequisite  to  the  sharing  of  one's  vision: 
Ukrivain  ne  dit  que  par  une  habitude  prise 
dans  le  langage  insincbre  des  pr6faces  ot 
d6dicaces:  "mon  lecteur".  En  rWit&,  chaque 
lecteur  est,  quand  il  ]it,  le  propre  lecteur  de 
soi-m6me.  L'ouvrage  de  Fkrlvain  West  qu'une 
esp6ce  d'instrument  optique  qu'il  offre  au 
lectour  afin  de  lui  permettre  de  discerner  ce 
quo,  sans  ce  livre,  il  n'eOt  pout-6tre  pas  vue  en 
soi-m6me.  '  17 
The  movement  between  identification  and  dissociation  which  we  noticed 
earlier  is  again  evident  in  this  passage,  where  the  experiences  of  re6der 
and  writer  are  conflated  and  get  held  apart  by  the  inscrutable  autononlies 
of  work,  and  self.  Thus  the  collaborative  intimacy  demanded  by  Proust  'is 
at  once  greater  and  lesser,  and  altogether  subtler  in  its  ramifications, 
than  any  which  Ruskin  might  have  asked  for. 
A]  I  thi  s  deri  ves  f  rom  what  I  suppose  isa  rather  bI  atant  di  sti  ncti  on: 
Proust  wrote  fiction  and  Ruskin  did  not.  But  I  hope  to  show  that  this 
obvious  distinction  must  be  our  starting  point  if  we  hope  properly  to 
analyse  the  relation  between the  two  writers.  Ruskin's  distaste  for  tile 
novels  of  his  contemporaries  is  matched  and  surpassed  by  the  distaste  and 
neg]  ect  shown  hi  in  by  I  ater  generati  ons  f  or  whom  the  novel  had  become  the 
dominant  mode  of  literary  creation.  This  dominance  was  unprecedented  in 
I  that  it  derived  not  only  from  the  fact  that  the  most  gifted  and  innovative 
writers  of  the  era  chose  it  as  their  mediurn  and  used  it  to  express  (or  more 
often  create)  the  spirit  of  the  time,  but  a1so  from  the  new  awareness  that 
it  could  perform  and  transform  the  functions  of  most  other  literary 23 
genres.  In  thei  r  pol  Uphony,  uni  fi  ed  by  the  gesture  of  sel  f  -begetti  ng,  the 
two  great  texts  of  modernism,  A  Ja  recherche  du  tem  s  perdu  and  Ulusses, 
stand  as  monuments  to  this  enormous  leap  in  ambition.  Although  Ruskin 
made  a  considerable  contribution  to  the  evolution  of  descriptive  prose  in 
English,  and  hence  to  an  important  aspect  of  the  novel,  this  very  success 
kept  him  on  the  margin  as  the  novel  became  our  favoured  nleans  of 
describing  or  recreating  the  world.  Descriptions  are  only  useful  or 
important  to  Lis  if  they  can  relay  some  sense  of  intelligible  sequence  or 
cause.  Even  the  absence  of  such  sequence,  as  for  example  in  Keats'  Ode  oil 
aGrecian  Urn,  is  important  only  and  precisely  in  that  it  presents  a  direct 
contrast  to  the  way  in  which  we  normally  experience  and  interpret  the 
world  as  it  is.  18  For  the  early  Ruskin  a  transcendent  cause  was  to  be  found 
in  the  Divine  as  it  is  manifested  in  nature.,  but  when  his  deconversion 
robbed  him  of  this  sense  of  intelligible  purpose,  his  attempt  at 
establishing  an  explanatory  system,  largely  unsatisfactory  in  any  case, 
broke  down  altogether.  Already  in  the  second  volume  of  Modern  Painters 
there  is  a  troubling  lack  of  clarity  in  distinguishing  between  viewer  and 
artist,  between  man  in  general  and  the  artist,  and  between  the  artis  s:  t's 
mind  and  the  finished  work,  as  Ruskin  strives  to  articulate  and  illustrate 
his  concept  of  the  imagination.  These  blurrings  are  reproduced  but 
resolved  in.  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdu  where  viewer,  artist,  mail,  mind 
and  work,  are  all  presented  as  aspects  of  the  plot  Tlarcel  devient  6crivdi  n'. 
This  self  -containing  narrative  movement,  prompted  and  justified  by  tile 
fundamental  mystery  of  Ia  m6moire  involontaire',  has  led  Gbrard  Genette 
to  tile  contestation  that  '[Proust]  Wa  jamais  6crit  autre  chose  que  A  ]a 
recherche  du  temP-LpLiLdu  let  qu')  il  a  consacr6,  et  peu  6  peu  identifi& 
LOLIte  Sd  Vie  6  une  seule  oeuvre'.  19  Thanks  to  this  act  of  identification,  and 
to  the  structuring  principle  which  made  it  possible,  Proust  was  no  longer 24 
compelled  to  finish  one  work  and  face  the  anguish  and  d6soeuvrernent 
implicit  in  the  task  of  beginning  anew.  Rather,  the  act  of  writing  became 
for  Proust  the  most  natural  and  necessarg  of  activities,  co-terminous 
with  the  life  it  was  relating. 
'H  a  v6cu  en  Yukrivant,  sans  avoir  presque 
2 ay  entrer  ni  6  en  sortir.  Elle  lui  aW  sans 
cesse  ouverte,  et  il  a  pu  maintenir  sans 
discontinuit6  Fosmose  entre  sa  vie  et  son 
oeuvre  ...... 
L'acte  d'bcrire  une  oeuvre  de  fiction 
devient  aussi  nature]  que  celui  d'une 
correspondance  ou  d'un  journal  de  bord.  '  20 
Proust's  spiritual  log-book,  enjoys  all  the  privileges  which  Maurice 
Blanchot  sees  as  being  special  to  the  journal: 
'Ecrire  chaque  jour,  sous  ]a  garantie  de  ce  jour 
et  pour  le  rappeler  6  lui-m6me,  est  une  manike 
commode  d'6chapper  au  silence,  comme  6  ce  qu*il 
qa  d'extr6me  dans  ]a  parole.  Chaque  jour  nous 
dit  quelque  chose.  Chaque  jour  not6  est  un  jour 
pr6serO.  Double  op6ration  avantageuse.  Ainsi 
Fon  vit  deux  fois.  Ainsi  Yon  se  garde  de  Foubli 
et  du  d6sespoir  de  Wavoir  rien  6  dire.  '  21 
A  ]a  recherche  du  tertips  perdu  doubled  in  size  between  1913  and  the 
author's  death  in  1922,  but  by  a  process  of  internal  accretion  within  the 
framing  structure  rather  than  by  addition.  It  is  this  phenomenon  which 
leads  Genette  to  characterise  the  novel  as  inexhaustible.  That  this  fertile 
and  dynamic  act  of  communication  is  conditional  on  the  preservation  of 
integrity,  solitude  and  silence  is  made  clear  at  the  beginning  and  end  of  A 
Ia  recherche  du  tempa_p.  ýrdu: 25 
'COtLO  obscure  fralcheUr  de  ma  chambre  6tait 
au  plein  soleil  de  la  rue  ce  que  Fombre  est  au 
ragon,  c'est-6-dire  aussi  lumineuse  que  lui  et 
offrait  a  mon  imagination  le  spectacle  total  de 
I'M  dont  mes  sens,  si  favais  W  en  promenade, 
WaUraient  pu  jouir  que  par  morceaux;  et  ainsi 
elle  s'accordait  bien  6  mon  repos  qui  (gr6ce  aux 
aventures  racontbes  par  mes  livres  et  qui  venaient 
Fftnouvoir)  supportait,  pareil  au  repos  d'une  main 
immobile  au  milieu  d'une  eau  courante,  le  choc  et 
Vaniniation  d'un  torrent  d'activitb.  '  22 
T  I  he  i  rnp]  i  Cit  metaphor.  behi  nd  thi  s  central  paradox  of  retreat  or  descent 
into  'luminous  shadow'  in  order  to  discover  a  plenitude  of  light  and 
activity  is  that  of  the  photographic  negative,  although  it  is  difficulý  not  to 
notice  intimations  of  purgatory,  reminiscent  of  Hilton's  'darkness 
visible'  23  and  the  Book  of  Job's  'where  the  light  is  as  darkneSS',  24  and 
consistent  with  the  novel's  repeated  associations  of  the  closed  room  with 
guilt  and  unknowable  vice.  The  figure  of  the  hand  in  running  water 
presents  the  idea  of  a  still  consciousness  registering  the  flow  of 
experience  while  remaining  immune  to  its  buffetings,  an  idea  which  is 
resusci  tated  af  ter  the  fi  nal  revel  ati  ons  of  Le  ternos  retrouv&.  Sol  i  tude  is 
now  no  longer  a  physical  state  but  an  intellectual  function. 
A 
ue  ce  fut  justement  et  uniquement  ce  genre  de 
sensations  qui  d0t  conduire  6  Foeuvre  Wart, 
fallais  essayer  Sen  trouver  la  raison  objective, 
en  continuant  les  pensbes  quo  je  Wavais  cessb 
d'enclialner  dans  ]a  bibliothbque,  car  je  sentais 
que  le  d6clenchement  de  la  vie  spirituelle  btait 
assez  fort  en  moi  maintenant  pour  pouvoir 
continuer  aussi  bien  dans  le  salon,  au  milieu  des 
invit6s,  quo  seul  dans  la  bibliothbque;  il  me 
semblait  qu'6  ce  point  de  vue,  m6me  au  milieu  do 
cette  assistance  si  nombreuse,  je  saurais  r6server 
*25  mo  solitude. 26 
The  passage  pays  homage  to  the  irnpetus  of  sing]  e-mindedness.  But  unity 
of  purpose  is  nothing  without  unity  of  form.  Proust  showed  an  awareness 
of  this  when  he  wished  both  on  Ruskin  in  a  footnote  to  Sbsame  et  les  I  is-  W 
'C*est  le  charme  pr6cis6ment  de  Foeuvre  de 
Ruskin  qu'il  y  ait  entre  les  ides  d'un  mgme 
livre,  et  entre  les  divers  livres  des  liens  qu*il 
ne  montre  pas,  qu'il  laisse  6  peine  apparaitre 
un  instant  et  qu*iI  a  d'ailleurs  peut-6tre  tiss6s 
apr6s-coup,  mais  jamais  artificiels  cependant 
puisqu*ils  sont  toujours  tir&s  de  ]a  substance 
toujours  identique  6  elle-mgme  de  sa  pens6e. 
Les  pr6occupations  multiples  mais  constantes 
de  cette  pensbe,  voil6  ce  qui  assure  6  ces  livres 
une  unit6  plus  r6elle  que  FuniO  de  composition, 
g6n6ralement  absente,  il  faut  bien  le  dire.  '  26 
The  constancy  in  diversity  to  which  Proust  alludes  here  is  difficult  to 
discover  or  define.  If  there  is  a  single  impulse  in  Ruskin's  writing,  it  is 
surely  that  of  unrelenting  opposition  to  any  view  of  art  that  ignores  its 
total  context.  Such  a  refusal  to  admit  any  limits  to  relevance  produces  a 
writing  which  is  doomed  never  to  be  satisfied  in  its  purchase  on  the  world 
and  the  reader.  In  a  letter  to  F.  J.  Furnivall  in  1854  Ruskin  wrote,  'Unless 
people  are  ready  to  receive  all  that  I  say  about  art  as  unquestionable  ......  .I 
don't  consider  myself  to  have  any  reputation  at  all  worth  caring  about'.  27 
The  urgency  of  his  didacticism  also  militates  against  the  possibility  of 
hi  s  work  bei  ng  compi  eted,  by  corif  erri  ng  the  power  of  veto  on  an  of  ten 
recalcitrant  readership:  his  wish  was  to  force  people  to  examine  their. 
ideas  and  then  commit  themselves,  but  this  brought  to  the  fore  the  un- 
governable.  d6calage  between his  thoughts  and  observations  and  tile 
necessity  of  expounding  them  to  his  pupils.  This  resulted  in  the 
characteristic  imbalances  and  inconsistencies  of  Modern  Painters,  where  a 27 
thin  veneer  of  system.  is  laid  over  a  disorderly  mass  of  perceptions.  The 
tension  between  didact  and  autodidact  was  also  partiq  responsible  for  the 
extreme  forays  into  parenthesis  (Ruskin  asserted  that  all  Modern  Painters 
together  would  be  the  explanation  of  a  parenthesis  in  The  Stones  of 
Venice)  28  and  what  Harold  Bloom  calls  the  apocalyptic  desires  of  his  later 
works.  29 
To  say  with  Proust  that  Ruskin's  works  were  locking  in  compositional 
unity  is  not,  of  course,  to  assert  that  he  had  no  sense  of  it.  Such  a  sense 
is  obvious  in  his  consciousness  of  his  own  limitations: 
-rhere  was  the  violent  instinct  for  architecture, 
but  I  never  could  have  built  or  carved  anUthing, 
because  I  was  without  power  of  design'  30 
and: 
'I  can  no  more  write  a  story  than  compose  a 
picture'.  31 
Indeed,  the  modesty  of  his  repeated  disclaimers  to  any  capacity  for 
creative  design  might  attest  to  his  astonishing  prescience  regarding  the 
then  largely  unacknowledged  difficulties  of  composition  and  represent- 
ation,  dif  f  iculties  vAich  became  the  major  theme  of  art  in  the  Modern  era. 
At  this  point  we  might  usefully  invoke  Roland  Sarthes'  distinction  between 
kcqvains  and  6crivantS.  32  using  as  his  starting  point  the  grammatical 
opposition  between  transitive  and  intransitive  operations  of  the  verb, 
Barthes  defines  the  6criyain  as  the  writer  who  takes  language  itself  for 
hiss  obiject:  T6crivain  est.  celui  qui  travaille  sa  parole  (f6t-il  inspir6)  et 
s'absorbe  fonctionnellement  son  travail 
......  pour  1'6crivain,  6crire  est  un 28 
verbe  intransitif'.  33  In  contrast,  the  6crivant  uses  language  transitively: 
'Les  6crivants 
......  posent  une  fin  (t§moigner,  expliquer,  onseigner)  dont  16 
parole  West  qu'un  mogen;  pour  eux  ]a  parole  supporte  un  faire,  elle  no  ]a 
constitue  pas.  Voil6  donc  le  langage  ramen6  6  la  nature  d'un  instrument  de 
communication,  d'un  vbhicule  de  ]a  "pens6e,  . 
......  ce  qui  Minit  1'6crivant, 
Cest  que  son  projet  de  communication  est  naif:  il  Wadmet  pas  que  son 
message  se  retourne  et  se  f  erme  sur  I  ui  -mftne-.  34 
In  defining  himself  as  bcrivant.,  Ruskin  shuts  himself  off  from  the 
possibilitq  of  realising  this  desire  to  articulate  the  world  in  its 
multiplicity  and  totality.  As  Barthes  puts  it: 
V6crivain  est  un  homme  qui  absorbe  radicalement 
le  pgurquoi  du  monde  dans  un  comment  6crire.  Et 
le  miracle,  si  Fon  peut  dire,  Cest  que  cette  activit6 
narcissique  ne  cesse  de  provoquer,  au  long  d'une 
littbrature  s6culaire,  une  interrogation  au  monde: 
en  s'enfermant  dans  le  comment  bcrire,,  1'6crivain 
finit  par  retrouver  la  question  ouverte  par  excellence: 
pourquoi  le  monde?  Quel  est  le  sens  des  choses? 
En  somme,  Cest  au  moment  m6me  oO  le  travail  de 
I'bcrivain  devient  sa  propre  fin,  qu'il  retrouve  un 
caractbre  m6diateur:  Fbcrivain  congoit  la 
litt6rature  comme  fin,  le  monde  ]a  lui  renvoie 
comfne  mogen:  et  Cest  dans  cette  d6cepLjon  infinie, 
que  Fkrivain  retrouve  le  monde,  tin  monde  6trange 
d'ailleurs,  puisque  ]a  litt6rature  le  reprbsente  comme 
une  question,  jamais,  en  Minitive,  comme  une 
,  35  r6ponse. 
Often  hailed  or  derided  for  his  materialism  and  scientism,  Barthes  is  here 
compelled  to  speak  of  miracles.  His  enthusias  ,m  for  the  higher  potential  of 
the  fictive  brings  him  close  to  the  aesthetic  idealism  of  Wallace  Stevens: /19 
'Poetry  is  the  subject  of  the  poei-ri, 
From  this  the  poem  issues  and 
To  this  returns.  Between  the  two, 
Between  issue  and  return,  there  is 
An  absence  in  real 
i  ty, 
Things  as  they  are.  Or  so  we  sag. 
But  are  these  separate?  Is  it 
An  absence  for  'the  poem,  which  acquires 
Its  true  appearances  there,  sun's  green, 
Cloud's  red,  earth  feeling,  skg  that  thinks? 
From  these  it  takes.  Perhaps  it  qives, 
In  the  universal  intercourse.  *  36 
With  Proust,  then,  it  is  the  very  deferment  of  engagement  with  the  world, 
achieved  bu  enclosing  the  world  in  a  fictive  'absence',  which  guarantees 
the  articulation  of  things  as  they  are.  In  the  project  of  representation 
this  fictiveness  is  conjoined  with  another  paradoxical  operation:  that  of 
narrative.  Vlore  than  any  other  novel,  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdu 
presents  narrative  as  the  constant  movement  towards  the  place  of 
knowledge  from  which  narrative  can  occur  -  hence  the  constant 
dislocations  in  order,  duration  and  frequency  of  event  between  r6cit  and 
histoire,  brilliantly  charted  by  66rard  Genette.  37  The  retrospective 
synthesis  of  the  novel  depends  on  the  distinction  between  the  hero,  the 
narrator  and  the  author  -a  distinction  which  is  as  much  temporal  as 
modal. 
A  diary  entry  by  Ruskin  in  1849  has  him  considering  writing  an  essau  on 
the  uses  of  ignorance,  'being  much  struck  bg  the  diminution  which  mg 
knowledge  of  the  Alps  had  made  in  my  sublime  impression  of  them'. 30 
Proust  shows  himself  to  be  well-yersed  in  the  uses  of  ignorance.  In  a 
letter  to  Jacques  Rivi6re  he  concedes  that,  'je  suis  ...... 
forc6  de  peindre  les 
erreurs,  sons  croire  devoir  dire  quo  je  lels,  tiens  pour  des  erreurs'.  39  Such 
mistakes  are  not  only  'Marcel's'.  They  are,  in  a  sense,  also  the  reader's. 
For  the  characteristic  effect  of  the  Proustian  sentence  is  to  approximate 
the  experience  of  the  reader  to  the  movement  of  its  own  structure.  40  We 
ore  told  in  the  preface  to  S6same  et  les  IE,  that  while  we  may  wish  for 
authors  to  provide  us  with  answers,  all  that  they  can  do  is  give  us  desires. 
41  These  desires  are  realised  and  enacted  by  the  dramatisation  of  learning 
in  A  Ig  recherche  du  temps  perdu,  where  recognition  and  miscognition 
i InLerweave,  propelling  the  text  towards  the  grasping  of  the  truth. 
Discontinuities  of  perception  can  be  glossed  over  by  highlighting  the 
egocentric  character  of  Proust's  world,  as  the  continuity  of  the  Proustian 
personality  and  vision  holds  together  the  diversities  and  intermittencies 
,  and  the  readers'  experience.  of  Marcel's 
Ho,  **ever,  if  we  withdraw  the  presence  of  the  author  in  his  role  as 
guarantor  of  the  text's  unitq;  that  is  to  say,  if  we  refuse  to  let  Proust  have 
it  both  ways,  as  6crivain  and  6criyant  -  (here  let  us  recall  the  ambivalence 
of  the  voice  which  militates  against  works  of  art  which  contain  theories 
and  which  yet  claims  to  set  the  conditions  under  which  its  own  text  ought 
to  be  read)  -  then  discontinuity  reasserts  itself  as  a  phenomenological 
neciDc.  sity,  and  the  metaphor  of  another  English  writer  swims  into 
Pertinence: 
'An  eminent  philosopher  among  my  friends, 
who  can  dignify  even  your  ugly  furniture  by 
lifting  it  into  the  serene  light  of  science,  has 
shown  me  this  pregnant  little  fact.  Your  pier- 
glass  or  extensive  surface  of  polished  steel 
made  to  be  rubbed  by  a  housemaid  will  be  minutely 
and  multitudinously  scratched  in  all  directions; 31 
but  place  now  against  it  a  lighted  candle  as  a 
centre  of  illumination  and  lo!  the  scratches  will 
seem  to  arrange  themselves  in  a  fine  series  of 
concentric  circles  round  that  little  sun.  It  is 
demonstrable  that  the  scratches  are  going 
everywhere  impartially,  and  it  is  only  your  candle 
which  produces  the  flattering  illusion  of  a 
concentric  arrangement,  its  light  falling  with  an 
exclusive  optical  selection.  These  things  are  a 
parable.  The  scratches  are  events,  and  the  candle 
is  the  egoism  of  any  person  now  absent  ...... 
.  42 
%.  -Ile  would  do  well,  then,  to  bear  in  mind  that  the  classif  ications  of 
6crivainAcrivant  in  so  far  as  they  concern  ignorance,  may  be  focussed  in 
two  wags  -  through  the  author's  intentions  and/or  chosen  practices,  or 
through  the  reader  and  the  operation  of  the  reader's  expectations  on  the 
text.  This  option  is  especially  available  to  us  with  Proust,  V,,,  here  the 
reader  shares  the  author's  privilege  of  combining  ignorance  and  judgement. 
Since  most  careful  readings  of  the  text  are  in  fact  re-readings,  we  have, 
in  the  memories  and  lapses  and  dislocations  of  memory  of  our  first 
reading  a  relation  to  our  more  innocent  selves  which  is  similar  to  that 
between  narrator  and  hero  in  the  novel. 
The  choi  ce  whether  to  use  author  or  reader  as  f  ocus  f  or  cl  assi  fi  cati  on  is 
the  choice  whether  to  f  ocus  on  author  or  text.  The  not-ni  nal  nature  of  the 
terms  6crivain  and  6crivant  should  not  mislead  here.  They  need  not,  and 
properly  should  not,  refer  to  persons,  rather  to  practices  of  writing. 
I  ndeed,  itis  onl  g  when  one  takes  the  hi  stori  cal  author  as  f  ocus  f  or  thi  s 
classification  that  tile  classification  becomes  personal.  Then  the  6crivain 
or  6crivant  remains  rooted  in  a  self-imposed  role  which  she  may  have 
chosen  but  which  maq  no  longer  be  relevant.  Within  the  limited 
value-judgewient  which  the  distinction  connotes  (6crivain  is  surely  more 32 
interesting  than  6crivant),  it  becomes  possible  to  interpose  metaphors  of 
creativitU  and  magic  which  the  author  as  historical  personage  might 
sanction  but  which  are  also  based  on  time-bound  conventions  of  %,,  that  is 
literary  or  non-literarg,  what  is  prosaic,  what  is  poetic,  and  so  on. 
Ecrivain/bcrivant  does  not  correspond  to  poetic-prosaic.  To  read  tile 
distinction  thus  is  often  to  subsume  one's  own  aesthetic  judgernent  under 
that  of  tile  author  -a  perfectly  proper  and  advisably  modest  strategy,  of 
course,  but  one  which  is  ininlical  to  tile  very  notion  of  the  6crivain  as  one 
'1quil  perd  tout  droit  de  reprise  sur  ]a  v6rit&,  car  le  langage  est 
prkisbment  cette  structure  dont  la  fin  m6me  (du  moins  historiquement, 
depuis  le  Sophisme),  dbs  lors  qu'il  West  plus  rigoureusement  transitif,  est 
de  neutraliser  le  vrai  et  le  faUX'.  43  The  characteristic  property  of 
6criture  as  practised  by  the  6crivain  is  its  intransitivity,  not  its  poeticitq 
or  suggestiveness.  These  last  are  in  fact  6crivant  wags  of  describing  the 
deferred,  refracted  purchase  on  truth  enjoged  by  the  work,  of  the  6crivain. 
If,  then,  we  focus  on  the  text,  provisionally  removing  the  presence  of  the 
author  as  centre  of  illumination,  the  classification  becomes  the  respons- 
ibility  of  the  reader.  And  a  reader-oriented  criticism,  with  its  close 
commitment  to  the  linguistic  texture  of  writing,  will  recognise  that  few 
texts  will  be  %liholly  6criv6in  or  wholly  6crivant.  Barthes  comes  to  admit 
as  much  at  the  end  of  his  essay: 
'Je  d6cris  16  une  contradiction  qui,  en  fait, 
est  rarement  pure:  chacun  aujourd'hui  se  meut 
plus  ou  moins  ouvertement  entre  les  deux 
postulations,  celle  de  Fftrivain  et  celle  de 
Fkrivant:  Vhistoire  sans  doute  le  veut  ainsi, 
qui  nous  a  fait  naltre  trop  tard  pour  6tre  des 
6crivains  superbes  (de  bonne  conscience)  et 
trop  t6t  (?  )  pour  We  des  6crivants  6cout6s. 
Aujourd'hui,  chaque  participant  de  Fintelligentsia 
tient  en  lui  les  deux  r6les,  dont  il  "rentre"  plus 33 
ou  moins  bien  Fun  ou  Fautre:  des  6crivains  ont 
brusquement  des  comporternents,  des  irnpatiences 
des  6crivants;  des  6crivants  se  haussent  parfois 
jusqu'au  th&&t  re  du  langage.  Nous  voulons.  6crire 
guel  que  chose  et  en  m6me  temps,  nous  ecri  vons 
tout  court.  Bref,  notre  6poque  accoucherait  d'un 
-  44  type  Ward:  1'6crivain-bcrivant. 
As  often  happens  with  middle-period  Barthes,  an  important  insight  is  here 
deflected  by  his  polemic,  programmatic  zeal  into  a  vague  argument  for  the 
evolution  of  a  genre,  when  it  is  really  a  question  of  a  revolution  in  our 
climate  of  reading.  The  recognition  that  §crivain/6crivant  is  a  question  of 
how  authors  are  read  and  not  one  of  rigid  genre  classification  is  crucial  to 
any  projected  comparison  of  Ruskin  and  Proust  and  entails  what  Geoffrey 
Hartman  calls  'a  re-thinking  which  is  itself  creative,  of  what  others  hold 
to  be  creative,  a  scrutinu  of  the  presence  of  the  fictive,  and  of  the  fiction 
of  presence,  in  every  aspect  of  learning  and  life'.  45 
An  awareness  of  the  pressures,  both  textual  and  institutional,  brought  to 
bear  on  our  reading  of  Ruskin  and  Proust  might  help  us  better  understand 
not  onlg  similarities  and  differences,  but  the  shifting  conditions  of  such 
similarities  and  differences.  Both  writers  need,  in  a  sense,  to  be 
emancipated  from  genre  expectations.  FirstlU,  the  narrow  classification 
of  Ruskin  as  a  discursive  writer  leaves  him  in  a  double  bind.  While 
discursive  writing  was  characterised  as  drab,  ang  deviation  from  such 
drabness  was  viewed  as  'fine  writina',  connoting  at  once  inferioritg  and 
redundancU.  At  once  too  functional  and  too  dilettante.,  Ruskin's  writing 
became  an  embarrassment. 34 
The  vnýiay  in  vvhich  Proust  stiff  ers  from  genre  expectation  is  less  clear,  but 
the  prob]  em  Ii  es  in  the  f  act  that  AIa  recherche  du  temps  perdu  isa  novel 
, which  tells  us  how  it  should  be  read.  Although  this  lesson  is  an  exemplary 
one,  it  imposes  stringent  limitations  and  is  jealous  of  encroachments. 
Jean-Yves  Tadib  gratefully  accepts  these  limitations  in  his  Proust  et  le 
Roman: 
'Nous  Wavons  donc  pas  voulu  imposer  6  Voeuvre 
de  Proust  des  cat6gories  ext6rieures  6  elle, 
une  We  g6n6rale  du  roman,  ou  de  la  mani6re  dont 
on  doit  6tudier  un  roman;  non  pas  un  trait&  de  roman, 
dont  les  illustrations  seraient  emprunt6es  01  ]a 
Recherche  des  concepts  ngs  de  l'oeuvre  et  qui 
permettent  de  lire  Proust  comme  celui-ci  a  lu 
Balzac  et  Flaubert.  11  n*y  a  de  thborie  de  ]a 
litt6rature  que  dans  ]a  critique  du  singulier.  '  46 
TaM  here  seems  to  take  up  Proust's  tacit  invitation  to  confuse  the 
author's  theories  with  those  of  the  narrator,  but  even  if  we  take  the 
.  concepts  nbs  de  l'oeuvre'  to  refer  not  only  to  the  various  direct 
meditations  on  art  and  aesthetics  but  also  to  the  implicit  aesthetic  borne 
out  in  the  texture  and  achievement  of  the  novel,  such  a  reading  would  still 
enforce  an  unwarranted  immanence  on  the  text.  If  our  experience  of  A  ]a 
recherche  du  temps  perdu  is  to  be  limited  by  Proust's  conception  of  its 
extent,  then  the  novel  and  all  its  readings  stopped  in  November  1922.  It 
is,  moreover,  impossible  for  us  to  read  Proust  as  he  read  Balzac  and 
Flaubert.  For  one  thing,  we  have  the  towering  example  of  A  ]a  recherche  du 
LempLperdu  to  remind  us  that  fiction  had  potential  unguessed  at  by  Balzac 
and  Flaubert  -  or,  one  might  say,  even  by  Proust,  before  he  had  written  it. 
T.  S.  Eliot  sketched  the  obverse  of  this  point  in  'Tradition  and  the  Individual 
Talent% 35 
'Sorneone  said,  "The  dead  writers  are  remote 
f  rorn  us  because  we  know  so  much  more  than 
they  did.  "  Precisely,  and  they  are  that  which 
we  know.,  47 
As  will,  I  hope,  be  seen,  this  point  is  worth  bearing  in  mind  when  it  comes 
to  reassessing  Ruskin's  importance  vis-6-vis  Proust  and  the  twentieth 
century.  For  the  moment,  however,  I  would  insist  on  the  limitations 
involved  in  our  taking  Proust's  aesthetic  pronouncements  as  doxa  -  that  is 
to  say,  granting  to  certain  passages  in  the  novel  the  authority  of  the 
6crivant  mode,  playing  down  its  fictiveness  so  that  the  text  mF3q  be  more 
easily  salvaged  as  a  totality.  Such  passages  need  not  be  prosaic  or  drab; 
indeed,  it  is  those  moments  of  privileged  insight  into  the  subtle  laws  of 
beauty,  those  most  'evocative'  passages  which  are  likeliest  to  evoke  this 
sort  of  response.  [Ime.  de  Cambremer's  experience  of  a  Chopin  prelude  at 
the  soir6e  of  Mrne.  de  Ste.  Euverte  is  a  particularly  striking  example,  since 
it  offers  us  a  perception  of  art  which  is  not  only  that  of  a  third  person,  but 
that  of  a  fairly  nondescript  character.  By  this  very  distancing,  one  might 
say,  the  general  applicability  of  the  prelude's  underlying  law  is  insisted 
upon: 
'Elle  avait  appris  dans  sa  jeunesse  6  caresser 
les  phrases,  au  long  col  sinueux  et  dWesurb, 
de  Chopin,  si  libres,  si  flexibles,  si  tactiles, 
qui  cornmencent  par  chercher  et  essayer  I  eur 
place  en  dehors  et  bion  loin  de  ]a  direction  de 
leur  d6part,  bien  loin  du  point  ob  on  avait  pu 
esp&rer  qu'atteindrait  leur  attouchement,  et 
qui  no  se  jouent  dans  cot  6cart  de  fantaisie 
que  pour  revenir  plus  d6libkhient-  d'un 
retour  plus  prWWit6o,  avec  plus  de  pr6cision, 
comme  sur  tin  cristal  qui  r6sonnerait  jusqu'6 
f  ai  re  cri  er  -  vous  f  rapper  au  coeur.,  48 36 
This  is  the  archetypal  Proustian  sentence,  its  meaning  and  the  enactment 
of  its  meaning  perfectly  harmonised,  glorying  in  its  artifice  -  note  the 
teasing  mimicry  of  'revenir  plus  dblib6r6ment,  d'un  retour  plus 
pr6m6dit6e'.  The  beckoning  moral  is  that  here  we  have  a  mise-en-abimp-  of 
the  novel's  structure  as  a  whole.  The  free  and  sinuous  incursions  of  the 
Proustian  plot  and  sentence  into  the  most  extreme  foreign  territory  tire 
eventually  and  deliberately,  yet  surprisingly,  brought  back  to  their  point  of 
departure  with  a  new  plangency  of  recognition.  The  author's  power  is  that 
of  the  narrator's  f  ather  who  I  eads  the  f  ami  Iy  on  moon]  i  ght  wal  ks  about- 
Combray: 
7out  d'un  coup  mon  p6re  nous  arr6tait  et  demandait 
6  ma  m6re:  "06  sommes-nous?  ".  Epuisbe  par  la 
marche  mais  fi6re  de  lui,  elle  lui  avouait  tendre- 
ment  qu'eile  Wen  savait  absolument  rien.  11  haussait 
les  6paules  et  riait.  Alors,  comme  s'il  Favait 
sortie  de  la  poche  de  son  veston  ayec  sa  clef,  il 
nous  montrait  debout  deyant  nous  ]a  petite  porte 
de  derribre  de  notre  jardin  qui  btait  venue  avec  le 
coin  de  ]a  rue  du  Saint-Esprit  nous  attendre  au  bout 
de  ces  chemins  inconnus.  Ma  m6re  lui  disait  ayec 
admiration:  "Tu  es  extraordinaire!  ".  Et  6  partir  de 
cet  instant,  je  Wavais  plus  un  seul  pas  6  faire,  le 
so]  marchait  pour  moi  dans  ce  jardin  oO  depuis  si 
longtemps  mes  actes  avaient  cess6  Otre  accompagnes 
d'6Ltention  volontaire:  FHabitude  venait  de  me  prendre 
dans  ses  bras  et  me  portait  jusqu'6  mon  Ut  comme  un 
peti  t  enf  ant.  -  49 
The  Proustian  trajectory  of  a  slow  and  anfractuous  return  to  the  point  of 
departure,  where  'the  end  of  all  our  exploring/  Will  be  to  arrive  where  we 
started/  Arid  know  the  place  for  the  first  time',  5o  inspires  in  the  reader  a 
sense  of  wonder  similar  to  that  expressed  by  the  narrator's  mother,  but 37 
this  wonder  entails  a  passivitg  and  dependence  which  has  as  its  parallel 
the  young  hero's  impotent  submission  to  Habit.  To  insist  thus  on  the 
novel's  circularity  is  to  some  extent  to  reduce  its  3,000  pages  to  a  single 
insight  teasingly  withheld  by  the  author  as  magician  and  as  knowing 
father.  The  above  passage  at  once  suggests  and  warns  against  the  illusion 
of  conf  lated  time  and  space  which  acts  as  a  spur  to  the  retrieval  of  temps 
perdu  or  rather,  it  warns  against  those  readings  which  see  this  illusion  as 
the  key  to  the  whole  novel.  Gate,  garden  and  street  here  appear  with 
father's  key,  just  as  all  of  Combrag  and  its  surroundings  sprang  into  being, 
town  and  gardens  aiike,  from  the  narrator's  cup  of  tea.  But  to  describe  the 
conditions  of  their  reappearance  does  not,  of  course,  absolve  the  narrator 
from  the  necessity  to  recreate  them  in  their  temporal  and  spatial 
extensiveness.  Equalig,  the  provision  of  a  structure  for  the  novel  which 
affords  immediate  and  momentary  comprehension  doe  s  not  or  should  not 
detract  from  the  irreducibility  of  the  text.  The  attractions  of  such  a 
structure  for  those  who  would  see  a  novel  cl8arlU  and  as  a  whole  are 
obvious,  but  it  is  nevertheless  true  that,  in  Percy  Lubbock's  phrase,  'the 
book  vanishes  as  soon  as  we  lag  our  hands  on  it'.  51  In  other  words,  our 
apprehension  of  a  work's  meaning  or  structure  dissolves  on  exposure  to  the 
written  page  in  its  materiality  and  particularity,  its  difference.  In  our 
desire  to  recover  meaning,  we  discover  various  short-cuts.  Indeed,  both 
macro-  and  micro-textual  ways  of  reading  mag  be  enlisted  to  cut  out  what 
is,  lor  the  moment  and  purpose  of  interpretation,  irrelevant.  Appeals  to 
the  novel's  architecture  blind  us  to  the  distractions  of  its  textual 
dimension,  would  have  us  see  the  work  spatiallg  and  appreciate  its 
symmetrg  and  resolution.  But  close  textual  analysis  can  also  be  invoked  to 
discover  self  -illustrative  metaphors  of  the  novel's  structure,  as  when 
Jean  Ricardou  sees  a  metaphoric  leap  uniting  the  Swann  and  Guermantes 
ways,  thus  eliminating  the 
_arcours 
m6tonymique  which  constitutes  the I 
38 
long  %vay  round.  52  The  tension  between  long  and  painful  apprenticeship 
and  instantaneous  revelation  is  maintained  throughout  A  la  recherche  du 
tempLpaiýdu.  The  f  requent]  U  di  sappoi  nted  desi  re  f  or  iII  umi  nati  on  shows  us 
that  to  wait  for  it  passively  is  to  succumb  to  the  banalities  of  habitual 
vision,  but  the  role  of  accident  in  the  actual  moments  of  insight  shows  us 
that  habit  or  blindness  are  its  very  conditions.  We  can  only  write  our  way 
out  of  it.  We  mag  exclaim  with  T.  S.  Eliot,  'ridiculous  the  waste  sad  time 
stretching  before  and  after',  53  but  should  be  wary  of  confusing  life  Yiith 
text.  The  novel  fully  maps  those  'terres  reconquises  sur  Foubli',  of  which 
the  instances  of  involuntary  memory  only  provide  landmarks,  and  it  is  a 
mistake  to  pay  too  great  attention  to  the  huge  mirroring  points  of  Proust's 
narrative  in  order  to  see  the  work  as  one  and  at  once.  Although  it  has 
become  proper  to  view  narrative  as  the  expansion  of  a  single  form  or  of  a 
basic  verbal  articulation,  54  the  act  of  expansion,  of  articulation,  should  be 
recognised  in  its  full  significance;  otherwise  our  reading  succumbs  to  tile 
condition  of  habit.  Proust  was  not  alone  among  his  contemporaries  in 
pointing  out  the  antagonisms  of  art  and  habit.  In  his  'Art  as  Technique',  55 
Victor  ShkIovskU  indicated  how  in  the  novel  habituation  produces  a 
reductive  algebra  of  language  whereby  words  in  prose  are  not  heard  or 
noticed  in  their  entirety.  In  a  very  Proustian  formula  he  insists  that 
'Habi  tual  i  zati  on  devours  work,  cl  othes,  f  urni  ture,  one's  wi  f  e,  and  tile  f  ear 
of  war'.  56  The  tendency  to  foreground  incident  and  commentary  crucial  to 
the  novel's  comprehension  is  initiated  by  the  author  and  welcomed  by  most 
critics,  even  though  it  relegates  the  background  to  the  unread,  the 
taken-for-granted,  the  realm  of  habit.  As  Stir  la  lecture  makes  clear, 
critical  studies  are  often  anthologies,  and  a  Proustian  chrestomathy 
suggests  itself  oil  reading  the  corpus  of  commentary  devoted  to  A  ]a 
recherche  du  tempLpgrdu.  As  I  have  tried  to  show,  Proust,  perhaps  malgr& 
1LIJ,  encourages  this  reductiveness  by  tile  diagramatically  reflexive 39 
structures  of  the  novel,  and  there  is  no  doubt  that  lie  would  impose  a 
similar  grid  of  reference  on  the  even  more  inchoate  work  of  Ruskin.  In  a 
letter  to  Georges  Goyau  written  in  March  1904,  he  expresses  the  regret 
that  the  clutter  of  Ruskin's  writing  cannot  be  reduced  and  purified,  its 
ornaments  mounted,  as  it  were,  in  an  ethereal  mus6e  de  l'imagLpaire. 
Proust  reveals  that  lie  originally  intended  to  publish  from  his  translation 
of  The  Bible  of  Amiens  only  selected  passages  which  would  give  of  Ruskin 
']a  plus  haute  idbe,  ]a  plus  digne  de  sa  renomnibe  et  ]a  plus  ressemblante  6 
son  g6nie',  but  that  Ollendorff,  a  now  departed  editor,  had  insisted  on  a 
translation  of  the  whole  work. 
'J'ai  achevb  ...... 
le  travail  auquel  favais  pris 
goOt  dans  Fintervalle  et  je  Wai  pas  eu  le 
courage  de  sacrifier  ensuite  une  seule  de  ces 
belles  nebuleuses  que  favais  essaU6  d'amener 
6  une  lumi6re  relative.  Et  pourtant  j'aurais 
W  r6compensb  du  sacrifice.  Chaque  partie 
onnugouse,  chaque  page  obscure  supprimbe  se 
serait  chang&e  aussit6t  en  un  air  respirable 
et  pur  qui  aurait  circulb  entre  les  pages  choisies 
et  les  parties  magnifiques,  les  mettant  6  lour 
place  et  dans  lour  atrnosph6re  -  en  pi6destaux 
pour  exhausser  les  pages  nobles  et  hautes  -  en 
miroirs  magiques  qui  des  parties  conservbes 
auraient  6  Finfini  r6pW  et  multiA6  Jos 
beaUtbS.,  57 
Again  we  see  that  it  is  the  public  aspect  of  Rus  ,  kin's  writing  which  taints 
the  occasional  purity  of  his  prose.  Neither  proper  truth  nor  proper  fiction, 
or,  as  we  would  say,  neither  Acrivain  or  6crivant..  his  work  occupies  a 
no-man's-land  of  superficial  archaeology,  whimsical  history  and  fantastic 
etymology.  In  the  same  letter  Proust  promises  the  possibility  of  a  purer 
and  more  attractive  introduction  to  Rusl,  %*in:  'une  simple  conf6rence  ......  sur 40 
]a  Lecture  (S&sarne  -  of  Kings'  Treasuries)  celle-16  sans  longueurs,  sans 
d6faillan  ces,  sans  obscurit6s,  sans  fatras  d'archbologie  superficielle  et 
d'histoire  fantaisiste',  -58  but  in  the  event  this  project  also  succumbed  to 
the  Ruskinian  -  and  Proustian  -  logic  of  accretion,  and  a  second  lecture,  'Of 
Queens'  Gardens',  %.  ýtas  added.  With  Ruskin,  the  model  of  the  Chopin  prelude 
does  not  pertain,  the  harmonies  are  never  fully  resolved,  the  6carts  de 
f  antai  si  e  can  ei  ther  come  to  nothi  ng  or  f  orm  the  basi  sf  or  another  work 
altogether.  Ruskin's  writings  have  no  self-governing  aesthetic,  no 
unambiguous  statement  of  how  they  are  to  be  read  and  received  in  their 
fullness.  The  modes  of  6crivain  and  6crivant  apply  intermittently,  as  with 
Proust,  but  nowhere  in  Ruskin  does  the  6crivant  mode  apply  to  the 
,  tructure  of  Ruskin's  Yeork  itself,  unless  apologetically. 
The  tension  in  Ruskin  between  the  technical  and  the  poetic,  the  literal  and 
the  fabulous  -  or  rather  the  refusal  to  recognise  a  sustained  distinction 
between  such  terms  -  caused  as  much  perplexity  among  his  con- 
temporaries  as  it  did  in  Proust's  time  or  does  today.  In  W.  H.  Mallock's 
satire  The  Nevv  ReDublic  (1877)  Ruskin  is  represented  in  the  figure  of  Mr. 
Herbert,  of  whom  a  subsidiary  character  makes  the  following  observation. 
'What  a  dreadful  blowing  up  Mr.  Herbert  gave  us 
last  night,  didn't  lie?  Now  that,  you  know,  I 
think  is  all  verg  well  in  a  sermon..  but  in  a  lecture, 
where  the  things  are  to  be  taken  more  or  I  ess 
literalig,  I  think  it's  a  little  out  of  place.  '  59 
The  contrast  between  the  lecture,  where  'things  are  to  be  taken  more  or 
less  literalig',  and  the  sermon  is  a  telling  one.  The  question  of  how  we  are 
to  'take'  sermons,  how  to  interpret  the  literature  of  revelation,  has  its 41 
importance  for  the  literary  critic  as  well  as  for  the  theologian,  and  given 
the  decline  in  faith  since  Ruskin's  time  and  the  attendant  collapse  in  the 
civilised  world  of  literalist  interpretations  of  scripture,  this  distinction 
is  particularly  poignant  with  regard  to  Ruskin,  ý,,  ho,  it  %,,  iill  be 
remembered,  based  much  of  his  aesthetic  of  art,  truth  and  nature  on  the 
subtle  system  of  typology  elaborated  by  the  Evangelicals.  This  drew 
coherence  and  revelation  from  world  and  book  where  there  had  appeared 
only  obscurity  and  confusion.  Such  interpretative  ingenuity  was  emulated 
by  Ruskin  in  his  reading  of  nature,  which  drew  at  all  times  on  his 
comprehensive  knowledge  of  the  Bible,  which  he  learned  by  rote  from  early 
childhood until  fie  went  up  to  Oxford.  Robert  Hewison  has  accurately 
stressed  the  importance  of  the  Bible  in  Ruskin's  work: 
' 
...... 
his  prose  echoes  and  re-echoes  with  the  texts 
lie  learnt  as  a  child  and  continued  to  study  as  a  man. 
His  constant  Biblical  references  have  sometimes 
been  described  as  a  kind  of  nervous  tic,  but  the 
early  emphasis  on  Scripture  gave  him  a  great  deal 
more  than  a  clerical  style  of  address:  it  was  a  'link, 
to  an  unf  ailing  source  of  wisdom  and  truth.  His 
references  were  not  a  decoration  designed  for 
audiences  more  familiar  with  the  Bible  than  our- 
selves,  they  were  an  appeal  to  a  fundamental 
authority;  and  when  Ruskin  refers  to  it,  it  is  alwaqs 
worth  checking  at  its  source.,  60 
This  recognition  cruciallU  qualifies  Proust's  assertion  that  'les  ouvrages 
d'un  grand  6crivain  sont  le  seul  dictionnaire  ob  Yon  puisse  contr6ler  avec 
certitude  le  sens  des  expressions  qu'il  ernploie',  61  by  bringing  broader 
issues  of  intertextuality,  authoritg  and  cultural  context  to  bear  on  the 
vexed  question  of  influenceý2  By  his  own  admission  'educated  in  the 
doctrines  of  a  narrow  seCt'63,  Ruskin  relies  on  the  words  of  the  Bible  to 42 
supply  resonance  and  authority  to  his  earlier  work,  and  it  has  been  argued 
that  the  dissipation  of  his  later  writings  is  partly  due  to  the  frenzy  of  his 
attempt  to  compensate  for  the  withdrawal  of  scriptural  authority.  Even  in 
such  a  late  work,  as  the  Bible  of  Amiens  Ruskin  recognises  the  centrality 
of  the  Bible  in  Western  culture  as  its  strongest  and  most  pervasive 
influence:  its  effect  traceable  even  in  decadent  ages  and  unfenced  fields, 
where  it  has  produced  for  us  'Paradise  Lost  no  less  than  the  Diving 
Commedia,  Goethe's  Faust  and  Byron's  Cain  no  less  than  the  Imitatio 
Christi'.  64  The  greatest  interpretations  of  Scriptural  truth,  however,  are 
embodied  in  the  works  of  painters  and  sculptors:  Ruskin  goes  so  far  as  to 
assert  that  their  study  is  a  necessary  part  of  Biblical  scholarship,  and 
mocks  the  would-be  independent  Protestant  student  of  Scripture  who  is 
.  usually  at  the  mercy  of  the  nearest  preacher  who  has  a  pleasant  voice  and 
ingenious  fancy;  receiving  from  him  thankfully,  and  often  reverently, 
viliatever  interpretation  of  texts  the  agreeable  voice  of  ready  wit  may 
recommend'..  65  while  ignoring  the  teaching  'free  from  all  earthly  taint  of 
momentary  passion'  66  of  such  men  as  Orcagna,  Giotto  and  Fra  Angelico. 
This  elevation  of  interpretation-as-art  and  art-as-interpretation  over  the 
mere  voice  and  wit  of  the  preacher  is  typical  of  Ruskin's  veneration  for 
the  creative  mind.  It  sets  up  a  hierarchy  of  Revelation  in  nature 
interpretation  in  art,  and  commentary  in  criticism  in  which  the  writer 
who  insists  that  he  is  'without  power  of  design'67  commits  himself 
diffidently  to  the  third  grouping,  his  humility  itself  an  index  to  the  scale 
of  his  ambition. 
'Whatever  I  say  is  to  be  understood  as  a 
conditional  instrument  -  liable  to  and  inviting 
correction.,  68 43 
This  humility  is  the  obverse  of  the  will  to  infallibility  in  all  matters  of 
art  and  nature  expressed  in  the  letter  to  Furnival  in  1854.69  Indeed,  both 
attitudes  are  the  antipodes  of  a  lifelong  obsession  with  the  possibilities 
of  revelation,  an  obsession  which  is  rooted  in  Ruskin's  early,  total 
immersion  in  the  words  of  the  Bible;  chapter,  verse  and  logos:  the 
maternal  installation  of  my  mind  in  that  property  of  chapters',  70  which  is 
evoked  in  such  detail  in  the  opening  sections  of  Praeterita.  In  his  own 
words  Ruskin  admits  to  having  been  'forced'  by  his  mother  to  learn  most  of 
the  Bible  by  heart  and  to  read  it  aloud  from  Genesis  to  Apocalypse  every 
year.  His  relation  with  the  Bible  is  one  of  near-cornplete  textual  intimacy 
and  unquestioning  regard  for  the  book's  authority.  Such  a  relation 
conditions  his  conception  of  the  didactic  capacities  of  all  art  and  all 
literature:  it  demands  that  all  reading  and  writing  aspire  to  the  condition 
of  Scripture. 
-rhe  worst  children  of  disobedience  are  those 
who  accept  of  the  Word  what  theg  like  and  refuse 
*71  what  theg  hate. 
The  position  of  the  Bible  as  Ur-Text,  as  major  guarantor  of  authoritu  in 
Ruskin's  world  ]ends  support  to  the  totalising  impetus  which  we  have 
remarked  on  earlier.  (Characteristicallg,  the  nine-gear-old  Ruskin  drafted 
a  poem  called  'On  the  Universe'.  72)  If  this  textual  and  epistemological 
dependence  on  the  Bible  has  contributed  to  the  difficulties  of  reading 
Ruskin  todag  it  should  also  illustrate  how  our  wags  of  reading  and  writing 
can  be  conditioned  by  certain  texts  which  are  particularig  representative 
of  the  age  or  of  the  individual  consciousness.  For  Ruskin,  the  Bible  was 
Such  a  text.  For  LIS,  or  at  I  east  f  or  the  Prousti  ans  whose  work  I  wi  II  be 
discussing  in  the  next  chapter,  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa_pgrdu  has  achieved 
this  status  of  a  work,  which  is  trans-historical  in  its  governance  of  our 44 
perceptions  of  literature  and  its  possibilities.  A  remark  by  Harold  Bloom 
that  'it  is  difficult  to  conceive  of  Revelation  as  Proust  would  have  written 
it,  get  that  is  what  the  prophetic  Ruskin  gives  US%  73  suggests  the 
interposition  of  these  two  texts  between  us  and  Ruskin's  writings.  I 
would  suggest  that  in  discussing  the  possible  influence  of  Ruskin  on 
Proust  we  remain  aware  of  what  particular  and  pervasive  influences  are 
operative  Upon  our  readings.  An  influential  writer,  theorist  and  Proustian 
recently  mapped  the  place  of  Proust  in  our  reading  habits: 
'Lisant  un  texte  rapportb  par  Stendhal  (mais  qui 
West  pas  de  lui),  j'U  retrouve  Proust  par  tin  d6tail 
minuscule.  L'bv&que  de  Lescars  d6signe  ]a  nibce 
de  son  grand  vicaire  par  une  s6rie  d'apostrophes 
pr6cieuses  (ma  petite  nibco,  ma  petite  amie.,  ma 
jolie  brune  ah  petite  friandel)  qui  ressuscitent 
en  moi  les  adresses  des  deux  courribres  du  Grand 
H6tel  de  Balbec,  Marie  Geneste  et  C&Ieste  Albaret, 
au  narrateur  (Oh!  petit  diable  aux  cheveux  de  ggai 
8-P  Lofonde  malice!  Ah  jgunesse!  Ah  jRiiýe  pýau!  ). 
Ailleurs,  mais  do  ]a  m6me  faýon,  dans  Flaubert, 
ce  sont  les  pommiers  normands  en  flours  que  je 
Us  6  partir  de  Proust.  Je  savoure  le  r6gne  des 
formules,  le  renversement  des  origines,  ]a 
d6si  nvol  ture  qui  f  ai  t  veni  rIe  texte  ant6ri  eur  du 
texte  ultbrieur.  A  comprends  que  Voeuvre  de 
r6f6rence,  ]a  math6sis  g6n6rale,  le  mandala  de 
toute  la  cosmogonie  littbraire  -  comme  Vkaient 
les  Lettres  de  Mme.  de  SWgO  pour  ]a  grand-m6re 
du  narrateur,  les  romans  do  chavalerie  pour  Don 
Quichotte,  etc.;  cela  ne  veut  pas  du  tout  dire  que  je 
sois  un  "sp6cialiste"  de  Proust:  Proust,  Cest  ce  qui 
me  vient,  ce  West  pas  ce  que  j'appelle,  ce  West  pas 
une  "autorit6";  simplement  un  souvenir  circulaire. 
Et  Cost  bien  cola  Vinter-texte:  l'impossibilit6  de 
vivre  hors  du  texte  infini  -  que  ce  texte  soit  Proust, 
ou  le  journal  quotidien,  ou  I'6cran  tbl&visuel:  le  livre 
fait  le  sons,  le  sons  fait  la  vie.,  74 
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CHAPTER  THREE 
"'Whorn  do  you  think  has  been  your  best  reader?  " 
A  Russian  friend  met  a  lady,  a  very  old  ladg, 
who  was  copying  the  whole  book  out  by  hand, 
right  to  the  last  line.  Hy  friend  asked  her 
why  she  was  doing  it  and  the  lady  replied, 
"Because  I  W81-It  LO  find  out  who  is  really  mad, 
the  author  or  me,  and  the  on]  U  wag  to  fi  nd  out 
is  to  re-write  the  book".  I  find  it  hard  to  imagine 
a  better  reader  than  that  lady.  ' 
(Plinio  Apuleyo  Nendoza  in  conversation  with  Gabriel  Garcfa  Mrquez  in 
The  Fragrance  of  Guava,  London,  Verso,  19o3) 
Of  all  the  comparative  studies  of  Ruskin  and  Proust  which  have  been 
published  since  1922  verg  few  can  be  said  to  be  comparative  in  the  proper 
sense.  The  great  majority,  in  fact,  address  themselves  to  the  question  of 
. prdu,  or  more  exactly,  ho%.,,  Ruskin's  influence  on  A  ]a  recherche  du  tenips  p  'I 
Proust's  work  on  the  English  viriter  contributed  to  the  genesis  of  his  novel. 
The  project  suggests  archaeological  analogies:  vve  are  invited  to  'trace' 
the  influence  of  one  %,,..,  riter  on  another,  and  indeed  all  that  remains  to  Our 
critical  attention  are  traces  of  Ruskin's  writing  embedded  in  the  more 
recent,  the  more  relevant  fabric  of  Proust's  novel.  Torn  out  of  context,  and 
often  subject  to  reductive  and  anachronistic  hypotheses,  Ruskin's  works 
are  accorded  the  fragmentary  and  enigmatic  status  of  ruins,  fossils  arid 
palimpsests.  Though  this  is  perhaps  the  general  late  of  literature  and  the 
inevitable  consequence  of  our  ways  ol  reading,  Ruskin's  burial  is  unusually 
precipitate.  If  any  Ruskin  is  left  to  us,  it  is  only  second-hand. 46 
Bef  ore  ernbarki  rig  on  a  surveq  ol  these  studi  es,  I  shoul  dIi  ke  to  of  fer  a 
rati  Ondl  e  to  those  who  mi  ght  wonder  why  we  shoul  d  su  1,  f  or  af  urther 
interposition  between  reader  and  primary  teXL.  I  would  argue  that  it  is 
only  by  discussing  the  methods  of  this  criticism  and  'the  principles 
that  i4  underlying  it  LS  .1  aUl  tS  and  contradi  cti  ons  can  be  resol  ved.  In  ordler 
to  do  so  it  is  necessary  to  consider  the  history  of  Proust  criticism  and 
Ruskin  criticism  in  this  century,  independent  of  those  studies  which 
consider  the  two  writers  together. 
The  discernible  orientationsl  of  Proust  criticism  have  usually  been  guided 
by  the  explicit  aesthetic  of  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdg,  vihich,  while 
encouraging  a  wide  range  of  mimetic,  expressive  and  pragmatic  inter- 
pretations  of  the  text,  holds  such  interpretations  in  balance  by  insisting 
on  the  transcendent  objectivitU  of  the  work  of  art  as  heterocosm: 
'Gr6ce  a'  Fart,  au  lieu  de  voir  un  seul  nionde,  le 
n6Lre,  nous  le  voyons  se  mulLiplier,  et,  autant 
qu'il  ya  d'artistes  originaux,  autant  nous  avons 
de  mondes  6  nOLre  disposition,  plus  dif  16rents 
less  uns  des  autres  que  ceux  qui  roulent  dans 
Finfini  et,  bien  des  si6cles  apr6s  qu'est  bteint 
Ief  oger  dont  iI  6manai  t,  qu'i  I  s'appel  Uýý  t  Rembrandt 
ou  Ver  Neer,  nous  envoient  encore  leur  rayon 
spbcial.  -  2 
The  amount  and  variety  of  scholarship  devoted  to  Proust  is  commensurate 
with  the  magnitude  of  his  achievement.  Three  generations  of  Proustians 
have  aspired  to  a  definitive  presentation  and  history  of  his  life  and  work, 
get  even  today  Philip  Kolb's  complete  and  chronological  edition  of  the 
correspondence  is  only  at  the  halfway  stage  and  the  team  at  the  Centre 
d'Etudes.  roustiennes  is  still  at  work  on  the  sixty-two  cahiers  and  four 47 
carnets  full  of  innumerable  drafts  and  reworkings  of  "the  text.  Yet  while 
this  valuable  *-Piork  has  been  proceeding,  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempýý_p.  Erdu  has 
also  been  the  locus  of  some  of  the  most  original  and  ill  urninr3  Ling 
criticism  of  our  time,  from  Fernandez  and  Curtius  down  to  Genette, 
Richard  and  Deleuze.  As  Sigbrit  Swahn  has  pointed  out,  Toeuvre  de  Proust  3 
qui  a  tant  enrichi  ]a  litt6rature  a  aussi  permis  tin  d6veloppecrient  de  ]a 
,aI  critique  et  de  ]a  recherche'.  3  With  much  of  this  criticism  proper 
aLt8ntiOn  has  been  paid  to  formal  and  philosophical  elements  of  the  novel, 
yle,  structure,  theme,  technique,  aesthetics,  psychology  arid  elements  of  st 
phenomenology,  while  the  shii  Ling  ambivalences  of  relation  between 
writer,  narrator  and  hero  and  the  explicit  lessons  of  Contre  Sainte-BeUve 
may  be  invoked  as  necessary  correctivess  to  an  over-emphasis  on  the 
author's  biography  as  kep  to  his  work.  4  In  Ruskin's  case,  however,  lor 
reasons  expounded  in  the  last  chapter,  such  guides  to  critical  orienLatiOlll 
are  wanting,  and  it  has  correspondingly  proved  difficult  to  isolate 
I 
considerations  of  the  work,  for  considerations  of  the  man.  Praeterita  is 
his  one  *work  in  which  ", Ne  might  hope  to  see  a  discrete  formal  fusion  of  tile 
elements  of  life  and  work,  but  it  mocks  such  hopes  with  enormous  elisions 
and  a  measured  narrative  which  denies  the  profusion  of  his  experiences 
aae  and  writings.  Remarking  on  this  profusion,  John  Dixon  HUnt5  hStk 
.1 
Rusl--.  in's  frequent  invocation  of  Tintoretto's  dicturn,  T  faticoso  lo  studio 
del  Ia  pi  ttura,  e  senipre  si  faiI  mare  maggi  ore',  and  adapted  itf  or  the  ti  'Ll  e 
of  his  recent  biographq  which  argues  that  Ruskin's  publications  'were  at 
best  only  interim  reports'  of  research  and  travel  'interrupted  or 
invalidated  even  before  completion,  reworked,  re-edited  and  re-adjusted 
vilienever  possible  to  accommodate  new  knowledge  and  above  all 
cnov,  ll  edge',  as  the  act  of  defining  and  writing  only  revealed  new  self-k 
problems,  new  ignorances.  6  Ruskin's  life,  then,  has  provided  the  onlq 46 
feasible,  coherent  and  comprehensive  f  ramework  lor  critical  att  ent  i  on, 
and  since  Cook  and  %-Vedderburn  set  the  pattern  with  their  thirty-nine 
volume  edition  01  the  %,,  iorks,  a  great  deal  more  scholarship  has  been 
devoted  to  'the  presentation  ol  the  life  and  the  restitution  of  a  mare 
mAggiore  of  primary  and  secondarg  textS.  7  In  a  bibliographical  guide  to 
Ruskin  criticism,  8  Francis  G.  Townsend  makes  the  important  observation 
that  Ruskin  scholarship  begins  where  most  scholarship  ends,  in  a 
monumental  edition,  and  goes  on  to  assert  that  the  Library  Edition,  instead 
of  promoting  scholarship,  seemed  to  inhibit  it,  because  the  conventiorol 
lines  of  investigation  known  at  the  time  had  all  beer,  pursued  with  the 
widest  diligence.  Partly  as  a  result  of  this,  Ruskin's  biographers  have 
been  particularly  zealous,  and  readers  educated  according  Lo  Lhe  Proustian 
and  modernist  Strictures  against  conf  using  the  man  who  SM  I  ers  with  tile 
mind  which  creates  might  find  it  difficult  to  accept  the  excessive 
attention  paid  to  the  circumstances  of  Ruskin's  failed  marriage  wiLh  Effie 
Graq  or  indeed  to  credit  the  first  and  only  volume  of  Helen  Gill  Viljoen's 
projected  'definitive'  biography,  entitled  Ruskin's  Scottish  Herita  e,  and  9, 
which  closes  WiLh  an  account  of  his  parent.  s'  honeUmoon.  9  Despite  a 
considerable  sharpening  of  critical  focus  and  concomitant  resurgence  of 
interest  in  rRuskin's  writings  over  the  past  twenty  years,  the  historg  of 
Ruskin  criticism  gives  little  encouragement  to  any  readings  which  would 
salvage  his  work  within  the  context  of  the  twentieth  century's  various 
revolutions  in  literature  and  aesthetics.  Although  the  generation  of 
writers  which  initiated  the  unprecedenLed  revision  of  the  textual  universe 
were  always  prepared  to  acPnowledge  their  indebtedness  to  their 
immediate  predecessors,  the  reaction  against  the  nineteenth-century 
worl  d  vi  ew  whi  ch  was  embodi  ed  in  thei  r  works  i  nvoked  afiIi  al  rebel  iI  on 
which  was  i-naintained  with  greater  vehemence  by  those  critics  viho 49 
learned  from  Proust,  Joyce,  Val6rg  and  Eliot.  As  we  shall  see,  many 
scholars  who  have  studied  the  question  of  'Ruskin's  influence  on  Proust' 
evince  a  tangible  unease  at  the  fact  that  the  man  who  altered  the  history 
of  the  novel  should  have  spent  years  of  his  life  translating  the  works  of  a 
pass§  figure  like  Ruskin,  much  as  more  recent  critics  have  found  it 
difficult  to  accept  Borges'  avowed  indebtedness  to  Chesterton  as  anything 
but  a  whim  of  ag  rand  old  man.  The  fluctuations  of  criteria  of  value  which 
provide  the  hidden  history  of  literature  and  criticism  have  been  especially 
unkind  to  Ruskin.  Indeed,  we  might,  while  not  necessarily  agreeing  with 
the  terms  of  the  narrator's  polemic,  compare  the  fate  of  Ruskin  in  the 
t%-.,  entieth  century  with  that  of  Bergotte  as  described  in  Le  Temps 
. 
retrouvb. 
'On  prWrait  6  Bergotte,  dont  les  plus  jolies 
phrases  avaient  exig6  en  rballtb  un  bien  plus 
profond  repli  sur  soi-mbme,  des  6crivains  qui 
semblaient  plus  profond,  simplement  parce 
qu'ils  bcrivaient  moins  bien.  La  complication 
de  son  6criture  n*6tait  pas  faite  que  pour  des 
gens  du  monde,  disaient  des  d6mocrates  qui 
faisaient  ainsi  aux  gens  du  monde  un  honneur 
imm6rit6 
...... 
Car  il  ya  plus  d'analogie  entre 
la  vie  instinctive  du  public  et  le  talent  d'un 
grand  6crivain,  qui  West  qu'un  instinct 
religieusement  6coutb  au  milieu  du  silence 
impos6  6  tout  le  reste,  un  instinct  perfectionnb 
et  compris,  qu'avec  le  verbiage.  superficiel  et 
les  crit6res  changeants  des  juges  attitr6s.  '  10 
More  important  than  the  rather  commonplace  irrationalist  attack  on 
lite,  ary  opinion-makers  is  the  implicit  recognition  that  all  cultural 
Phenomena,  including  demarcations  between  the  perrnanent  and  the 
ePhemerai,  the  shai  iow  and  the  profound,  are  subject  to  the  same  laws  of so 
fashion,  and  that  in  a  sense  we  are  all  'gens  du  monde'.  The  cultural 
vertigo  that  this  realisation  induces  leads  the  narrator  elsewhere  in  the 
, Same  passage  to  insist  that  'd6s  que  Vintelligence  raisonneuse  veut  se 
mettre  6  juger  les  oeuvres  d'art,  il  Wy  a  plus  rien  de  fixe,  de  certain:  on 
peut  d6montrer  tout  ce  qu'on  veut',  11  thus  stretching  to  breaking  point 
that  uneasy  contract  with  the  reader  which  sanctions  the  author's  critical 
and  theoretical  assertions  by  placing  them  within  a  fictional  context.  For 
it  is  indisputable  that  Proust's  own  contribution  to  the  orthodoxies  of 
twentieth  century  critical  discourse  was  immense,  and  although  the 
complexity  of  his  novel's  narrative  structure  is  true  to  the  conditions  of 
enunciation,  this  does  not  prevent  readers  and  critics  from  applying  the 
judgements  of  Marcel  in  other  contexts,  and  invoking  the  authority  of  A  la 
recherche  du  tems  r)erdu.  ýJ- 
This  unspoken  reliance  on  an  aesthetic  abstracted  from  A  Ja  recherche  du 
temp3  perdu  leads  to  major  imbalances  in  studies  which  aim  to  assess 
Ruskin's  influence.  Instead  of  considering  how  the  transmutation  of 
fiction  can  validate  vision  and  theory,  and  examining  Ruskin's  work  for 
elements  of  spiritual  and  aesthetic  autobiography  which  could  only  come 
to  full  fruition  within  a  novelistic  tradition,  they  scan  the  works  of  both 
Yyriters  primarily  as  examples  of  didactic  prose  from  which  meaning  may 
be  quarried  by  paraphrase.  It  comes  as  no  surprise,  then,  to  find  that  the 
resultant  distillate  of  meaning  appears  both  forced  and  quaint  when 
compared  with  the  irreducible  and  coherent  textuality  of  Proust's  novel. 
Ruskin*s  work  may  also  be  many  sided  and,  in  its  way,  irreducible,  but  it 
retains  a  disadyantageous  contiguity  with  the  writer's  life  in  its 
incoherence,  its  ragged  edges,  its  want  of  a  sense  of  ending,  and  finds 
itself  largely  obscured  by  the  dual  action  of  erosion  of  time  and  Proust's 51 
revisions.  The  thirtU-nine  VOILII-ileS  of  Ruskin's  *work,  plus  the  letters,  plus 
the  diaries,  become  a  palimpsest,  obscured  and  (in  every  sense)  over- 
written.  Because  our  reading  of  Ruskin  is  stencilled  by  Proust,  it  becomes 
redundant  to  speak  of  Ruskin's  influence,  since  the  partiality  of  Proust's 
reading  renders  the  English  writer's  -work  unreachable  and  unreadable  6s  d 
tottality. 
'The  worst  children  of  disobedience  are  those  who  accept,  of  the  Vlord, 
what  thep  like,  and  refuse  what  they  hate'.  12  Ruskin's  admonition  becomes 
more  striking  when  we  consider  ho',.  v  his  literary  successors  -  Proust, 
Tolstoy,  Shaw  -  based  their  indebtedness  on  only  a  partial  knowledge  of 
his  works.  For  those  of  us  who  approach  Ruskin's  work,  through  his 
4 
successors  there  is  then  the  temptation  to  be  twice  partial,  a  temptation 
which  has  been  taken  up  by  most  Proustians,  given  the  near-absence,  1  or 
much  of  this  century,  of  any  real  critical  engagement  with  Ruskin's 
writings.  Thankfully,  the  developments  in  critical  theory  and  practice, 
partly  initiated  and  maintained  by  Proust's  work,  have  evenLUally  led  to 
the  position  from  which  it  is  possible  to  rediscover  Ruskin  as  a  producer 
of  texts  -  by  the  1970s  "the  central  focal  point  for  critical  orientation. 
This  movement  has,  as  Hunt's  work  proves,  provided  the  impetus  for  the 
renewal  and  relocation  of  Ruskin  Studies. 
There  remains  the  problem  of  the  nature  of  literary  influence,  which  is  as 
di  fIi  cul  t  to  def  i  ne  as  to  di  scorn.  Eager]  y  chased  by  Ii  terary  detecti  ves, 
and  as  hotIq  denied  by  authors,  it  has  proved  one  of  the  most  elusive 
concepts  of  literary  history,  compromised  equally  by  the  vagueness  of 
such  imponderables  as  filial  debt  and  rebellion,  affinity  and  infidelity,  arid 
the  confining  insuificiencg  of  more  recognisably  technical  terms  like 
. 52 
imitation  and  pastiche.  When  it  comes  to  positing  a  direct  influence  of 
one  writer  on  another,  the  problems  become  more  acute,  as  J.  M.  Cocking 
emphasizes  in  speaking  of  the  precariousness  of  defining  and  attributing 
paternity  to  literary  influence. 
* 
......  whenever  we  set  about  estimating  an 
i  nf  I  uence,  or  even  an  af  fi  ni  ty,  we  must  keep 
our  eye  on  the  background.  If  we  fix  our  eyes 
only  on  the  pair  of  minds  we  are  considering, 
and  conscientiously  tabulate  every  parallel 
idea,  feeling,  value  and  belief,  we  shall  find, 
when  our  glance  is  lifted,  that  a  good  many 
items  appear  to  need  to  be  struck  out  as  properly 
common  to  more  than  our  pair.  Even  in  these 
cases,  one  particular  formulation  of  a  generally 
held  idea,  one  particular  expression  of  a  wide- 
spread  feeling  may  prove  to  have  attracted 
particular  attention;  and  then  it  may  be  illuminating 
to  discover  why.  But  it  is  equally  illuminating  to 
discover  why  what  is  not  assimilated  has  been 
neglected.  '  13 
This  has  proved  to  be  the  case  with  most  assessments  of  Ruskin's 
importance  to  Proust.  In  seeking  to  trace  a  pattern  of  cause  and  effect 
operative  betweep  the  works  of  two  writers,  it  has  proyed  all  too 
tempting  to  go  along  with  the  scholastic  fallacy  of  post  hoc  eLqo  pMpter 
h-0c,  and  efforts  to  insist  on  a  relation  of  paternity  between  sage  and 
novelist  have,  probably  as  much  because  of  the  salient  differences 
between  the  two  writers  as  in  spite  of  them,  turned  a  blind  eye  to  the 
contingencies  of  context.  Indeed,  as  was  pointed  out  in  a  perceptive 
of  Jean  Autret's  L'influence  de  Ruskin  sur  la  vie,  les  idýes  et 
!  LoLewy-re  de  Marcel  Proust,  the  great  donger  of  such  studies  is  that  they  can 
appear  to  indicate  that  Proust  had  read  nothing  but  Ruskin.  14  One  way  of 53 
avoiding  such  absurdities  might  be  to  reverse  the  terms  of  the  relation- 
ship  and  speak,  however  paradoxically,  of  Proust's  influence  on  Ruskin; 
that  is,  to  explore  the  wa4s  in  which  our  knowledge  Of  the  6ChieVeMOI-It  Of 
A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  pgrdu  impinges  on  our  evaluation  of  Ruskin's 
writings.  This  might  leave  the  way  open  for  a  critique  of  comparison, 
rather  than  a  mere  study  of  derivation;  6  properly  comparative  textual  arid 
contextual  consideration  of  the  two  writers'  differing  responses  to 
similar  dilemmas  of  expression,  description,  autographq  and  auto- 
biography. 
A  recent  study  of  Flaubert  and  Henry  James  by  David  Gervais  explicitIg 
invoked  Proust's  evords  that: 
'Les  personnes  m6diocres  croient  gtimbralement 
que  se  laisser  guider  par  les  livres  qu'on  admire, 
enl6ve  6  notre  f  acult6  de  juger  Line  partie  de  son 
indbpendance.  "Quo  peut  vous  importer  ce  que 
sent  Ruskin:  sentez  par  vous-m6me".  Une  telle 
opinion  repose  sur  une  errour  psychologique  dont 
feront  justice  "LOUS  ceux  qui,  ayant  accept&  ainsi 
une  discipline  spirituelle,  sentent  quo  leur 
-Puissance  do  comprendre  et  de  sentir  en  eSL 
infiniment  accrue,  et  leur  sons  critique  jam6is 
paralUsb.  Nous  sommes  simplement  alors  dans 
un  Rat  de  grAce  oO  toutes  nos  f  acul  t6s,  notre 
sens  critique  aussi  bien  que  les  aUtres,  sont 
6ccrues.  Ainsi  cette  servitude  volont6ire  est- 
elle  le  commencement  de  ]a  libertb.  11  n'g  a  pas 
de  meilleure  mani6re  d'arriver  A  prendre  conscience 
de  ce  qu'on  sent  soi-m&me  que  d'essager  do 
recr6er  en  soi  ce  qu'a  senti  un  maltre.  *15 54 
and  goes  on  to  suggest  that: 
'James's  relations  to  Flaubert,  like  Proust's 
to  Ruskin,  can  only  be  understood  if  we  leave 
each  writer  free  to  confront  the  other,  un- 
distorted  bq  the  links  which  the  literary 
historian  makes  between  them.  It  is  a  relation 
made  up  of  things  James  developed  and  things  he 
reacted  against,  of  lessons  learned  and  lessons 
skcipped.  In  it  vie  see  the  two  novelists  facing 
each  other  across  time  like  Lwo  mirrors,  each 
reflecting  things  in  the  other  and  receiving  a 
rel  lection  back  f  rom  it.  To  think  Of  Lhem 
together  is  a  way  of  understanding  them  both, 
as  long  as  we  first  take  both  separately. 
The  advantage  of  such  comparison  is  that  it 
gives  a  critic  something  against  which  to 
rneasure  his  sense  of  a  writer's  greatness, 
rather  than  just  promoting  him  to  some 
individual  eminence,  somewhere  between 
Valhalla  and  limbo.  '  16 
Equally,  one  might  add,  the  disadvantage  of  such  comparison  which  does 
not  grant  each  vvri  ter  equal  f  reedom  to  corif  ront  the  other  is  to  promote 
one  to  an  uncriticised  Valhalla  and  condemn  the  other  todn  unrErnarked 
limbo.  Such  has  been  the  case  with  Proust  and  Ruskin,  Which  is  why  I  have 
insisted  on  the  need  to  salvage  the  Englishman's  works  from  long  gears  of 
cri  ti  cal  neg]  ect,  years  when  Joan  Evans  coul  d  corif  i  dent]  U  assert  that  the 
majoritg  of  Cook  and  Wedderburn's  thirty-nine  volumes  would  riot  be 
opened  again,  while  Helen  Gill  Viljoen  researched  into  Ruskin's  genealogy. 
I  propose  f  urther  and  f  ul  I  er  di  scussi  on  of  Ii  terary  i  nf  I  uence  and  i  ts 
rel  ation  to  larger  concepts  of  tradition  and  intertextuality  in  a  later 
chapter.  For  the  moment  I  %vish  to  examine  the  various  literature 
comparing  Ruskin  and  Proust;  its  achievements,  its  difficulties  and  its 
lailures  which,  pgce  Philip  Kolb's  remarks  quoted  at  the  end  of  chapter 
one,  have  left  the  question  unresolved. 59 
A  recurrinq  problem  in  the  history  of  aesthetics  is  that  the  urge  to 
classify  and  distinguish  between  schools  of  concepts  carries  with  it  the 
r4ts1r,  of  adoptinq  a  meretricious  binarism  which  can  fuel  distortion  and 
prove  impossibly  false  to  the  individual  case.  Distinctions  between 
Classical  and  Romantic,  mimetic  and  expressive,  modernist  and  post- 
modernist  are  often  helpful  and,  we  sense,  necessaq,  but  can  be 
infuriatingly  problemotic  and  all  too  easily  congeal  into  dogma.  Ruskin's 
exasperation  with  bogus  polarities  is  famously  expressed  in  the  opening 
words  oi*  his  essag  or,  the  Pathetic  Fallacy: 
'German  dullness,  and  English  affectation, 
have  of  late  rnuch  multiplied  among  us  the 
use  of  two  of  the  most  objectionable  words 
that  were  ever  coined  by  the  troublesomeness 
of  metaphysicians  -  namely,  "Objective"  and 
"Subjective". 
No  words  can  be  more  exquisite,  and  in  all 
points,  useless;  and  I  merely  speak  of  them 
that  I  may,  at  once  and  forever,  get  them  out 
of  my  way  and  out  of  my  reader's.  '  17 
But  as  many  other  passages  in  Modern  Painters  make  clear,  Ruskin's  own 
works  are  not  innocent  of  the  movement,  perhaps  germane  to  all  but  the 
Most  occasional  critical  discourse,  which  turns  a  momentarily  useful 
insight  into  a  constricting  schema.  A  thematic  criticism  can  afford  to 
keep  such  schematicism  at'bay  by  ranging  widely  over  individual 
instances.  A  criticism,  however,  which  is  based  on  authorial  personalities 
will  find  it  too  easy  to  ingest  a  mythologised  binarism  which  ignores  at 
Will  the  individual  instance  in  its  wish  to  attain  a  paraphrased  synthesis. 56 
Thi  sis  the  case  yyi  th  Jessi  e  Murray's  The  I  nf  1  uence  of  Ruski  n  on  Marcel 
Proust,  18  the  first  full-length  studq  of  the  topic.  In  its  Zest  for 
-e  and  i  ts  negl  ect  of  detai  If  or  the  sake  of  coherence  itis  ty  paraphrass 
. 
pical 
of  work  in  the  field,  althouqh  it  must  be  admitted  that  it  proves  a  good 
deal  Vinder'I'Lo  Rusk'in  than  subsequent  studies,  and  does  acknowledge  the 
decline  in  the  English  writer's  fortune  since  his  death.  Hore  importantly, 
in  alluding  to  the  limbo  to  which  Ruskin  had  been  consigned  by  the  English 
generation  succeeding  his  death,  Nurray  suggests  that  it  is  through  Proust 
that  we  may  get  to  know  Ruskin  once  again. 
Since  the  dags  of  Ruskin's  triumph  there  has 
been  a  violent  reaction  against  hirn,  and  it  is 
in  the  thick  of  this  reaction  that  we  hear  his 
name  echoed  anew  from  an  unexpected  quarter 
and  a  belated  disciple  of  his  mag  perhaps  make 
us  wonder  if  our  present  belittlement  of  Ruskin 
is  after  all  the  true  measure  of  his  greatness.  '  13 
But  one  does  not  Bass  through  purgatory  unaltered,  and  it  is  a  strange 
Ruskin  which  we  meet  in  Hurrag's  account,  and  a  stranger  Proust.  Of  the 
two  writers,  one  has  been  transfigured  by  the  passage  of  time,  the  other 
has  been  even  more  transfigured  by  the  glamourisation  of  the  exotic.  This 
is  how  Murray's  study,  which  ainis  'to  deal  only  with  those  Ruskini6n  ideas 
MAch  have  become  part  and  parcel  of  Proust's  own  thought',  characterises 
the  two  writers: 
'Could  anything  be  more  foreign  to  Marcel 
Proust's  cloistered  existence,  to  his  horror 
of  practical  things,  than  this  superhuman 
activity  of  Ruskin?  The  cork-lined  room,  in 
which  the  sickly,  introspective  and  tormented 
Proust  lived  his  imprisoned  life,  seems  verq 
far  rernoved  from  the  handsome  Victorian 57 
surrounding  in  which  Ruskin  lived  -  his  beautiful 
house  at  Denmark  Hill,  the  refined  comfort  of 
Brantwood,  or  his  rooms  at  Corpus  Christi  College, 
Where,  surrounded  by  his  favourite  pictures,  a 
Titian,  a  Raphael,  Neissonier's  Napoleon  and  his 
beloved  Turners,  he  entertained  his  friends  and 
students  and  devoted  to  them  and  their  interests 
long  hours  of  intimate  talk  which  for  many  of 
them  Were  of  decisive  importance  in  the  shaping 
of  their  lives  and  the  moulding  of  their  thoughts. 
Who  would  have  dreamed  that  this  eloquent  and 
captivating  talýer,  this  social  reformer  and 
Victorian  moralist,  this  enthusiastic  idealist  whom 
French  onlookers  were  inclined  to  regard  as  an 
artistic  but  unintelligibly  insular  Rousseau,  should 
one  day  cast  his  spell  over  a  disillusioned  self- 
analyst  like  Proust.  '20 
Murray's  account  of  the  various  aesthetic  theories  promulgated  by  the  two 
writers  starts  out  from  this  distinction  of  their  separate  literary 
personalities,  and  it  is  inevitable  that  its  wrong-headedness  should 
diSinform  subsequent  discussion.  We  are  offered  heavily-mythologised 
caricatures  rather  than  any  true  picture  of  careers,  works  and  aims. 
Of  course,  parallel  tabulation  is  a  procedure  even  more  ill-advised  with 
regard  to  lives  than  with  regard  to  works,  but  that  does  not  excuse  the 
arbitrariness  of  much  of  the  categorisation  to  be  found  in  the  above 
Paragraph,  much  of  which  is  quite  interchangeable  from  one  writer  to 
another.  Proust,  for  example,  lived  among  surroundings  every  bit  as 
oPulent  as  Ruskin  and  the  testimonies  of  his  artistic  and  aristocratic 
friends  bear  ample  witness  to  the  'eloquent  and  captivating  talker'  who 
'devoted  to  them  and  their  interests  long  hours  of  intimate  talk  which  for 
mAnii  nf  thpm  wprr-  nf  ripriQivp  imnnrtAnrin  in  the  shi3nip  g  of  their  lives  and 58 
the  moulding  of  their  thoughts'.  And  if  any  literary  work  of  this  century 
bears  the  mark  of  'superhuman  activity'  it  is  surely  A  la  recherche  du 
iemp 
_. 
grdu.  There  is  no  mention  of  the  internal  stresses  and  divisions  Lp 
which  led  Ruskin  to  eventual  madness  in  Murray's  picture  of  a  Victorian 
literary  grandee,  no  Storm  Cloud  of  the  Nineteenth  Century  passing  over 
the  sunny  gardens  of  Denmark  Hill  (where  Ruskin  liYed  with  his  parents  in 
conditions  much  more  imprisoning  to  the  psyche  than  Proust's 
self-imposed  regime). 
The  one  true  note  struck  by  Murray's  account  is  that  which  hints  at  a 
distinction  beLween  the  respectively  public  and  private  worlds  of  the  two 
writers.  But  this  distinction  is  enlisted  in  the  service  of  the  mythology  of 
the  lonely  neurasthenic  artist  in  his  cork-lined  room  which  Yalorises  the 
achievement  of  the  suffering  novelist  above  that  of  his  'worldly'  pre- 
decessor.  The  picture  of  Proust  we  are  given  is  doubly  Romantic:  firstly, 
following  Stendhal's  sense  of  Romanticism  as  "I'art  de  pr6senter  aux 
peuples  les  oeuyres  litt6raires  qui,  dans  Vkat  actuel  de  leurs  habitudes  et 
de  leurs  croyances,  sont  susceptibles  de  leur  donner  le  plus  de  plaisir 
possible.  Le  classicisme  au  contraire,  leur  prbsente  ]a  littbrature  qui 
donnait  le  plus  grand  plaisir  possible  6  leurs  arrike-  grands-pbreS'.  21  A 
second,  broader  and  more  profound  conception  of  Romanticism  would  admit 
Proust  ass  the  eventual  legatee,  by  way  of  the  French  symbolists,  of  the. 
Cult  of  the  Image  as  radiant  truth  which  Frank  Kermode  saw  as  being 
crucial  to  the  Romantic  conception  of  art.  22  Kermode  comments  on  the 
inextricable  association  of  this  belief  in  the  image  and  the  necessary 
isolation  or  estrangement  of  men  who  can  perceive  it;  and  in  her  denial  of 
this  isolation  to  Ruskin  and  her  exaggeration  of  Proust's  artistic 
I  s,  L  strangement  from  s  ociety,  Murray  is  implicitly  disinheriting  the  English 59 
writer  I  rorn  the  most  consistent  and  inf  luential  aesthetic  tendency  of  the 
last  two  hundred  years,  a  tendency,  moreover,  to  which  Ruskin  contributed 
enormously  ,  as  well  as  taking  to  the  limits  its  possibilities  of  engage- 
ment  with  social  and  moral  needs.  The  enlistment  of  Proust  in  the 
vulgarised  bohemian  tradition  of  the  pale,  struggling,  immoral  artists 
trivialises  the  issue,  and  while  the  trajectory  of  Ruskin's  career  is  much 
truer  to  the  Wordsworthi  an  paradigm: 
'We  poets  in  our  youth  begin  in  gladness, 
But  thereof  comes  in  the  end  despondency  and  madnesS.  '  23 
Ruskin's  despondency  and  madness  arises  frorn  his  position  as  a  late 
Romantic  writer  ill  at  ease  with  the  English  Romantic  reluctance  to 
involve  itself  with  the  social  order.  Where  a  contemporary  such  as 
MUthew  Arnold  was  able  to  channel  conflicting  impulses  and  perceptions 
into  two  distinct  personalities,  Arnold.  the  Critic  and  Arnold  the  Poet, 
respectivelg  prone  to  the  cornplacencies  of  optimism  and  despair,  get 
setting  up  in  their  opposition  a  productive  tension,  Ruskin's  seamless  but 
polymorphous  oeuvre  fluctuates  between  magnificent  and  intolerable 
private  insights  and  the  consequent  doomed  need  to  exhort  the  world  into 
change: 
'But  how  can  He  expect  that  others  should 
Bui  Id  -1  or  hi  m,  sow  f  or  hi  m,  and  at  hi  s  cal  I 
Love  him,  who  for  himself  will  take  no  heed  at  all.  -  24 
Ruskin,  the  self-perplexed  prophet,  vainly  calls  on  the  language  of  the 
Bible  to  dispel  the  plague  wind  and  plague  cloud  of  the  Nineteenth  Centurq. 
There  is  no  Leech-Gatherer  figure  of  human  persistence  and  spiritual 60 
permanence  to  annul  the  doubt  and  despair  of  the  following  passages,  only 
a  numinous  audience,  a  vainly  invoked  God,  as  Rusk-in  attempLs  to  exorcise 
the  plague  by  the  act  of  writing. 
'Brantwood,  13th  AUgLlSt  1879 
The  most  terrific  and  horrible  thunderstorm,  this 
morning,  I  ever  remember.  It  waked  me  at  six,  or 
a  little  before  -  then  rolling  incessantly,  like 
railway  luggage  trains,  quite  ghastly  in  its  mockery 
of  them  -  the  air  one  loathsome  mass  of  sultry  and 
foul  fog,  like  smoke;  scarcely  raining  at  all,  but 
increasing  to  heavier  rollings,  with  flashes  quivering 
vaguely  through  all  the  air,  and  at  last  terrific  double 
streams  of  reddish-violent  fire,  not  forked  or  zigzag, 
but  rippled  rivulets  -  two  at  the  same  instant  some 
twenty  to  thirty  degrees  apart,  and  lasting  on  the  eye 
at  least-  half  a  second,  with  grand  artillery-peals 
I  ollov.  ling;  not  rattling  crashes,  or  irregular  cracklings, 
but  delivered  volleys.  It  lasted  an  hour,  then  passed 
off,  clearing  a  little,  without  rain  to  speak  of,  -  riot  a 
glimpse  of  blue,  -  and  now,  half-past  seven,  seems 
settling  down  again  into  [1anchester  devil's  darkness. 
Quarter  to  eight,  morning.  -  Thunder  returned,  all  the 
air  collapsed  into  one  black  fog,  the  hills  invisible, 
and  scarcely  visible  the  opposite  shore;  heavy  rain 
in  short  fits,  and  frequent  though  less  formidable 
f  lashes  and  shorter  thunder.  While  i  have  written 
this  sentence  the  cloud  has  again  dissolved  itself, 
like  a  nasty  solution  in  a  bottle,  with  miraculous  and 
-unnatural  rapidity,  and  the  hills  are  in  sight  again;  a 
double  -  forked  flash  -  rippled,  I  mean,  like  the  others  - 
starts  i  nto  i  ts  f  ri  ghtf  ul  I  adder  of  Ii  ght  between  me  and 
Wetherlam,  as  I  raise  my  eyes.  All  black  above,  a 
rugged  spray  cloud  on  the  E  aglet  ........... 
Blanched  Sun  -  plighted  grass  -  blinded  man.  - 
If,  in  conclusion,  pu  ask,  me  for  any  conceivable 
cause  of  meaning  of  these  things  -I  can  tell  you 
none,  according  to  your  modern  beliefs-  but  I  can  tell 61 
you  what  meaning  it  would  have  borne  for  the  men  of 
old  time 
...... 
Of  states  in  such  moral  gloom  every  seer 
of  old  predicted  the  physical  gloom,  saying,  "The  light 
shall  be  darkened  in  the  heavens  thereof,  and  the 
stars  shall  withdraw  their  shining.  "'  25 
It  should  be  remembered  that  the  first  section  of  the  above  passage 
consists  of  a  diary  entry,  later  incorporated  into  a  series  of  lectures 
delivered  at  the  London  Institution  in  186  A.  Taken  as  a  whole,  iL  af  fords 
LIS  a  particularly  striking  example  of  the  contrast  between  Ruskin's 
private  and  public  modes  of  writing,  and  is  evidence  both  of  the  success 
and  failure  arising  from  his  great  breadth  of  involvement.  In  another 
context  Ruskin  alluded  to  this  division  in  his  writing  although  he  sub- 
divided  his  public  discourse  into  two  separate  stUles: 
'I  have  always  had  three  different  wags  of 
writing;  one,  with  the  single  view  of  making 
MUS  elf  understood,  in  which  I  necessarily 
omit  a  great  deal  of  what  comes  into  my  head; 
another  in  which  I  sag  what  I  think  ought  to  be 
said,  in  what  I  suppose  to  be  the  best  words  I 
can  f  ind  f  or  it  (which  is  in  reality  an  af  f  ected 
style  -  be  it  good  or  bad);  and  my  third  way  of 
writing  is  to  say  all  that  crimes  into  my  head 
for  mg  own  pleasure,  in  the  first  words  that 
come,  retouching  them  afterwards  into 
(approximate)  grammar.,  26 
It  is  the  third  way  of  writing  which  is  exemplified  by  the  diary  entries 
quoted  above,  and  if  there  is  little  evidence  of  pleasure  in  them,  somethinq 
beyond  pleasure,  an  exultant  panic,  is  embodied  in  these  lines.  Ruskin's 
rage  for  inclusiveness  is  given  rein  bu  a  favouri  to  device:  the  'not  -  nor  yet 
-  but'  qualification,  twice  employed  here,  both  insists  by  its  precision  on 62 
the  singularity  of  the  phenomena  described  and,  by  insisting  what  is  not 
there,  get  brings  the  forked  and  zigzag  lightning,  the  crackling  and 
crashing  of  thunder  to  our  attention  on  the  page,  even  though  its  absence  in 
nature,  opening  the  one  perception  out  into  other  moments  and  marking  the 
constant  and  discriminating  vigilance  of  the  observer.  The  charged 
concentration  of  images  of  the  industrial  revolution  Crailway  luggage 
trains'),  of  heU  Uoul  fog',  'devil's  darkness'  and  the  dark  pun  of  Teddish- 
violent  fire*)  and  war  and  destruction  ('artillery  peals'  and  'delivered 
volleys')  carry  a  sustained  intensity  of  portent  equal  to  the  storm  itself. 
And  indeed  for  a  moment  it  seems  as  though  the  fury  of  Ruskin's  writing 
has  quelled  the  storm:  'While  I  have  written  this  sentence  the  cloud  has 
again  dissolyed  itself,  like  a  nasty  solution  in  a  bottle,  with  miraculous 
and  unnatural  rapidity,  and  the  hills  are  in  sight  again;  6  double-forked 
flash  -  rippled,  I  mean,  like  the  others  -  starts  into  its  frightful  ladder  of 
light  as  I  raise  my  eyes'. 
Ruskin  here  comes  up  against  the  Shandean  predicament  -  common  to  all 
diarists  and  autobiographers  -  of  life  outpacing  the  act  of  writing. 
When  we  come  to  the  public  section  -  that  which  is  composed  for,  or 
delivered  as,  the  lecture  -  we  see  with  what  dissolution  of  effect 
Ruskin's  style  has  changed.  The  rage  for  inclusiveness,  exacerbated  rather 
than  tempered  by  the  single  view  of  making  himself  understood,  becomes 
in  Lhe  public  register  an  over-engagement  with  the  world,  with  religion, 
Politics  rind  morality.  The  immediacy  of  the  writing  and  describing 
Present  is  dissipated  in  an  anguished  attention  to  the  legendary  past  of  the 
Present  generation.  In  his  desperate  invocation  of  the  long-dead  prophets 63 
and  his  exhortaticin  to  a  ghostly  public,  Ruskin  seems  to  the  modern  reader 
to  inhabit  a  world  where,  to  adopt  Heidegger's  words,  'Das  Licht  des 
Öffenlichkeites  verdunkelt  alles'. 
As  I  have  remarked,  Ruskin's  dilemma  is  more  explicitly  announced,  if  not 
so  well  exemplified,  in  Arnold's  poetry: 
'Too  fast  we  live,  too  much  are  tried, 
Too  hardss'd,  to  attain 
%ziordsworth's  sweet  Calrn,  or  Goethe's  wide 
And  luminous  view  to  gain 
AM  two  desires  toss  about 
The  Net's  feverish  blood. 
One  drives  him  to  the  world  without, 
And  one  to  solitude.  '  27 
The  obvious  irong  to  be  pointed  out  is  that  Proust's  withdrawal  fron-i 
society  led  to  the  creation  of  a  richly-populated  world.,  while  Ruskin,  for 
all  his  engagement  with  the  wider  world,  remains  no  more  than  a  restless, 
lonely,  vigilant  voice. 
Setti  ng  ou  Lf  rorn  her  compari  son  of  the  two  wri  ters'  personal  i  ti  es,  Jessi  e 
Hurray,  maintaining  her  insistence  of  their  unlikeness,  if  not 
irreconcilability,  by  invoking  Ruskin's  words  that  'No  true  disciple  of  mine 
will  ever  be  a  Ruskinian',  and  insisting  that  'it  is  not  as  a  man  of  action, 
nor  as  a  thinker,  nor  as  a  moralist,  but  as  a  painter,  that  he  attracted 
ProuSt-28  and  that  'with  cool  indifference  the  latter  sets  aside  almost  all 
Ruskin's  arguments  and  theorieS',  29  thus  leads  one  to  expect  a  technical 
comparison  which  would  eschew  any  but  the  most  strictly  necessary 64 
aesthetic  generalisations  and  offer  some  account  of  how  the  painterly 
aspects  of  Ruskin's  %witing,  especiallq  his  gift  for  minute,  precise  and 
impassioned  observation  and  description,  are  carried  forth  and  embodied  in 
A  la  recherche  du  tempq_pgjrdu.  Such  expectations,  however,  are  dispelled 
bU  the  chapter-headings  on  the  list  of  contents,  which,  besides  announcing 
two  chapters  devoted  to  Proust's  remarks  on  Ruskin  in  his  critical  essays, 
show  most  of  the  study  as  being  devoted  to  a  systematic  opposition  of.  the 
two  writers'  ideas  -  i.  e.  their  arguments  and  theories,  on  various  topics: 
'Conception  of  Art  in  Ruskin  and  Proust',  'Sensation  in  Ruskin  and  Proust', 
'Discipline  in  Creative  Art  according  to  Ruskin  and  Proust',  T-lei-nory  in 
Creative  Art  according  to  Ruskin  and  Proust',  and  so  on.  The  impulse  for 
paraphrase  which  such  titles  imply  leads  to  a  study  which  presents  the 
critical  vievis  of  both  writers  outside  their  generic  context  and  largely 
offers  a  vision  of  Proust's  aesthetic  theories  as  nimble  adaptations  of 
Ruskin's  clumsy  prototype.  Divorced  from  the  force  and  sweep  of  his 
arguments,  Ruskin's  theories,  so  cruciallU  dependent  on  long  and  searching 
parenthesis  and  aCtUdlising  description,  fall  flat  in  paraphrase,  and 
occasionally  a  forced  rapprochement  of  the  two  writers  falls  into  extreme 
bathos,  as  when  we  are  informed  that  'Ruskin  and  Proust  both  regard  a 
great  artist  as  being  a  true  creator'.  30  Ruskin  and  Proust  are  both  seen  as 
exponents  of  intuitive  impressionism,  distrustful  of  the  insights  of 
intelligence  alone,  (although  intelligence  is  invoked  in  the  narrow  sense  in 
the  more  dogmatic  section  of  Le  tenips  retrouv6,  connoting  an  arid 
subordinate  rationality  rather  than  the  Intellectualismus  which  Curtius 
sees  as  being  inextricably  interwoven  with  impressionism  in  the  fabric  of 
Proust's  writing).  The  third  chapter  of  Murray's  study,  that  which  deals 
with  sensation  in  Ruskin  and  Proust,  is  richest  in  insights,  if  distorted 
somewhat  by  the  insistence  that  Proust  was,  in  the  fashionable  phrase  of 65 
the  time,  a  'psychological'  novelist.  Alluding  to  Ruskin's  Science  of 
Asp.  gcts,  a  sort  of  phenomenology  of  landscape  which  aimed  to  analyse  the 
ef  f  ect  of  nature  on  the  eye  or  heart,  Murray  notes  that  'what  Ruskin  taught 
with  reference  to  painting  has  been  taken  up  by  Proust  in  psqchology. 
Ruskin  limits  himself  to  Studying  the  sensations  which  the  beauties  of  the 
earth  produce  in  us;  but  Proust  goes  further,  and  subjects  to  the  same 
minute  analysis  all  the  countless  other  sensations  registered  by  his 
sensitive  organism  . 
...... 
. Though  Proust  has  the  Ruskinian  gift  of  evoking 
past  experience,  he  undoubtedly  applies  it  to  a  new  order  of  sensations, 
the  like  of  which  had  rarely  appeared  in  the  pages  of  literature,  and  which 
are  of  less  interest  to  a  painter  like  Ruskin  than  to  a  psgchologist  like 
Proust'. 
There  are  some  important  points  here,  qet  the  two  writers  seem  to  be,  in 
turn,  insufficientIg  differentiated  and  over-differentiated.  The  gift  of 
evoking  past  experiences  might  be  called  'Ruskinian',  but  it  is  hardly 
exclusiveig  so.  On  the  other  hand,  the  over-insistence  on  the  broader  and 
more  exotic  subject  matter  of  Proust's  work  suggests  an  assessment  of 
the  writers  which  owes  more  than  it  ought  to  the  determinants  of  genre 
and  content.  The  announced  projects,  the  hortative  rhetoric  of  Ruskin'S 
works  may  suggest  the  opposite  of  introspection,  but  the  texture  and  tenor 
of  his  items  suggest  a  continual  and  uncomprorni  sing  exploration  of  the 
self. 
When  it  comes  to  listing  exempla  of  the  theories  at  work,  I-Iurray 
concentrates  almost  exclusively  on  their  presence  in.  A  ja  recherche  du 
tempLpgLdu;  whether  because  Proust  was  at  that  time  still  relatively 
unknown  to  English  audiences,  or  because  Ruskin's  work  was  thought  to  be 66 
sufficiently  fami  Iiar  to  the  reader,  or  because  it  was  felt  that  Proust  had 
superseded  Ruskin  in  perfecting  the  application  of  the  latter's  theories,  it 
is  hard  to  tell,  yet  the  presentation  of  most  of  his  concepts  in  paraphrase 
seems  once  again  unfair  to  the  Victorian  writer,  whose  arguments  were 
constantly  furnished  with  meticulous  example. 
We  are  indebted  to  Jessie  Murray  f  or  an  important  insight  to  be  devel  oped 
by  another  cri  ti  c  some  fif  ty  years  1  ater,  32  that  the  great  poi  nt  in  common 
between  Ruskin  and  Proust  is  that  they  show  an  equal  tendency  to  be 
dominated  by  spatial  sensation,  but  the  point  is  again  left  tantalisingly 
underdeveloped.  'The  perception  of  space-distances  and  the  obstacle  of 
distance.,  the  slightest  accident  of  relief,  changes  of  perspective,  the 
relative  order  and  groupings  of  things  in  space  -  such  phenomena  as  these 
produce  invariably  an  uncommonly  powerful  effect  on  Proust 
...... 
For 
Ruskin,  also  ...... 
throughout  his  whole  work,  it  is  this  all-absorbing 
attention  to  spatial  sensation  which  provides  him,  not  only  with  his 
metaphors  and  comparisons,  but  even  with  the  actual  matter  of  his 
writing.  Like  Proust  he  translates  his  thoughts  into  terms  of  perspective, 
6S  41,11  lle  ýyel-e  Merely  puff  LLing  into  'words  whaL  his  own  instinct  would  have 
expressed  more  naturally  with  designs  or  diagrams  . 
...... 
'there  is  in  both 
the  same  urge  towards  the  spatialisation  of  ideas'.  33 
After  some  tenuous  speculation  on  the  link  between  Ruskin's  preservation 
of  hi  stori  c6l  artef  acts  end  thei  r  moral  and  customary  si  gni  fi  cance  through 
his  teachings  and  the  central  Proustian  discipline  of  memory  -  both 
representing  the  'resurrection  of  past  sensations  by  thought'  -  and  remarks 
on  their  shared  cult  of  Medieval  arthitecture,  Murray  summarises  Proust's 
comments  on  Ruskin's  idolatry  and  occasional  hypocrisy  for  art's  sake  and, 
in  a  discussion  of  morality  and  art,  alludes  to  the  important  note  to 67 
Sesame  and  Lilies,  where  Proust,  with  what  Murray  terms  merciless 
sincerity,  asserts  a  humane,  novel  sensitivity  germane  to  the  novelist, 
which  would  shame  the  moralist  and  prophet. 
Prous'L  remarks  on  Ruskin's  summary  judgements: 
'De  tels  passtiges  paraissent  aux  petits  esprits 
Foeuvre  d'un  petit  esprit;  les  grands  esprits 
au  contraire  reconnaltront  que  c'est,  en  morale, 
la  conclusion  6  16quelie  aboutissent  tous  les 
grands  esprits.  Seulement  ils  pourront  regretter 
(pour  les  6utres)  que  Ruskin  s'explique  oussi  peu 
et  donne  cette  forme  un  peu  bourgeoise  et  un  peu 
courte  6  des  v6rit6s  qui  pourraient  6tre  pr6sent6es 
moins  prosa'iquement.  Cf.  (pour  cette  m6ni6re 
d'exposer  une  verit6  en  la  rapetissant  volontaire- 
ment,  en  lui  donnant  une  apparance  offensive  de 
lieu  commun  d§modb)  Bible  d'Amiens  IV,  59: 
'Toutes  les  cr6atures  humaines  qui  ont  des 
affections  ardentes,  le  sens  commun  et  Fempire 
sur  soi-m6me,  ont  W  et  sont  si  naturellement 
morales  ......  un  homme  bon  et  sage  diff6re  d'un 
homme  m6chant  et  idiot,  comme  un  bon  chien  d'un 
chien  hargneux".  Ruskin,  quand  il  6crit,  ne  tient 
jamiais  compte  de  Ilme.  Bovary,  qui  peut  le  lire. 
Ou  plut6t  il  aime  6  16  choquer  et  6  lui  paraltre 
m6dioCre.  '  34 
Here  Proust  wittily  yet  nonetheless  seriously  applies  the  subtle  artistic 
and  moral  standards  of  fiction  to  Ruskin's  public  discourse,  treating 
P  in  with  a  mingled  undeýrstanding,  amusement  and  awe,  as  he  would  one  ,  usk 
of  his  own  characters.  While  Murray  recognises  that  Proust  in  his  novel  is 
striying  not  to  justify  immorality  but  to  ensure  that  it  shall  be  judged 
within  the  higher  domain  of  art,  yet  she  is  surely  wrong  to  assert  that  he 
-35  in  moral  questions,  and  she  mistakes  his  IS  'only  t-nildly  'IPI'Lerested 66 
prof  oundl  Ui  nf  ormed  moral  agnosti  ci  sm  f  or  the  f  aci  Ie  amoral  i  ty  of  the 
fin-de-sibcle  aesthete  when  she  comments  of  the  above  note  that  'for  him 
the  form  is  of  more  account  than  the  substance'.  Given  that  HUrra 
.y 
quotes 
elsewhere  in  her  study  Proust's  letter  to  Robert  Dregf  us,  to  the  effect  that 
style  is  in  no  way  a  mere  embellishment  or  a  question  of  technique,  but 
.  une  qualit6  de  vision,  ]a  rMlation  de  l'Univers  particulier  que  chacun  de 
nous  voit  et  que  ne  voient  pas  les  autres',  36  this  crude  application  of  the 
form/content  dichotomy  informs  us  only  of  a  certain  unease  on  the  critic's 
part  with  regard  to  the  subject  matter  of  certain  sections  of  A  Ja 
recherche  du  temDs  r)erdu. 
-r'h  e  re  r  I  3ra  interesting  parallels  drawn  between  the  two  writers'  attitudes 
to  discipline  and  the  necessarily  submissive  role  of  the  creative  artist, 
and  again  Proust  is  shown  as  giving  intense  though  qualified  assent  to 
Ruskin's  ideals,  while  restricting  their  application  to  the  domain  of  art. 
There  is  clearly  a  felt  understanding  of  a  deep  affinity  between  Ruskin  and 
Proust,  but  when  specific  textual  instances  are  required,  the  temptation 
to  employ  the  methodology  of  Procrustes,  always  present  in  Such  studies, 
proves  irresistible.  In  commenting  on  their  shared  sense  Of  Lhe  artist's 
need  to  submit  without  compromise  or  deviation  to  the  dernands  of  his 
individual  vision,  Hurray  quotes  a  passage  from  Proust  on  the  Vinteuil 
sonata: 
'Tout  arnateur  un  peu  f  in  se  f  Ot  tout  de  suite 
aperýu  de  ]'imposture,  si  Vinteuil  aqant  eu  jý 
moins  de  puissance  pour  en  voir  et  en  rendre 
I  es  f  ormes,  avait  cherch6  6  dissimuler,  en 
ajoutant  ý6  et  16  des  traits  de  son  cru,  les 
lacunes  de  sa  vision  on  les  d6faillances  do 
la  main.  '  37 69 
dtid  comments: 
'For  this  quotation  one  might,  vvithout  in  any 
v-vay  modifying  its  content,  substitute  various 
passages  from  the  art  criticism  of  Ruskin. 
Here,  for  example,  is  exactly  Proust's  con- 
ception,  but  expressed  in  the  language  of 
Modern  Painters:  38 
... 
......  and  all  efforts  to  do  things  of  a  similar 
ki  nd  by  rule  or  by  thought,  and  a]  I  ef  forts  to 
mend  or  rearrange  the  first  order  of  the  vision, 
are  not  inventive;  on  the  contrary,  they  ignore 
and  deny  invention 
...... 
Dreams  cannot  be  ruled 
......  as  they  come  so  must  they  be  caught,  and 
they  cannot  be  caught  in  any  other  shape  than 
that  they  come  in 
......  and  (one)  might  as  well 
attempt  to  rule  a  rainbow  into  rectitude,  or 
cut  notches  in  a  moth's  wing  to  hold  it  by,  as 
in  any  wise  attempt  to  modify,  by  rule,  the 
forms  of  the  involuntary  vision.  ",  39 
'It  is  therefore  obvious  that  Proust  and  Ruskin 
share  the  same  conviction.  For  the  expression 
of  it,  it  is  immaterial  whether  one  seeks  it  in 
the  TempLPerdu  (sic)  or  in  Modern  Painters.  '  40 
Novi  one  might  well  invoke  the  last  sentence  of  the  above  as  a  caveat 
against  those  who  would  strain  form  and  sense  to  insist  that  two  writers 
were  saying  the  same  thing,  *onlU'  in  a  different  langUage. 
Although  Murray  is  fully  aware  of  the  Proustion  doctrine  of  the 
.  phrase-type',  of  the  'contexture  intime'  of  each  writer's  langUage,  She 
fails  to  adopt  SLIch  insight  in  her  own  method.  The  two  passages  are 
patently  not  the  same;  they  are  wrenched  togeth.  er  by  the  act  of 70 
paraphrase;  but  thei  ri  rreduci  bl  e 
_qui 
ddi  tas  rej  ects  such  f  a]  se  contexture; 
I- 
instead  of,  as  might  be  done,  striking  sparks  off  each  other,  alternately 
mirroring  or  illuminating  each  other's  knoviledge  and  blindness,  they  are 
harnessed  as  the  thesis  and  antithesis  of  a  false  triad..  with  the  critic's 
bland  paraphrase  as  the  synthesis. 
The  spatial  metaphor  is  characteristically  Proustian,  and  it  is  interesting 
to  see  the  figure  of  a  triangle  adopted  in  a  note  to  S6same  et  les  lyýa  as  a 
metaphor  of  coincidence. 
'Quand  deux  triangles  ont  un  angle  6gal  compris 
entre  deux  c6t6s  6gaux,  les  2  angles  et  le 
troisibme  c6t&  coincident  aussi.  De  mgme  quand 
on  a  pu  faire  coincider  certains  points  ghbrateurs 
de  deux  esprits,  d'autres  coincidences  en 
d6coulerant:  on  pourra  ne  les  observer  qu'enSuite 
mais  elles  btaient  enferm6es  dans  ]a  vbrit6 
41 
prerni6re'. 
But  in  this  case,  as  usual,  Proust  is  alluding  to  an  aspect  of  technigLie 
shared  by  Ruskin  and  Robert  de  Nontesquiou.  There  is  no  recourse  to 
paraphrase,  rather  the  emphasis  is  on  what  writers  do  rather  than  on  what 
they  say. 
I  have  probably  been  over-critical  of  Hurray's  study,  but  in  singling  it  Out 
for  special  treatment  I  have  aimed  to  bring  to  attention  certain 
assumptions,  habits  and  misconceptions  of  methodology  which  go  on 
recurring  in  subsequent  literature  on  the  subject.  These  largely  involve  a 
refusal  to  apply  Proust's  own  strictures  regarding  the  irreducibility  of  the 
written  text,  the  irrelevances  of  biographical  criticism  and  the  tendency 
of  the  v.,  orks  of  great  viriters  to  transcend  local  boundaries  of  history  and 71 
genre,  and  a  consequent  overreliance  on  stated  intention  and  paraphrasable 
content.  An  extreme  but  nonetheless  valid  solution  to  the  problem  of 
comparison  and  paraphrase  would  be  to  adopt  the  strategy  of  Jacques 
Derrida  in  Glas,  where  excerpts  from  a  novelist  and  a  discursive  writer  - 
in  this  case  Genet  and  Hegel  -  are  displayed  in  parallel  columns, 
intermittently  linked  by  comments  and  extrapolations  from  the  third 
party.  By  this  blatant  act  of  artificial  contextual  i  sing,  the  mechanics  of 
comparative  reading  are  laid  bare,  and  the  two  writers  are  left  free  to 
confront  one  another  in  their  specificity,  bringing  to  light  coincidences 
and  ironies  of  juxtaposition  and  producing  a  dynamic  and  polyphonic  text 
instead  of  the  static  binary  compare-and-contrast  document  to  which  we 
tire  accustomed. 
-r  1  owards  the  end  of  her  study,  Murray  remarks  that  most  of  the 
resemblances  between  Proust  and  Ruskin  are  the  outcome  of  affinity 
rather  than  direct  influence.  There  never  was  and  never  could  be,  on 
Proust's  part,  the  slightest  inclination  to  accept  Ruskin's  thought  as  such. 
He  examined  it  minutely,  he  set  himself  seriously  to  'rethink,  it',  but  only 
in  order  to  develop  the  originality  of  his  own  thought.  It  is  rightly  pointed 
out  that'in  his  own  critical  comments  to  La  Bible  d'Amiens  and  S6same  et 
les  lya,  and  especially  in  his  crucial  disagreement  over  the  nature  and 
importance  of  reading  -a  disagreement,  let  us  recall,  which  insists  on  a 
discrimination  between  public  and  private  discourse  -  Proust  largely 
pre-empts  the  task  of  those  critics  who  would  attempt  to  assess  the 
extent  of  his  debt  to  Ruskin.  As  I  hope  to  have  shown,  any  reading  of  the 
4'S4' 
Proustian  distinction. 
L  1Y  owri  ter,  together  must  start  out  from  'that 72 
Murray  concludes  by  invoking  the  suggestive  passage  of  Sodome  et 
Somorrhe  in  -.,.  ihich  Marcel  remarks  that: 
.  certains  artistes  d'une  autre  6poque  ont, 
dans  un  simple  morceau,  r6alis6  quelque 
chose  qui  ressernble  6  ce  que  le  maltre 
peu  6  pou  s'est  rendu  compte  quo  lui-mi8me 
avait  voulu  faire.  Alors  il  voit  en  cot 
ancien  comme  un  pr6curseur,  il  aime  chez 
lui  sous  une  tout  autre  forme,  un  effort 
momentan6ment,  partiellement  fraternel. 
11  ya  des  morceaux  de  Turner  dans  l'oeuvre 
de  Poussin,  une  phrase  de  Flaubert  dans 
MontesquieU.,  42 
but  she  ignores  the  very  interesting  meditations  on  the  reversal  of  the 
laws  of  literary  history,  and  on  the  relation  between  Tradition  and  the 
Individual  Talent  which  are  consequent  on  this  insight.  It  is  most 
tentatively  suggested  that  'now  and  again'  in  the  work  of  Ruskin  there 
might'  be  a  touch  of  Proust,  but  no  examples  are  given  as  to  how  such 
manifestations  would  present  themselves.  An  eventual  reliance  on  the 
nun-Onous  concept  of  affinity  maintains  Murray's  concentration  on  the 
spirit  rather  than  on  the  letter,  on  what  is  said  rather  than  'how'. 
A  similar  tendency  prevails  in  Sybil  de  Souza's  doctoral  thesis,  L'Influence 
de  Ruskin  sur  Proust.,  42  published  in  the  same  year  as  Murray's  study.  Of 
its  160  pages  only  53  are  devoted  to  Ies  diff6rences  entre  les  proc6d6s 
d'expression  de  Proust  et  Ruskin'.  The  Englishman's  style  is  correctly  seen 
as  stopping  at  an  earlier,  pre-symbolist  technical  stage  (although  it  is 
difficult  to  conjecture  how  it  could  be  otherwise)  and  is  considered 
subject  to  the  same  reproach  which  the  mature  Proust  addressed  to  Paul 73 
Morand,  that  'il  ya  quelquefois  des  images  autres  que  des  images 
in6vitables'.,  43  yet  Proust's  craft  is  curiously  seen  to  reside  in  his 
spontaneity. 
'Les  images  de  Ruskin  Wont  pas  toujours  ]a 
spontan6it6  qu'ont  celles  de  Proust;  elles 
ne  jinillissent  pas  toujours  du  plus  prof  ond 
de  son  Moi.  -  44 
Ruskin  is  unfairly  submitted  to  the  same  set  of  idealist  preconceptions 
which  Proust  invokes  in  Le  t8MDs  retrouvb  in  order  to  rationalise  and  tidy 
up  the  disparate  material  of  his  novel.  De  Souza  offers  a  good  analysis  of 
how  Proust's  descriptions  follow  the  contours  of  his  thought  but  Ruskin's 
similar  gifts  of  contextual  exactness  are  ignored  -  an  omission  which  is 
hardly  surprising  given  that  the  Englishman's  own  words  are  entirely 
absent  from  the  thesis.  We  are  offered  the  Ruskin  of  de  ]a  Sizeranne,  of 
Hourey,  of  Proust's  own  translations  and  allusive  critical  apparatus,  and 
there  is  no  evidence  that  de  Souza  has  read  Ruskin  in  the  original  nor,  more 
importantly,  that  Proust  had  any  experience  of  the  works  in  English.  What 
we  get  is  a  Ruskin  twice  removed  by  translation  and  commentary  or 
paraphrase,  whose  writings  are  deferred  in  favour  of  a  French  audience's 
contemporary  inquiry  into  and'endorsement  of  Proust's  aesthetic  system. 
Since  the  thesis  was  written  at  a  time  when  Le  Temi)s  retrouv6  was  still 
being  assimilated  by  the  public;  and  readers  were  learning  to  judge  the 
whole  roman  fleuve  retrospectively  by  the  light  of  the  aesthetic 
Propounded  at  length  in  its  final  volume,  it  is  understandable  that  de  Souza 
should  concentrate  on  what  is  seen  as  Proust's  philosophical  system. 
Ruski  n's  i  nf  I  uence  i  s,  f  or  de  Souza,  not  restri  cted  to  a  cert0i  n  educati  on  of 
Lhe  U-SthetiC  SEMISe:  I-Khler,  IL  IS 
iMpOrt8nt  insofar  as  its  traces  are  to  be 74 
discovered  in  Ia  philosophie  sur  laquelle  repose  Foeuvre  mbitresSe  d8 
Proust'.  45  This  curious  emphasis  on  the  novelist  as  builder  of 
philosophical  systerns  leads  to  such  slightingig  simplistic  general  isati  ons 
as  'Ruskin  n'6tait  pas  assez  philosophe  pour  concilier  le  beau  et  le  bien'.  46 
As  has  of  ten  been  shown,  the  coherence  of  Le  Temps  retrOLIO's,  retro- 
spective  aesthetic,  and  its  ,  efficacy  and  relevance  as  a  guide  to  the  reading 
of  the  novel  or  as  evidence  of  its  genesis  are  open  to  question,  and  it  is 
the  naive  view  that  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdu  is  little  more  than 
disguised  autobiography  which  finds  most  sanction  in  the  structure  of 
revelations  of  the  final  volume.  As  J.  11.  Cocking  points  out: 
'The  novel  is  not  an  account  of  [Proust's]  life, 
but  a  fiction  which  reflects  the  essence  of  his 
life  as  he  believes  it  to  be.  The  theory  of  Le 
Temps  retrouO  is  not  a  circumstantial  account 
of  how  he  came  to  write  the  novel,  but  an  attempt 
to  tidg  the  process  of  creation  as  he  experienced 
it  into  a  system  and  to  read  it  in  terms  of  his 
idealist  preconceptions.  '  47 
Ruskin's  main  importance,  as  de  Souza  sees  it,  is  to  have  provided  -  quite 
unconsciously,  we  are  given  to  understand,  the  English  writer  not  having 
been  'assez  philosophe'  -  the  brouillons  for  this  system  with  his  thoughts 
of  there  being  a  hidden  reality  behind  appearances  and  his  insistence  on 
the  spiritual  permanence  of  works  of  art.  These  are  important  insights, 
however  vague,  but  they  are  invalidated  by  the  structure  of  de  Souza's 
argument,  which  treats  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  qgrdu  as  straight  auto- 
biography,  and  comparing  its  events,  self  -questionings  and  final  resolution 
with  instances  from  the  public  career  of  John  Ruskin  as  made  available 
through  his  French  interpreters.  Since  the  reader  is  given  little 75 
opportunity  to  judge  Ruskin's  work  other  than  through  paraphrase  into 
French,  and  since  the  generic  differences  between  his  %.  ýiritings  and  the 
post-Symbolist  novel  are  glossed  over,  he  is  neither  surprised  nor 
convinced  by  de  Souza's  conclusion  that  'Proust  a  infiniment  d6pass6 
-  48  Ruskin  grAce  ý  ses  dons  de  sinc6rite,  de  courage  intellectuel 
. 
What  I  have  described  as  the  moral,  public  impuls  ,e  of  the  Englishman'- 
work  is  momentarily  dwelt  on  when  it  is  remarked  that  'Ru  kin  donne  6  se, 
Wes  une  force  concrbte,  dans  le  but  de  r6agir  sur  ]a  sensibilitb  de  s-  'es 
lecteurs',  49  but  the  opportunity  to  examine  how  this  difference  in  purpose 
relates  to  Proust's  ability  to  have  description  follow  the  contours  of  his 
thought  is  passed  over  in  favour  of  an  assertion  of  the  latter's  greater 
intellectual  intensity.  Overt  appeal  to  the  reader's  sensibility  is  regarded 
as  an  insult  to  that  sensibility:  the  tacit  sympathy  engendered  by  the 
novelisst's  discourse  is,  by  contrast,  richer,  deeper,  more  appealing  in  its 
ambiguous  fictive  intimacy.  De  Souza's  strictures  on  Ruskin  are  couched 
in  similar  terms  to  those  applied  to  Nietzsche  by  one  of  his  translators 
(interestingly,  Ruskin  is  himself  invoked  as  sharing  the  faults 
enumerated): 
'The  trouble  with  Zarathustra  lies  not  in  its 
verbal  pyrotechnics,  nor  in  its  doctrine,  which 
is  centrally  sound;  it  lies  in  the  author's  stance, 
,%  es  the  crowd  from  the  who  in  this  mork,  address 
wrong  rostrurn,  with  a  fury  that  is  obnoxious 
only  because  it  is  constantly  restrained,  occulted 
with  biblical  echoes,  set  out  in  rovis  of  grandiloquent 
propositions  which,  instead  of  fiercely  pointing  out 
or  persuading,  exhort.  '  50 
The  writer  here  is  willing  to  forgive  Nietzsche  several  faults  which 
posterity  has  found  unpardonable  in  Ruskin,  but  in  the  end  the  two  stand -176 
convicted  of  the  same  crime  -  of  speaking  in  public  accents  of  therness  and 
preoccupations,  experiences  which  the  modern  era  has  entrusted  to  the 
novelist  and  poet.  These  artists  have  responded  with  -such  an  acuteness 
and  depth  *of  concern  for  inner  reality  that  Lionel  Trilling  was  moved  to 
51  observe  that  'No  literature  has  ever  been  so  intensely  spiritual  as  ours  . 
Trilling,  however,  went  on  to  describe  the  eventual  and  awful  dilemma  to 
which  this  spiritual  secularisation  leads  us.  In  discussing  with  his 
students  Thomas  Mann's  idea  of  the  educative  value  of  illness,  he  arrives 
at  the  reflection  that: 
'This  idea,  like  so  many  ideas  encountered  in  the 
books  of  the  course,  had  to  be  thought  of  only  as 
having  reference  to  the  private  life;  that  it 
touched  the  public  life  only  in  some  indirect  or 
tangential  way;  that  it  really  ought  to  be 
encountered  in  solitude,  even  in  secreq,  since  to 
talk,  about  it  in  public  and  in  our  academic  setting 
was  to  seem  to  propose  for  it  a  public  practicality 
and  thus  distort  its  meaning.  *  52 
The  uneasy  collocation  of  'secrecy'  and  'meaning'  anticipates  Trilling's 
final  point,  which  is  that  the  chief  intention  of  modern  literature  is  to 
free  writer  and  reader  not  only  from  the  middle  class  but  f  rorn  society 
itself.  The  engagements  demanded  by  this  sort  of  hermetic  pact  between 
author  and  reader  ensures  that  any  writing  in  public  discourse,  however 
rich  and  suggestive  it  may  be,  and  however  it  may  avail  itself  of  tile 
techniques  of  novelist  and  poet,  is  denied  critical  attention. 
In  de  Souza's  case,  it  is  to  be  expected  that  almost  all  the  actual  criLiCiSrn 
is  devoted  to  A  la  recherche  du  terpp-_pqijLu,  given  the  vast  and  hitherto 
uncharted  areas  it  offers  to  the  contemporary  critic  for  evaluation  and 77 
analysis.  It  is  therefore  gratifying  to  find  Andr6  Haurois,  in  his  Troust  et 
Ruskin'53  treating  the  tvio  writers  almost  as  equals,  and  making  f  ruitf  Ul 
suggestions  regarding  their  stylistic  affinities.  While  concurring  with  de 
Souza  that  the  germs  of  Proust's  mature  aesthetic  are  already  to  be  found 
in  the  preface  to  La  Bible  d'Amiens  and  remarking  that  the  two  writers 
share  a  need  to  balance  aesthetic  and  moral  concerns,  Haurois  insists  that 
any  comparison  ought  to  be  situated  at  a  more  precise,  textual  level, 
invoking  Proust's  own  remarks  on  Ruskin  to  support  his  argument. 
'Si  le  critique  Wa  pas  su  d6mAler  ces  traits 
singuliers  et  essentiels,  il  pourra  bcrire  tous 
les  livres-du  monde  sur  Ruskin,  Yhomme, 
1'6crivain,  le  proplibte,  Fartiste,  toutes  ces 
constructions  s'616veront  peut-6tre  tr6s  haut, 
mais  6  c6tb  de  son  sujet.  Elles  pourront  porter 
aux  nues  ]a  situation  littbraire  dU  critique 
mais  ne  vaudront  pas,  pour  Fintelligence  de 
Foeuvre,  ]a  pr6cision  exacte  d'une  nuance  juste, 
si  l6gbre  semble-t-olle'.  54 
Dravving  on  the  t%ivo  writers'  shared  notion  of  the  great  artist  as  inter- 
cessor  between the  consciousness  and  nature,  Haurois  suggests  that  our 
redi  scovery  of  Ruski  n  mi  ght  be  i  mportant  f  or  i  ts  own  sake,  rather  than 
just  as  a  guide  to  the  evolution  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempq_pEi  du,  and 
notices  how  Proust  and  Ruskin  had  in  common  'un  m6me  goOt  inn&  POUr  les 
nuances,  Line  semblable  manike  de  SaVOUrer  les  couleurs  et  les  formeS',  55 
and  the  capacity,  first  remarked  by  Curtius,  to  produce  'une  sp6cialisation 
,  ensibilit6  pouss6  6  1'extr6me,.  56  These  affinities  are  -seen  as  de  ]a  s  ,  being 
above  all  located  where  vision  is  embodied  in  style,  and  a  slow-motion, 
almost  microscopic  way  of  looking  at  the  world  is  enacted.  One  of 
Ruskin's  many  graceful  get  scientific  descriptions  of  water  is  quoted  and 
compared  with  Prou-St's  description  of  the  fountain  at  the  beginning  of 78 
Sodome  et  Gomorrhe,  with  the  comment  that  'tous  deux  cherchent,  par  une 
suite  continue  de  plusieurs  adjectifs,  6  serrer  de  plus  en  plus  ]a 
description  de  l'objet'.  57 
Although  this  is  a  modest  beginning  to  the  project  of  comparing  the  -styles 
of  the  two  writers,  it  is  a  suggestive  one,  particularly  as  Meurois  goes  on 
to  comment  on  the  thematic  recurrence  of  certain  images  -  in  this  ca-e, 
the  repeated  use  of  jewel  metaphors  in  the  depiction  of  nature,  and  on  the 
possibility  of  Proust's  having  developed  the  hawthorn  image  of  Combray 
from  the  emblem3tic  use  of  almond  blossom  in  Praeterita.  Further,  it  is 
hinted  that  the  very  idea  of  the  necessity  of  recurrent  themes  as  a  binding 
structural  principle  was  suggested  to  Proust  by  Ruskin's  example.  Haurois 
quotes  as  evidence  the  following  footnote  to  S§same  et  les  lyq: 
'C'est  le  charme  prkis6ment  de  Foeuvre  de 
RuSkin  qu'il  y  ait  entre  les  id6e--  d'un  m6me 
livre,  et  entre  les  divers  livres,  des  liens 
qu*il  ne  montre  pas,  qu'il  laisse  6  peine 
apparaltre  un  instant  et  qu*il  a  d'ailleurs 
peut-6tre  tiss6s  apr6s-coup,  mais  jamaiss 
artificiels  cependant  puisqu'ils  sont  toujours 
tirb-s  de  la  substance  toujours  identique  6 
elle-m6me  de  sa  pensbe,  voiI6  ce  qui  assure 
6  cess  livres  une  unit6  plus  r6efle  que  Funit6 
do  composition,  g6nbralerfient  absente,  il  faut 
bien  Ie  dire.  '  58 
Finally,  hoevever,  flauroi.  -  agrees  with  most  other  readers  that  Proust's 
,  more  profound  'puisqu'il  est  beaucoup  plus  pr6occup6  de  la  analysis  is 
OrU6  rigoureuse  de  ses  observations  que  ne  Yest  Ruskin,  soucieux  surtout 
5ý-4Above  all,  Proust  has  applied  RuskAn's  do  donner  Lin  enseignement  moral 
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itself  where  the  Englishman  feared  to  tread.  This  evaluation  is  still  not 
quite  fair  to  the  sense  of  multiplicity  and  depth  which  more  recent  critics 
have  found  in  Ruskin's  linter  and  more  anguished  writings,  but  at  least,  in 
sending  the  reader  back  to  the  text  to  make  his  own  judgements,  it 
encourages  some  revaluation. 
Vinnombrdble  postMO  de  Proust  qui,  en  ce 
moment,  se  multiplie  en  France  est  aussi,  sans 
le  savoir,  une  post6riO  de  Ruskin  que  dans  la 
,  60  pluport  des  cas  elle  ignore. 
This  vy'as  recognised  by  the  unsigned  review  in  Notes  and  Queries  which 
remarked  that  'M.  Maurois's  "Proust  et  Ruskin"  is  not  only  important  for  an 
understanding  of  Proust  and  the  great  volume  of  French  literature  derived 
from  him,  but  likewise  of  importance  for  the  true  re-valuation  of  Ruskin 
,  61 
which,  if  begun,  is  certainlU  not  complete. 
Although  Maurois's  comments  on  stylistic  similarity  are  among  the  most 
illuminating  to  be  found  in  the  already  voluminous  literature  devoted  to 
the  subject,  there  is  unquestionably  a  danger  of  tendentiousness  in 
positing  such  a  comparison  between  writers  who,  after  all,  wrote  in 
di  ff  erent  I  i5nguages,  parti  cul  or]  y  si  nce  Proust's  Engl  i  sh  was  f  or  f  rom 
perfect.  The  latter's  failings  as  linguist  are  examined  in  AJ  Roche's 
'Proust  as  a  transl8Lor  of  Ruskin'  (1930).  Taking  issue  at  the  outset  with 
Mourois's  having  called  Proust  Ruskin's  great  disciple,  Roche  remarks  that 
there  does  not  seem  to  be  much  affinity  between  the  'Victorian 
sermoniser'  and  'the  passionate  pilgrim  of  the  human  heart'  -  again 
exhibiting  the  then-fashionable  contemptuous  misreading  of  Ruskin  as 60 
arch  Victorian  and  arch-sermoniser  -  but  conjectures  that  it  might  be 
interesting  to  examine  the  Proust  translations  nonetheless.  Roche's 
verdict  is  that  Proust  is  by  no  means  a  good  translator,  finding  some 
thirty  inaccuracies  in  the  first  lecture  of  S6same  et  les  ]Us  alone.  Even 
more  damningly,  'the  almost  continual  heaviness  and  awkwardness  of  the 
style  seems  to  show  that  such  translating  was  a  drudge  to  him  rather  than 
a  work  of  love.  His  French  reads  like  dictated  unpruned  speech  in  rnanq 
cases  and  not  always  very  fluent  speech  at  that-.  62  Proust  clings  slavishly 
to  his  text,  and  this  too  close  submission,  far  from  giving  an  impression  of 
conscientious  accuracy,  denotes  an  imperfect  mastery  of  the  English 
I  anquage:  f  eel  that  Proust  does  not  soar  over  hi  s  text  but  pai  rif  ul  Iy 
crawls  along  the  lines'.  63  Despite  the  occasional  felicity,  the  overall 
impression  gleaned  by  Roche  is  that  Proust  found  the  discussion  of 
Ruskin's  ideas  much  more  congenial  than  the  task  of  translating. 
Roche's  analysis,  though  it  refers  only  to  part  of  one  translation,  raises 
important  questions  about  the  nature  of  translation  and  its  function  in  the 
development  of  a  prose  style  which  merit  consideration  in  full  at  a  later 
stage,  but  his  conclusion,  that  the  only  contribution  to  A  ja  recherche  du 
tempLppEdu  which  is  directly  traceable  to  Ruskin  is  that  of  Balbec  church, 
and  that  'on  the  whole  Ruskin  was  to  him 
......  chiefly  a  noble  and  inspirinq 
example  of  conscientious  and  steady  working  during  those  years  when  the 
young  writer  was  observing  life  so  patiently  and  waiting  to  plume  his 
feathers  and  let  grow  his  wingS'  64,  is  unacceptable.  Whatever  the 
difference  between  the  two  writers,  they  do  not  preclude  any  influence 
beyond  the  superficial,  and  it  is  absurd  to  suggest  that  the  chief  function 
of  the  six-year  Ruskinian  apprenticeship  was-to  keep  the  young  Frenchman 
off  th  e  boulevards. ol 
As  this  particular  branch  of  the  Proust  industry  burgeoned,  the  mis- 
representation  of  Ruskin  continued.  Roche's  High  Victorian  stakh8novite 
becomes,  in  Henri  Lemaltre's  1944  monograph,  an  aesthetic  paraclete. 
Sizeranne's  notion  of  Ruskin  as  priest  of  a  universal  religion  of  beaut.  4  is 
quoted  %ý,  iith  approval  before  Proust  is  introduced  as  a  young  writer  in 
search  of  a  transfiguring  faith  who,  on  discovering  RusVin,  preaches  the 
word  against  false  prophets  of  dilettantism.  However  astute  his 
evaluations  of  Proust's  knowledge  of  and  indebtedness  to  the  Englishman, 
Lemaitre's  concluding  remarks  uphold  the  trend  of  disembodiment  of 
Ruskin  from  his  writings,  presenting  him  as  available  in  spirit  only, 
through  the  lasting  letter  of  Proust's  work. 
'Quand  il  connut  Ruskin,  il  trouva  le  Maitre 
qui  lui  donnerait  l'impulsion  n6cessaire  6 
s son  propre  d6veloppement.  C'est  en  ce  sens 
en  effet  que  s'est  exercee  Finfluence  de  Ruskin. 
Proust  6couta  attentivement  son  enseignment; 
il  en  fut,  nous  Favons  vu,  profondbrfient  irnpr6gn6J- 
et  tout  en  restant  un  gbnie  original,  il  sut  tirer 
de  Ruskin  la  riche  et  fortifiante  substance  qUi 
devrait  lui  permettre  de  construire  solidement 
son  oeuvre.,  65 
Again  we  find  advanced  the  idea  of  Ruskin  being  available  only  in  edited 
highlights,  from  which  we  can  draw  the  sustantifigue  mouelle  which  does 
no  more  than  inform  the  solid  structure  of  Proust's  novel.  Although 
Lemaltre  distinguishes  himself  from  most  of  his  fellow  Proustians  by 
quoting  widely  and  well  from  the  better  known  of  Ruskin's  works,  the 
methodological  burden  of  proving  the  novel's  genesis  -  and,  by 
consequence,  the  novel's  ascendancy  -  still  debars  the  evaluation  of  Ruskin 
in  terms  other  than  those  set  by  the  aesthetic  adumbrated  in  Le  Temps 
retrouO.  This  latter  aesthetic,  if  reduced  to  the  crude  f  ormula  of  Iife 82 
redeemed  bU  art'  -  and  whU  else  should  it  be  that  'Marcel  devient  6crivain'? 
-  can  be  made  to  subsurne  the  most  radically  divergent  views  on  the  worth 
and  function  of  the  aesthetic  attitude. 
Lernaltre  tells  us  that  he  gleans  the  same  impression  of  art  as  the  ]of  tiest 
manifestation  of  existence  from  such  hugely  different  passages  as  the 
following,  quoted  in  juxtaposition  in  his  section  on  'Les  sources 
ruskiniennes  de  FEsthetique  de  Proust'. 
Vous  ne  pouvez  avoir  un  paysage  par  Turner 
sans  un  pays  ob  il  puisse  peindre.  Vous  ne 
pouvez  6voir  un  portrait  de  Titien  sans  un 
homme  6  portraiturer.  Le  commencement  de 
Fart  consiste  6  rendre  notre  peuple  beau. 
11  ga  eu  sans  doute  un  art  dans  des  pays  6 
les  gens  n'btaient  pas  tous  beaux,  ou  mgme 
leurs  16vres  btaient  6paisses  et  leur  peau 
noire,  parce  que  le  soleil  les  avait  regardb.  -; 
mais  jamais  dans  un  pays  di  les  joues  btaient 
p6lies  par  un  mis6rable  labeur  et  par  une  ombre 
mortelle  et  ob  les  16vres  de  ]a  jeunesse  au 
lieu  d'6tre  pleines  de  sang  btaient  arnincies  par 
]a  farnine  ou  deform6es  par  le  venin.,  66 
This  passage,  from  one  of  the  1870  lectures  on  art,  I  have  decided  to  leave 
in  Sizeranne's  translation,  since  it  accentuates  the  contrast  with  an 
extract  from  A  Fornbre  des  jeunes  filles  en  fleurs: 
-Je  vous  plains  beaucoup",  dit  Bergotte  au 
narrateur  malade,  "et  pourtant  je  ne  vous 
plains  pas  trop;  parce  que  je  vois  que  vous 
disposez  des  jouissances  de  Fintelligence 
et  parce  que  celles-ci  pour  vous  comme  pour 
tous  ceux  qui  les  connaissent,  sont  vrai- 
semblablement  les  seules  qui  comptent.  ---  67 03 
Both  these  passages,  it  is  true,  are  expressive  of  the  need  for  some  sort  of 
aesthetic  attitude;  but  the  valedictory  anguish  and  frantic  snobbery  of  the 
Ruskin  lecture  section  contrasts  strikinqIq  with  Bergotte's  tranquil 
advocacy  of  the  contemplative  life,  and  this  contrast  derives  from  the 
historical  shift  in  aesthetic  priorities  which  was  initiated  by  the 
Romantics,  was  articulated  in  all  its  tensions  by  Ruskin,  and  was 
completed  by  the  works  and  manifestoes  of  High  Nodernism. 
A  retrospective  account  of  the  reasons  underlying  such  a  shift  -  reasons 
which  have  much  to  do  with  the  increasing  sophistication  of  expressive 
modes  themselves  -  is  given  by  Roger  Fry  in  his  'An  Essay  in  Aesthetics'  of 
1909.  Beginning  -ittith  what  he  calls  'some  elementary  psychology',  Fry 
observes  that  the  whole  of  animal  life,  and  a  great  part  of  human  life,  is 
made  Lip  of  instinctive  reactions  to  sensible  objects,  and  their 
accompanying  emotions. 
'But  man  has  the  peculiar  facultq  of  calling  up 
again  in  his  mind  the  echo  of  past  experiences 
of  this  kind,  of  going  over  it  again,  "in  iniagination", 
as  we  say.  He  has,  therefore,  the  possibility  of  a 
double  life;  one  the  actual  life,  the  other  the 
imaginative  life.  Between  these  two  lives  there  is 
this  great  distinction,  that  in  the  actual  Uf  e  the 
processes  of  natural  selection  have  brought  it 
about  that  the  instinctive  reaction,  such,  for 
instance,  as  flight  from  danger,  shall  be  the  most 
important  part  of  the  whole  process,  and  it  is 
towards  this  that  the  man  bends  his  whole  conscious 
endeavour.  But  in  the  imaginative  life  no  such 
action  is  necessary,  and,  therefore,  the  whole 
cons  ciousness  may  be  focused  upon  the  perceptive 
and  the  emotional  aspects  of  the  experience.  In 
this  way  we  get,  in  the  imaginative  life,  a  different 
set  of  values,  and  a  different  kind  of  perception.  '  68 64 
The  inescapable  difference  in  import  between tile  two  passages  cited  bq 
Lemaltre  is  that  whereas  Bergotte's  credo  argues  unequivocallp  for  the 
second,  'imaginative'  life,  Ruskin's  recognises  tensions  between tile  actual 
and  the  imaginative,  which  are  born  of  their  interdependence.  For  both 
wri  ters,  i  magi  nati  on  and  ref  I  ecti  on  of  f  er  tile  on]  qf  reedom  f  rom  i  nsi  ght, 
but  while  in  Proust's  novel  this  freedom  is  guaranteed  only  in  a  sedrilless, 
fictive  world,  which  the  individual  may  contemplate  in  hermetic  isolation, 
the  author's  consciousness  being  tile  only  still  point  in  the  turning  world 
from  which  temporal  events  may  be  resolved  in  aesthetic  stasis,  Ruskin 
insists  on  this  freedom  being  predicated  on  a  community  of  imagination 
which  might  lead  to  a  better  world.  Desire  for  social  change,  which  would 
add  another  tense  -  the  future  of  fear  and  anti  ci  pati  oil  -  to  the  present 
contemplation  of  past  events,  admits  tile  contamination  of  instinct  to 
Ruskin's  aesthetic,  and  disrupts  the  calm  of  Modernist  aestheticism.  The 
over-earnestness  and  occasional  panic  which  ensue  from  the  adoption  of 
such  overwhelming  responsibilities  led  extreme  formalists  to  castigate 
Rusk,  in  as  a  dbt-nod&  moralist.  (For  the  purpose  of  their  polemic  the  word 
moral  and  its  adjuncts  are  usualiq  made  to  connote  tile  rules  of  Dr.  Arnold 
rather  than  the  tradition  of  Plato.  )  Thus  Roger  Fry,  later  in  the  same 
essay: 
'The 
......  view  ...... 
that  the  imaginative  life  does 
subserve  morality  ...... 
is  inevitably  the  view  taken 
by  moralists  like  Ruskin,  to  whom  the  imaginative 
life  is  get  an  absolute  necessity.  It  is  a  view 
which  leads  to  some  very  hard  special  pleading, 
even  to  a  self-deception  which  is  in  itself  morally 
*  69  undesirable. 65 
This  last  point,  a  rough  echo  of  Proust's  own  criticism  of  Ruskin,  shifts 
the  grounds  of  accusation  in  a  way  familiar  to  readers  of  a  critic  who  was 
hardly  innocent  of  special  pleading  in  his  elaborations  of  a  myth  of 
transcendent  integrity  and  coherence.  This  myth  is  largely  deconstructed 
by  Proust  in  his  practice  of  writing  and  in  the  depiction  of  'les 
intermittences  du  coeur',  but  reasserts  itself  at  the  final  annunciation  of 
Le  Temps  retrouv6.  The  transcendentally  pure  work  of  art  is  seen  as  free 
from  any  moral  engagement.  Fry  again: 
'Art 
...... 
is  an  expression  and  a  stimulus  of 
this  imaginative  life,  which  is  separated 
from  actual  life  bg  the  absence  of  responsive 
action.  Now  this  responsive  action  implies 
in  actual  life  moral  responsibilitq.  In  art 
we  have  no  such  moral  responsibi  lity  -  it 
presents  a  life  freed  from  the  binding 
necessities  of  our  actual  existence.  '  10 
Even  if  we  accept  that  (some  of)  the  greatest  works  of  art  have  no 
discernible  ethical  content,  or  that  their  aesthetic  and  moral  force  are 
independent  of  each  other,  it  is  a  dangerous  consequence  of  this  argument 
to  assume,  as  many  critics  have  done,  that  the  proportion  of  moral  intent 
in  a  work  of  art  is  directly  subtractable  from  its  sum  aesthetic  value,  for 
this  aesthetic  value  cannot  be  at  once  component  and  total.  Yet  this 
strategy  has  often  been  invoked  in  order  to  marginalise  Ruskin  as  af  igure 
of  i  nsul  ar  val  Lies  and  I  ocal  si  gni  fi  cance.  Itis  perhaps  regrettabl  ef  rom  the 
point  of  view  of  comparative  judgements  that  the  writers  with  %,  Aorn  we 
are  concerned  shared  such  an  interest  in  the  plastic  arts,  for  it  has  proved 
too  tempting  to  discuss  their  work  in  terms  of  the  broad,  occasionally 
seductive,  but  often  reductive  metaphorical  terms  of  general  affective 
aesthetics,  rather  as  simply  -  and  complexly  -  practitioners  in  language. 06 
To  return  to  Lemaltre,  it  is  unlikely  that  a  criticism  blind  to  such  obvious 
distinctions  can  be  helpful  in  the  comparisons  it  draws. 
The  publication  of  the  Narie  Nordlinger  correspondence  (1944)  and  the 
appearance  of  Jean  Santeuil  (1952)  and  Contre  Sainte-Beuve  (1954)  lent 
ne%.,.  i  impetus  to  the  project  of  establishing  a  chronology  for  the  genesis  of 
A  la  recherche  du  terripl_perdu  and  the  question  of  Ruskin's  influence 
became  more  strictly  subject  to  the  criteria  of  documentary  evidence, 
however  intermittent  and  unstable.  Proust's  own  ironic  aside  in  Contre 
Sainte-Bouve  about  how  we  arrive  at  a  writer's  individual  truth: 
'11  est  trop  facile  de  croire  qu'elle  nous 
arrivera  un  beau  matin  dans  notre  courrier, 
sous  forme  d'une  lettre  inbdite  qu'un 
bib]iD.  'Lh§caire  de  nos  arnis  nous  communiquera, 
ou  que  nous  ]a  recueillerons  de  ]a  bouche  de 
qUelqU'un  qui  a  beaucoup  (connu)  Fauteur'  71 
has  not  always  dissuaded  the  scholar  or  memoirist  from  their  natural 
propensity  to  Sainte-Beuvism. 
Marie  Nordlinger's  testimony  to  the  large  contribution  made  by  herself  and 
Proust's  mother  to  the  translation  of  the  Bible  of  Amiens  ]ends  further 
support.  to  the  argument  that  Proust  knew  little  English  and  was 
manifestly  unsuited  to  the  task  which  he  had  set  himself,  even  going  so 
far  as  to  assert  that  the  book  itself  remained  inaccessible  to  him.  The 
general  impression  to  be  gleaned  from  the  correspondence  is  the  familiar 
one  of  discipline  and  discipleship,  but  there  are  two  important  statements 
among  the  letters  which  go  unremarked  by  Proust's  collaborator.  One  is 
the  revelation  that,  among  other  works  of  Ruskin,  he  knew  Proeterita  by 87 
heart.  72  The  other  is  a  reflection  on  technique  which  suggests  that  his 
reading  of  Ruskin  was  responsive  to  poetic  resonances  in  a  wag  which 
transcends  th6  journey%vork  of  literal  translation. 
'Ce  qu'on  appelle  habilet6  technique  West 
pas  un  savoir  ý  proprement  parler,  car  il 
Wexiste  pas  en  dehors  des  mystbrieuses 
associations  de  notre  m6moire  et  du  tact 
acquis  de  notre  invention  quand  elle  approche 
les  mots.  Le  savoir  dans  le  sons  d'une  chose 
qui  est  toute  faite  en  dehors  de  nous  et  qu'on 
pout  apprendre  comme  dans  les  sciences,  est 
nul  on  art.  Au  contraire,  Cost  quand  les  rapports 
scientifiques  entre  les  mots  ont  disparu  de 
notre  esprit  et  qu'ils  ont  pris  une  vie  oO  les 
616ments  chimiques  sont  oubli6s  dans  une 
individualitb  nouvelle,  que  ]a  technique,  le 
tact,  qui  connalt  leurs  rbpugnances,  flatte 
leurs  dbsirs,  connalt  leur  beautb,  touche  leurs 
formes,  assortit  leurs  affinit6s,  pout  commencer. 
Et  coci  n'existe  que  quand  un  8tre  est  une  We 
et  n'est  plus  tant  de  carbone,  tant  de  phosphore, 
etC.,  73 
Rather  than  bei  ng  an  obf  uscatorg  rationale  for  Proust's  defects  as  a 
translator,  this  strikes  one  as  an  example  of  the  subjective  and  rneta- 
phorical  mode  of  reading  which  Maurois  remarked  on  as  being  capable  of 
recreating  Ruskin  for  a  new  audience. 
For  students  of  the  evolution  of  A  Ja  recherche  du  temps  perdu,  the 
reappearance  of  Jean  Santeuil  and  Contre  Sainte-Beuve  dispelled  once  and 
-C I  or  a]  1  the  myth  of  Proust  the  di  I  ettante  and  cl  early  situated  the  period  of 
RusVin  translations  between  two  abortive  projects  whose  contributions  to 
the  novel's  substance  and  structure  were  nonetheless  abundant. so 
%-1.1hilO  Mang  sections  of  the  novel  were  now  shown  to  be  plainl_q  traceable 
to  parts  of  the  earlier  Nvorks,  the  place  of  the  Ruskin  translations  in  tile 
Proustian  canon  became  more  problematic.,  given  their  function  as  an  act 
of  devotion  to  an  earlier  and  alien  writer,  an  act  of  abeyance  if  not 
aberration  from  the  central  and  self-centred  project  of  Proust's  career. 
However  vehei-nent  and  principled  his  attacks  on  idolatry  and  other  matters 
of  literary  bad  faith  in  the  prefaces  and  notes  to  La  Bible  d'Amiens  and 
Skarne  et  ]gLl_ys  it  is  clear  that  Ruskin  was  never  the  sort  of  productive 
irritant  that  Sainte-Beuve  became  for  Proust.  Proust's  criticisms  of 
Ruskin  are  always  filial  rather  than  polemical,  and  lie  never  uses  hirn  as  a 
scapegoat  for  the  excesses  of  nineteenth  century  criticism.  Such  was 
Proust's  hornage,  and  so  muted  were  his  own  ambitions  during  the 
translation  years,  that  Henri  Lemaltre  is  impelled  to  assert,  in  a  1953 
article,  'De  Jean  Santeuil  6  La  Recherche  du  Temps  Perdu:  ]a  nibdiation 
ruskinienne',  that:  'La  publication  de  Jean  Santeuil  apporte  une  pr6cieuse 
confirmation  6  ]a  th6se  selon  laquelle  le  contact  avec  Ruskin  d6ternlina 
dans  Ykne  de  Proust  une  sorte  de  r6volution  spirituelle  d'une  plus  profonde 
74  port6e  qu*une  simple  influence  littbraire'. 
Here  I  iterarg  inf  I  uence,  for  Lemaltre,  is  much  inferior  to  those  'hat-monies 
pi-66tablies'  remarked  on  by  Proust  in  a  letter  to  Narie  Nordlinger75  - 
harmonies  which  echo  a  deep  spiritual  affinity  between  writers  of  genius. 
There  existed  a  Ruskinian  spiritual  dimension  in  Proust  which  was  fore- 
shadowed  by  certain  elements  in  Jean  Santeuil  but  only  brought  into  thd 
open  by  six  years  of  discipleship.  Lemaltre  uses  the  evidence  of 
Praeterita  to  suggest  this  pro-established  harmony,  pointing  out,  as  did 
Sybil  de  Souza,  the  broad  similarities  in  the  childhood  circumstances  of 
the  two  writers,  and  their  common  association  of  early  memories  with-an 89 
u  -uol  receptivity  to  natural  beoutL  nus 
. 
1.  Above  infl,  it  is  a  shared  patience 
and  precision  in  the  analysis  of  sensation,  such  ins  is  asserted  by  Ruskin  in 
Lhe  third  chapter  of  Praeterita,  which  is  paramount  to  their  nostalgic 
recreotion  of  formative  experience,  and  it  is  here  that  their  profound 
affinity  is  seen  to  be  located.  This  affinity  of  souls,  of  which  any 
linguistic  affinity  is  only  a  symptom,  is  more  easilq  brought  out  by  a 
comparative  reading  of  Jean  Santeuil  as  largely  unmediated  auto- 
biogrophy.  Despite  Lemaltre's  unhelpful  invocations  of  the  charismatic,  he 
does  briefly  sketch  out  certain  technical  similarities  between  the  two 
writers  and  hints  at  a  revaluation  of  Ruskin  as  the  pioneer  of  a  new  kind  of 
descriptive  prose  which  enacts  'I'art  -  tr6s  original  dons  I'Angleterre 
victorienne  -  du  transfert  imaginatif  d'une  sensation,  6  travers  le  glisse- 
ment  progressif  des  mots  dans  lo  phrase,  cet  art  proprement  pobtique  qui 
est  un  des  secrets  les  plus  neufs  du  langage  proustien  et  qui  West  pas  non 
plus  sans  onalogie  avec  ]a  technique  impressionniste.,  76 
A  few  passing  examples  are  giyen  of  Proustian  phrases  and  rhUthms  avant 
11a  lettre,  but  Lernaltre's  explicit  suggestion  is  that  these  should  be 
anthologised  rather  than  analysed. 
Lemaltre's  article  is  the  first  to  make  extended  reference  to  Praeterita 
and,  invoking  the  unpublished  testimony  of  Mme.  Riefstahl-Nordlinger, 
,  serts  that  Proust  did  not  know  the  work,  and*cites  as  proof  that  there  is 
no  mention  of  it  in  his  wriiings. 
He  admits  himself  to  being  quite  glad  that  this  is  the  case,  since  inny 
evidence  of  direct  influence  might  minimise  the  role  played  by  that  inborn 
spiritual  affinity  which  he  is  at  pains  to  establish.  Unfortunately,  it  is 90 
not  the  case,  there  being  at  least  three  mentions  in  the  correspondence,  77 
including  one  in  Harie  Nordlinger's  own  collection,  where  Proust  sags  lie 
kno,.,.  ts  the  work,  by  heart,  and  an  allusion,  in  a  letter  to  Robert  de  Billy  in 
1907,  to  an  abortive  project  to  translate  the  book.  In  addition,  Jean 
Autret  points  out  five  quotations  and  one  reference  to  Praeterita  in  the 
annotations  to  La  Bible  d'Amiensý8  and  of  these  only  one  has  been 
borrowed  from  Bardoux,  and  concluded  that  Proust's  use  of  comparison  and 
juxtaposition  would  indicate  that  he  had  a  full  knowledge  of  at  least 
79  Praeterita, 
_Queen 
of  the  Air  and  Val  d'Arno. 
It  is,  of  course,  possible  to  doubt  Proust's  own  word  as  evidence,  his 
propensity  to  exaggerate  in  correspondence  being  we]  I  -establ  i  shed,  but  it 
is  difficult  to  imagine  his  indulging  in  tile  special  hypocrisies  of  the 
ill-read.  Clearly,  the  example  of  Praeterita,  is  crucial  to  any  examination 
of  the  relationship  between  Ruskin  and  Proust,  whether  we  are  concerned 
wi  th  tile  genesi  s  of  one  maj  or  work  of  fi  cti  on  or  more  concerned  wi  th  tile 
broader  developments  which  some  might  consider  the  proper  study  of  the 
literary  historian.  An  extreme  statement  of  the  latter  point  of  view  can 
be  f  ound  in  Oswal  d  Ducrot  and  Tzvetan  Todorov's  'Di  cti  onnai  re  encycl  o- 
pbdique  des  sciences  du  langage': 
'L'objet  de  l'histoire  littäraire  West  pas 
la  genäse  des  oeuvres.  Tgnianov  krit  dbs 
1927,  "le  point  de  vue  adoptä  dätermine  le 
tgpe  de  Vätude.  On  en  distingue  detix 
principaux:  Vätude  de  la  genäse  des  phänomänes 
littbraires,  et  l'6ttide  de  la  variebilitä  littýraire, 
c'est-ä-dire  de  Ubvolution  de  la  särie".  Nous 
poserüns  en  une  prerniäre  approche  que  Vobjet 
späcifique  de  l'histoire  littäraire  est  cette 
variabilit6  de  la  littbrature,  et  non  la  genäse 91 
des  oeuvres  que  d'aucuns  continuent  de 
considbrer  comme  Vobjet  de  l'histoire  littbraire 
et  qui,  selon  nous,  relbve  en  fait  de  la  psychologie 
ou  de  la  sociologie  de  la  cräation.  '80 
The  assertion  that  no  one  is  concerned  anUmore  with  the  genesis  of 
individual  works  of  art  belongs  to  a  tradition  of  prescriptive  polemic 
common  enough  in  recent  critical  debate,  and  can  be  dismissed  as  such,  get 
it  is  remarkable  to  what  extent  enquiries  into  the  genesis  of  A  la 
recherche  du  temDs  perdu  have  dominated  the  endeavours  of  Proustian 
scholars  over  the  past  50  gears,  as  though  the  novel  constituted  a  texte 
limite  for  certain  tendencies  in  literature.  This  concentration  is  partly 
explained  by  the  verg  gradual  coming  to  light  of  ancillary  documents,  but  I 
hope  to  show  that  there  are  also  important  literarg  historical  factors  at 
plag.  Certainly  there  are  no  signs  of  any  abatement  of  the  stream  of 
studies  examining  Ruskin's  influence  on  Proust,  despite  the  forbidding  - 
example  of  Jean  Autret's  L'Influence  de  Ruskin  sur  la  vie,  les  idbes  Ot 
Voeuvre  de  Marcel  Proust  (1955)  which  constitutes  the  most  thorough  and 
painstaking  examination  of  the  subject.  Autret  offers  a  detailed  and 
scholarly  chronologg  of  Ruskin's  fortunes  in  France  before  Proust,  and  of 
Proust's  own  work,  on  Ruskin,  analyses  the  prefaces  and  judges  the 
translations,  before  turnino  to  the  question  of  influence  itself.  Here  he 
differentiates  between  direct  influence  -  what  Proust  retained  from  his 
reading  and  criticism  of  Ruskin  -  and  indirect  influence,  consisting  of 
those  areas  of  aesthetic  experience,  notabig  painting  and  religious  art, 
which  contribute  to  the  matter  of  the  novel  and  in  which  it  is  questionable 
whether  Proust  would  have  had  as  much  knowledge  or  interest  without 
Ruskin's  quidance.  With  the  first  of  these  categories,  Autret  offers  a 
sgstematic  list  of  ten  Ruskinian  ideas  which  were  retained  and  integrated 92 
into  the  Proustian  aesthetic  as  construed  from  Le  Tems  retrou&  the 
letter  written  to  Renb  Blurn  in  19  13,  and  the  interview  which  appeared  in 
Le  Temp.  2  in  the  same  year. 
Of  these  Ruskinian  ideas,  most  refer  to  tile  role  of  the  artist  as  tile 
devoted  transcriber  of  the  beautiful.  Other  ideas,  concerning  the  relations 
between  habit,  impression  and  knowledge,  and  on  principles  of  composition 
founded  on  repetition,  ane  tantalisingly  alluded  to,  but  remain  unexplored. 
Questions  of  technique  are  in  the  main  ignored  by  Autret  who,  in  his 
concluding  remarks,  insists  that  Ruskin's  influence  on  Proust  has  three 
major  aspects  -  influence  on  the  man,  on  his  ideas,  and  on  his  general 
knowledge  and  the  subject  matter  of  his  novel.  Here,  as  elsewhere, 
NallarnWs  dictum  that  the  poet  (or,  we  may  add,  the  novelist,  or  even  the 
art  historian)  does  not  write  with  thoughts  but  with  viords,  is  overlooked. 
That  both  Ruskin  and  Proust  chose  metaphors  of  vision  to  describe  the 
quiddities  of  individual  style  (this  being  both  the  idiom  of  the  day  and  tile 
one  best  suited  to  the  discussion  of  the  plastic  arts)  is  no  reason  why  we 
should  choose  the  same  metaphors  to  discuss  their  achievement.  Rather, 
the  adoption  of  their  discourse  makes  analysis  impossible,  being  locked  in 
a  circle  of  restatement. 
This  is  evident  in  Autret's  one  abortive  discussion  of  the  question  of 
-stylistic  influence: 
. 
...... 
il  convient  de  remarquer  que,  hormis  les 
quelques  r6miniscences  et  pastiches  de  Ruskin 
quo  Fon  trouve  dans  Swann  -  ot  dont  nous  avons 
signal&  quelques-uns  -  le  style  de  Proust  West 
nullement  ruskinien.  Mj6  avant  d'6crire  son  long 
roman,.  Proust  avait  son  propre  style.  Les  idbes 
m6mes  de  Ruskin  Favaient  amene  ý  affirmer  que 93 
le  style  r6pond  6  une  nbcessitb  intbrieure:  dans 
Finterview  du  Terripa,  en  1913,  il  d6clarait  que  le 
style  6tait  ]a  rMlation  de  Funivers  particulier 
que  chacun  de  nous  voit,  et  dans  Le  Tem  s  retrOLIV6 
il  rbp6te  cette  d6finition.  Ruskin  a  exerc6  tine 
influence  sur  le  style  de  Proust,  mais  elle  ne  se 
manifeste  pas  dans  une  similarit6  entre  le  style 
des  deux  6crivains;  ]'influence  de  Ruskin  aW  de 
rendre  le  style  de  Proust  aussi  proustien  que 
possible  puisque  Proust,  suivant  les  pr6ceptes 
ruski  ni  ens,  s'est  ef  f  orc&  par  son  sty]  e  de  tradui  re 
sa  vision  particuli6re  du  monde.  '  81 
The  visual  and  spatial  vocabularies  in  which  Ruskin  (in  his  most 
influential  works)  and  Proust  (in  such  moments  of  prescriptive  insight  as 
the  final  chapter  of  Le  Tern  s  retrouv6  and  the  meditations  in  Elstir's 
studio)  couch  their  arguments  encourage  literalist  interpretations  of 
Flaubert's  notion  of  style  as  'Line  mani6re  absolue  do  voir  les  choses'  and 
readings  which  would  subtract  the  very  materiality  of  language  from  the 
concept  of  style.  Within  these  limits,  even  helpful  dichotomies  such  as 
that  elaborated  by  Curtius,  between  intellectualism  and  impressionism, 
are  shadowed  and  caricatured  by  their  exemplars  in  A  ]a  recherche  du 
ternpLpLiLdu;  characters  for  whom  language  is  only  an  unworked  and 
secondary  mode  of  expression.  Elstir,  Vinteuil,  even  Bergotte  are,  of 
course,  present  as  artists  in  the  narrator's  subtle  and  echoing  evocations 
of  their  work.  A  passage  like  the  hero's  meditation  in  Elstir's  Studio  81 
presents  for  the  reader  a  very  complex  phenomenon  indeed:  a  fictional 
character  describing  and  commenting  on.  a  non-existent  work,  of  art  -  "Le 
Port  de  Carquethuit"  -  using  as  metaphor  for  the  painter's  method  the  very 
word  'metaphor'.  At  another  level,  those  aspects  of  the  narrative  that 
viould  control  our  response  to  the  novel's  structure  hint  that  this 
.  metaphor'  is  itself  a  metaphor  for  the  novelist's  own  method  of 94 
structuring  experience.  The  language  of  writing  and  the  language  of 
painting  encroach  on  each  other  as  do  Carquethuit  and  the  sea,  as  referents 
meet,  coincide  and  drift  apart.  The  narrator's  observations  on  painting  and 
impressionism  are  used  to  support  not  only  Proust's  conception  of  painting 
but  also  of  literature.  The  functions  of  reader  and  spectator,  artist  and 
writer,  are  expressed  as  cognate,  and  the  episode's  rhetoric  constantiq 
elicits  our  approval  of  the  closed  autonomous  work  of  art  which  is  the 
result  of  a  single  untainted  vision.  This  work  of  art  can  be  a  painting  or  a 
novel  -  vision  is  the  primary  stylistic  component.  What  goes  for  Elstir's 
painting  goes  for  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdu  itself,  and  Proust  urges  a 
confusion  of  literary  and  pictorial  terms  in  order  to  reinforce  the  book's 
status as  a  verbal  icon.  At  a  micro-textual  level,  literary  terms  are 
invoked  to  describe  Elstir's  technique: 
J'y  pourrais  discerner  que  le  channe  de 
chacune  consistait  en  une  sorte  do  m6tarnorphose 
des  choses  repr6sent6es,  analogue  A  celle  qu'en 
pobsie  on  nomme  m6taphore,  et  que,  si  Dieu  le 
P6re  avait  crbb  les  choses  en  les  nommant,  Cest 
en  leur  6tant  leur  nom,  ou  en  leur  en  donnant  un 
autre,  qu'Elstir  les  recrbait.  Los  noms  que 
d6signent  les  choses  r6pondent  toujours  6  tine 
notion  de  Fintelligence,  btrangbre  6  nos 
impressions  Oritables,  et  qui  nous  force  6 
61iminer  d'elles  tout  ce  qui  ne  se  rapporte  pas 
6  cette  notion.  ' 
82 
This  last  sentence  drifts  far  enough  from  the  initial  import  of  Marcel's 
observations  into  the  finality-of  aphorism  to  inform  us  of  a  larger, 
metatextual  function.  Once  the  motifs  of  intelligence  and  impression  have 
been  sounded,  they  carry  far  beyond  the  Elstir  discussion,  while  the 95 
idea  of  renaming  creation,  only  incidentally  applicable  to  ElStir  -  'Au 
moment  o6  fentrai,  le  cr6ateur  Rait  en  train  d'achever,  avec  le  pinceau 
qu'il  tenait  dans  sa  main,  ]a  forme  du  soleil  6  son  coucher'  83  -  as  a 
somewhat  stretched  metaphor  for  the  painter's  art,  is  more  closelq  and 
literally  linked  with  the  activity  of  the  novelist,  particularly  this  novelist 
with  his  obsessive  interest  in  the  resonances  of  names.  Altogether  the 
passage  employs  the  gamut  of  rhetorical  effects  to  subdue  the  importance 
of  rhetoric.  The  distancing  gestures  of  the  narrator/hero  as  observer  and 
the  fi  cti  onal  arti  st  (wi  th  hi  sfi  cti  onal  work  of  art)  as  practi  ti  Oiler  serve 
to  suggest  that  aesthetic  concepts  like  intellectualism  and  impressionism 
are  equally  applicable  to  the  literary  and  the  plastic  arts.  The  developing 
analogies  encouraged  by  the  mise-en-abime  gradually  open  out  from 
Elstir's  painting  to  the  narrator/liero's  proposed  novel  to  the  example  of  A 
la  recherche  dU  tempLpLrdu  itself  to  make  a  definite  assertion  about  the 
real  world. 
This  whole  process  involves  a  Curious  denial  of  the  suggestive  get 
disruptive  potential  of  language,  that  which  enables  Mallarmb  to  say  the 
word  fI  ower  and  evoke  somethi  ng  absent  f  rom  a]  I  bouquets.  Yet  Proust  in 
this  passage  is  using  language  in  its  most  sophisticated  form  as  an 
entirely  fictive  structure  to  insist  on  an  iconic  rather  than  a  linguistic 
reading  of  these  structures,  a  reading  which  subverts  the  nature  of 
language  itself.  The  tendency  to  use  iconic  metaphors  as  conceptual 
paradigms  in  aesthetic  systems  has  been  charted  and  analysed  by  11.  H. 
Abrams  in  The  Mirror  and  the  Lamp,  whe  re  it  is  observed  that  'the  very 
sharpness  of  focus  afforded  by  a  happily  chosen  archetype  makes  marginal 
and  elusive  those  qualities  of  an  object  which  fall  outside  its  primitive 
84  As  the  analogy  of  'metaphor'  had  been  useful  at  a  micro-  categories'. 
textual  level  in  the  Elstir  passage  to  describe  the  painter's 9  rd 
procedure,  which  itself  becomes,  at  a  macro-textual  level,  a  metaphor  for 
the  novelist's  art,  a  similar  figure,  that  of  the  hieroglyphic,  is  used  to 
posit  a  fusion  of  the  linguistic  and  the  iconic,  the  visual  and  the  scriptural 
as  a  preliminary  to  the  macro-textual  and  metalinguistic  presentation  of 
the  novel  as  icon  to  be  perceived  spatially  rather  than  read  serially.  (In 
passing  let  it  be  remarked  how  the  word  'figure'  is  itself  an  example  of  the 
phenomenon  under  discussion.  ) 
'Je  me  souviens  .......  que  dbj6  6  Combray  je 
fixais  avec  attention  devant  mon  esprit 
quelque  image  qui  m'avait  forc§  6  ]a  regarder, 
un  nuage,  un  triangle,  un  clocher,  une  flour, 
un  caillou,  en  sentant  qu'il  y  ayait  peut-6tre 
sous  ces  signes  quolque  chose  de  tout  autre 
quo  je  deyais  t6cher  do  d6couvrir,  une  pens§e 
qu'ils  traduisaient  6  la  faýon  de  ces  caractbres 
Wroglphiques  qu'on  croirait  repr§senter 
seulement  des  objets  mat6riels.  Sons  doute  ce 
d6chiffrage  6tait  difficile,  mais  soul  il  donnait 
quelque  Y&R6  6  lire.  Car  les  Ybrit6s  que 
Fintelligence  saisit  directement  6  claire-yoie 
dans  le  monde  de  ]a  pleine  lumibre  ont  quelque 
chose  de  moins  profond,  de  moins  n6cessaire 
que  celles  que  la  vie  nous  a  malgr6  nous 
communiqu6es  en  une  impression,  mat6rielle 
parce  qu'elle  est  entr6e  par  nos  sons,  mais  dont 
nous  pouvons  d6gager  Fesprit.  En  somme,  dans 
un  cas  comme  dans  Fautre,  qu'il  s'agit  d'impressions 
comme  celle  que  m'avait  donn&e  ]a  vue  des  clochers 
de  Mcrtinville,  ou  de  r6miniscences  comme  celle 
de  l'inbgalit6  des  deux  marches  ou  le  goOt  de  ]a 
madeleine,  il  fellait  t6cher  d'interpr6ter  les 
sensations  comme  les  signes  d'autant  de  lois  et 
d'id6es,  en  essayant  de  penser,  c'est-6-dire  de 
faire  sortir  de  la  pbnombre  ce  quo  favais  senti, 
de  le  convertir  en  un  6quivalent  spirituel.  Or, 
ce  moyen  qui  me  paraissait  le  soul,  qu'btait-ce 97 
autre  chose  que  faire  une  oeuvre  d'art?  Et  d6jý 
les  cons6quences  se  pressaient  dans  nion  esprit; 
car  qu'il  s'agit  de  r6miniscences  dans  le  genre  du 
bruit  de  la  fourchette  ou  du  goOt  de  ]a  madeleine, 
ou  de  ces  v6rit6s  6crites  6  Faide  de  figures  dont 
j'essagais  de  chercher  le  sens  dans  ma  t6te  ob 
clochers,  herbes  folles,  elles  composaient  un 
gri  moi  re  compl  i  qu6  et  fI  euri,  I  eur  premi  er 
caractbre  Rait  que  je  n'6tais  pas  libre  de  les 
choisir,  qu'elles  nAtaient  donnbes  telles  quelles. 
Et  je  sentais  que  ce  devait  We  ]a  griffe  de  leur 
authenticitb.  Je  Wavais  pas  W  chercher  les  deux 
pav6s  inbgaux  de  la  cour  ob  favais  butb.  Nais 
justement  la  faýon  fortuite,  in6vitable,  dont  la 
sensation  avait  W  rencontrbe,  contr6lait  ]a 
vbrit6  du  passb  qu'elle  ressuscitait,  des  images 
qu'elle  d6clenchait,  puisque  nous  sentons  son 
ef  f  ort  pour  remonter  vers  IaI  umi  bre,  que  nous 
sentons  ]a  joie  du  r6el  retrouvb.  Elle  est  le 
contrble  aussi  de  ]a  v6rit6  de  tout  le  tableau, 
fait  d'irtipressions  contemporaines  qu'elle 
rambne  a  sa  suite  avec  cette  infaillible  proportion 
de  lumi6re  et  Wombre,  de  relief  et  Womission,  de 
souvenir  et  d'oubli  que  la  m6moire  ou  Fobservation 
conscientes  ignoreront  toujours.  '  85 
In  this  long  passage  from  Le  TemPs  retrouv6  we  see  the  resident 
ambiguities  of  the  concept  'Foeuvre  d'art'  brought  out  in  a  general  fusion 
of  linguistic,  conceptual  and  pictorial  vocabularies.  The  vocabularu  of 
intellectual  inquiry  -  'penser',  'traduire',  'lire',  'r6mi  ni  sconces', 
'interpr6ter'  -  is  invaded  and  gradually  superseded  by  the  vocabulary  of 
impression  or  impressionism,  while  the  secret  language  of  the  narrator's 
experience  is  one  which  is  exclusively  iconic,  divorced  from  the  properties 
of  enunciation,  'caractbres  hibrogluphiques',  'signes',  'Orit6s  6crites  6 
i'aide  de  fioures',  'grimoire  compliqu6  et  fleuri',  1a  griffe  de  leur 
authenticit6',  and  in  the  following  paragraph  the  narrator's  livre  int6rieur 98 
de  signes  inconnus  is  described  as  being  composed  of  signs  carved  in 
relief.  In  the  final  sentence,  the  narrator's  experience  is  presented  as  an 
impressionist  picture,  analUsable  in  terms  of  proportions  of  light  and 
shade.  The  narrator's  valuing  of  impressions  received  through  the  senses 
above  the  truths  discovered  by  the  light  of  intelligence  echoes  the  two 
paradigmatic  metaphors  of  mind  explored  by  H.  H.  Abrams  in  The  Hirror  and 
the  Lamp.  86  The  fi  rst  of  these,  deri  vi  ng  f  rom  PI  ato  by  way  of  Locke,  sees 
the  mind  as  a  mirror  which  fixes  the  object  it  reflects,  a  tabula  rasa  on 
which  sensations  write  or  paint  themselves,  or  a  waxed  tablet  into  which 
sensations,  like  seals,  impress  themselves.  The  archetype  of  the  lamp, 
established  by  Plotinus  and  developed  by  the  Romantics,  denies  the  mind 
this  passive  role  and  assigns  to  it  the  active  function  of  projector. 
Although  Proust  does  occasionally  allude  to  the  creative  role  of 
intelligence  in  constructing  a  work  of  art  after  the  fact  of  aesthetic 
epiphany,  his  insistent  anti-intellectualism  in  developing  the  pictorial 
analogy  as  he  strives  to  express  the  iconic  and  impressionistic  spatial 
simultaneity  of  aesthetic  experience  tends  to  suppress  the  active  and 
sequential  qualities  inherent  in  the  reading  and  writing  of  narrative.  As 
Georges  Poulet  points  out,  this  phenomenon  is  inherent  in  the  metaphorical 
structure  of  le  souvenir  involontaire. 
'Ce  West  pas  seulertient  certaine  p6riode  de  son 
enfance,  que  1*6tre  proustien  voit  sortir  de  sa 
tasse  de  W;  Cest  aussi  une  chambre,  Line  6glise, 
tine  ville,  un  ensemble  topographique  solide,  qui 
Werre  plus,  qui  ne  vacille  plus.,  87 
This  metaphorical  structure  subverts  narrative  by  conflating  both  time 
and  space  in  an  aesthetic  stasis,  get  it  is  still  asserted  in  narrative  and 99 
f  urthermore  ina  narrati  ve  whi  ch  is  hi  gill  U  di  dacti  cf  or  a]  Ii  ts  rhetori  cal 
sophistication.  Where  the  Subversion  of  narrative  is  acceptable  with 
regard  to  the  moments  of  illumination  outside  time,  it  becomes  much  more 
problematic  when  characters,  events,  and  imaginary  work  .,  s  of  art  are 
constrained  in  order  to  valorise  the  subversion,  telling  us  how  to  read  tile 
work  as  well  as  how  it  was  written.  The  story  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa 
qýtLdu,  Proust's  own  story,  which  has  been  summarised  by  Genette  as 
'Marcel  devi  ent  6cri  vai  n',  normal  Iy  depends  f  or  i  ts  cl  ai  ms  to  truth  on  i  ts 
complex  system  of  first-person  narration.  As  Maurice  Blanchot  explains 
it,  this  narration,  these  truth-claims,  are  posited  on  a  fourfold 
metamorphosis  of  the  writer. 
'Proust  ne  dit  donc  pas  ]a  v6rit6?  Hais  cette 
v6rit6,  il  ne  nous  ]a  doit  pas  et  il  serait  incapable 
do  nous  ]a  dire.  11  ne  pourrait  Vexprimer,  ]a 
rendre  r6elle,  concrbte  et  vraie  qu'en  ]a  projetant 
dans  le  temps  mgme  dont  elle  est  ]a  mise  on 
oeuvre,  d'oý  Foeuvre  tient  sa  n6cessit6;  ce  temps 
do  r6cit  ob,  bien  qu'il  dise  "je",  ce  West  plus  le 
Proust  rbel,  ni  le  Proust  6crivain  qui  ont  pouvoir 
de  parler,  niais  leur  m6tamorphose  en  cette 
ombre  qu'est  le  narrateur  devenu  "personnage  du 
livre",  lequel  dans  le  r6cit  6crit  Lin  r6cit  qui  est 
le  livre  lui-m6me  et  produit  6  son  tour  tous  les 
autres  m6tamorphoses  de  lui-mftne  que  sont  les 
diff6rents  "Moi"  dont  il  raconte  les  expbriences. 
Proust  est  devenu  insaisissable,  parce  qu'il  est 
devenu  ins6parable  de  cette  quadruple  m6tamorphose 
qui  n'est  que  le  mouvement  du  livre  vers;  l'oeuvre.  '83 
The  conflation  of  voice  (the  multiple  'je')  and  of  time  (the  metaphorical 
structure  of  the  souvenir  involontaire)  operate  powerful  rhetorical 
. 
strictures  on  the  classic  novelistic  functions  of  character  and  event. 100 
Characters  like  Elstir  and  Bergotte  have  neither  the  ontological  status  nor 
the  suasive  force  of  the  all-telling  T-  theg  function  alternately  as 
porte-parole  or  ironic  agent,  and  their  actions  are  both  ruled  from  above 
and  constrained  on  their  own  fictive  level  by  the  Multiple  narrator. 
Noreover,  the  narrative  time  in  which  they  act  is  rendered  superfluous  by 
the  structure  of  illuminations  which  lends  meaning  to  the  narrator/hero's 
experience.  Blanchot,  adopting  Proust's  spatial  terminologg,  sees  tile 
privileged  moments  as  starry  points  of  significance  surrounded  bg 
celestial  spheres  which  partake  of  the  void  of  experience  get  reflect  the 
light  and  significance  of  their  central  points.  In  the  Proustian  cosmology, 
stgle  is  not  putting  words  together,  but  a  matter  of  (Dantesque)  vision. 
The  quest  to  trace  the  genesis  of  AIa  recherche  du  tern  s  Derdu  has  found  P-S 
- 
new  levels  of  precision  and  intensity  in  the  work  of  the  team  of  scholars 
at  the  Centre  d'Etudes  proustiennes,  for  whom  the  formula  'la  littbrature 
commence  avec  la  rature'  justifies  the  project  to  establish  'une  bdition 
gbnbtique,  restituant  dans  son  dynamisme,  tant  en  ce  qui  concerne  le 
Mail  des  phrases  que  Fogencement  des  ensembles,  le  processus  continu 
de  F61aboration,  le  devenir  de  ]a  Recherche  depuis  les  balbutiernent--s. 
initiaux,  jusqu'6  cette  version  que  seule  ]a  mort  de  Fauteur  a  rendue 
"Minitive"..  et  donnant,  du  m6me  coup,  6  lire  le  fonctionnement  de 
1'6criture  oroustienno.  '  91 
Initial  steps  in  this  undertaking  have  been  restricted  to  the  establishment 
of  certain  episodic  and  thematic  subsections  of  the  final  text,  which  are 
traced  in  their  development  through  various  layers  of  elaboration  and 
el  i  si  on,  f  rom  the  cahi  ers  and  carnets  to  the  i-nore  or  I  ess  def  i  ni  ti  ve 
manuscripts,  typescripts  and  proofs.  In  one  such  study,  92  jo  Yoshida 101 
shows  that  the  gradual  development,  through  various  drafts,  of  the 
character  Elstir  as  portrayed  by  word,  deed  and  creation  marks  a  rejection 
of  Ruskin  as  homme  de  ooOt  and  professional  art  historian.  The  Ruskinion 
elements  of  Elstir's  personality  ('Elstir  th§oricien 
...... 
Elstir  homme  de 
goOt  et  amoureux  du  Mogen  Age')  are  at  first  balanced  and  eventually 
displaced  at  the  manuscript  stage  by  on  ever  greater  insistence  on  Elstir's 
Impressionism  of  the  type  practised  and  advocated  by  Monet  and  the  arch 
anti-Rus1kin,  Whistler  -  that  willed  myopia  which  rejects  empirical 
knowledge  in  favour  of  artistic  vision.  Yoshida  does  acknowledge  that  this 
attitude  derives  in  part  from  Ruskin's  famous  anecdote  about  Turner's 
ri  poste  to  the  naval  of  fi  cer  who  poi  nted  out  that  the  arti  st  had  omi  tted 
the  portholes  -  'My  business  is  to  draw  what  I  see,  not  what  I  know',  93  but 
insists  that  Ruskin's  'impressionist'  aspect  has  been  exaggerated  by 
cl-itics  like  Bard6che  who  speak,  of  his  'anti-intellectualisme'  94  and  Autret 
who  overstressed  Ruskin's  idealist  and  impressionist  side  in  order  to 
underline  his  influence  on  Proust. 
Trftisons:  le  trayr3il  de  Ruskin,  qu'il  porte 
sur  Farchitecture,  ]a  peinture,  la  gbologie, 
Ia  botani  que  ou  Ia  soci  ol  ogi  e,  est  f  ondb  sur 
une  recherche  intellectuelle,  souyent  trbs 
scientifique;  le  Ruskin  poke  et  impressionniste, 
celui  quo  pr§senta  Robert  de  la  Sizeranne  et 
dont  8'&prit  le  jeune  Proust,  existe,  mais  par 
intermittence,  seulement  16  ob  il  se  livre  6  sa 
propre  vision  pobtiqUe.,  95 
It  is  true  that  Ruskin's  impressionism  has  been  exaggerated;  so,  we  might 
add,  has  been  that  of  Proust,  whose  every  sentence  enacts  an  intellectual 
exploration,  and  both  writers  certainly  suffer  from,  and  create  out  of,  a 
sense  of  emnotional  and  aesthetic  intermittence  which  characterises  their 102 
work  as  uniquely  and  immediately  responsive  to  the  dilemmas  of  the 
-m'itself,  which  writing  self.  The  problem  lies  with  the  word  'impressioni 
is  inextricably  associated  with  a  school  of  painters  whose  achievement  as 
pointers  is  important  within  the  context  of  art  history,  but  whose  legacy 
of  slogans  and  manifestoes  does  much  to  blur  and  confuse  previously 
established  critical  categories.  This  is  always  likely  to  be  a  consequence 
of  the  rationales  offered  by  artists  whose  first  medium  is  not  language. 
From  Turner's  bluff  ripostes  through  Whistler's  foppish  synaesthesid  to 
the  metaphysical  speculations  of  Kandinsky  or  Rothko,  such  utterances  are 
usually  helpful  onlq  in  that  they  tell  us  what  the  artist  thought  he  was 
doing  at  the  time  of  composition.  The  effect  is  even  more  confusing  when 
schools  or  categories  take  their  name  from  a  chance  remark,  of  local 
polemic,  as  happened  with  'Metaphysical  Poets'  or'Impressionists'.  Being 
linked  with  a  school  of  pointers,  and  primaýily  with  their  artef  acts,  the 
Lerm  ; impressionism  can  hardly  be  used  reliably  as  a  quasi  -phi  I  osophi  cal 
aesthetic  or  literary  category.  It  is  difficult  enough  to  say  in  what 
respects  a  particular  painting  is  impressionist;  to  use  the  same  term  to 
describe  thoughts,  thinkers,  writers  and  books  leads  to  acute  terrnin- 
ological  confusion.  From  the  beginning,  impressionism  was  to  be  opposed 
to  the  operations  of  the  intellect: 
Vhorreur  de  lr3  composition  est  le  signe 
caractbristique  de  l'impressionnisme;  il 
repousse  tout  ef  f  et  obtenu  pinr  des  appr6ts 
intellectuels,  et  subjectifs,  il  Wadmet  que 
les  ibrrangements  libres  de  la  nature.  '96 
The  (however  hostile)  definition  given  here  is  (just)  adequate  to  the 
business  of  painting,  but  the  term's  openness  to  polemic  exploitation  and 
al  se  opposi  ti  on,  however  Hegel  i  an,  shows  how  i  nadequate  itis  to  a 103 
serious  and  verbally  conceived  aesthetic.  It  is  ironic  that  it  should  be 
thought  sufficient  to  damn  Ruskin  by  remarking  that  he  was  insufficiently 
or  incompletely  'impressionist'  when  a  great  part  of  his  work  consists  of 
the  most  thoroughgoing  and  various  investigation  of  the  phenomenology  of 
mundane  and  aesthetic  vision,  an  undertaking  which  invents,  exploress  and 
discards  heuristic  categories  akin  to  impressionism  with  a  rigour  which  is 
almost  reckless  in  its  vitality.  This  project,  however  intermittent,  was 
always  central  to  Ruskin,  and,  as  we  shall  see,  as  personal  as  auto- 
biography. 
The  kguipe-Proust  is,  however,  not  concerned  with  the  consideration  of 
Ruskin's  work  in  its  various  totality.  Its  project  is  to  trace  the  evolution 
of  Proust's  text  and  the  ideas  embodied  therein  towards  the  final  extant 
stage.  This  final  text,  while  not  definitive,  in  that  its  revision  and 
expansion  were  halted  only  by  Proust's  death,  still  confers  retrospectively 
standards  for  evaluation  of  previous  gaps,  diversions  and  roads-not-taken. 
Yoshida's  concern  here  is  to  locate  preciselq  the  crucial  instant  of  quarrel 
with  Ruskin  -  'selon  Proust  Vessentiel  est  de  chercher  6  fixer  Virnpression 
individuelle.  Ici  il  s'oppose  nettement  6  son  rnaltre'97  -  and  in  doing  so 
reduces  Ruskin  to  a  component  of  a  character.  For  the  committed 
Proustian  who  adheres  to  the  creed  announced  in  Le  Terns  retrouvk,  the 
ideas  of  Ruskin  can  be  roarginalised  by  the  same  rhetoric  of  dis- 
qualification  which  is  satirically  applied  to  the  'theories'  of  the  Duc  de 
Guerniantes.  His  words  are  subjected  to  paraphrase  and  other  forms  of 
distortion  by  the  Proustian  reader  intent  on  discovering  the  author's  final 
word  rather  than  on  tracing  the  patterns  of  intertextualitU  which  can  be 
revealed  by  historically  informed  but  rhetorically  unconstrained  individual 
acts  of  reading. 104 
ýt  du,  TadWs  One  of  the  finest  studies  devoted  to  A  la  recherche  du  ternpLp  a] 
Proust  et  le  roman,  restricts  itself  to  the  concepts  grounded  in  the  work 
itself,  eschev-ting  the  imposition  of  categories  foreign  to  the  novel  itself 
or  foreign  methods  of  reading  the  text.  This  is  quite  proper  to  a 
historico-formalist  ambition  to  read  Proust  as  lie  himself  read  Balzac  and 
Flaubert,  and  practice  bears  out  TadWs  insistence  that  'il  n'U  a  de  th6orie 
de  la  litt6rature  quo  dans  ]a  critique  du  singulier'..  93  but  the  moment  one 
embarks,  as  one  must,  on  comparative  study  of  the  texts  and  authors,  at 
least  two  texts  impose  themselves  upon  the  reader  in  rill  their  singularity 
and  difference,  and  all  acts  of  suppression,  compression,  and/or 
marginalisation  become  wilfully  provisional,  subject  to  the  exclusive 
demands  of  a  project  of  interpretation.  In  this  case  my  aim  is  to  salvage 
the  writings  of  Ruskin  from  the  overwhelming  patterns  of  reading 
determined  by  Proust's  example  and  followed  too  zealously  by  Proustians 
who  know  Ruskin  only  through  their  master's  word.  This  involves 
recognising  that  Ruskin  is  a  writer  as  well  as,  if  not  more  than,  a  theorist, 
and  that  his  work  merits  close  technical  scrutiny.  Although,  unlike  Harcel 
Proust,  Ruskin's  own  practice  as  writer  has  no  developed  manifesto  - 
rather  a  series  of  momentary  insights  into  the  writing  predicament,  it  is 
still  possible  to  discern  principles  of  composition;  principles 
unannounced,  but  inherent  in  the  work,  or  due  to  be  invested  in  it  by  the 
bet  of  reading. 
In  his  Proust  et  les  signes,  Gilles  Deleuze  offers  the  most  satisfactory 
solution  to  the  problematic  opposition  of  impressionism/intelligence: 
'Le  grand  th6me  du  Temps  retrouO  est 
celui-ci:  ]a  recherche  do  ]a  v6ritb  et 
Faventure  propre  de  Vinvolontaire.  La 
pens6e  West  rien  sans  quelque  chose  qui  -- 105 
force  6  penser,  qui  fait  violence  6  ]a  pensbe. 
Plus  important  que  ]a  pens6e,  il  Ua  ce  qui 
"donne  6  penser";  plus  important  que  le 
philosophe,  le  pobte  ...... 
Le  leitmotiv  du 
Torus  retrouvb,  Cest  le  mot  forcer:  des 
impressions  qui  nous  forcent  6  regarder, 
des  rencontres  qui  nous  forcent  6  interprbter.. 
des  expressions  qui  nous  forcent  6  penser  ... 
... 
Ce  qui  nous  force  6  penser..  Cest  le  signe. 
Le  si,  gne  est  Fobjet  d'une  rencontre;  rnais 
Cest  prkis6rnent  la  contingence  de  la 
rencontre  qui  garantit  ]a  nbcessitb  de  ce 
qL]*elle  donne  A  penser.  L'acte  de  penser  ne 
dbcoule  pas  d'une  simple  possibilitb 
naturelle.  11  est,  au  contraire,  la  seule 
cr6ation  Oritable.  La  cr6ation,  Cest  la 
genbse  de  Facte  de  penser  dans  la  pens6e 
elle-m6me.  '99 
Deleuze  here  exerts  his  own  pressure  on  contingent  points  of  the  text  to 
yield  new  patteims  of  meaning.  Elsewhere  in  his  study,  fie  insists  that  the 
Proustian  wort,  of  art  is  not,  and  does  not  propose  itself  as,  an  organic 
totality,  but  is  in  essence  fragmentary,  crystalline,  mosaical. 
'Le  monde  est  devenu  rniettes  et  chaos. 
Prkisftnent  parce  que  ]a  r6miniscence 
va  d'associations  subjectives  6  un  point 
de  vue  originaire,  l'objectivit6  ne  peut 
plus  We  que  dans  Foeuvre  d'art:  elle 
n.  existe  plus  dans  des  continus  significatifs 
comme  Rats  du  monde,  ni  dans  des 
significations  idbales  comme  essences 
stables,  mais  uniquernent  dans  la  structure 
formelle  signifiante  de  Foeuvre,  Cest  6  dire 
dans  le  style.  *  100 106 
The  production  of  meaning  was  recognised  by  Proust  himself  as  a  dgnarnic 
process  involving  the  reader  and  the  microteX.  tual  and  intertextual 
resonances  of  the  author's  style. 
'Ainsi  j'ai  essagb  de  pourvoir  le  lecteur 
comme  d'une  m6moire  improvisbe  ob  fai 
dispos6  les  souvenirs  des  autres  livres  de 
Ruskin  -  sorte  de  caisse  de  resonance,  ob 
les  paroles  de  ]a  Bible  d'Arniens  pourront 
prendre  quelque  retentissernent  en  U  bveillant 
des  6chos  fraternels.  '  101 
The  Deleuzian  concept  of  the  novel  as  a  machine  capable  of  producing  other 
sensations  for  the  reader  than  those  specifically  noted  by  the  narrator/ 
Harcel/Proust  is  taken  up  belatedly  by  Lee  HcKaU  Johnson's  The  Hetaphor 
of  Painting:  Essaus  on  Baudelaire,  Ruskin  Proust  and  Pater..  102  to  Suggest 
the  inexhaustibility  of  the  vast  r6seau  of  correspondances  which 
constitute  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  p_qrdu.  The  essay  f  on-not  serves 
Johnson  well,  since  it  enables  close  study  of  the  authors  in  some  depth 
without  the  impositions  of  a  duty  to  prove  influence  or  precedence. 
Johnson's  central  thesis  is  that  all  four  writers  used  painting  as  a  lens  for 
i  ntensi  f  yi  ng  thei  r  percepti  on  of  Ii  terature,  and  because  of  thei  rI  ove  f  or 
painting  and  the  'spiritual  shock'  it  produces,  they  changed  our  sense  of 
language  and  literary  structure.  While  restricting  himself  to  the  critical 
framework  provided  by  each  vvriter,  Johnson  draws  valuable  comparisons 
between  Ruskin's  response  to  Turner  and  that  of  Proust  to  Vermeer,  and 
the  former  is  supported  by  extensive  quotations  from  Ruskin's  writings 
(though  these  are  regrettably  restricted  to  the  early  works  and  to  the 
more  well-known  passages  of  Praeterita).  Unfortunately  Ruskin  is  still 
invoked  as  an  &crivant  iithose  writing  offers  transparent  access  to  his 
'ideas',  Turner's  painting,  or  Wordsworth's  texts,  while  Proust's  language 107 
s  i-  more  exhaustively  read  for  its  literariness.  Structures  of  meaning  are 
seen  to  be  more  complex  in  Proust's  novel,  while  Ruskin's  meaning,  - 
however  precise  and  profound,  is  basically  unproblematic.  In  refuting  the 
vulgar  notion  of  Ruskin  as  a  vague  and  over-subjective  writer  of  purple 
prose,  Johnc.  -on  insists  on  the  clarity  of  his  writing  to  the  point  of  denying 
it  its  very  substance. 
'The  reader  is  made  to  feel  that  Rusk  ,  in's  prose 
is  an  absolutely  clear  and  transparent  medium 
for  recording  the  impressions  produced  by  Turner's 
paintings;  it  is  as  if  the  reader  is  seeing  Turner 
through  Ruskin's  eyes  as  Turner  might  have  seen 
himself,  if  the  painter  were  able  to  step  moment- 
arily  into  the  position  of  critic.  '  103 
If  Ruskin's  acts  of  description  are  this  successful,  they  duplicate  the  real, 
and  are  therefore  redundant.  (One  might  ask  why  Ruskin  bothered  to 
illustrate  his  books.  )  In  contrast,  Proust's  tendency  to  refract  reality 
through  lager  upon  lager  of  art  is  well  remarked  by  Johnson.  Ruskin's 
descriptive  prose  constitutes  a  recreation104  of  the  visual  object,  while 
that  of  Proust  gives  a  new  form  to  evanescent  experience.  105  The  best 
feature  of  Johnson's  study  is  her  illustration  of  how  the  prose  of  both 
Ruskin  and  Proust  enacts  tile  roving  and  focusing  of  the  ege  over  a 
recessional  landscape,  but  more  attention  needs  to  be  paid  to  the 
linguistic,  hence  serial  aspect  of  this  process:  the  ways  in  which  language 
distorts  reality  bg  exploiting  the  often  bizarre  potentialities  of  syntax, 
semantics  and  historical  etyi-nologU,  and  also  enacts,  get  resists,  tile 
passage  of  time.  It  is  this  which  prompted  the  recurrent  sense  of  failure 
in  both  writers  and  their  occasional  but  absolute  triumph. 108 
In'Proust  et  Ruskin:  Houvelles  Perspectives"06,  Philip  Kolb,  while  voicing 
some  impatience  at  the  extent  and  persistence  of  Proust-Ruskin 
scholarship,  concedes  rightly  that  the  exclusive  concentration  of  de  Souza, 
Lemaltre,  Autret  et  a]  on  the  borrowing  of  ideas  rather  than  on  technical 
affinities  was  to  be  expected  from  the  critical  horizons  -available  to  them 
at  the  time  of  their  research,  and  uses  the  evidence  of  correspondence  and 
other  recent]  y  avai  I  abl  e  documents  in  an  attempt  to  cl  ari  fy  once  and  f  or 
all  the  essential  facts  determining  the  relationship  between  the  two 
writers.  In  doing  so,  Kolb  tends  to  minimise  this  relationship,  insisting 
that  the  true  translator  of  The  Bible  of  Amiens  was  Proust's  mother, 
and  that  Proust's  active  interest  in  Ruskin,  dating  from  November  1899, 
would  soon  have  died  of  natural  causes  had  Ruskin  himself  not  done  so  in 
January  1900,  thus  creating  a  climate  of  topical  interest  in  his  works 
f  rom  whi  ch  the  eager  young  Frenchman  showed  hi  rnsel  f  keen  to  prof  i  t.  As 
for  the  Ruskinian  ideas  said  to  have  percolated  into  Proust's  work,  those 
of  art  as  vision,  and  of  the  self-reliance  of  the  individual  artist,  were, 
says  Kolb,  very  much  common  currency  at  the  time.  (These  ideas,  of 
course,  are  not  Ruskin's,  having  been  drained  of  authority  by  paraphrase.  ) 
Kolb  is  equally  dismissive  of  any  stylistic  influence,  pointing  out  that 
Proust's  sentences  had  always  shown  a  tendency  to  increase  in  length  and 
clausal  complexity  according  to  the  developing  rhythm  of  his  thought.  The 
translation  work  did  have  the  salutary  effects  of  sharpening  Proust's 
style,  broadening  his  knowledge  and  bringing  discipline  to  his  writing,  but 
it  is  candidly  admitted  that  another  teacher  might  have  done  just  as  well. 
But  having  cleared  away  to  his  satisfaction  the  bothersome  tangle  of 
conjecture,  Kolb  does  allow  that  Proust  owed  one  precious  debt  to  Ruskin. 
He  invokes  the  inchoate  diversity  of  the  material  accumulated  in  the  work 
we  now  know  as  Jean  Santeuil  and  imputes  the  abandonment  of  this  wort. 109 
to  the  lack  of  some  unifying  principle.  Such  a  formal  paradigm  was  to  be 
found  in  Ruskin's  work,  and  Kolb  directs  us  to  a  long  footnote  to.  Skame  et 
les  ]Us  where  Proust  remarks  on  Ruskin's  habit  of  placing  at  the  beginning 
of  his  writings  some  cryptic  epigraph  whose  full  meaning  is  not  revealed 
until  the  author's  argument  has  developed  in  full. 
'Cette  6pigraphe 
......  projette  cornme  un  ragon 
supplknentaire  qui  ne  vient  toucher  que  la 
dernibre  phrase  de  ]a  confbrence  ......  mai  s 
illumine  r6trospectivement  tout  ce  qui  a 
prbc6db  ...... 
Cette  citation  pose  nettement  dbs  le  d6but 
les  trois  sons  du  mot  S6sarne,  la  lecture  qui 
ouvre  les  portes  de  16  sagesse,  le  mot  magique 
d'Ali-Baba,  et  la  graine  enchant6e.  D6s  le 
d6but  Ruskin  expose  ainsi  ses  trois  thbmes  et 
6  ]a  fin  do  la  conf6rence  il  les  m6lera 
inextricablement  dans  ]a  dernike  phrase  ob 
sera  rappel6e  dans  Faccord  final  la  tonalitb 
du  d6but  (s6same  graine),  phrase  qui  empruntera 
6  ces  trois  thbmes 
......  une  richesse  et  une 
plenitude  extraordinaires.  '  107 
Although  flaurois  had  made  reference  to  this  same  note  in  his  article  of 
1932  (see  above,  p.  77),  Kolb  is  bolder  in  applUing  its  formal  categories  to 
the  structures  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempLpLtLdu.  He  suggests  that  we 
substitute  the  first  pages  of  Swann  for  the  epigraph  with  which  Ruskin 
prVfaces  his  lecture,  and  the  last  chapter  of  Le  TeniPs  retrouv&  for 
Ruskin's  closing  sentence,  and  concludes  that,  mutatis  mutandis.  - 
the 
remarks  on  Ruskin's  technique  could  equallU  stand  as  6  commentary  on  the 
Proustian  novel.  The  whole  structure  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  pgI  du  - 
enigmatic  exposition  of  thernes,  exhaustive  demonstration  and  final 
revel  ati  on/resol  ution  -  is  thus  to  be  found,  en  abime  in  6  rnirwr  footnote  - i  10 
an  insight  which  is  itself  remarkably  Proustian  in  movement,  reminding  us 
of  Proust's  discovery  of  the  tiny  figure  in  the  portal  at  Rouen  mentioned  in 
one  of  Ruski  n's  f  ootnotes,  and  the  revel  ati  on..  f  urther  medi  ated  by  the 
fictional  personage  of  Bergotte,  of  Vermeer's  petit  pqn  de  mur  jAune. 
(Bergotte,  it  will  be  recalled,  is  first  alerted  to  this  phenomenon  bq  a 
passing  allusion  in  a  newspaper.  )  The  sense  of  Proust  arriving  at  Ruskin's 
truth  through  liminal  notes  is  also  expressed  in  Richard  A.  Nacksey's 
'Proust  on  the  margins  of  Ruskin"08,  one  of  the  few  critical  studies 
prepared  to  accord  to  Ruskin  near-equal  status  as  a  writer.  In  describing 
how  Ruskin's  digressive  technique  is  constantly  escaping  unity  even  as  it 
hints  and  aspires  towards  it,  Nacksey  points  out  how  many  of  the  most 
telling  assessments  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  p.  ýLrdu  could  also  apply  to 
the  vast  monument  assembled.  by  Cook  and  Wedderburn. 
Tlany  of  Proust's  most  perceptive  critics 
have  remarked  of  his  great  novel,  which  must 
be  read  both  "tour  6  tour  et  6  ]a  fois",  that  it 
is  the  product  of  a  double  discourse,  one  undoing 
(or  completing)  the  work  of  the  other.  Walter 
Benjamin  speaks  of  Proust's  "Penelope-work" 
of  weaving  and  unweaving,  or  recollection  and 
A  Robert  Curtius,  in  terms  f  orgetti  ng;  Erns 
reminiscent  of  Proust  on  Ruskin,  speaks  of  the 
"braiding"  of  "intellect"  and  "impression"; 
Roland  Barthes  describes  the  two  discourses 
in  more  purely  linguistic  terms  as  that  of  the 
"decoder"  and  the  "encoder";  66rard  Genette 
argues  that  A  ]a  recherche  must  be  seen  at 
once  "cornme  oeuvre"  and  "cornme  approche 
do  l'oeuvre".  All  these  deeply  duplicitous 
characterisations  could,  with  important 
qualifications,  be  applied  to  Ruskin's  wort,  as 
well.  It  is  these  resonances  that  perhaps  go 
furthest  towards  explaining  the  affinities 
between  the  two  writers,  how  the  example  of 
the  English  prophet  was  assimilated  into  the 
sensibility  of  the  French  novelist.  '  109 For  Kolb,  however,  a  'stylistic  eccentricity'  of  Ruskin  led  to  Proust's 
devising  a  system  which  would  renew  Our  conception  of  the  novel. 
Nackseg  shows  that  this  new  conception  itself  involves  a  radical 
questioning  of  its  own  principles  which  can  lead  to  a  revaluation  of 
previous  writers,  other  genres.  Ruskin's  works  may  have  been 
marginalised  by  generations  of  Proustian/modernist  critics,  but  Proust's 
own  example,  derived  from  Ruskin,  teaches  us  to  ignore  the  margins  at  our 
peril,  for  a  footnote  or  subtitle  may  contain  the  clue  to  an  entirely  new 
hierarchy  of  formal  values. 
As  we  have  seen,  the  mainstream  of  Proustian  criticism,  informed  by  the 
privileged  concepts  f  oregrounded  in  Le  Ternpa  retrouvb  has  tended  to 
underrate  the  importance  of  Ruskin,  placing  him  as  an  6crivant  rather  than 
an  6crivain  insisting  on  the  unproblematic  transfer  of  ideas  rather  than  on 
the  complexities  of  intertextual  resonance,  and  using  as  a  point  of  critical 
departure  the  moment  of  Proust's  turning  away  from  Ruskin,  thus  avoiding 
the  problem  of  confronting  Ruskin  a.  -  Proust  did,  in  a  foreign  language  and 
under  the  historical  terms  of  d  foreign  literary  tradition. 
The  most  extreme  example  of  this  marginalisation  is  to  be  found  in 
Vlauric8  Bard6che's  Marcel  Proust  romancier,  110  which  speaks  of  a  'vieux 
f  ermi  er  des  Westerns'  and  a  'proph6te  barbu  du  Far  West',  and  concl  udes 
that  'on  ne  voit  pas  bien  cornment  on  peut  accorder  ]a  pens6e  toute 
dogmatique  de  Ruskin,  dont  Voeuvre  est  au  fond  ]a  pr6dication  d'un 
proph6te,  avec  Vamoralis=  fondamental  de  Proust  6  la  fois  en  art  et  dans 
]a  vie'.  III 
Less  acute  examples  of  critics  sharing  Proust's  final  exasperation  with 
Ruskin  are  the  omission  of  the  Englishman  from  the  studies  of  Proust's 112 
,  ors  undertaken  by  Elizabeth  Czoniczer  and  Nargaret  Nein,  112  and  predecess 
the  degree  to  which  broad  Studies  of  Proust's  reading  of  other  literature, 
like  Walter  A.  Strauss's  Proust  and  Literature,  Ren6  de  Chantal's  Marcel 
Proust  criti  Lie  litt6raire,  l  14  and  P.  E.  Robert's  Proust.  lecteur  des  Anglo- 
, -axons115  linlit  themselves  to  a  r6sumb  of  Proust's  own  comments.  0 
The  subject  would  seem  to  have  exhausted  itself,  or  to  be  unproductively 
inexhaustible.  Yet  some  recent  criticism  suggests  that  there  may  be  other 
possibi  I  ities.  A  footnote  to  George  Steiner's  After  Babel'  16  insists  that 
the  extent  to  which  stylistic  displacements  in  Proust's  several  trans- 
lations  from  Ruskin  anticipate  his  own  idiom  as  a  novelist  remains  to  be 
investigated.  W.  Kassel],  in  his  'Proust  the  Pilgrim:  His  Idolatrous  Reading 
of  Ruskin%'  17  and  Barbara  Harlow  in  'Sur  la  lecture*,  l  18  offer  re-readings 
of  the  translations  and  their  prefaces,  and  deconstruct  the  concepts  of 
idolatry  and  trans]  ating/tradLICing  respectively.  The  object  of  both 
studies,  however,  continues  to  be  the  delineation  of  Proust's  evolution  as  a 
novelist.  In  Harlow's  words,  they  aim  for'a  productive  reading  ......  which, 
quite  properly,  ignores  the  question  of  Proust's  relation  to  Ruskin  except 
as  the  killing  of  a  dead  discourse.  '  [lore  importantly,  Sigbrit  Swahn 
suggests  in  Proust  dans  ]a  recherche  litt6rairel  19  that  -a  tradition  of 
P08tiC  autobiography  might  be  traced  from  Do  Quincey  through  Baudelaire 
and  Ruskin  to  Proust,  thus  admitting  a  dimension  of  comparative  literary 
study  across  cultural,  historical  and  generic  divides  which  had  been 
missing  from  the  criticism  surveyed  in  this  chapter.  The  link  between 
autobiography  and  the  Proustian  novel  is  also  stressed  in  David  R.  Ellison's 
The  Reading  of  Proust,  120  which  insists  that  'Proust's  theory  and  practice 
of  reading  are  understandable  only  in  opposition  to  the  ideas  of  Ruskin  on 
the  -same  subject  ...... 
Unlike  those  proustiens  who  have  done  traditional 
ýource  studies  on  the  Ruskin-Proust  connnection.  I  am  less  concerned 113 
with  general  thematic  parallels  than  I  am  with  certain  not  so  immediatelq 
visible,  often  involuted  textual  manipulations.  The  major  thrust  of 
Chapters  Two  and  Three  is  to  demonstrate  the  way  in  which  Proust 
inverted  and  strategically  transformed  Ruskinian  critical  concepts  into 
novelistic  forms.  '  121 
The  nature  of  my  debt  to  and  disagreement  with  these  latter  critics  will 
be  apparent  throughout  the  remainder  of  this  thesis.  I  will  close  this 
section  with  some  remarks  of  Proust  pertinent  to  any  discussion  of 
literary  history. 
'Mais  les  philosophes  qui  Wont  pas  su  trouver 
ce  qu*il  ya  de  r6el  et  d'ind&pendant  de  toute 
s  ,  cience  dans  Vart,  ont  btb  obligbs  de  s'imaginer 
Fart,  ]a  critique  etcetera,  cornme  des  sciences 
ob  le  prbdbcesseur  est  forcbrfient  moins  avanc6 
que  celui  qui  le  Suit.  -  122 CHAPTER  FOUR  ONTERCHAPTER) 
On  (nfluence 113 
INTERCHAPTER:  ON  INFLUENCE 
have  borrowed  the  term  and  strategy  of  an  'interchapter'  from  Harold 
Liloom,  whose  studies  on  the  nature  of  poetic  influence  inform  (influence) 
Dome  of  the  arguments  whi  ch  f  ol  I  ow.  In  The  Anxi  ety  of  I  nf  I  uence  and  i  ts 
succeeding  work,  A  Map  of  Misreadinq.  1  Bloom  elaborates  a  theory  of 
poetry  which  insists  that  the  history  of  literature  is  indistinguishable 
from  the  history  of  poetic  influence,  since  strong  poets  make  history  by 
misreading  the  works  of  their  predecessors  in  order  to  clear  imaginative 
space  for  themselves.  Such  misreadings  or  misprisions  involve  both  tile 
parricidal  sentiments  familiar  to  all  students  of  Proust's  psychic  history 
and  the  radical  revision  of  aesthetic,  spiritual  and  social  priorities 
exhorted  and  experienced  by  Ruskin  at  various  stages  of  his  writing  career. 
Any  difficulty  in  placing  these  writers  within  the  category  of  'strong 
poets'  need  not  detain  us  for  long.  It  is  no  longer  possible  to  question  the 
pro-eminence  of  Proust  in  our  century,  and  the  habit  of  using  the  term 
I  poet'  to  cover  any  literary  artist  is  as  old  as  Aristotle.  In  the  case  of 
Ruskin,  any  diminution  of  strength,  whether  in  force  or  reputation,  has 
been,  as  we  have  seen  in  the  preceding  chapters,  due,  in  part,  to  the  fact  of 
his  influence  on  Proust,  whose  acts  of  filial  transcendence  helped  create  a 
modernist  tradition  which  demonstrated  how  the  activities  of 
aesthetician,  autobiographer,  memorialist  and  poet  could  be  subsumed 
Linder  the  all-inclusive  and  self-regulating  practice  of  the  novelist.  This 
conflation  of  genres  had  the  initial  effect  of  highlighting  the  limitations 
of  more  circumscribed  modes  of  writing,  but  in  its  invitations  to 
Ocrutinise  prose  at  a  level  of  intensity  previously  sustainable  only  in  the iIA 
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reading  of  poetry,  and  in  its  late-Romantic  accretion  of  the  most 
voluminous  and  diverse  material  around  the  controlling  consciousness  of 
the  author,  it  eventually  encouraged  the  consideration  of  non-fictional 
prose  as  a  similar  exercise  in  self-expression  through  various  modes  of 
metaphorical  structure.  In  their  introduction  to  The  Art  of  Victorian 
Prose'2  George  Levine  and  William  Madden  argue  that  in  non-fictional 
prose  of  the  highest  order,  in  the  prose  of  a  Pater,  Ruskin  or  Newman,  we 
are  at  the  point  where  practical  prose  is  on  the  verge  of  becoming  pure 
fiction  in  the  technical  sense,  pure  story  -  the  imitation  of  an  action 
which  is  inward,  spiritual  and  profound.  Such  considerations  leave  us 
uncomfortably  close  to  the  woozy  world  of  prose-poetry,  purple  prose  and 
sunset  effusions  which  Ruskin  has  long  occupied  in  the  mind  of  popular 
mythology.  Discouraged  by  his  own  juvenile  verse  exercises  in  the  manner 
of  Wordsworth,  Byron  and  Scott  and  by  the  early  proof  of  his  facility  to 
sway  the  public  with  partial  and  unsubstantiated  argument,  Ruskin  was 
embarrassed  by  his  reputation  as  a  poet  in  prose: 
'It  is  the  chief  provocation  of  my  life  to 
be  called  a  "word  painter"  instead  of  a 
think,  er.  '3 
Against  the  evidence  of  his  own  practice,  Ruskin  was  alwaqs  anxious  to 
insist  on  his  language  as  a  transparent  and  unproblematic  medium  for  the 
communication  of  thoughts.  For  him,  the  highest  thoughts  in  literature 
%,,.,  ere  those  which  are  least  dependent  on  language,  and  the  true  value  of  a 
composition  W83  in  exact  proportion  to  its  independency  of  language  or 
expression.  Ruskin  consistently  refused  the  laurels  of  Poet  or  Maker, 
despite  the  attentions  of  literary  men  and  women.  Elizabeth  Barrett 
Browning's  opinion  that  'for  a  critic  to  be  so  much  a  poet  is  a  great  thing'  4 115 
was  not  shared  by  Ruskin  or  by  those  of  his  disciples,  including  Proust, 
who  believed  that  the  truth-value  of  his  teachings  was  occasionally 
obscured  by  his  rhetorical  flights.  In  his  Short  History  of  English 
Literature  George  Saintsbury  contended  that  'from  the  date  of  the  first 
appearance  of  Modern  Painters,  the  prose  poetry  stqle  has  more  and  more 
engrossed  attention  and  imit  ation.  It  has  eaten  up  history,  permeated 
novel  writing,  affected  criticism  so  largely  that  those  who  resist  it  in 
that  department  are  but  a  scattered  remnant-.  5  But  the  novel's  capacity  to 
absorb  such  tendencies  was  limitless,  and  rhetorical  devices  are  much 
more  tolerable  to  the  reader  of  fiction  than  to  the  student  of  reported 
fa  Ct.  6  T  1  he  cult  of  style  which  enjoyed  a  brief  vogue  in  England  and  France 
in  the  late  19th  century  was  absorbed  into  the  much  larger  religion  of  the 
novel  as  the  one  bright  book,  of  life.  This  episode  is  symbolically  present 
in  the  'Oxen  of  the  Sun'  chapter  of  Ulqsses  where  Peacock's  Antholoqu  of 
English  Prose  from  Mandeville  to  Ruskin  is  subsumed  into  the  parodic 
account  of  the  birth  of  t)  'disembodied  Speech  which  promptly  fills  the 
universe  with  its  Qells'.  1 
Against  these  tendencies  a  twofold  movement  has  been  apparent  in  more 
recent  criticism.  In  the  first  development  the  notion  of  thought  content  as 
being  independent  of  and  recoverable  from  language  has  been  under  fairly 
constant  attack  for  the  past  seventy  years,  until  the  orthodox  position 
held  bq  VY'  I-i  ters,  literary  artists,  literary  critics  and  linguistic 
alike,  has  become  that  of  the  old  lady  in  E.  N.  Forster's  philosophers 
onecdote  tdho  exclaims,,  'How  do  I  know  what  I  think  until  I  see  what  I  say*.  8 
Old  habits  of  thought  die  hard,  however,  particularly  among  Ruskinians,  as 
car  be  seen  by  the  ex.  ample  of  a  recent  editor  of  Unto  this  Last  who 
complains  of  Ruskin's  various  syntactical  conflations  and  dislocations 
which  'reduce  many  passages  to  a  shorthand  form  in  which  the  mind 116 
absorbs  the  meaning  without  following  the  systematic  processes  of 
thought'.  9  It  is  ironic  that  such  a  critique  of  Ruskin  should  derive  from  the 
prophet's  own  prejudice  against  language  as  superfluous  to  the  naked  act 
of  vision,  voiced  in  a  prose  which  is  either  embarrassed  by  or  wilf  ully 
ignorant  of  its  own  devices.  Ruskin's  mistrust  of  metaphor  leads  him  to 
spin  it  out  into  its  most  obvious  and  general  manifestation,  that  of  the 
parable,  %,,..,  here  the  message  is  "spelled  out"  as  if  to  prove  that  there  is  no 
intrinsic  alchemy  in  his  own  words,  just  sound  sense  and  honest  tools  to 
excavate  the  gold  of  more  truly  creative  writers. 
'There  seems,  to  you  and  me,  no  reason  why  the 
electric  forces  of  the  earth  should  not  carry 
whatever  there  is  of  gold  within  it  at  once  to 
the  mountain  tops,  so  that  kings  and  people  might 
know  that  all  the  gold  they  could  get  was  there; 
and  without  any  trouble  of  digging,  or  anxiety, 
or  chance,  or  waste  of  time,  cut  it  away,  and  coin 
as  much  as  they  needed.  But  Nature  does  not  manage 
it  so.  She  puts  it  in  little  fissures  in  the  earth, 
nobody  knows  where:  you  may  dig  long  and  find  none; 
you  must  dig  painfully  to  find  any. 
14.  And  it  is  just  the  same  with  meds  best 
wisdom.  When  you  come  to  a  good  book,  you  must  ask 
yourself,  "Am  I  inclined  to  work  as  an  Australian 
miner  would?  Are  my  pickaxes  and  shovels  in  good 
order,  and  am  I  in  good  trim  myself,  my  sleeves  well 
up  to  the  elbow,  and  my  breath  good,  and  my  temper?  " 
And,  keeping  the  figure  a  little  longer,  even  at  cost  of 
ti  resomeness.,  f  or  itisa  thoroughl  U  usef  ul  one,  the 
metal  you  are  in  search  of  being  the  author's  mind  or 
meaning,  his  words  are  as  the  rock  which  you  have  to 
crush  and  smelt  in  order  to  get  at  it.  And  your  pick- 
axe.  -  are  your  own  care,  wit,  and  learning;  your 
smelting  furnace  is  your  own  thoughtful  soul.  Do  not 
hope  to  get  at  any  good  author's  meaning  without  those 
. 
tools  and  that  fire;  often  you  will  need  sharpest,  finest 
chiselling,  and  patientest  fusing,  before  you  can 
gather  one  grain  of  the  metal.  "o 117 
This  tension  between  a  sophisticated  and  metaphorical  deployment  of 
language  and  its  message  of  an  ideally  unmediated  access  to  truth  can  be 
analysed  fully  thanks  to  the  second  broad  development  in  literary  study  - 
the  movement  towards  what  Hans  Robert  Jauss  calls  a  work-immanent 
Ovverkimminante)  method  of  interpretation,  -as  exemplified  by  critical 
schools  as  diverse  as  Russian  Formalism,  American  New  Criticism  and 
Deconstructionism.  11  The  theories  and  practices  of  these  movements,  in 
taking  formalism  to  its  furthest  conclusions  and  beyond,  have  subjected 
the  written  word  to  an  intensity  of  scruting  which  breaks  the  bonds  of 
genre.  This  is  the  argument  rehearsed  by  Geoffrey  H.  Hartman  in  the 
introduction  to  his  Criticism  in  the  Wilderness,  that  although  we  have 
perfected  -  some  will  sag  overperfected  -  the  technique  of  close  reading, 
it  has  been  applied  almost  exclusively  to  creative  writing  rather  than  to 
criticism  or  non-fictional  prose.  12  The  concept  of  "The  Critic  as  Artist" 
is,  as  Hartman  acknowledges,  one  largeig  associated  with  the  figure  of 
Oscar  Wilde.  As  I  have  tried  to  show,  the  question  of  the  priority  of 
genres  is,  in  the  case  of  Ruskin  and  Proust,  closely  linked  to  that  of  the 
priority  held  by  the  influences  over  the  influencer.  When  writers  operate 
within  the  same  generic  strictures,  the  positions  are  reversed.  A  more 
.  natural'  relationship,  in  terms  of  literary  history,  pertains  -  that  of  the 
anxiety  announced  by  Bloom  and  voiced,  again  by  Wilde,  in  The  Picture  of 
Dorian  Gray: 
* 
...... 
To  influence  a  person  is  to  give  him  one's 
own  soul.  He  does  not  think  his  natural  thoughts, 
or  burn  with  his  natural  passions.  His  virtues 
are  not  real  to  him.  His  sins,  if  there  are  such 
things  as  sins,  are  borrowed.  He  becomes  an  echo 
of  someone  else's  music,  an  actor  of  a  part  that 
has  not  been  wri  tton  f  or  hi  m.  "  3 118 
It  is  this  shadow  cast  by  precursors,  with  its  dominating  effect  on  the 
poetic  psyche,  and  the  melancholy  effect  of  the  creative  writer*s 
desperate  insistence  on  priority,  which  most  concern  Bloom,  and  which  are 
taken  up  by  David  R.  Ellison  in  his  The  Reading  of  Proust.  Ellison  insists 
throughout  on  the  mutual  interdependence  of  -textual  theorg  and  praxis,  and 
this  insight  is  skillfully  brought  to  bear  on  his  deciphering  of  tile  semiotic 
structures  of  A  la  recherche  du  tempLpardu,  -and  the  strategies  by  %/ýIhich 
it  enacts  Proust's  struggle  to  master  his  master  in  the  act  of  reading.  14 
But  although  Ellison  sees  the  need  to  examine  those  Ruskinian  texts  which 
Proust  read,  and  in  effect  re-wrote..  he  does  not  subject  these  texts  to 
anything  like  the  deconstructive  reading  which  is  applied  to  Proust.  This 
,  ay  that  Ruskin's  works  are  everywhere  as  rich  in  metaphorical  is  not  to  s 
.  elf-questionings  as  those  of  Proust,  but  to  restrict  tile  deconstructive 
reading  to  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdu  seems  to  invoke  a  principle  of 
intentionalism  which  would  be  at  odds  with  Ellisods  professed  method. 
At  one  point,  indeed,  Ellison  contends  that  in  the  section  of  the  novel 
dealing  with  the  'Soir§e  chez  ]a  marquise  de  Sainte  Euverte',  'one  senses 
that  the  author's  intention  is  to  dismantle  all  the  conventions  by  which 
Realism  establishes  its  powers  of  verisimilitude  and  "lifelike" 
appearance'.  15  The  faults  of  Ruskin's  theories  of  the  precedence  of  content 
over  f  orm  are  demonstrated  in  a  reading  which  in  fact  respects  and 
adheres  to  the  declared  Ruskinian  principle.  Elsewhere  Ellison  argues  that 
'to  see  Proust  read  Ruskin  is  to  study  the  series  of  repetitions,  exchanges, 
contradictions  and  strategic  reworkings  of  ideas  that  link  four  stages  of 
reflection  in  a  complex  unity'.  16  There  are  in  fact  five  stages:  La 
Recherche  itself,  Proust's  critical  articles,  Proust's  notes  to  La  Bible 
d'Amiens  and  S6same  et  les  JUs,  the  translations,  and,  finally,  Ruskin's 119 
work,  itself,  standing  in  the  same  qnmediated  and  ungraspable  isolation 
that  Teality'  enjoys  in  a  postmodern  reading  of  a  classic  realist  novel. 
Ellison's  blindness  to  the  Ruskinian  text  illustrates  an  alternative 
phenomenon  to  that  of  the  shadow  cast  by  the  precursor  -  that  of  eclipse, 
or  the  shadow  cast  backwards  by  the  successor. 
This  eclipse  is  in  this  case  compounded  by  Ellison's  refusal  to  confront  the 
split  between  rhetoric  as  trope  and  rhetoric  as  persuasion  which  is 
invoked  by  his  mentor  Paul  de  Ilan  in  a  reading  of  Nietzsche: 
'Within  the  pedagogical  model  of  the  trivium, 
the  place  of  rhetoric,  as  well  as  its  dignity, 
has  always  been  ambivalent:  on  the  one  hand, 
in  PI  ato  f  or  examp]  e  and  agai  n  at  cruci  a]  moments 
in  the  history  of  philosophy  (Nietzsche  being  one 
of  them),  rhetoric  becomes  the  ground  for  the 
fUrthest-reaching  dialectical  speculations 
conceivable  to  the  mind;  on  the  other  hand,  as  it 
appears  in  textbooks  that  have  undergone  little 
change  from  Quintilian  to  the  present,  it  is  the 
humble  and  not-quite-respectable  handmaiden 
,  17 
of  the  f  raudulent  grammar  used  in  oratory. 
VIhile  conceding  that  the  distance  between the  two  functions  is  so  wide  as 
to  be  nearly  unbridgeable,  de  Man  remarks  that  the  two  modes  can  manage 
to  exist  side  by  side  where  one  would  least  expect  it  in  the  works  of 
Nietzsche  and,  we  might  add,  in  the  generically  undetermined  universe  of 
Ruskin's  writings.  A  w4ing  which  is  fully  aware  of  the  misleading  power 
of  tropes  get  which  persists  in  the  use  of  suasive  -  that  is  to  say, 
performative  -  modes  seems  to  set  itself  up  as  a  text  which,  again  in  de 
Man's  words,  'allows  for  two  incompatible,  mutually  self-destructive 
points  of  view,  and  therefore  puts  an  insurmountable  obstacle  in  the  way 120 
of  any  reading  or  understanding'.  De  Ilan  then  refuses  to  pursue  the 
distinction  between  rhetoric  as  text  and  literature  as  text,  the  legislative 
metalanquage  employed  in,  for  example,  Proust's  novel,  being  no  guarantee 
against  the  figurative  aporia  discussed  above. 
In  questioning  the  generic  and  theoretical  grounds  for  the  eclipse  or 
forgetting  of  Ruskin's  writings,  it  ought  to  be  possible  to  proceed  to  argue 
for  a  new  historical  under-standing  in  the  establishment  of  an  archaeology 
of  the  text  rather  than  a  genealogy;  that  is  to  say,  an  attempt,  through  all 
the  problernatics  of  the  context  and  the  reader's  historical  position,  to 
recreate  a.  -  fully  as  possible  the  text's  6  ist6me  rather  than  treat  it 
simply  as  a  source  for  a  more  amenable  work. 
These  tendencies  have  been  surnmarised  by  Roland  Barthes  in  an  article  on 
the  theory  of  the  text  for  the  Enc  cloppedia  Universalis: 
'If  the  theory  of  the  text  tends  to  abolish  the 
separaLion  of  genres  and  arts,  this  is  because 
it  no  longer  considers  works  as  mere  'messages' 
or  even  as  'statements'  (that  is,  finished 
products,  whose  destiny  would  be  sealed  as  soon 
as  they  were  uttered),  but  as  perpetual  productions, 
enunciations,  through  which  the  subject  continues 
to  struggle;  this  subject  is  no  doubt  that  of  the 
author,  but  also  that  of  the  reader.  The  theory  of 
the  text  brings  with  it,  then,  the  promotion  of  a 
new  epistemological  object,  the  reading  ...... 
Not  only  does  the  theory  of  the  text  extend  to 
infinity  the  freedoms  of  reading  (authorising  us 
to  read  works  of  the  post  with  an  entirely  modern 
goz-"e,  so  that  it  is  legitimate,  for  example,  to 
read  Sophocles'  OedipjLs  by  pouring  Freud's  Oedipus 
back  into  it,  or  Lo  read  Flaubert  on  the  basis  of 
r-k-,,  S4  -%,  k..,  4"  also  insists  strongly  on  'he  r-  L)  UUL  IL  IILL 
productive  equivalence  of  reading  and  writing.  '  18 121 
The  inversion,  by  means  of  the  reader's  consciousness,  of  the  common 
,s  movement  of  literary  influence,  so  that  we  read  a  past  writer's  wort, 
,s  of  his  successors,  is  legitimised  by  the  Eliotic  concept  'through'  the  wort, 
of  the  historical  sense'  which  recognises  and  exploits  the  fact  that  there 
can  be  no  such  thing  as  a  purely  synchronic  or  a  purely  diachronic  reading, 
but  that  oil  readings  fluctuate  between these  axes  of  interpretation. 
'The  historical  sense  involves  a  perception, 
not  only  of  the  pastness  of  the  past,  but  of 
its  presence;  the  historical  sense  compels 
-a  man  to  write  not  merely  with  his  own 
generation  in  his  bones,  but  with  a  feeling 
that  the  whole  of  the  literature  of  Europe 
f  rom  Homer  and  wi  thi  nit  the  who]  e  of  the 
literature  of  his  own  country  has  a  simultaneous 
existence  and  composes  a  simultaneous  order. 
This  historical  sense,  which  is  -a  sense  of  the 
timeless  as  well  as  of  the  temporal  and  of 
the  timeless  and  the  temporal  together,  is 
what  makes  a  writer  traditional.  And  it  is  at 
the  same  time  what  makes  a  writer  most 
acutely  conscious  of  his  place  in  time,  of  his 
own  contemporaneity  ...... 
.  19 
Eliot  goes  on  to  indicate  how  each  new  work  has  the  potential  to  disrupt 
the  system  of  proportions  and  values  which  constitute  the  whole  order, 
and  that  it  would  not  be  preposterous  for  those  who  accept  his  idea  of 
order  to  conclude  that  the  past  should  be  altered  by  the  present  as  much  as 
the  present  is  directed  by  the  past. 
Bloom's  demon  of  continuity  is,  then,  capable  of  imprisoning  the  past  in 
the  present  (or  in,  recent  history)  as  much  as  it  imprisons  the  present  in 
the  past.  The  anxiety  felt  by  the  strong  poet  is  exacerbated  by  his  greater 122 
knowledge  of  what  has  gone  before;  his  reluctance  to  procure  a  spurious 
originality  by  a  facile  reaction  against  the  immediate  past.  There  may  be 
whole  areas  of  literary  history  which  are  available  to  the  strong 
history-conscious  writer,  which  may  not  be  so  to  his  audience,  if  only 
because  his  status  as  creator  can  guarantee  leaps  of  insight,  which  the 
literary  historian,  necessarily  bound  to  rules  of  linearity  and 
inclusiveness,  dare  not  attempt. 
Yet,  in  that  these  flashes  of  perception  exploit  the  privileged  knowledge 
which  is  inseparable  from  the  guilt  of  the  latecomer,  such  paradoxical 
sallies  are  not  without  a  taint  of  bad  faith.  The  strain  of  originality,  of 
the  writer's  feeling  more  aware  of  both  post  achievement  and  future 
possibility  than  his  contemporaries,  can  often  provoke  a  rhetorical 
doubling  of  the  self  which  defers  indefinitely  the  writer's/critic's  own 
judgements  on  literary  history.  Wilde's  The  Critic  as  an  Artist  is  aware  of 
the  devices  of  the  Socratic  dialogue  to  the  extent  that  its  rhetoric 
becomes,  in  a  Yeatsian  sense,  poetical.  In  spite  of  his  name,  Ernest  is  not 
so  much  a  straight  man  or  comic  feed  as  a  check  on  the  author's  dislodging 
of  concepts  and  manoeuvring  of  signif  iers.  2o  A  similar  device  operates  in 
Roland  Barthes  pgr  Roland  Barthes,  which  carries  the  caveat  'Tout  ceci 
,  21  doit  6tre  consid6t-6  comme  dit  par  un  personnage  de  roman. 
As  we  have  seen,  the  device  of  locating  aesthetic  arguments  within  the 
f  ramework  of  afi  cti  onal  pol  yl  ogue  in  order  to  def  er  the  burden  of  fi  nal 
judgement  is  brought  to  the  highest  level  of  sophistication  in  the  work  of 
Proust.  A  passage  from  Sodome  et  Gomorrhe.,  best  known  by  its  closing 
epigram,  shows  this  method  at  work,  in  a  meditation  on  the  problems  of 
intermittence  and  continuity  in  literary  tradition.  22 123 
The  theme  is  first  developed  satiricaliq  through  the  figure  of  the  young 
Madame  de  Cambremer,  who,  as  the  sister  of  Legrandin  and  sometime 
mistress  of  Swann,  inherits  the  snobbery  of  one  and  contracts  the 
dilettantism  of  the  other.  23 
So  closely  are  the  two  allied  in  her  case  that  clear  parallels  are  drawn 
between  her  aesthetic  and  social  judgements.  Just  as  she  deigns  to  speak 
with  Marcel  because  he  is  a  friend  of  Robert  de  Saint  Loup,  so  she 
eventually  condescends  to  reconsider  Poussin  because  she  hears  that  his 
work  is  admired  by  Degas.  Unable  to  see  beyond  the  tyrannical  glamour  of 
names  -  as  Narcel  finally  does  -  she  considers  art  in  the  same  terms  as 
she  does  society,  each  having  its  aristocracy,  its  lineage,  its  outcasts  and 
usurpers,  dowagers  and  degenerates,  and  each  affording  an  entr6e  only  by 
the  recommendation  of  a  'name'.  Her  disdain  for  the  d6pass6  in  art  is 
equalled  by  her  contempt  for  the  d6class6  in  society,  and  these  are  united 
in  her  slighting  behaviour  towards  her  mother-in-law,  whose  modest 
correctness  in  judgement  is  cruelly  mocked  by  her  physical  decrepitude. 
Insistent  as  ever  on  the  contrast  between  appearance  and  reality,  Proust 
here  presents  the  elder  Ilme.  de  Cambremer  with  a  seemingly  obsessive 
attention  to  the  bodily  symptoms  of  her  spiritual  enthusiasm. 
Thaque  fois  qu'elle  parlait  bsth§tique,  ses 
glandes  salivaires,  comme  celles  de  certains 
animaux  au  moment  du  rut,  entraient  dans  une 
phase  Thypers6cr6tion  telle  que  ]a  bouche 
bdent6e  de  ]a  vieille  dame  laissait  passer,  au 
coin  des  l6vres  l6g6rement  moustachues, 
quelques  gouttes  dont  ce  n'btait  pas  la  place. 
Aussit6t  elle  les  ravalait  avec  un  grand  soupir, 
comme  quelqu'un  qui  reprend  sa  respiration. 124 
Enfin,  s'il  s'agissait  d'une  trop  grande  beauO 
MU3icale,  dans  son  enthousiasme  elle  levait 
les  bras  et  prof6rait  quelques  jugements 
sommaires,  6nergiquement  mastiqubs  et  au 
besoin  venant  du  neZ.  '  24 
For  all  this,  Mme.  de  Cambromer  is  shown  as  having  a  true,  if  limited, 
perception  of  what  art  is,  and  encourages  the  narrator  to  appreciate 
Chopin  the  more  and  to  reconsider  his  conception  of  a  seascape.  In  short, 
she  is  an  influence.  Her  Outward  repulsiveness  is  only  another 
manifestation  of  the  Romantic  dichotomy  between  appearance  and  reality. 
She  is  a  more  mundane  version  of  Baudelaire's  albatross,  whose  'ailes  de 
g6ant  Vempkhent  de  marcher'.  In  contrast,  her  daughter-in-law  is  more 
akin  to  the  same  poet's  'Charogne',  seeking  to  present  a  false  homogeneity 
of  aspect  to  tile  world,  whose  saliva  remains  in  its  proper  place,  but 
whose  inner  corruption  will  all  the  more  shockingly  reveal  itself  in 
tiMe.  25  The  young  I-Ime.  de  Cambremer  is  all  surface,  and  is  in  consequence 
reified  in  the  text  as  a  more  piece  of  confectionery. 
T-lais  j'aurais  pu  6tre  bien  plus  familier 
encore  qu'elle  WeR  W  que  douceUr 
moelleuse  et  fondante;  je  pouvais  dans  la 
chaleur  de  cette  belle  fin  d'apr6s-midi 
butiner  6  mon  grb  dans  le  gros  gAteau 
de  miel  que  Mme.  de  Cambremer  6tait  si 
rarernent  et  qui  remplaga  les  petits  fours 
que  je  n'eus  pas  Fidbe  d'of  f  rir.  '  26 
In  her  infatuated  insistence  that  il  faut  We  absolument  moderne,  Mme.  de 
Ciambremer-Legrandin,  who  can't  tell  an  albatross  from  a  seagull,  values 
artists  only  in  so  far  as  they  surpas  s  their  predecessors,  who  pass  so 
easily  for  the  inattentive  into  -a  limbo  of  sepia-tinted  quaintness. 125 
Tu  reste  ...... 
fai  horreur  des  couchers  de  soleil, 
c'est  romantique,  c'est  opära.  '  27 
In  tier  elevation  of  Debussy  and  dismissal  of  Chopin,  the  worldly  modernist 
betrays  herself  as  much  more  concerned  with  the  rules  of  fashion  than 
with  the  complexities  of  art,  and  Proust  observes  this  lofty  modishness 
with  the  same  ironic  fascination  that  he  devotes  to  other  minutiae  of  the 
fashionable  world.  Just  as  the  dropping  of  a  hemline  or  of  a  particule's  V 
can  signify  acceptance  to  or  exclusion  from  the  61ite,  so  the  shift  of  a 
single  letter  can  play  havoc  in  a  sign  system  which  is  even  more  arbitrary, 
since  only  the  true  artist  Oike  Marcel)  has  the  historical  access  necessary 
to  diagnose  a  true  sense  of  relational  identity.  Proust  here  makes  serious 
play  with  a  tendency  to  see  two  substantially  different  painters  as 
terrible  twins,  the  result  of  the  name-dropper's  mnemonic. 
"'Au  nom  du  ciel,  apr6s  un  peintre  comme  Monet, 
et  qui  est  tout  bonnement  un  genie,  n.  allez  pas 
nommer  un  vieux  poncif  sans  talent  comme 
Poussin.  Je  vous  dirai  tout  nOment  que  je  le 
trouve  le  plus  barbifiant  des  raseurs.  Qu'est-ce 
que  vous  voulez,  je  ne  peux  pourtant  pas  appeler 
cela  de  la  peinture.  Monet,  Degas,  flanet,  oui, 
voiI6  des  pointres!  C'est  trbs  curieux,  ajouta-t- 
elle..  en  fixant  un  regard  scrutateur  et  ravi  sur 
un  point  vague  de  Fespace,  o6  elle  aperýevait 
sa  propre  pensbe.,  Cest  trbs  curieuX,  autrefois 
je  pr6f6rais  Manet.  Maintenant,  j'admire  toujours 
Manet,  Cest  entendu,  mais  je  crois  que  je  lui 
pi-Wre  peut-6tre  encore  Monet.  AM  les 
cath6drales.  "'  28 126 
Ha,  Ving  directed  the  reader's  sympathies  beyond  question  by  means  of  this 
piece  of  polemical  burlesque,  the  author  now  shifts  briskly  into  a  more 
authoritative  mode,  endowing  the  narrator/hero's  ruminations  with  a 
sophistication  and  authority  refused  to  any  of  the  other  voices  we  hear  in 
the  novel. 
'"Je  sereis  tr6s  heureuse  de  vous  faire  de  ]a 
musique,  me  dit  Mme.  de  Cambremer.  Mais, 
Yous  savez,  Je  ne  joue  que  des  choses  qui 
n'int6ressent  plus  votre  g6n6ration.  Sai  Rb 
6lev6e  dans  le  culte  de  Chopin",  dit-elle  6 
voix  basse,  car  elle  redoutait  sa  belle-fille 
et  savait  que  celle-ci,  consid6rant  que  Chopin 
Otait  pas  de  ]a  musique,  le  bien  jouer  ou  le 
mal  jouer  btaient  des  expressions  d6nu6es  de 
sens.  Elie  reconnaissait  que  sa  belle-m6re 
avait  du  m6canisme,  perlait  les  traits.  "Jamais 
on  ne  me  fera  dire  qu'elle  est  musicienne", 
concluait  Mme.  de  Cambremer-Legrandin.  Parce 
qu'elle  se  croyait  "avanc6e-  et  (en  art  seulement) 
"jamais  assez  6  gauche",  elle  se  repr§sentait 
non  seulement  que  It  musique  progresse,  mais  sur 
une  seule  ligne,  et  que  Debussy  Rait  en  quelque 
sorte  un  sur-Wagner,  encore  un  peu  plus  avancb 
que  Wagner.  Elie  ne  se  rendait  pas  compte  que, 
si  Debussy  n'btait  pas  aussi  ind6pendant  de 
Wagner  qu'elle-m6me  devait  le  croire  dans 
quelques  annbes,  parce  qu'  on  se  sert  tout  de 
m8me  des  armes  conquises  pour  achever  de 
s'af  f  ranchir  do  cel  ui  qu'on  a  momentanýment 
vaincuj 
"I 
cherchait  cependant,  apr6s  ]a  satiW 
qu*on  commenpit  6  avoir  des  oeuvres  trop 
compl6tes'  ob  tbut  est 
- 
exprim6,6  contenter  un 
besoin  contreire.  Des  th6ories,  bien  entendu, 
6tayaient  momentanbment  cette  r6action,  pareilles 
ý  celles  qui,  en  politique,  viennent  6  Vappui  des  lois 
contre  les  congr6gations,  des  guerres  en  Orient 
(enseignement  contre  nature,  p6ril  jaune,  etc.,  etc.  ). 
On  disait  qu'6  une  6poque  de  hAte  conyenait  un  art 
rapide,  absolument  comme  on  aurait  dit  que  ]a 127 
guerre  future  ne  pouvait  pas  durer  plus  de  quinze 
jours,  ou  qu'avec  les  chemins  de  for  seraient 
de'laiss6s  les  petits  coins  chers  aux  diligences 
et  que  Fauto  pourtant  devait  remettre  en  honneur. 
On  recommendait  do  ne  pas  fatiguer  ]'attention 
do  F-auditeur,  comme  si  nous  ne  disposions  pas 
d'attentions  diff6rentes  dont  il  d6pend  prbcisbment 
do  Fartiste  Oveiller  les  plus  hautes.  Car  ceux  qui 
b8illent  de  fatigue  aprbs  dix  lignes  d'un  article 
m6diocre  avaient  refait  tous  les  ans  le  voyage  de 
Bayreuth  pour  entendre  la  T6tralogie.  D'ailleurs 
le  jour  devait  venir  ou,  pour  un  temps,  Debussy 
serait  d6clarb  aussi  fragile  que  Massenet  et  les 
tressautements  de  11blisande  abaiss6s  au  rang 
de  ceux  de  Manon.  Car  les  th6ories  et  les  6coles, 
comme  les  microbes  et  les  globules,  s'entre- 
d6vorent  et  assurent,  par  leur  lutte,  ]a  continuit6 
de  lin  vie.  Mais  le  temps  n'Rait  pas  encore  venu. 
Comme  6  la  Bourse,  quand  un  mouvement  de  hausse 
se  produit,  tout  un  compartiment  de  valeurs  en 
profitent,  uncertain  nombre  d'auteurs  dbdaign6s 
b6n6ficiaient  de  la  rbaction,  soit  parce  qu'ils  ne 
m6ritaient  pas  ce  d6dain,  soit  simplement  -  ce  qui 
permettait  de  dire  Line  nouveaut6  en  les  pr6nant  - 
parce  qu'ils  Favaient  encouru.  Et  on  allait  m6me 
chercher,  dans  un  pass6  isolb,  quelques  talents 
ind6pendants  sur  lar6putation  de  qui  ne  semblait 
pas  devoi  ri  nf  I  uer  Ie  mouvement  actuel,  mai  s  dont 
un  des  maltres  nouveaux  passait  pour  citer  le  nom 
avec  faveur.  Souvent  c'btait  parce  qu'un  maltre, 
quel  qu'il  soit,  si  exclusive  que  doive  We  son  bcole, 
juge  d'apr6s  son  sentiment  original,  rend  justice  au 
talent  partout  ob  il  se  trouve,  et  m6me  moins  qu'au 
talent,  A  quelque  agr6able  inspiration  qu'il  a  goWe 
autrefois,  qui  se  rattache  6  un  moment  aimb  de  son 
adolescence.  D'autres  fois  parce  que  certains  artistes 
d'une  autre  bpoque  ont,,  dans  un  simple  morceau,  r6alis6 
quelque  chose  qui  ressemble  6  ce  que  le  maitre  peu  6 
peu  s'est  rendu  compte  que  lui-m6me  avait  voulu  faire. 
Alors  il  voit  en  cet  ancien  comme  un  prbcurseur;  il 
aime  chez  lui,  sous  une  toute  autre  forme,  un  effort 128 
mornentan6ment,  partiellement  fraternol.  li  Ua  des 
morceaux  de  Turner  dons  Foeuvre  de  Poussin,  une 
phrase  de  Flaubert  dons  flontesquieu.  Et  quelqUefois 
aussi  ce  bruit  de  ]a  pr6dilection  du  maltre  6tait  le 
r6sultat  d'une  erreUr,  n§e  on  ne  sait  o6  et  colport6e 
dons  1'6cole.  Nais  le  nom  cit6  b6nbficiait  alors  de 
]a  firme  sous  ]a  protection  de  laquelle  il  §tait  entre 
juste  6  temps,  car  s*il  Ua  quelque  libert6,  un  goOt 
vrai,  dons  le  choix  du  maltre,  les  6coles,  elles,  no 
se  dirigent  plus  que  suivant  la  th6orie.  C'est  ainsi 
que  Fesprit,  suivant  son  cours  habitue]  qui  s'avance 
par  digressions,  en  obliquant  une  fois  dons  un  sons, 
la  fois  suivante  dons  le  sons  contraire,  avait  ramon6 
]a  lumibre  d'en  haut  sur  un  certain  nombre  d'oeuvres 
auxquelles  le  besoin  de  justice,  ou  de  renouvellement, 
ou  le  goOt  de  Debussy,  ou  son  caprice,  ou  quelque 
propos  qu'il  Wavait  peut-6tre  pas  tenu,  avaient.  ajout§ 
cellos  de  Chopin.  Pr6n6es  par  les  juges  en  qui  on 
avait  toute  confiance,  b6nbficiant  de  Fadmiration 
qu'excitait  Pellbas,  elles  avaient  retrouvb  un  6clat 
nouveau,  et  ceux  m6mes  qui  ne  les  avaient  pas 
r6entendues  btaient  si  d6sireux  de  les  aimer  qu'ils 
le  faisaient  malgr6  eux,  quoique  ovec  Fillusion  de 
]a  iibertb.  -  29 
The  tone  is  one  of  magisterial  intimacy  such  as  is  dramatised  for  us  in  the 
conversation  with  the  author's  mother  in  Contre  Sainte-Beuve  or  with 
Albertine  in  A  la  recherche  du  temi)s  i)erdu.  It  commands  attention  and 
assent  as  though  these  were  aspects  of  maternal  or  conjugal  duty.  The 
intimacies  of  contract  between  writer  and  reader  provide  much  stronger 
bonds  than  do  those  publicly  drawn  manifestoes  drawn  up  by  schools  and 
theorists,  and  they  alone  defy  the  entropy  which  ensures  cultural 
continuity.  The  example  of  Wagner  is  cited  to  show  how  the  protracted 
span  of  attention  demanded  by  the  great  artist  can  shield  one  from  the 
distractions  caused  by  shifting  trends. 129 
Proust  here  shows  an  awareness  of  the  phenomenon  of  influence  under  both 
its  n)-ain  aspects:  as  a  struggle  between  where  the  disciple  uses  his 
knowledge  and  technique  as  weapons  to  overcome  the  master's  influence, 
then  as  a  momentary  fraternal  union  between  two  artists,  where  the 
precursor  has  anticipated  some  innovation  without  having  the  historical 
advantage  necessary  to  develop  it  in  full.  Beyond  this,  Proust  is  aware  of 
the  Yery  complexity  of  influence,  its  dependence  on  a  caprice  which  may  be 
serious  or  frivolous,  ignorant  or  informed.  The  cultural  past  is  as  prone  to 
oblivion,  as  resistant  to  voluntary  memory,  and  as  open  to  spontaneous  and 
total  recall  as  the  narrator's  own  individual  post.  And  the  process  of 
recovery  is  as  intermittent  and  digressive  as  the  narrator's  self- 
discovery. 
est  ainsi  que  Vesprit,  suivant  son  cours 
hr3bituel  qui  s*avance  pi5r  diqi-essions,  en 
obliquant  une  fois  dans  un  sens,  la  fois 
suivante  dans  le  sens  contraire,  mit  ramene 
la  lumike  d'en  haut  sur  un  certain  nombre 
d'oeuvres  ouxquelles  le  besoin  de  justice, 
ou  de  renouvellement,  ou  le  goOt.  de  Debussy, 
ou  son  caprice,  ou  quelques  propos  qu'il 
Wavait  peut-6tre  pas  tenus,  avaient  ajout6 
celles  de  Chopin.  '  30 
The  whole  passage,  and  the  whole  novel,  is  a  vindication  of  sustained 
attentiveness  over  the  dull  confusions  of  habit,  and  as  such  owes  much  to 
the  example  of  Rust.  ing.  The  aphorism  which  sums  up  this  ,  in's  writi 
protracted  meditation  on  literary  continuity,  insisting  that  *11  q.  a  des 
iorceau'v  de  Turner  dans  Voeuvre  de  Poussin,  une  phrase  de  Flaubert  dans 
Montesquieu',  represents  an  early  statement  of  in  theory  of  intertextuality 
whilch  mighL  supplant  the  partial  and  reductive  practice  of 130 
'inf  luence-hunting',  and  prepare  the  %vag  for  a  relocation  of  Ruskin's 
writing  within  a  new  canon  which  would  be  less  bound  bg  strictures  of 
genre  and  historical  period.  This  is  not  to  argue  for  an  ahistorical 
impressionism,  wilfully  ignorant  of  the  conventions  governing  a  work's 
inception:  such  controlling  factors  as  the  author's  intentions,  the  response 
of  a  contemporary  audience,  even  what  we  might  term  the  work's  own 
self-sustaining  confidence  in  language's  ability  to  communicate 
unproblematicallU  -  these  must  not  be  disregarded,  but  they  mag  be  held  in 
abeyance  while  other  methods  of  deciphering  a  text*s  operations  are 
essayed. 
In  his  'A  Short  History  of  Practical  Criticism',  Geoffrey  Hartman3l  argues 
that  every  literary  theory  is  based  on  the  experience  of  a  limited  canon  or 
generalises  strongly  from  a  particular  text-milieu.  We  have  already 
remarked  how  Proust's  work  has  generated  its  own  theory  and  its  own 
canon  in  this  century,  to  the  extent  of  collaborating  in  the  exclusion  of  a 
writer  who  was  championed  by  Proust  for  some  six  years.  Inexamining 
the  ways  in  which  Proustian  theory  is  embedded  in  his  fictional  text  and 
often  put  into  question  by  the  practice  of  writing,  we  prepare  the  wag  for 
a  revaluation  of  the  theory  of  influence;  firstly  by  exploring  the  paradox  of 
Proust's  influence  on  Ruskin,  and  consequently  by  restoring  to  Ruskin's 
work  that  degree  of  autonomy  denied  it  by  submission  to  the  influence  of 
the  Proustian  canon.  This  entails  the  provisional  establishment  of  -a  now 
canon  which  is  neither  that  of  Ruskin  himself  or  of  his  Proustian 
successors,  but  which  follows  principles  of  composition  employed  by  both 
writers  in  that  it  imposes  order  retrospectively.  This  provisional  canon 
might  take  as  its  base  a  tradition  of  poetic  autobiography  running  from 
Wordsworth  and  De  Quincey  through  Ruskin  to  Proust  and  beyond,  as  has 131 
32  been  suggested  by  Sigbrit  Swahn,  or  we  may  choose  to  embark  on  a 
reassessment  of  Ruskin's  writings  using  critical  techniques  first 
established  in  recent  interpretations  of  A  la  recherche  du  tempLpgrdu, 
thus  recreating  a  canon  in  the  light  of  theories  formed  by  a  criticism  of 
Proust.  In  either  case  Ruskin  can  be  re-read  in  opposition  to  Proust  and 
not  merely  as  a  minor  predecessor. 
The  object  of  this  rethinking  of  the  concept  of  influence  is  to  provoke  a 
fairer  and  more  productive  comparison  between  the  two  writers.  In  order 
to  do  so  it  has  proved  necessary  to  i  nsi  st  on  thei  r  di  ff  erences  in  areas 
where  resemblances  had  previously  been  seen  and  to  stress  affinities 
which  had  hitherto  been  ignored,  particularly  within  the  domain  of  writing 
practice.  Previous  'comparative'  work  on  Ruskin  and  Proust  tended  to 
concentrate  on  source  studies,  reading  Ruskin's  work  as  a  model  to  be 
reproduced  with  inspirational  improvements  by  the  novelist.  In  treating 
Ruskin's  work  as  an  inert  model,  the  critic  neglects  his  function  as  a  prose 
artist  by  insisting  on  the  paraphraseable,  that  is  to  say,  copiable  aspects 
of  hi  s  work.  Ina  di  ff  erent  way,  Proust's  status  as  wri  ter  is  di  mi  ni  shed  by 
the  source-hunter's  attribution  of  'genius'  as  the  main  point  of  difference 
between  him  and  his  predecessor.  In  his  comparative  study  of  Flaubert  and 
Henry  James,  Davi  d  Gervai  s,  f  ol  I  owi  ng  Barthes'  pol  emi  cin  'Les  deux 
critiques',  observes  that  'the  notion  of  "influence"  too  often  makes  art  out 
to  be  an  imitation  of  earlier  art  with  "genius"  stirred  in,  like  pectin  in 
jam,  to  make  it  set.  It  also  tends  to  put  too  much  emphasis  on  the 
influenced  writer  so  that  the  inf  luencer's  work  gets  inertly  left  as  a 
known  quantity.  Great  writers  are  great  because  they  are  unlike  previous 
,  33  great  writers. 132 
As  %A,,  e  have  seen,  many  Proustian  commentators  have  been  surprised,  if  not 
exasperated,  by  the  unlikelihood  of  Ruskin's  influence  on  the  novelist.  Yet 
%vilat  makes  the  comparison  of  the  two  writers  of  more  than  local 
importance  is  that  it  invites  a  consideration  of  how  one  of  the  most 
energetic  and  versatile  of  didactic  writers  %,,.,  as  championed  and 
subsequently  challenged  by  a  major  proponent  of  self  -referential  fiction. 
The  works  of  Ruskin  constitute  the  last  considerable  corpus  of  literature 
which  does  not  lag  claim  to  the  privileges  of  fiction;  while  A  ]a  recherche 
du  tempi_p2rdu  is  one  of  tile  greatest  monuments  to  tile  principle  that  it  is 
only  through  imaginative  fiction  that  literature  can  have  any  purchase  on 
reality.  The  greatest  critical  solecism  for  Proustians  is  to  read  La 
Recherche  in  order  to  discover  some  sort  of  truth  about  Proust's  ]if  e;  not 
only  is  the  author's  presence  supposedly  refined  out  of  existence,  but  we 
are  taught  to  speak  of  the  narrator,  not  of  Marcel.  The  novel  becomes,  in 
the  words  of  Philippe  Sollers,  'Faventure  d'une  6criture'  instead  of  'une 
34  6criture  de  Faventure'.  '  As  the  novel  becomes  an  apprenticeship  of  signs, 
so  the  readers  attention  is  focused  on  the  moment  of  writing.  If  Proust's 
viork,  is  to  be  reduced  to  a  formula,  it  is  that  of  the  struggle  of  an 
individual  towards  the  moment  of  writing  as  an  existential  act.  Under 
pressure,  literature  will  always  claim  for  itself  the  saving  status  of 
parable  -  in  the  instance  of  A  la  recherche  du  temP_LpgrLdu,  it  is  tile  fable 
of  the  novel's  own  inception  which  finally  guarantees  its  value  as  a  work 
of  art.  It  mag  not  be  the  autobiography  of  Marcel  Proust,  but  it  is  the 
autobiography  of  the  novelist;  even,  we  might  say,  of  the  novel  itself.  As 
the  classic  autobiography  leads  us  to  a  vantage  point  from  which  the 
writer's  life  may  be  judged  in  its  fullest  significance,  Proust's  novel  goes 
one  stage  further  in  showing  this  crucial  vantage  point  to  be  situated  in 
the  moment  of  writing,  where  the  author  succeeds  eventually  in  defining 133 
himself.  Every  autobiographer  is  thus  shown  to  be  a  self-made  man.  It  is 
this  insight  achieved  in  fiction  that  enables  Lis  to  return  to  the  works  of 
Ruskin  and  examine  these  as  examples  of  self-definition  through  writing. 
Wanting  the  manifest  privileges  of  the  novel,  Ruskin's  various  exercises  in 
art  criticism,  social  education,  history,  geology  and  mythological 
interpretation  might  seem  like  so  much  dabbling,  with  no  central  or 
governing  impetus.  The  one  controlling  factor  in  the  hectic  diversity  of 
Ruskin's  writings  is  the  author's  style,  his  very  presence  as  writer.  In 
this  near-tautologg  we  have  a  key  to  the  interpretation  of  his  works  which 
runs  quite  against  the  grain  of  modern  criticism,  in  that  it  posits  the 
figure  of  the  author  as  the  major  focus  for  our  understanding  of  the  text. 
This,  however,  seems  an  inescapable  consequence  of  the  Proustian 
identification  of  the  only  tolerable  life  as  that  which  is  recreated  through 
writing.  This  terminal  vindication  of  literature  carries  the  implication 
that  all  literature  is  reducible  to  autobiography  -  an  assertion  which 
erases  all  sorts  of  generic  boundaries  at  a  stroke,  and  with  them  removes 
most  of  our  necessary  terms  and  rul  es  f  or  cri  ti  ci  al  descri  pti  on  and 
comment.  Clearly,  such  a  reduction  must  only  be  provisional,  as  a  means 
of  holding  together  for  consideration  the  disparate  though  interconnected 
forms  and  ambitions  of  Ruskin's  work. 
In  his  essay  on  'The  Origin  of  the  Work  of  Art',  Martin  Heidegger,  a 
philosopher  who  will  be  seen  to  share  a  surprising  amount  of  techniques 
and  concerns  wi  th  Ruski  n,  of  f  ers;  in  characteri  sti  c  manner  a  rati  onal  ef  or  a 
radical  but  provisional  reductivism,  while  also  preparing  the  ground  for  a 
resolution  of  the  problems  of  influence,  affinity,  debt,  succession, 
imitation,  misreading,  misprision  and  mastership,  by  positing  the 
existential  irrelevance  of  such  concerns. 134 
'On  the  usual  view,  the  work  arises  out  of 
and  by  means  of  the  activity  of  the  artist. 
But  by  what  and  whence  is  the  artist  what 
he  is?  BU  the  work;  for  to  say  that  the  work 
does  credit  to  the  master  means  that  it  is 
the  work  that  first  lets  the  artist  emerge 
-as  a  master  of  his  art.  The  artist  is  the 
,  is  the  origin  origin  of  the  work.  The  work 
of  the  artist.  Neither  is  without  the  other. 
Nevertheless,  neither  is  the  sole  support  of 
the  other.  In  themselves  and  in  their 
interrelations  artists  and  work  are  each  of 
them  by  virtue  of  a  third  thing  which  is  prior 
to  both,  namely  that  which  also  gives  artist 
and  work,  of  art  their  names  -  art.  '35 
The  notion  of  influence  depends  on  that  of  precedence.  This  precedence 
need  not  be  historically  defined;  it  is  a  matter  of  which  text  is  read  -  is 
known  -fi  rst.  From  our  posi  ti  on,  the  oeuvre  of  Proust  is  much  more 
current  than  that  of  Ruskin.  It  is  impossible  for  us  to  recreate  the 
conditions  whereby  Proust  would  be  a  new,  or  unknown,  writer  subject  to 
the  influence  of  Ruskin.  Proust  is  too  well  known  to  us,  and  it  is  Ruskin 
%A.,  ho  must  be  recognised  as  a  difficult  but  amenable  contemporary,  whose 
writings  might  be  incorporated  into  the  canon  which  we  create  by  our 
habits  and  patterns  of  reading. CHAPTER  FIVE 
Theseus  and  the  Spider  - 
Autobiographical  Structures  in  Ruskin  and  Proust 13)  9 
CHAPTER  FIVE 
%,  Ile  have  seen  how  the  reflexive  structure  of  A  la  recherche  du  temp 
_perrodu  .a 
2__ 
e  ncourages  the  reader  to  gl  oss  over  the  novel's  di  ff  Useness  and  occasi  onal 
incoherence-..  The  novel,  although  unfinished,  depends  on  a  rhetoric  of 
completeness,  of  the  quest's  eventual  success,  which  allowed  for  an 
-ion  curtailed  only  by  the  author's  death.  Proust's  novel.  internal  expans 
%,,  ias,  in  every  sense,  his  life's  work.  Those  writings  which  preceded  A  la 
Ls  p.  ý_rdu  are  largely  interpreted  and  valued  according  to  recherche  du  temp 
the  degree  to  which  they  confirm  the  novel's  achievement,  -so  that  the 
revelations  of  Le  Temps  retrouvb  exert  control  beyond  the  bounds  of  A  1.5 
echerche  dU  temps  p  du  itself.  Ruskin's  works  are  considerably  more 
voluminous  and  diffuse,  but  with  no  Such  controlling  structure  retro- 
spectivelq  conferred.  Although  his  writing  depends  just  as  Much  -is 
Proust's  on  the  dramatic  revelation  of  hidden  unity  behind  the  most 
disparate  phenomena,  this  want  of  a  containing  structure  has  constituted  a 
major  barrier  to  the  understanding  of  Ruskin  in  this  century.  Cook  and 
Wedderburn's  editorial  practice  in  the  Library  Edition,  complete  with  its 
bov.,,  dlerilsed  biography,  selections  from  correspondence,  catalogues  and 
reports  of  the  Guild  of  St.  George,  together  with  critical  editions  of  the 
works  Published  out  of  strict  chronological  order,  confirms  our  impression 
of  Ruskin  as  a  writer  of  tremendous  industry  and  breadth  of  sympathy, 
whose  work  was  nonetheless  marred  by  a  wild  discursiveness  and 
undeveloped  sense  of  economu,  order  and  proportion.  If  Proust  aspired  to 
Lhe  condition  of  architecture  for  his  novel,  the  main  focus  of  his  cathedral 136 
analogy  %Ivas  a  structural  onel;  if  Ruskin's  work  reminds  us  of  a  cathedral 
it  is  texturally:  in  the  Gothic  prodigality  of  his  writing,  and  in  its  tortured 
organic  growth,  reminiscent  of  a  Gaudf.  Given  his  preference  for  ornament 
2  ,  ign,  texture  over  structure,  and  sculpture  over  architecture,  and  over  des 
his  avowed  lack  of  the  fOCUlty  of  design,  3  it  is  not  surprising  that  Ruskin's 
achievement  should  appear  so  restlessly  inchoate  beside  the  planned 
unities  of  highly  formalised  prose  fiction.  When  one  adds  to  the  problems 
of  length  and  discursiveness  the  problem  of  a  bulky  and  imperfect  edition, 
Ruskin  is  seen  to  become  incompletely  available  to  the  reader.  The 
concept  of  availability  was  adumbrated  by  Philip  Hobsbaum  in  his  A  Theory 
of  Communication: 
'All  works  of  literature  are  not  equallU  present 
to  the  interested  reader.  A  given  text  may 
convey  different  things  to  different  people. 
In  such  a  case,  it  would  be  unwise  to  assume 
that  any  of  the  readings  are  necessarily 
..  v.,  rong".  What  should  be  said  is  that  the  work 
is  not  completely  available.  '4 
Certain  works  do  not  awaken  in  one  reader  much  that  corresponds  with  the 
experience  of  another.  To  interpret  these  works  as  wholes  seems  to  be  a 
venture  doomed  to  fail.  Critics  who  make  the  attempt  do  much  of  the 
author's  work  f  or  hi  m:  thei  r  ef  f  orts  at  understandi  ng  are  not  recreati  ve 
but,  in  a  bad  sense  of  the  word,  creative.  They  rely,  in  fact,  upon  in  mode  of 
reading  which,  to  those  who  do  not  share  the  same  predilections,  may 
seem  nothing  short  of  wilful.  There  is  always  a  temptation  to  turn  the 
author's  inconsistencies  or  failures  into  strokes  of  ingenuity  miraculously 
uncovered  by  percipience  on  the  part  of  the  critic. 137 
Bearing  in  mind  this  latter  caveat,  vie  might  insist  that  the  works  of 
Ruskin  were  robbed  of  their  availabilitq,  in  theoretical  terms  as  viell  as 
practical  ones,  by  the  monumental  Library  Edition,  to  the  extent  that  U.  -vo 
extreme  positions  are  no,,  A,  offered  to  the  reader  of  Ruskin  -f  irstig  the 
partial  access  of  the  chrestomothy,  which  Would  perpetuate  his  reputation 
as  a  pointer  of  purple  passages,  and  alternatively,  tile  radical  purism  of 
Helen  Gill  Viljoen,  villose  sense  of  the  fallibility  of  the  Library  Edition 
,.,,  ios  so  exacerbated  that  she  insisted  that  any  student  of  Ruskin  should 
return  to  tile  original  manuscript  if  at  all  possible.  5 
Neither  of  these  positions  is  tenable  for  the  serious  reader  of  Ruskin  who 
is  concerned  with  the  evaluation  of  his  works  as  opposed  to  any  definitive 
biographical  interpretation.  In  these  circumstances,  it  is  not  surprising 
that  Praeterita  should  be  regarded  as  the  most  accessible  of  Ruskin's 
writings  and  even  as  the  most  representative.  '  As  early  as  1927,  Virginia 
%,,  loolf  noted  that  a  recent  abridged  edition  of  11odern  Painters  would 
Suggest  that,  while  people  still  wanted  to  read  Ruskin,  they  had  no  longer 
the  leisure  to  read  him  in  the  mass.  Happily,  there  remained  Praeterita,  a 
book  'which  contains  as  in  a  teaspoon  the  essence  of  those  waters  from 
v.,  hich  the  many-coloured  fountains  of  eloquence  and  exhortation  spring'  6. 
IiIe  none  of  Lis  need  many  books',  wrote  the  Ruskin  of  Sesame  and  Lilies, 
and  if  only  one  of  his  books  is  to  be  retained  for  our  critical  attention,  the 
compact  and  accessible  Praeterita  would  seem  the  most  fitting  for  those 
%Ao  Value  its  serenity  and  restraint.  Being  the  last  piece  that  Ruskin 
wrote,  it  also  possesses  a  certain  valedictory  charm  which  intimates 
Dome  solace  after  the  storm  and  stress  of  later  years.  More  significantly, 
it  has  obvious  echoes,  or  rather,  pre-echoes  of  Proust,  notably  in  its  title 138 
,,. Aich  in  its  allusion  to  things  past  possibly  reminds  us  of  the 
Shakespearian  tag  which  Scott-11oncrieff  applied  to  his  translation  of  A  la 
recherche  du  temps  p  -,  is  unfinished,  as  is  A  la  recherche  du 
. 
qrdu.  The  work 
temp,  L,  p.  g.  rdu,  is  also  in  three  volumes  and  treats  evocatively  of  the 
narrator's  childhood  in  a  way  which  recalls  some  of  the  most  character- 
istic  Proustian  reveries.  The  fact  that  an  apparent  project  to  translate 
Praeterita  was  mooted  in  19078  might  be  held  to  prove  that  Proust's  novel 
is  a  'version',  a  highly  sophisticated  imitation  of  and  extrapolation  from 
Ruskin's  autobiographq.  In  a  review  of  Terence  Kilmartin's  revised 
Remembrancý  of  Thi  ngs  Past,  -a  I  eadi  ng  Prousti  an  went  so  f  ar  as  to  assert 
that  Ruskin's  three-VOILIMO  autobiography  of  a  self  constantly  unwoven  and 
re%,  %,  oven  in  the  writing  is  closer  to  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  Derdu  than  any 
novel  %,  vritten,  9  while  Dona  Brand,  in  another  recent  article,  saw  striking 
similarities  between  the  Combrag  section  of 
ýA 
]a  recherche  du  tempq 
pgrdu  and  Ruskin's  own  account  of  his  childhood,  10  and  David  R.  Ellison,  in 
the  study  already  discussed,  noted  a  wealth  of  details  which  'seem  to  have 
been  taken  over  by  Proust  and  inserted  into  his  novel  as  an  homage  to  his 
master'.  11  Of  particular  interest  are  the  parallels  drawn  between  some  of 
the  characters  surrounding  the  young  Ruskin  and  some  of  the  figures  who 
populate  Combrag,  and  Ellison's  comparison  of  the  euphoric  epiphanies 
%nlhi  ch  punctuate  the  narrati  ve  of  Praeteri  ta  wi  th  the  revel  ati  ons  of 
involuntary  memory  in  Le  Temps  retrouvb.  It  is  encouraging  to  note  that 
Rraeterita  is  beginning  to  be  analysed  as  a  narrative  construct,  however 
secondary  or  minor.  In  order,  however,  that  it  be  authentically  compared 
with  Proust's  work  and  its  significance  for  the  contemporary  reader 
redefined,  its  particularity  among  Ruskin's  writings  must  be  stressed. 139 
Ruskin's  autobiography  is  patently  not  an  English  version  of  A  ]a  recherche 
du  tempLpý. 
_rdu, 
whatever  its  occasional  similaritieg  in  subject  matter 
and  structure.  %Ihere  Proust  aimed  to  create  a  text  which  would 
Constitute  itself  in  the  relation  of  its  own  genesis,  Ruskin's  final  book  is  a 
sedate,  valedictory  appendix  to  his  life  and  work,  in  many  ways  a  gesture 
of  final  detachment  from  both.  Yet  one  does  not  have  to  share  the  clinical 
bent  of  many  interpreters  of  Ruskin  to  note  that  there  is  evidence  of 
sedation  in  the  sedateness,  and  that  the  valediction  carries  strong  over- 
tones  of  loss  and  sacrifice.  Rather  than  an  exploratory  or  even  explanatory 
exercise  in  autobiography,  Praeterita  strikes  one  as  a  shoring  up  of 
fragments  of  peace,  fulfilment  and  intellectual  enlightenment  against  the 
intolerable  frustration  of  a  life  which  has  attempted  to  explore  and 
explain  too  much,  and  has  failed.  The  defeat  which  it  represents  can  be 
seen  to  be  literary  and  formal,  as  well  as  existential,  and  to  demonstrate 
this,  it  will  be  necessary  to  sag  something  about  Ruskin's  titles. 
Along  ., Yith  his  fondness  for  creative  etymologising,  Ruskin's  habit  of 
adopting  resonant  and  occasionally  sybilline  titles  for  his  work,  is  well 
known.  With  his  later  manner,  these  titles  had,  in  his  editor's  words, 
'f  acets  as  many  as  hi  s  mi  ng]  i  nq  thoughts',  12  fI  ashi  ng  out  di  ff  erent  Ii  ghts 
depending  on  the  perspective  from  which  they  were  viewed.  This  tendency 
reached  its  apotheosis  in  the  metaphoric  concentration  of  Fors  Clavigera. 
, ý-,,  hich  was  first  announced  in  a  footnote  to  Munera  Pulveris,  commenting 
on  Shakespeare's  choice  of  name  for  the  heroine  of  The  Merchant  of  Venice: 140 
'Shakespeare  would  certainly  never  have 
chosen  this  name  had  he  been  forced  to 
retain  the  Roman  spelling.  Like  Perdita, 
"lost  lady"  or  Cordelia,  "heart  lady",  Portia 
is  "fortune"  lady.  The  two  great  relative. 
groups  Of  words,  Fortuna,  fero,  and  fors- 
Portio,  porto,  and  pars  (with  the  lateral 
branch  opportune,  im-portune,  opportunity, 
etc),  are  of  deep  and  intricate  significance; 
their  various  senses  of  bringing,  abstracting 
and  Sustaining  being  all  centralised  by  the 
wheel  (which  bears  and  moves  at  once),  or 
still  better,  the  ball  (spera)  of  fortune,  - 
"Volve  su  spera,  e  beata  si  gode",  the  motive 
power  of  this  wheel  distinguishing  its 
goddess  from  the  fixed  majesty  of 
Necessitas  with  her  iron  nails;  or 
with  her  pi  I  ]or  of  f  ire  and  iridescent  orbi  ts, 
fixed  at  the  centre.  Portus  and  porta,  and 
gate  in  its  connection  with  gain,  form 
another  interesting  branch  group;  and  Mors, 
the  concentration  of  delaying,  is  always  to 
be  remembered  with  Fors,  the  concentration 
of  bringing  and  bearing,  passing  on  into 
Fortis  and  Fortitude.  '  13 
As  a  footnote  to  his  footnote,  Ruskin  adds  that  the  above  'is  literally  a 
t 
mere  memorandum  for  the  future  work  which  I  am  now  completing  in  Fors 
Clavigera;  it  waS  printed  partly  in  vanity,  but  also  with  real  desire  to  get 
people  to  share  the  interest  I  found  in  the  careful  study  of  the  leading 
words  in  noble  languages'.  14 
Not  SO  171LIch  a  careful  study  as  a  violent  quizzing  -  or,  if  you  will,  -a 
deconstruction  -  is  brOLIght  to  bear  on  language  in  passages  such  as  the 
above.  The  lexical  bricolage.  the  stressing  and  fracturing  of  %vord 1,41 
components,  the  punning  exploration  of  vmrds  linked  by  phonetic 
resemblances  and  eLqr-noloqical  change,  the  macaronic  allusiveness, 
anticipate  Derrida,  even  if  the  only  Saussure  annotated  by  Ruskin  was 
Horace-Benedict,  the  geologist. 
Titless  Such  as  Fors  Clavigera  pointed  to  an  ambition  and  concentration  of 
meanings  -  etymological,  metaphorical,  symbolic,  mythic  -  in  one  word  or 
phrase  at  a  level  usually  only  attempted  by  the  highest  or  most  'inspired' 
poetry.  What  Ruskin  made  of  the  image  of  Fors  was  not  so  much  a  compact 
and  economical  representative  icon  as  a  litany  of  properties.  For  example, 
Fors  Clavicera  is  a  trinity  of  Fate:  Force  the  club-bearer,  or  strong 
wisdom;  Fortitude  the  key-bearer  or  patience,  and  Fortuna  the  nail-bearer, 
or  necessity. 
It  will  be  apparent  that  we  have  here  not  onlg  Ruskin  at  his  most  modern, 
but  also  Ruskin  at  his  most  prophetic.  Prophetic  in  two  senses,  in  that  he 
both  announces  the  writings  of  a  later  period  and  recalls  to  us  the  urgent 
tones  of  Biblical  prophets.  In  both  senses  he  becomes  unavailable  to  his 
own  time  and  that  of  his  immediate  successors  -  historicallU  unreadable, 
that  is,  to  Such  readers  as  Proust  and  his  disciples.  If  one  ignores  the 
paedophile  coquetry  of  some  of  the  later  volumes  and  letters,  it  might  be 
said  that  the  most  deterrent  aspect  of  Ruskin's  writings  is  this  prophetic 
style,  which  is  directly  dependent  on  his  early  and  total  immersion  in  the 
language  of  the  Bible.  In  order  to  understand  Ruskin  it  is  necessary  to 
understand  what  the  Bible  meant  to  him.  Such  an  understanding  has  been 
made  potsible  by  Northrop  Frye's  recent  study  of  the  Bible  and  Literature, 142 
The  Great  Code.  15  In  this  work,  Frye,  elaborating  on  Vico  and  on  his  own 
earlier  theories  in  The  Anatomu  of  Criticism,  distinguishes  three  cardinal 
phases  of  language  or  modes  of  writing:  (1)  the  hieroglyphic,  or  'poetic'  use 
of  language,  where  words  are  used  as  particular  kinds  of  signs,  and  where 
there  is  relatively  little  emphasis  on  a  clear  separation  of  subject  and 
object,  the  emphasis  failing  rather  on  the  feeling  that  subject  and  object 
are  linfeed  by  a  common  power  or  energy;  (2)  the  hieratic  or  allegorical, 
%,  A,  lliere  abstraction  becomes  possible,  and  'signs'  can  'stand  for'  'things';  and 
lastly,  (3)  the  demotic  or  descriptive  phase,  the  present  one,  where  thing 
dominates  sign,  in  the  sense  that  the  truth  value  of  a  statement  is 
dependent  on  empirical  observation.  In  that  these  historical  phases  of 
language  are  also  modes  of  writing,  it  is  evident  that  they  may  co-exist  at 
one  time,  but  at  such  a  time  one  of  them  will  exert  some  sort  of 
dominance  over  our  thinking.  Frye  reads  the  Bible  as  issuing  from  the 
first,  hieroglyphic,  poetic  or  metaphorical  mode  which  has  become  largely 
unavailable  to  us  who  live  under  the  dominance  of  the  third  while  recalling 
only  the  second,  that  of  Plato  and  the  Biblical  exegetes,  as  an  alternative. 
In  our  age,  according  to  Frye,  it  is  the  primary  function  of  literature,  and 
more  particularly  of  poetry,  to  keep  re-creating  the  first  or  metaphorical 
phase  of  language  during  the  domination  of  the  later  phases,  to  keep 
presenting  it  to  us  as  a  mode  of  language  that  we  must  never  be  allowed  to 
underestimate,  much  less  lose  sight  of.  i6  While  the  origins  of  the  Bible 
are  in  the  first  metaphorical  phase,  much  of  its  substance  is  contemporary 
with  the  second-phase  separation  of  the  dialectical  from  the  poetic,  so 
,  poetic  use  of  language  does  not  confine  it  to  the  literary  category,  that  its 
,,,,,,  hile  it  never  falls  wholly  into  the  conventions  of  the  second  phase.  17  it 
may  seem  odd  to  consider  Ruskin's  writings  as  being  similarly  positioned 143 
between  the  first  two  phases,  given  the  explicit  appeal  to  empirical 
reality  which  dominates  books  like  Modern  Painters..  yet  those  rebarbative 
aspects  of  his  later  %&.,  orks  which  earned  him  the  titles  of  Victorian 
prophet  and  even  'proph6te  barbu  du  Far-West',  are  best  explained  by 
reading  them  as  vie  would  the  words  of  prophets,  by  admitting  that  they 
share  the  transitional  lanqaoe  of  the  Bible.  Such  a  reading  would  consider 
the  works  of  Ruskin  as  intermittently  literary  and  non-literarg,  meta- 
phorical  and  allegorical,  poetic  and  instructive.  As  Frye  admits,  the 
linguistic  idiom  of  the  Bible  does  not  really  coincide  with  any  of  the  three 
phases  of  language: 
'It  is  not  metaphorical  like  poetry,  though 
it  is  full  of  metaphor,  and  is  as  poetic  as 
it  can  well  be  without  actually  being  a  work 
of  literature.  It  does  not  use  the  transcend- 
ental  language  of,,  abstraction  and  analogy,  and 
se  of  objective  and  descriptive  language  its  us 
is  incidental  throughout.  '  18 
To  resolve  this  categorical  ambiguity,  Frye  appeals  to  a  transitional  stage, 
that  of  oratorical  rhetoric.  Between  Cicero  and  the  Renaissance  the  orator 
became  the  symbol  of  an  educational  ideal  of  versatility  and  fluency  in  the 
Use  Of  language,  which  made  the  orator  to  some  degree  the  successor  of 
the  poet  iIn  the  earlier  phase  as  the  teacher  of  his  society,  the  encyclo- 
poedic  repository  of  its  traditional  knowledge.  But  since  the  training  of 
the  orator  was  largely  a  training  in  the  kind  of  rhetorical  and  figured 
language  that  poets  also  use,  oratory  at  its  best  is  really  a  combination  of 
metaphorical  or  poetic  and  'existential'  idioms:  it  uses  all  the  figures  of 
Dpeech,  but  within  a  context  of  concern  and  direct  address  that  poetry  as 
such  does  not  employ.  This  special  mode  of  rhetoric,  called  by  Frye 144 
L,  erygma,  or  proclarnation,  excites  distrust  or  misinterpretation  in  an  age 
dominated  by  the  descriptive  mode:  it  is  thought  to  be  the  wrong  kind  of 
rhetoric.  19  Nevertheless,  it  is  the  essential  idiom  of  the  Bible,  and 
as  such  it  should  exercise  control  over  our  reading  not  only  of  the  Bible, 
but  also  of  those  works  of  literature  which  have  been  influenced  by  the 
Bible. 
For  all  that  this  thesis  has  attempted  to  challenge  the  usefulness  and 
validity  of  the  term  'influence',  it  will  be  seen  that  in  this  context  the 
word  has  a  much  stronger,  metaphorical  sense.  It  is  no  longer  a  matter  of 
proposed  inheritance  from  one  writer  to  another,  rather  of  the  trans- 
ference  of  occult  power  from  a  sacred  text  into  the  langage  of  latter-day 
prophets.  It  is  one  thingto  talk  of  the  influence  of  Petrarch  on  Ronsard,  of 
Seneca  on  Shakespeare,  of  Dante  on  Beckett,  quite  another  to  contemplate 
the'i  nf  I  uence  of  the  Bi  bi  e  on  Ni  I  ton,  Bl  ake  or  Ruski  n. 
The  influence  of  the  Bible  on  poets,  as  a  transference  of  mythic  and 
metaphorical  structures,  is  acceptable:  in  a  different  way,  the  tradition  of 
prose  commentary  which  seeks  to  elucidate  but  not  Usurp  the  power  of  the 
original  is  welcomed  as  a  necessary  mediation,  but  when  a  writer  such  as 
Ruskin  uses  the  prose  medium  while  exploiting  the  Biblical  idiom,  and  this 
in  expounding  a  SeCUlar  typology,  it  is  seen  to  be  the  wrong  type  of 
rhetoric.  As  Frye  remarks,  the  Bible  is  often  thought  to  be  the  wrong  type 
too;  a  horrified  pre-Revolutionary  French  lady  is  said  to  have  remarked, 
'Quel  effroyable  ton!  '  on  opening  a  Bible  for  the  first  tiMe.  20  In  an  era 
where  critics  like  Booth  and  Genette  have  reclaimed  some  respectability 
f  or  rhetori  c  by  associ  ati  ng  the  term  wi  th  compl  ex  and  of  ten  sel  f- 145 
contained  fictional  structures,  Ruskin's  oratorical  form  of  rhetoric  is  still 
.  een,  particularly  by  Proustians,  as  not  quite  de  bon  ton.  Nevertheless,  the 
recognition  of  the  extent  to  which  Ruskin's  work  derives  from  the  Biblical 
idiom  might  go  some  way  towards  resolving  the  bgrivainAcrivant  dilemma 
p  'ented  in  Chapter  2.  Tantalisingly,  FrUe  suggests  at  one  point  that  res 
'Ruskin's  work  would  surel,  U  have  been  far  less  diffuse  if  his  conceptions 
of  Biblical  typology  had  been  more  systematically  worked  oUt'.  21  One 
would  welcome  an  elaboration  of  this  point,  partly  because  it  might 
resolve  the  near-tautologous  opposition  of  tile  diffuse  and  the  systematic 
and  partly  because  Frye's  suggestion  does  not  appear  to  touch  on  the  fact 
that  for  Ruskin,  as  for  SirThomas  Browne,  the  %,..,  hole  of  nature  was  God's 
booV22  ,  was  less  a  commentary  on  Revelation  than 
,  and  that  Ruskin's  work 
an  endlessly  proliferating  interstitial  expansion  of  it.  In  the  midst  of  a 
crisis  of  faith  undergone  in  Venice  in  1652,  during  which  he  wrote  a  long 
S study  of  the  Book  of  Job,  Ruskin  wrote  to  his  fattier  in  terms  which  seem 
to  question  Job's  resignedness  in  the  face.  of  Revelation. 
* 
...... 
it  seems  to  me  that  from  a  God  of  Light 
and  Truth,  His  creatures  have  a  right  to  expect 
plain  and  clear  revelation  touching  all  that 
concerns  their  immortal  interests.  And  this  is 
the  great  question  with  rne  -  whether  indeed 
the  Revelation  be  clear,  and  men  are  blind 
...... 
or  whether  there  be  not  also  some  strange 
darkness  in  the  manner  of  Revelation  itself.  '  23 
Given  the  dominance  of  the  Visual  metaphor  over  Ruskin's  consciousness, 
the  dilemma  facing  him  here  is  a  crucial  one,  and  one  not  restricted  to  the 
religious  sphere.  Either  Revelation  is  clear,  and  all  men,  not  only  those 
,  in  and  Turner  themselves,  ,.,,,,  hot'n  Ruskin  has  aspired  to  teach,  including  Rusk 146 
are  blind,  or  there  is  'some  strange  darkness  in  the  manner  of  Revelation' 
which  insi$ts  on  continued  and  possibly  fruitless  exploration  of  il  more 
maggiore.  The  phrase  'darkness  in  the  manner'  again  suggests  that  the 
secret  resolution  of  the  problems  of  vision  should  be  a  formal  one,  but  this 
vvas  a  lesson  vihich  Ruskin  to  the  end  refused  to  apply  to  his  own  writing. 
It  was  left  to  his  disciple  Proust  to  recognise  that  the  intermittence  of 
blindness  and  insight  could  best  be  resolved  by  various  structures  of 
self-consciousness;  by  a  triple  awareness  of  the  function  of  metaphors  in 
his  own  v.,  riting,  of  the  self  as  source  of  vision  despite  its  perceived 
intermittence,  and  of  the  need  for  a  self-imposed  formal  structure  which 
will  contain  the  author's  experience  as  a  precondition  for  the  act  of 
explanation.  Ruskin's  writing,  dominated  by  the  metaphors  of  vision,  is 
circumspect:  that  of  Proust,  governed  by  the  existential/fictional  force  of 
the  act  of  writing,  is  circumscribed.  The  idea  of  formal  limitations  being 
a  prerequisite  of  self-expression  is  as  old  as  literature  itself.  With 
Proust  this  idea  is  metaphorically  embedded  %vithin  the  text.  The  opening 
Dection  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tompq_pqrdU24  describes  an  efflorescence  of 
consciousness  from  mind  to  body  to  bedroom  to  family  to  village, 
CO111MUnity  and  history  which  determines  the  form  of  the  narrator's 
experience  in  a  way  complementary  to  the  final  revealed  structure  of  Le 
Temps  retrouvb.  The  latter  acts  as  a  strict  control  on  the  applicability  of 
the  narrator's  experience,  while  the  former  one  insists  that  what  seems 
like  proliferation  of  described  experience  is  in  fact  an  opening-out  -  that 
is  to  say,  not  a  conti  nued  mappi  ng  of  a  wi  der  sea  but  a  sel  f  -centred 
evtensi  on  of  consci  ousness  vthi  ch,  however  f  ar  f  rom  the  bed  -  the 
legendary  site  of  Proust's  writing-consciousness  -  it  may'stray,  the 
t  ttual  t.,  eb  may  be  drawn  into  the  knot  of  its  origin.  If  the  Proustian  eil 
narrati  ve  isa  ci  rcul  or  web  i  ssui  ng  f  rom  i  ts  creator  and  of  f  eri  ng  hi  ma 147 
panoptic  control  over  his  experience,  the  structural  model  for  Ruskin's 
writing  is  more  properly  the  iabyrinth.  The  figures  have  a  superficial 
similarity,  but  where  the  web  is  truly  concentric,  the  labyrinth  is 
centrifugal.  The  web  is  the  instrument  of  its  creator's  power,  giving  him 
the  possibilitq  of  unobstructed  vision.  The  labyrinth  is  primarily  an 
instrument  of  trial  and  punishment  -  our  concern  is  for  the  hero  in  his 
i-I  P,  g  011  at  10  1-1  0fiLS  t-  NVi  S  ti  P,  g  s,  a  nn  dour  knowledge  ol  it  is  focused  through 
the  hero  end  not  through  its  creator.  Above  all  it  is  a  figure  of  restricted 
vision,  and  the  hero  has  to  rely  on  the  assistance  of  an  outside  agency  in 
order  to  escape  from  its  perilous  restriction.  In  letter  23  of  Fors 
E]pyigerg,  Ruskin  indicates  how  the  labyrinth  motif  was  important  to  him, 
providing  the  following  commentary  on  the  figure  as  it  appeared  on  two 
Cretan  coins  and  'in  a  carving  on  the  Southern  wall  of  Lucca  cathedral: 
'Now,  in  the  pictures  of  this  imaginary  maze, 
you  are  to  note  that  both  the  Cretan  and  the 
Lucchese  designs  agree  in  being  composed  of  a 
single  path  or  track,  coiled  and  recoiled  upon 
itself.  Take  a  piece  of  flexible  chain  and  lay  it 
down,  considering  the  chain  itself  as  the  path: 
and,  without  an  interruption,  it  will  trace  any 
of  the  three  figures.  (The  two  Cretan  ones  are 
indeed  the  same  in  design,  except  in  being,  one 
square,  and  the  other  round.  )  And  recol  I  ect,  upon 
this,  that  the  word  "Labyrinth"  properly  means 
rope-wal  k",  or  "coi  I  -of  -rope-wal  1. 
,i 
ts  fi  rst 
syllable  being  probably  also  the  some  as  our 
English  name  "Laura",  "the  path",  and  its  method 
perfectly  given  by  Chaucer  in  the  single  line  - 
mind,  forLhe  house  is  crenk"Ied  'to  and  fro".  And 
on  this  note,  farther,  first,  that  had  the  walls 
be u  en  reall,  instead  of  ghlo.  stly,  there  would  have 
been  no  difference  whatever  in  getting  either 
out  or  in,  for  you  could  go  no  other  way.  But  if 148 
the  11alls  were  spectral,  and  get  the  trans- 
gressions  of  them  made  your  final  entrance  or 
return  impossible,  Ariadne's  clue  was  needful 
indeed. 
Note  secondly,  that  the  question  seems  not 
at  all  to  have  been  about  getting  in;  but  getting 
cut  again.  The  clue,  at  all  events,  could  be  helpful 
only  after  you  had  carried  it  in;  and  if  the  spider, 
or  other  monster  in  midweb,  ate  you,  the  help  in 
your  clue,  for  return,  would  be  insignificant.  So 
that  this  thread  of  Ariadne's  implied  that  even 
victory  over  the  monster  would  be  vain,  unless 
you  could  disentangle  yourself  from  the  web  also.  '  25 
In  this  and  the  following  letter,  Ruskin  goes  oil  to  invoke  tile  labyrinthine 
properties  of  Dante's  he]],  calling  down,  as  so  often,  its  punishments  on 
the  sins  of  the  nineteenth  century.  26  Tile  greatest  of  many  ironies  in 
Ruskin's  predicament  is  that  he,  tile  most  perceptive  and  most  visually- 
gifted  of  ivriters,  should  be  locked  into  the  structure  of  apperception 
which  is  the  labyrinth.  He  is  the  latter-day  Theseus  who,  in  the  guise  of 
Kata  Phusin  (according  to  nature),  kills  Procrustes  only  to  discover  that  lie 
is  trapped  within  a  more  sophisticated  system  of  blindness  and  coercion. 
His  Daedalus  may  be  the  dark  god  of  nineteenth  century  industrialism  or 
the  unrevealed  deity  of  Revelation:  in  either  case,  tie  finds  himself  in  tile 
position  of  the  hero  faced  with  a  task;  unable  to  be  a  craftsman  himself, 
he  is  compelled  to  interpret  blindly  the  craftsman's  work,  all  tile  time 
imploring  the  aid  of  an  absent  Ariadne.  Ruskin  translates  tile  commentary 
of  the  Lucchese  labyrinth  thus:  "'This  is  the  labyrinth  which  the  Cretan 
Daedalus  built,  /Out  of  %uhich  nobody  could  get  who  was  inside,  /Except 
Theseus;  nor  could  lie  have  done  it,  unless  he  had  been  helped  with  a  thread 
by  Ariadne,  all  Of  love.,,,  27 149 
The  'spectral  walls'  of  the  labyrinth  allow  perception  of  a  sort,  but  the 
perceiver  is  Ignorant  of  the  true  path  out  of  the  labqrinth  and  of  the  nature 
and  mind  of  its  creator.  Not  so  with  Proust,  where  from  the  opening  pages 
of  his  novel  stress  is  laid  upon  the  identification  of  author  and  hero, 
where  Theseus,  Daedalus  and  Minotaur  are  indistinguishable,  even  and 
especially  at  the  level  of  the  subconscious. 
'Un  homme  qui  dort  U  ent  -autour  de  I  ui  IefiI 
des  heures,  l'ordre  des  ann6es  et  des  mondes. 
III  les  consulte  Onstinct  en  s*6veillant  et  y 
lit  en  une  seconde  le  point  de  ]a  terre  qu'il 
occupe,  le  temps  qui  s'est  bcou]6  jusqu*6  son 
r6veil;  mais  leurs  rangs  peuvent  se  m8ler, 
,  28 
se  rompre. 
Proust's  resolution  of  the  problems  of  autobiography  raised  by  Ruskin's 
wýitings  can  now  be  seen  to  involve  four  main  critiques,  of  which  two  are 
expl  i  ci  t  and  doctri  nal,  and  two  i  mpl  i  ci  t  and  f  ormal.  The  fi  rst  two  are  we]  I 
known  to  us,  being  the,  reactions  against  artistic  idolatry  and  submissive 
reading  contained  in  the  introductions  to  La  Bible  d'Amiens  and  S6same  et 
les  Iga  respectively.  The  others  entail  a  rejection  of  the  attributes  of 
Ruskin's  writing  discussed  in  this  chapter  -  firstly  the  hieroglyphic  or 
cratylist  mode,  of  writing,  which,  along  with  the  exegetical  mode  of  Frye's 
second  phase,  had  been  instilled  in  Ruskin  by  his  childhood  training,  with 
the  result  that  his  prose  becomes  increasingly  diverted  from  the 
descriptive  mode  proper  to  his  situation  to  a  tendency  to  the  prophetic  or 
reyelatory.  As  with  the  other  areas  of  dissent,  Proust  counters  this 
,  sing  the  subjectivity  of  the  writer  in  the  existential  tendency  by  stress 150 
no,,  Ielty  of  his  situation.  For  the  writer  of  A  ]g  recherche  du  tempLp2rdu, 
as  well  as  for  the  narrator,  words,  names  and  etymologies  are  subject  to 
an  arbitrariness  which  is  rooted  in  the  intermittences  of  the  subjective 
consciousness.  The  fourth  and  conclusive  stage  of  Proust's  critique 
involves  the  maze/web  dichotomy  explored  above,  by  which  the  writer 
achieves.  a  panoptic  identification  with  the  structure  of  his  work. 
As  critiques,  modifications  or  improvements,  these  re-readings  and 
Of  nuskin  re-wri  ti  rigs  N%1  inevitably  take  us  back  to  the  evaluation  of  the 
i  nf  I  uencee  as  bei  ng  greater  then  the  i  nf  I  uenced,  but  itis  dl  so  worthwhi  Ie 
asking  whether  the  re-reading  has  entailed  any  limitation,  disruption  and 
loss.  It-,  comparing  Ruskin's  autobiographical  writings  with  sections  of  A  la 
recherche  du  ten)PIULiLdg,  I  propose  to  examine  ways  in  which  the 
integrative  process  of  Proust's  manner  of  writing  might  have  created  some 
gaps  of  meaniing  In  lilling  4 
.4  others. 
MU4MitLedlg,  this  procedure  is  perhaps 
not  concessive  to  the  Ruskinian  mode,  since  it  subjects  Proust's  text  to 
the  same  fragmentary  readings  usually  devoted  to  Ruskin,  but  since  A  ]a 
recherche  du  temps  perdu  can  be  shown  to  be  much  less  integrated  at  the 
microtextual  level  than  its  conclusion  would  have  us  believe,  this 
approach  could  provide  a  useful  prologue  to  a  revaluation  of  both  writers. 
The  defeatism  of.  Praeterita  alluded  to  above  (p.  1239)  is  emblematically 
present  in  the  work's  title,.  for  praeterita  can  mean  not  only  'things  past', 
but  also  'things  passed  by',  things  left  out.  The  little-known  rhetorical 
figure  of  'praeterition'  refers  to  the  tactic  of  omitting  to  mention 
something  in  order  to  draw  attention  to  its  absence.  In  his  'Discours  du 
R6cit',  which  uses  Proust's  novel  as  a  point  of  departure  for  a  qeneral I'-, 
poetics  of  narrative,  Ward  Genette  adopts  'praeterition*  or,  more 
preciselg,  its  synonomous  term  paralepsis,  and  applies  it  to  non-temporal 
gaps  in  narrative  structure. 
'H  est  une  autre  sorte  de  lacunes,  d'ordre 
moins  strictement  temporel,  qui  consistent 
non  plus  en  l'blision  d'un  segment  diachronique, 
mais  en  Fomission  d'un  des  616ments  constitutifs 
de  ]a  situation,  dans  une  pbriode  en  principe 
couverte  par  le  r6cit:  soit  le  fait,  par  exemple, 
de  raconter  son  enfance  en  occultant  systbmatique- 
ment  Vexistence  de  Fun  des  membres  de  so  famille 
(ce  qui  serait  Fattitude  de  Proust  envers  son 
fr6re  Robert  si  I  'on  tenait  La  Recherche  pour  une 
Oritable  outobiographie).  Ici  le  r6cit  ne  Saute 
pas,  comme  dons  1*61lipse,  par-dessus  un  moment, 
il  posse  6  c6t6  d'une  donn6e.  '  29 
This  sort  of  systematic  occultation  will  be  familiar  to  any  reader  of 
Praeterita  who  has  a  passing  acquaintance  with  the  details  of  RUskin's 
life..  but  the  narrativ`e  lacunae  of  this  autobiography  go  far  beyond  its  Much 
remarked-on  sexual  reticence.  As  we  have  seen,  Ruskin's  very  facility 
with  words  encouraged  a  distrust  of  figural  language,  his  concern  with  the 
truth  of  revelation  leading  him  to  search  for  a  wag  to  bgpass  the  linguistic 
medium.  In  much  of  his  later  work,  language  is  as  it  were  pressed  against 
the  object  in  the  hope  of  forcing  out  its  truth.  Having  eschewed  from  tile 
outset  of  his  career  any  formal  solution  to  the  epistemological  problem, 
Ruskin  was  doomed  to  wander  from  passages  of  great  perceptive  brilliance 
to  prolixity,  hysteria  and  madness.  In  this  context,  Praeterita  seems  to 
derive  from  a  recognition  of  failure,  a  settling  back,  into  tile  reasonable 
and  discursive.  - 152 
'I  have  written  [these  sketches]  ...... 
frankly, 
garrulously,  and  at  ease;  speaking  of  what  it 
gives  me  joy  to  remember,  at  any  length  I 
like 
......  and  passing  in  total  silence  things  which 
I  have  no  pleasure  in  reviewing,  and  which  the 
reader  would  find  no  help  in  the  account  of. 
Nq  described  life  has  thus  become  more  amusing 
than  I  expected  to  myself,  as  I  summoned  its 
long  past  scenes  for  present  scrutiny:  -  its  main 
methods  of  study,  and  principles  of  work,  I  feel 
justified  in  commending  to  other  students.  '  30 
The  reductive  tenor  of  Ruskin's  prefatory  remarks  derives  from  something 
more  profound  than  the  customary  modesty  of  the  memoirist.  A  deference 
which  in  earlier  works  might  be  reserved  for  the  divine  in  nature  and  in 
art  is  here  maintained  towards  the  reader  himself.  The  critic  and  prophet 
whose  combative  didacticism  influenced  -  in  a  tangible  and  unproblematic 
sense  -  the  great  majarity  of  the  viewing  and  reading  public  of  his  age 
now  shows  a  belated  and  unwarranted  sensitivity  to  the  criticism  that  he 
used  too  many  words.  Such  criticism  may  be  incidentally  true,  but  a 
sympathetic  student  would  recognise  that  the  wide  range  of  Ruskin's 
concerns,  and  the  depth  of  his  commitment  to  them,  could  not  admit  the 
economies  demanded  by  the  occasional  reader.  Ruskin's  own  knowledge  of 
literature  would  tell  him  that  many  years  of  single-minded  discipline 
would  be  required  before  a  writer  would  be  capable  of  a  satisfactory 
formal  conspectus.  Hence  the  undertones  of  loss  and  sacrifice  in  his 
valedictory  work.  This  is  made  more  apparent  in  the  dedication  to  Ruskin's 
parents. 
'I  wrote  these  few  prefatory  words  on  my 
fattier's  birthday,  in  what  was  once  my  nursery 
in  his  old  house,  -  to  which  he  brought  my  mother 
and  me,  sixtU-two  years  since,  I  being  then  four 153 
pears  old.  What  would  otherwise  in  the  following 
pages  have  been  little  more  than  an  old  man's 
recreation  in  gathering  visionary  flowers  in 
fields  of  youth,  has  taken,  as  I  wrote,  the  nobler 
aspect  of  a  dutiful  offering  at  the  grave  of  parents 
who  trained  my  childhood  to  all  the  good  it  could 
,  es  declining  life  attain,  and  whose  memory  mat. 
cheerful  in  the  hope  of  being  soon  again  with  then,.  '  3 
Praeterito  is  not  only  an  attempt  to  recreate  the  emotions  and  images  of 
childhood,  but  also  a  conscious  effort  to  recapture  some  of  the  humility 
and  unquestioning  obedience  demanded  by  well-intentioned  but 
unimaginative  elders.  Maudlin  -allusions  to  failing  faculties,  disappoint- 
ments  and  approaching  death  make  what  would  be  self-denial  more  of  a 
show  of  wilful  self-pity,  and  the  pretence  that  mama,  or  the  reader,  knows 
best  is  so  uncharacteristic  of  Ruskin's  proud  and  uncompromising  intellect 
that  it  can  only  have  been  held  in  moods  of  petulant  concession.  Ruskin's 
unease  with  this  deference  to  the  bien-  pensant  is  evident  both  from 
ensi  ons  wi  thi  n  the  text  of  Praeteri  to  and  f  rom  remarks  in  hi  s 
correspondence,  -as  where  he  %.  Pvrites  of  the  'please-your-worship  and 
by-your-leave  style  of  Praeterita'  32  -a  style  exemplified  by  passages 
such  as  the  following: 
'I  do  not  mean  this  book,  to  be  in  any  avoidable 
way  disagreeable  or  querulous;  but  expressive 
generally  of  my  native  disposition  -  which, 
though  I  say  it,  is  extremely  amiable,  when  I'm 
not  bothered 
...... 
.  33 
Combinations  of  circumstance  and  temperament  ensured  that  Ruskin  %,.,  as 
very  rarely  'not  bothered'  in  the  latter  part  of  his  life.  Given  the  amount  of 
public  calumny  which  was  aimed  at  him,  it  would  be  understandable  that 154 
he  should,  like  Bellow's  Moses  Herzog,  be  overcome  by  'the  need  to  explain, 
to  have  it  out,  to  justify,  to  put  in  perspective,  to  clarify,  to  make 
amends'.  34  This  is  in  fact  what  happens  in  Fors  Clavigera.  where  Ruskin, 
again  like  Bellow's  hero,  tries  to  argue  the  case  for  the  Romantic 
imagination  in  a  post-Romantic  age  by  means  of  epistolary  self- 
revelation,  the  addressees  being  incapable  of  answering  back.  35  In 
Prbeterita  such  self-analysis  is  only  intermittently  attempted,  and  then, 
as  it  were,  in  grudging  deference  to  the  Whistlers,  Grays  and  La  Touches  of 
I  Chapter  two  of  the  autobiography,  'Herne  Hill  Almond  the  world.  IL 
Blossoms',  sees  Ruskin  counting  the  blessings  and  calamities  of  his  life.  36 
Of  the  former  category,  the  most  important  gifts  haye  been  'Peace, 
Obedience  and  Faith  (that  is,  the  blessings  of  religion),  the  habit  of  fixed 
-attention  with  both  eyes  and  mind,  and  an  extreme  perfection  of  palate,.  37 
The  'Calamities'  are  the  omissions  of  his  upbringing  which  had  such  bitter 
and  violent  consequences  in  later  years  -  the  absence  of  objects  of 
affection,  the  went  of  opportunity  to  practise  fortitude,  the  omission  from 
his  education  of  any  precision  or  etiquette  in  manners,  and  'lastly  and 
Chief  of  evils  ...... 
My  judgment  of  right  and  wrong  and  powers  of 
independent  action,  were  left  entirely  undeveloped;  because  the  bridle  and 
bl  i  nkers  were  never  taken  of  f  me.  '  38 
The  blinkers  recall  the  predicament  of  Theseus  in  the  labyrinth.  At  this 
point  in  his  narrative  Ruskin  is  attempting  to  evoke  the  landscape  of  his 
chil  11  d1l  food,  and  to  place  his  former  self  as  an  observer  of  that  landscape,  in 
a  manner  reminiscent  (for  reasons  expounded  in  ChapterThree,  I  consider 
the  term  justifiable)  of  Narcel's  evocations  of  Combray.  But  Proust 
locates  his  narrator/fort'ner  self  in  a  position  of  privileged  vision, 155 
unobstructed  by  irrelevancies  and  undisturbed  by  authority,  not  in  an  ivory 
tovler,  but  in  a  'petit  cabinet  sentant  Firis'  -it  the  top  of  his  aunt's  house, 
where  the  three  secret  practices  of  reading,  masturbation  and  observation 
are  thematically  linked.  (One  may  add  a  fourth  intimate  activity,  that  of 
%,,  xiting  itself.  )  39 
The  Proustian  hero's  sense  of  dependence  on  authority  has  been  exorcised 
by  the  earlier  'drame  de  son  coucher'.  40  The  presence  of  his  mother 
previously  sought  out,  has  now  become  oppressive,  and  escape  from  it  is 
now  not  just  possible  but  necessary  if  his  guilt  is  to  be  assuaged.  The 
hero's  f  reedom  is  both  reward  and  puni  shment  f  or  hi  s  earl  i  er  I  apse,  and  is 
exercised  in  long  hours  of  solitary  indulgence.  The  epithet  'self-indulgent' 
is  -so  often  ignorantly  used  in  condemnation  that  it  might  blind  readers  to 
the  importance  of  indulgence  and  self-indulgence  as  an  argument  of 
Proust's  novel.  Ruskin  shows  himself  to  be  equally  aware  of  the 
fundamental  doubts  about  writing  as  an  anti-social  activity  when  he 
invokes  his  mother's  judgement  that  he  had  been  too  much  indulged  as  a 
child.  In  expiation,  he  sets  out  with  some  reluctance  to  chasten  his  prose. 
I 
'Thus  far,  with  some  omissions,  I  have  merely 
reprinted  the  account  of  these  times  given  in 
Fors-  and  I  fear  the  sequel  may  be  more  trivial, 
because  much  is  concentrated  in  the  foregoing 
broad  statement,  which  I  have  now  to  continue 
by  slower  steps;  -  and  get  less  amusing,  because 
I  tried  always  in  Fors  to  say  things,  if  I  could, 
a  little  piquantly,  and  the  rest  of  the  things 
related  in  this  book  will  be  told  as  plainly  as  I 
can.  But  whether  I  succeeded  in  writing  piquantly 
in  Fors  or  not,  I  certai  ni  y  wrote  of  ten  obscure]  U; 
and  the  description  -above  given  of  Herne  Hill 
seems  to  me  to  need  at  once  some  reduction  to  - 
plainer  terms.,  41 156 
PLIsVin  makes  some  attempts  to  follow  these  precepts  in  the  s ,:  ubsequent 
42  this  being  for  the  most  part  an  description  of  Herne  Hill  and  environs,  D 
amiable  ramble  as  bland  as  any  extract  from  a  local  guide  book.  Before 
long,  however,  the  congenial  style  suffers  interruption  from  some 
typically  Ruskinian  anticipations  and  digressions.  The  Norwood  hills  have 
Mf  f  icient  space  and  height  in  their  sweep  as  to  give  some  promise  of  'true 
hi  II  -districts',  but  the  prospect  of  further  exploration  by  the  spectator  is 
denied  by  the  present-day  monstrosity  of  the  Crystal  Palace.  Ruskin  tries 
to  return  to  the  vision  of  his  childhood,  but  the  depth  and  intensity  of  the 
mind's  eye's  involvement  with  the  landscape  can  no  longer  be  enacted;  only 
alluded  to  by  means  of  an  anecdote  which  is  tantalising  in  its  terse 
self  -deprecation. 
'But  then,  the  Nor-wood,  or  North  wood, 
so  called  as  it  was  seen  in  Croydon,  in 
opposition  to  the  South  wood  of  the  Surrey 
downs,  drew  itself  in  sweeping  crescent 
good  fi  ve  mi  I  es  round  Dul  wi  ch  to  the  south, 
broken  by  lanes  of  ascent,  Gipsy  Hill  and 
others;  and,  from  the  top,  commanding  views 
towards  Dartford'and  over  the  plain  of  Croydon, 
-  in  contemplation  of  which  I  one  day  frightened 
my  mother  out  of  her  wits  by  saying  "the  eyes 
were  coming  out  of  my  head!  ".  She  thought  it 
was  an  attack  of  "coup  de  soleil.  -'-  43 
Ruski  n  here  ref  uses  an  opportuni  ty  f  or  the  sort  of  autobi  ographi  cal  j  ourney 
into  the  landscape  which  characterised  his  earlier  writings,  and  of  which 
the  most  celebrated  example  is  probabig  the  dual  evocation  of  an  English 
Cathedral  close  and  the  approach  to  St.  Nark's  Place  in  The  Stones  of 
Venice.  44  In  Such  passages,  as  indeed  in  The  Bible  of  AmienS,  45  Ruskin 157 
constructs  an  ideal  recreation  of  his  first  sight  of  -a  landscape  or  work  of 
architecture  in  order  to  guide  the  reader  to  the  fullest  understanding  and 
appreciation  of  the  sight  -  as  place  and  ass  event.  Proust  praises  Ruskin 
for  this  solicitude  for-the  reader,  and  for  the  personal  dimension  which  lie 
brings  to  the  role  of  guide;  coming,  as  it  were,  to  fetch  you  at  the  station 
rather  than  leaving  you  to  find  your  own  way  to  the  cathedral.  46  In  such 
passages  it  is  interesting  to  note  how  Ruskin  insists  on  accompanying  the 
reader  through  the  labyrinthine  complexities  of  the  surrounding  streets,  as 
though  the  only  way  to  escape  the  predicament  of  Theseus  were  to  act  as 
art  Ariadne  in  the  interests  of  others. 
In  the  passage  quoted  aboye,  Ruskin  appears  to  recognise  the  limitations 
of  this  guiding  role,  especially  when  it  is  the  open  country,  rather  than  the 
citq,  which  is  to  be  negotiated.  In  such  writings  as  Modern  Painters,  the 
paintings  of  Turner  mediate  between  the  reader  and  Ruskin's  verbal 
evocations  of  landscape,  even  if  Ruskin  believed  that  he  himself  was 
mediating  between  reader  and  painter.  47  With  no  Turner  to  act  as  a 
template  for  his  vision,  and  no  science  to  impose  order  on  his  crowded 
self  -  im  lie  boy  is  left  exposed  to  the  act  of  seeing  as  eithel  Impressions..  t 
transcendence  or  madness,  these  being  alternatives  which  the  ageing 
memorialist  is  reluctant  to  explore. 
As  El  i  sabeth  He]  si  nger  has  shown,  Ruski  n  was  one  of  the  fi  rst  to  react 
against  the  'sublime  egotism'  of  romanticism.  48  A  scepticism  about  the 
Wordsworthian  'single  path'  of  introspection,  shared  with  writers  as 
diverse  as  Tennyson,  Arnold  and  Pater,  is  allied  in  Ruskin  with  a  doubt 
about  the  value  of  language  itself.  This  radical  scepticism  comes  to  the 156 
fore  in  the  section  of  Sesame  and  Lilies  entitled  'The  Nystery  of  Life  and 
its  Arts'  49  -  the  one  part  of  the  book  which  is  ignored  by  Proust  -  where  it 
is  insisted  that  'The  moment  a  man  can  really  do  his  work  he  becomes 
If  it  Dpeechless  about  it.  All  ýtvords  become  idle  to  him  -  all  theorieS.  50 
be  argued  that  this  statement  implies  oppositions  between  manual  and 
intellectual  labour,  and  plastic  and  verbal  -arts,  it  should  be  remembered 
that  an  earlier  part  of  the  lecture  had  dwelt  on  the  failures  of  the  greatest 
of  literary  artists,  of  Homer,  Dante,  Shakespeare  and  Nilton.  Ruskin  asks 
if  they  have  'any  peace  to  promise  to  our  unrest,  or  any  redemption  to  our 
misery',  and  concludes  that: 
'they  do  but  play  upon  sweetly  modulated  pipes; 
with  pompous  nomenclature  adorn  the  councils 
of  hell,  touch  a  troubadour's  guitar  to  the  courses 
of  the  suns;  and  fill  the  openings  of  eternity, 
beforewhich  prophets  have  veiled  their  faces, 
and  which  angels  desire  to  look  into,  with  idle 
puppets  of  their  scholastic  imagination,  and 
melancholy  lights  of  frantic  faith  in  their  lost 
mortal  love.  '  51 
14 
Although  the  lecture  ends  in  an  appeal  to  practical  Christianity,  as  an 
alternative  to  the  'morbid  corruption  and  waste  of  vital  power  in  religious 
sentiment-  52  which  had  estranged  Rose  La  Touche,  the  main  thrust  of  'The 
Mystery  of  Life  and  its  Arts'  indicates  an  abiding  doubt  about  the 
expressive  powers  of  the  self  and  language.  This  doubt  derives  from  the 
sense  of  a  language  whose  authority  surpasses  that  of  Homer,  being  the 
language  of  Revelation.  Knovlledge  that  this  first  phase  of  language  can  no 
longer  be  aspired  to  evokes  in  Ruskin  an  attitude  of  pessimistic 
perseverance. 159 
'the  more  beautiful  the  art,  the  more  it  is 
essentially  the  work  of  people  who  feel 
themselves  wrong;  -  who  are  striving  for 
the  f  ul  fiI  ment  of  a1  aw,  and  the  grasp  of  a 
loveliness,  which  they  have  not  got  attained, 
%,  A,  Phich  they  f  eel  even  f  arther  and  f  arther  f  rom 
attaining  the  more  they  strive  for  it.  '  53 
Lost  in  the  maze  of  the  uncompleted  self,  Ruskin  is  committed  to  finding  a 
way  outwards  through  the  line  of  writing  towards  a  sense  of  mutuality,  or 
of  the  divine.  Elisabeth  Holsinger  compares  Praeterita  with  Tennyson's  In 
Nemoriam  as  examples  of  a  new  type  of  autobiography  which,  from 
motives  of  loss,  opposes  a  self  -involvement  which  it  must  record.  54  It  is 
in  VIalter  Pater's  conclusion  to  The  Renaissance  that  this  crisis  of  self- 
hood  is  most  acutely  recorded. 
'And  if  vie  continue  to  dwell  on  this  world, 
....... 
the  whole  scope  of  observation  is  dwarfed 
to  the  narrow  chamber  of  the  individual  mind. 
Experience,  already  reduced  to  a  swarm  of 
impression.  s,  is  ringed  round  for  each  one  of 
us  by  that  thick  wall  of  personality  through 
which  no  real  voice  has  ever  pierced  on  its  way 
to  us,  or  from  us  to  that  which  we  can  only 
conjecture  to  be  without.  Every  one  of  those 
impressions  is  the  impression  of  the  individual 
in  his  isolation,  each  mind  keeping  as  a  solitary 
prisoner  its  own  dream  of  a  world.  '  55 
Pater's.  escape  route  from  this  solipsistic  world  of  the  self  -  the  love  of 
art  f  or  art's  sake  -is  we]  I  known,  but  more  i  mportant  to  our  consi  derati  on 
of  Ruskin  and  Proust,  and  incidentally  less  open  to  misrepresentation,  -are 160 
t,,,  Yo  of  Pater's  comments  on  the  way  to  his  conclusion.  One  of  these 
concerns  the  theme,  most  familiar  to  us  through  Proust,  of  the  deadening 
force  of  habit. 
Tai  I  ure  is  to  f  orm  habi  ts;  f  or  habi  tis 
relative  to  a  stereotyped  world;  meantime 
it  is  only  the  roughness  of  the  eye  that 
makes  any  two  persons,  things,  situations, 
,  56  seem  alike. 
In  both  Proeterita  and  A  ]a  recherche  du  tem  s  perdu  the  failure  of  time  P-a-1- 
lost  is  associated  with  habitual  perception;  time  is  regained  by 
recognising  the  uniqueness  of  each  individual  moment  -  by  moving  outside 
time. 
And  yet,  as  Proust's  narrator  suggests  in  the  closing  paragraphs  of  Le 
Temps  retrouO  (and  here  surely  narrator  and  hero  are  closest  to  author, 
and  novel  Closest  to  autobiography),  the  notions  of  character  and  identity 
themselves  are  only  intelligible  within  the  dimension  of  time.  57  Any 
escape  from  temporal  bounds  which  is  vouchsafed  to  the  attentive  or 
artistic  consciousness  also  entails  an  escape  from  the  sense  of  identity, 
and  an  end  of  character  as  such.  Given  that  this  recognition  is  itself  the 
result  of  epiphany  or  revelation,  it  is  not  surprising  that  the  two  closing 
paragraphs  should  be  insistently,  vertiginously  paradoxical.  The  final 
sentence  might  clang  to  a  close  on  the  dominant,  thus  echoing  in  mini  tL  re 
the  structure  of  false  resolution  which  we  find  in  the  novel  as  -a  whole, 
bUt  what  goes  before  is  sufficiently  wavering  in  tone  as  to  insist  in 
almost  a  Shandean  way  on  the  precariousness  of  the  self  in  the  act  of 
writing. 161 
'J'6prouvais  Lin  sentiment  de  fatigue  et 
d'ef  f  roi  ý  senti  r  que  tout  ce  temps  si  I  ong 
non  seulement  avait,  sans  une  interruption, 
AW  v6cu,  pens6,  s6crW  par  moi,  qu'il  Rait 
ma  vie,  qu'il  Rait  moi-rdme,  mais  encore 
que  favais  6  toute  minute  6  le  maintenir 
attach6  ý  moi,  qu'il  me  supportait,  moi, 
juchb  U2  son  sornmet  vertigineux,  que  je  ne 
pouvais  me  mouvoir  sans  me  dbplacer.  ' 
I  :  uing  from  this  sense  of  vertigo  there  comes  an  ungainly  image,  an  ss 
image  of  ungainliness,  that  of  the  stilted  giants  which  are  men  'plongbs 
dans  les  ann6es'.  The  narrator  shares  the  dizziness  of  his  characters. 
Character,  formerly  a  social  creation,  is  now  elevated  to  a  status  cognate 
with  that  of  identity  itself.  The  organic  control  exercised  by  the  narrator 
is  thrown  into  question  by  the  image  of  clumsy  -artificiality.  The 
description  of  others  might,  it  is  suggested,  entail  their  description  as 
monstrous  beings'.  The  self-created  world  of  Proust  as  spider-in  his-%,.,,  Ob 
(*tout  ce  temps 
...  avait  ... 
W 
...  secrW  par  moi')  might  prove  indecipher- 
rable  and  terrifying.  The  spider  might  turn  out  itself  to  be  the  monster  in 
the  labyrinth,  even  more  trapped  and  threatened  than  Theseus.  The 
uncertainties  %,,  toven  into  this  segment  of  Proust's  text  derive  from  the 
blind  spots  created  by  writing  on  its  highest  pitch;  at  the  moments  of 
purest  perception  we  become  ignorant  of  other  people,  other  times  and 
other  Possible  selves.  When,  in  his  preface  to  S6same  et  les  I  s,  Proust  y 
had  rejected  Ruskin's  ideals  of  reading  as  a  publicly  available 
58  communication  in  f  avour  of  writing  as  intimate  self  -transcendence,  he 
gave  himself  over  to  the  predicament  described  by  Pater  en  route  to  his 
insistence  on  J'art  pour  Fart.  Pater  goes  on  to  set  the  conditions  for  a 
new  structure  of  autobiographical  writing: 162 
'It  is  with  the  movement,  the  passage  and 
dissolution  of  impressions,  images,  sensations, 
that  analysis  leaves  off,  -  that  continual 
vanishing  away,  that  strange  perpetual  weaving 
and  unvveaving  of  ourselves.  '  59 
For  Elisabeth  Helsinger,  this  pattern  of  weaving  and  unweaving  best 
describes  the  dissatisfaction  with  the  achieved  self  which  she  discerns  in 
Praeterita.  In  place  of  completed  identity  we  have  a  peculiar  sensibility, 
a  given  receptiveness:  in  place  of  characters  we  have  a  series  of 
spiritually  significant  locations.  The  Wordsvvorthian  path,  or  traceable 
pattern  of  growth,  gives  way  to  a  series  of  repetitions  and  returns  through 
%%,  hich  Ruskin's  sense  of  his  original  identity,  the  peculiar  sensibility  of 
his  'tadpole  self'  is  steadily  intensified.  A  sequence  of  descriptive 
sely  linked  by  imagery  and  by  conscious  recall,  give  passages,  clos 
, 
Praeterita  a  definite  structure  it  at  first  seems  to  lack.  This  structure  is 
called  by  Helsinger  one  of  'metaphoric  and  af  f  ective  connections*  60  -a 
formula  which  must  recall  for  us  both  the  implicit  and  explicit  structures 
of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa_pgrdu. 
Are  the  tvvo  works  structurally  comparable?  In  an  article  welcoming  the 
revised  English  translation  of  Proust's  novel,  Roger  Shattucl--,,  suggests  as 
much,  again  invoking  the  Paterian  image: 
'Rusk,  in's  three-volume  autobiographg  of  a  self 
constantlg  un%.,  ioven  and  rewoven  in  the  writing 
is  closer  to  A  ]a  recherche  dU  tempLpýrdu  than 
ang  novel  in  English.  '61 163 
To  6  PrOLIStian  reader  ignorant  of  Rustcin's  work,  the  implicit  comparison 
betv.,  een  the  'three  volume'  Praeterita  and  the  Plbiade  Volumes  Of  Proust 
'dispos6s  trois  par  trois 
......  atux  vitrines  ftlair6eS,  62  might  prove 
misleading,  but  in  suggesting  that  Praeterita  is  closer  to  A  la  recherche 
du  tempLpq[du  than  any  English  novel.,  Shattuck  is  making  a  bold  point 
which  deserves  to  be  taken  up. 
At  least  from  the  point  of  view  of  documentary  truth,  there  is  no  doubting 
the  fictiveness  of  Ruskin's  autobiography.  This  is  not  a  genteel  way  of 
suggesting  that  Ruskin  omitted,  or  simply  forgot;  more  an  acceptance  of 
. A. 
the  fact  that  this  autobiography,  as  much  as  any,  recreates  and  re- 
imagines  post  experiences  in  terms  recognisable  to  the  author  at  tile 
moment  of  writing.  This  is  to  say  that  autobiography  is,  literally,  a  re- 
cognition  of  post  events,  a  thinking-through  and  living-through  of 
experience  a  second  time,  by  a  more  'experienced'  and  hence  more 
articulate  self.  This  fictive  nature  of  Praeterita  has  been  established  by 
the  documentary  research  of  Van  Aken  Burd,  who  compares  episodes 
related  in  the  autobiography  with  Ruskin's  diary  of  the  time.  63  The 
epiphany  at  Fontainebleau,  where  the  act  of  sketching  a  single  aspen  gives 
him  an  insight  into  a  new  silvan  world,  is  not  recorded  in  the  diary  of  that 
year.  Proeterita  insists  that  there  was  no  diary  of  the  feelings  or 
discoveries  of  that  year,  its  author  surmising  that  they  were  too  many, 
and  bewildering,  to  be  written.  This  may  have  been  so,  but  the  mundane 
fact  is  that  there  was  a  diary,  which  had  been  given  to  Charles  Eliot 
Norton  in  1872,  which  does  not  record  any  epiphany  or  even  suggest  any 
humbled  reticence  which  could  be  read  as  its  consequence.  Nor,  as 
Ruskin's  most  recent  biographer  reminds  Lis,  is  there  any  contemporary 
drmr-iing  of  an  aspen  which  might  correspond  with  these  reminiscenCeS.  64 11 
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mew  what  he  was  doing  or  Van  Akin  Burd  concludes  that,  whether  Ruskin  1. 
did  not,  his  autobiography  makes  the  discoveries  of  his  youth  more 
startling  than  'they  were  at  the  tiMe,.  65  But  from  St.  Augustine  onwards, 
autobiography  has  been  concerned  with  the  dramatising  of  conversion,  a 
process  which  is  also  the  major  theme  of  Proust's  novel.  In  the 
Confessions,  the  converted  narrator's  self  -knowledge  enables  him  to 
interpret  correctly  each  past  experience  in  relation  to  the  entire  pattern 
of  his  life.  65  Jean  Starobinskg  has  suggested  that  in  autobiography  'it  is 
the  internal  transformation  of  the  individual  -  and  the  exemplary 
character  of  the  transf  ormation  -  which  f  urni  shes  a  subject  for  a 
narrative  discourse  in  which  "I"  is  both  subject  and  object  ...... 
it  is 
because  the  post  "I"  is  different  from  the  present  "I"  that  the  latter  may 
really  be  confirmed  in  all  his  prerogatives.  '  67 
In  so  far  as  it  follows  the  dramatic  structure  which  is  explicitly 
Ldu,  Praeterita  my  indeed  be  formulated  in  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa_pgt  a 
said  to  be  closer  to  Proust's  work  than  any  English  novel.  If  Praeterita  is 
an  unusually  fictive  autobiography,  A  la  recherche  du  tempLpýjLrdu  is  a 
uniquely  autobiographical  fiction.  Gaetan  Picon  has  insisted  on  the 
originality  of  Proust's  achievement. 
'Pour  ]a  premi6re  fois  avec  Proust,  Lin  romancier 
congoit  que  son  oeuvre  doit  traduire  une  expbrience 
indivisible  et  compl6te  du  monde  et  que  tout  le 
reste  -  personnages,  situations,  milieux  -  West 
*68  qu'une  m6diation  contingente  et  subordonn6e. 
And  as  Leo  Bersani  puts  it,  the  novel  substitutes  a  history  of  the  authors 
sensibility  for  the  invented  SitUations  and  characters  of  traditional 
f  icti  on. 
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It  is  not  just  that  the  two  works  share  some  common  ground,  more  that 
each  approaches  the  other  by  relinquishing  some  of  the  original  concerns 
of  its  genre,  vvith  the  result  that  the  characters  of  Proust's  novels  are 
feared  by  the  narrator  to  be  monstrous  creations,  while  Ruskin's  auto- 
biography  is  almost  useless  as  a  record  of  his  public  and  professional 
career. 
As  records  of  a  peculiar  sensibility  coming  to  terms  with  empirical 
reality  through  a  series  of  epiphanies,  both  Praeterita  and  A  la  recherche 
N  t8M  s  perdu  employ  a  sophisticated  rhetoric  of  conversion  which  P-.  q-. 
undermines  the  conventions  of  the  genre  to  which  they  belong.  The 
arguments  sustained  by  these  rhetorical  structures  are,  however, 
diametrically  opposed.  While  the  argument  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempa 
pgýrdu  can  be  reduced,  as  we  have  seen,  70  to  the  formula  'Marcel  devient 
6crivain',  that  of  Proeterita  is  Ruskin's  failure  as  an  artist,  and  not  only  as 
a  pictorial  artist,  but  also  as  a  writer.  Praeterita  is  packed  with 
allusions  to  its  author's  creative  incapacity,  while  its  interest,  and  even 
its  mystery,  lies  in  the  evocations  of  incidents  which  would  support  this 
contention. 
This  is  best  brought  out  if  we  compare  the  relevant  passages  of  Praeterita 
with  those  episodes  of  Proust's  novel  which  are  similarly  torn  between 
the  promise  of  aesthetic  deliverance  and  the  threat  of  failure.  Of  all  the 
chapters  of  Ruskin's  autobiography,  that  entitled  Fontainebleau7l  is  most 
insistent  on  its  author's  mingled  sense  of  promise  and  incapacity.  The 
chapter  opens  on  the  themes  of  illness  and  submission  to  discipline.  A 
planned  tour  in  Wales  with  his  boyhood  friend,  Richard  Fall,  Ruskin's  'first 
independent  journey',  72  is  scotched  by  his  father's  insistence  that  he 166 
return  to  Leamington  Spa  in  order  to  follow  the  regime  imposed  by  Dr. 
Jephson.  For  siX,  weeks,  'not  unpleasant,  now  remembered',  73  the  young 
man  submits  accurately  to  this  discipline,  finding  life  still  worth  having 
on  these  terms,  and  is  surprised  to  note  that  while  lie  held  been  extremely 
dull  Linder  Nount  Avenine,  the  grotesquely  prosaic  nature  of  his 
.  urroundings  here  leaves  him  not  at  all  disposed  to  dullness.  He  reads  a 
boot!  on  fossils,  delighting  in  t  he  lithographs,  but  concluding  that  its 
author  Agassiz  is  a  blockhead  and  that  'it  didn't  matter  a  stale  herring  to 
any  mortal  whether  [the  fi  shl  had  any  names  or  not'.  74  From  his 
frustration  Ruskin  derives  a  consoling  knowledge  of  the  superiority  of  the 
artist  to  the  scientist,  and  continues  with  an  elaborate  drawing  of  the 
ChijAeau  of  Amboise,  in  imitation  of  Turner's  grandest  manner,  but  the 
subsequently  recognised  failure  of  both  this  and  its  accompanying  verses 
1proved]  to  me  that  in  those  directions  of  imagination  I  was  even  a  worse 
blockhead  than  Agassiz  himself'.  75  This  period  marks  the  end  of  Ruskin's 
poetic  ambitions,  and  yet  it  was  also  at  this  time  that  he  composed  his 
one  work  of  fiction. 
"'The  King  of  the  Golden  River"  was  written  to  amuse  a  little  girl;  -and 
being  a  fairly  good  imitation  of  Grimm  and  Dickens,  mixed  with  a  little 
true  Alpine  feeling  of  my  own,  has  been  rightly  pleasing  to  nice  children, 
and  good  f  or  them.  But  itis  total  Iy  val  tie]  ess,  f  or  a]  I  that.  I  can  no  more 
76  write  a  story  than  compose  a  pjcture'. 
Within  the  space  of  -a  couple  of  pages  then,  Ruskin  has  renounced  any 
ambitions  of  creative  expression.  But  a  story  is  being  told,  and  told  well 
of  the  author/hero's,  artistic  apprenticeship,  and  the  thematic  economy  of 
Ruskin's  account  will  not  go  unnoticed  by  readers  who  approach  Praeterita 167 
by  way  of  Proust.  For  all  its  tonal  lapses  of  irascibility  and  coyness,  the 
Fontainebleau  chapter  cunningly  interweaves  and  juxtaposes  themes  of 
discipline  and  renunciation,  artistic  ambition  and  failure,  even  the 
pressures  of  love  and  friendship  upon  the  occasions  of  literary  production. 
The  little  girl  for  whom  'The  King  of  the  Golden  River'  vvas  vvritten  was,  in 
fact,  Effie  Gray,  and  Ruskin's  dismissal  of  the  story  is  plainly  as  much  a 
dismissal  of  the  childishness  of  its  addressee.  Coupled  with  this  is  the 
author's  contempt  for  his  own  callow  enthusiasms,  calling  this  period  -a 
.  parti  cul  arl  Uf  ool  i  sh  cri  si  s  of  Iif  e'  77  and  contrasti  ng  hi  s  own  f  rui  tl  ess 
ambitions  with  the  achievements  of  masters  such  as  Dickens  and  Turner. 
Ruskin,  however,  is  not  content  to  dwell  on  past  pretensions;  his  in- 
capacities  are  translated  into  the  present  tense.  'The  King  of  the  Golden 
River'  he  finds  'totally  valueless',  adding  that  'I  can  no  more  write  a  story 
than  compose  a  picture'.  It  is  in  this  conflation  of  past  and  present  failure 
that  Proeterita  is  most  anomalous,  not  only  with  regard  to  the  Proustian 
roman  d'apprentissage,  but  also  within  the  historical  paradigms  of 
autobiography  as  genre.  These  are  set  out  by  William  C.  Spengeman  in  his 
study  The  Forms  of  AutobioqLapLiU,  which  adopts  the  Confessions  of  St. 
Augustine  as  the  formal  paradigm  for  the  genre  and  analyses  it  in  terms 
highly  reminiscent  of  the  structure  of  A  la  recherche  du  tempa_aýrdu.  78 
The  structure  of  the  Confessions  is  seen  to  be  tripartite.  In  the  first 
section,  Books  I  to  9,  the  converted  Augustine  surveys  his  temporal  life 
from  the  fixed,  exalted  vantage  point  of  received  faith.  Augustine, 
Spengeman  insists,  is  looking  down  as  vtell  as  back  from  this  position, 
drawing  a  sharp  distinction  between  his  old,  unregenerate  self,  who  Could 
see  his  life  only  from  an  ever-shifting  perspective  within  it,  and  his  new 
converted  self,  who  sees  that  life  as  an  eternally  complete  moral  design 168 
with  all  its  parts  existing  simultaneously  in  timeless  space.  79  if  %A.,  e  make 
the  necessary  adjustments  for  Proust's  secular  aesthetic  world  view,  this 
descri  pti  on  vmul  d  equal  Iy  wel  I  account  f  or  the  doubl  e  'j  e'  of  AI  -a 
recherche  du  temp.  Lpgrdu,  and  its  attendant  contrast  between  'les  inter- 
mittences  du  coeur'  and  the  certainties  of  achieved  art.  In  either  case,  the 
rhetorical  burden  adopted  by  the  author  is  unavoidable.  In  Spengeman's 
words  'the  religious  significance  of  the  conversion,  the  accuracy  of  the 
meanings  he  assigns  to  his  post  life,  the  whole  lesson  of  the  narrative,  in 
fact,  depend  upon  the  narrator's  ability  to  persuade  himself  and  the  reader 
that  he  has  attained  this  timeless  wisdom,  and  can  now  see  the  true, 
eternal  pattern  of  hi  sf  a]  se,  temporal  Iif  e'.  80 
If  that  first  section  of  the  Confessions  corresponds  most  closely  with  the 
structure  of  A  la  recherche  du  tempq_perdu,  the  remaining  chapters  also 
have  their  counterparts  within  Proust's  novel..  although  it  must  be  pointed 
out  that  Augustine's  rhetoric  of  progressive  enlightenment  differs  from 
Proust's  more  subtle  practice  of  embedding  meditative  passages  within 
temporal  narrative  and  aesthetic  description.  Books  10  to  12  of 
Augustine's  autobiography  consist  of  a  series  of  meditations  on  Memory, 
Time  and  the  Creation,  corresponding  with  those  ruminative  and  aphoristic 
pages  where  the  narrator  elaborates  the  governing  theory  of  his  novel.  The 
last  book  of  the  Confessions  presents  its  author  in  a  position  of  complete 
enlightenment.  81  Spengeman's  accoupt  of  this  book  deserves  particular 
attention.  Written  by  a  I-ate  twentieth  century  literary  formalist, 
concerned  with  reclaiming  Augustine's  work  for  the  secular  canon  of  great 
tex,  ts,  it  largely  ignores  the  theological  context  of  the  Confessions,  its 
anti-Nanichean  polemic,  its  aspirations  to  the  condition  of  perfect  prayer 169 
as  a  dialogue  with  God  and,  most  notably,  its  dependence  on  Scripture  as 
ultimate  source  of  meaning.  Instead,  the  closing  pages  are  presented  as 
belonging  to  a  mode  of  'poetic  self-expression'  whereby  'art  has  become 
the  sole  means  of  realising  the  truth  that  doctrine  preaches  but  does  not 
tell  us  how  to  achieve'.  82  This  back-dated  Romantic  formalism  leads  to  an 
assessment  of  the  Confessions  which  would  suggest  that  the  paradigm  for 
autobiography  is  not  Augustinian,  as  Spengeman  would  have  it,  but 
Proustian.  Spengeman  does  admit  in  his  introduction  that  the  modernist 
movement  away  from  representational  discourse  towards  self-enacting, 
.  elf-reflexive  verbal  structures  and  the  critical  theories  that  have  been 
devised  to  explain  this  movement  conspire  to  make  the  very  idea  of 
literary  modernism  seem  synonymous  with  that  of  autobiography,  and  his 
desciption  of  the  import  of  Confessions,  Book  13,  confirms  this. 
'Although  time,  change  and  ignorance  are  the 
inescapable  conditions  of  our  mortality,  when 
redeemed  by  faith,  time  can  symbolise  eternity, 
inquiry  can  adumbrate  knowledge,  corruption 
can  mirror  grace,  the  created  can  glimpse  its 
creator,  and  the  conditional  can  find,  in  the 
fleeting  instant,  its  absolute  ground.  '  83 
if  one  substitutes  the  word  'art'  for'faith',  the  above  would  serve  as  a 
passable  restatement  of  Proustian  idealism.  This  is  not  to  say  that  A  ja 
recherche  dLI  temps  pgILdu  does  not  depend  to  a  large  extent  on  later 
developments  in  autobiography,  in  particular  the  Wordsworthian  reliance 
on: 
'  .........................................  spots  of  time, 
That  vilth  distinct  pre-eminence  retain 
A  renovating  virtue,  whence  .....  our  minds 
are  nOUrished  and  invisibly  repaired.  '84 170 
But  the  ease  with  which  Proust's  work  may  be  seen  to  conform  to  the 
Augustinian  model  suggests  a  deep  paradox  latent  in  the  difference 
between  his  approach  to  autobiographg  and  that  of  Ruskin. 
A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  perdu  follows  the  earliest  of  autobiographies  in 
its  admittance  of  the  possibility  of  redemption,  indeed  in  the  celebration 
of  that  possibility,  all  in  spite  of  the  disappearance  of  the  divine  as  agent 
of  revelation.  Proust's  novel  supplies  in  God's  place  its  own  typology  and 
constitutes  its  own  scripture.  This  secularisation  of  the  Augustinian 
model  gives  Marcel  Proust  his  own  original  project,  his  raison  d'krire. 
Ruskin's  reliance  on  Scripture  denies  him  this  orginality:  the  account  of 
his  life  becomes  that  of  a  series  of  dependencies,  whether  on  God,  as  in 
Augustine,  or  on  Nature,  as  in  Wordsworth.  Originality  becomes 
i  mpossi  bl  ef  or  hi  m  because  of  the  strongest  anxi  eti  es  of  i  nf  I  uence:  those 
imposed  by  the  vanishing  realities  of  God  and  Scripture.  In  his  later  vlorks 
his  vocation  to  teach  others  to  see  nature  and  art  with  his  own  clarity  and 
precision  is  lost  as  he  realises  the  limitations  and  intermittence  of  his 
own  vision.  The  predicament  of  Theseus  is  that  of  being  lost,  blinded,  in  a 
microcosm  which  is  not  of  his  own  making,  whose  creator  is  beyond 
appeal.  Ruskin'.  -  macrocosmic  perspective  makes  his  situation  all  the 
more  intolerable.  As  Augustine  teaches  at  the  end  of  his  Confessions..  only 
the  creator  can  wholly  see  his  own  creation.  Indeed,  seeing  is  creation. 
'We  see  the  things  which  you  have  made,  because 
they  exist.  But  they  only  exist  because  you 
see  them.  Outside  ourselves  we  see  that  theu 
exist,  and  in  our  inner  selves  we  see  that  they 
are  good.  But  when  you  saw  that  it  was  right 
that  they  should  be  made.,  in  the  same  act  you 
Dow  them  made.  ' 171 
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.......  you  are  Goodness  itself  and  need  no  good 
besides  Yourself.  You  are  forever  at  rest  because 
you  -are  your  own  repose.  ' 
'What  man  can  teach  another  to  understand  this 
truth?  What  angel  can  teach  it  to  an  angel? 
What  angel  can  teach  it  to  a  manT  85 
The  Nodernist  response  to  a  God-deserted  era  was  to  forsake  didacticism 
in  favour  of  the  limited  certainties  of  a  self  -sufficient  art.  Hence  Elstir's 
ambition  to  take  away  the  names  given  by  God  to  things  and  replace  them 
with  his  own,  in  this  manner  creating  reality  anew,  since  a  revision  of  the 
world  also  involves  a  critique  of  the  language  which  previously 
constituted  that  world.  86  This  Mallarmean  ideal  of  the  work  of  art  as 
i  nf  i  ni  to  al  ternati  ve,  or  a]  ternati  ve  i  nf  i  ni  te,  resurf  aces  towards  the  end  of 
Le  Temps  retrouO  where  the  narrator  conceives  of  a  book  in  which  1a 
vraie  vie'  might  be  realised.  To  write  such  a  book,  an  author  Would  have  to 
'le  crber  comme  Lin  monde  sans  laisser  de  c6t6  ces  myst6res  qui  Wont 
probablement  ]our  explication  quo  dans  d'autres  mondes  et  dont  le 
-87  pressentiment  est  ce  qui  nous  6meut  le  plus  dans  ]a  vie  et  dans  Fart. 
This  %,.  tork  would  be  as  a  great  cathedral;  aspiring  to  infinity,  pert-ri-anently 
unfinished  and  eventually  containing  the  tomb  of  its  initiator.  It  is  not, 
however,  the  book  which  the  narrator  is  to  write  -  '11ais  pour  en  revenir  6 
Sn 
moi-m6me,  je  pensais  plus  modestement  6  mon  livre'.  "  But  the  evocation 
of  such  a  Grand  Oeuvre,  the  cumulative  rhetorical  force  employed  in  the 
listing  of  its  attributes,  ensure  that  its  image  persists,  not  only  as  an 
ideal  version  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  perdu,  uninterrupted  by  death, 
but  a]  so  as  a  model  f  or  a]  I  autobi  ographi  es.  Thi  sis  conf  i  rmed  by  the 
supposed  reversion  to  the  narrator's  own  work- 172 
'Je  pensais  plus  modestement  6  mon  livre, 
et  ce  serait  mA-me  inexact  quo  de  dire  en 
ponsant  6  ceux  qui  le  liraient,  6  mes  lecteurs. 
Car  ils  ne  seraient  pas,  selon  moi,  mes  lecteurs, 
mais  les  propres  lecteurs  d'eux-m6mes,  mon 
livre  n*6tant  qu'une  sorte  de  ces  verres 
grossissants  comme  ceux  que  tendait  6  un 
acheteur  l'opticion  6  Combray;  mon  livre,  gr6ce 
auquel  je  leur  fournirais  le  mogen  de  lire  en 
eux-m6mes.  '  89 
Neither  the  transition  from  third  person  to  first  nor  the  pre-emptive 
declaration  of  modesty  and  insertion  of  the  homely  image  of  the  optician's 
glass  are  sufficient  to  erase  the  metonymic  association  between  the  two 
concepts  of  the  book. 
As  images  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempLpgrdu,  the  descriptions  are 
complementary  rather  than  contrastive:  they  constitute  the  double 
presumption  to  recreate  the  world  in  the  author's  own  image  and  to  have 
that  i  mage  suf  fi  ce  f  or  everyone  el  se.  In  aestheti  c  terms,  the  passage 
quoted  replicates  the  braggart  modesty  projected  in  the  depiction  of  the 
soci  a]  careers  of  a  Swann,  a  Char]  us,  or  a  Marcel.  Under  the  magni  f  yi  ng 
glass  of  his  novel,  the  -author's  mundane  preoccupations,  apologias  and 
scores  to  be  settled  take  their  own  place  among  the  'purer',  more  fictive 
elements.  Among  these  is  the  will  to  be  estimated  correctly  by  posterity 
along  with  the  fear  of  being  misread  and  undervalued  by  one's  contemp- 
oraries.  This  is  evident  in  the  strongly  polemical  bent  of  Proust's  critical 
V 
writings,  which  blame  the  poor  critical  fortunes  of  the  greatest  French 
writers  of  the  nineteenth  century  on  a  failure  to  separate  the  man  from 
the  The  major  culprit  of  this  misreading  is  of  course  Sainte-Beuve, 173 
but  others,  including  Ruskin  and  Anatole  France,  are  implicated  in  the 
supposed  conspiracy  of  blindness.  The  last-n-amed  writer  figures  as  a 
critical  adversary  in  the  preface  written  in  1920  for  Paul  Morand's 
Tendres  Stocks,  90  where  the  dissenting  respect  accorded  France  does  not 
disguise  a  self-confidence  in  the  writer's  own  style  and  vision,  which  had 
its  origins  in  the  prefaces  to  Ruskin.  In  refuting  France's  contention  that 
bad  writing  had  become  the  rule  since  the  end  of  the  eighteenth  century, 
Proust  not  only  reiterates  his  vindication  of  Baudelaire  and  Stendhal  in  the 
face  of  Taine  or  Sainte-Beuve,  but  also  insists  on  the  importance,  indeed 
the  necessity,  of  novelty  and  originality. 
Ta  v6rit6  (et  11.  France  ]a  connalt  mieux  que 
personne,  car  mieux  que  personne  il  connalt 
tout),  Cest  que  de  temps  en  temps,  il  survient 
un  nouvel  6crivain  original  ...... 
Ce  nouvel 
6crivain  est  gbn6ralement  assez  fatigant  6 
lire  et  difficile  6  comprendre  parce  qu'il  unit 
les  choses  par  des  rapports  nouveaux.  '91 
The  gist  of  this  passage  is  to  be  found  transposed  and  developed  in  that 
important  meditation  on  Art  and  Time  at  the  beginning  of  the  second  book 
of  Le  c6t6  de  Guermantes.  92  There  it  serves  to  explicate  the  work  of 
Bergotte,  a  character  who,  f  or  in]  I  hi  s  deri  vati  on  f  rom  Anatol  e  France, 
stands  in  the  same  relation  to  the  narrator  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempq 
pLrLdu  as  does  Paul  Norand  to  the  novelist  and  author  of  the  essay  under 
consideration.  In  the  Tendres  Stocks  preface,  the  emphasis  is  once  again 
on  the  question  of  Tradition  and  the  Individual  Talent  and,  as  with  Eliot, 
there  is  little  question  as  to  whose  individual  talent  is  the  ultimate 
concern.  Proust  insists  on  a  lineage  of  style  and  of  originality  stretching 174 
from  his  representative  florand  through  Baudelaire,  back  to  Racine,  and  in 
doing  so  he  confirms  the  mythological  sUmbolism  which  maintains  his 
theory  and  practice  of  the  autobiographical  novel. 
At  the  beginning  of  his  preface,  Proust  compares  Horand  to  the  Hinotaur: 
'On  Wa  encore  livrb  6  notre  minotaure  Norand 
que  trois  jeunes  demoiselles  et  le  traitb  en 
pr6voit  Sept.,  93 
Tovýiards  the  end  of  the  essaU,  the  source  of  this  allusion  is  made  explicit: 
it  is  the  evocation  of  the  labyrinth  in  the  crucial  scene  of  Phbdre  where 
the  heroine  reveals  her  passion  to  Hippolyte,  having  first  attempted  to 
disguise  it  by  complicated  interposition. 
Tar  vous  auroit  pýri  le  monstre  de  la  Cräte, 
Malgr6  tous  les  dätours  de  s-a  vaste  retraite: 
Pour  en  dävelopper  l'embarras  incertain, 
Ma  soeur  du  fi1  fatal  eüt  art-nä  votre  mai  n. 
Mais  non:  dans  ce  dessein  je  l'aLirais  de%ýancbe; 
L'amour  m'en  eCit  d'abord  inspirý  la  pensäe: 
C'est  moi,  prince,  c'est  moi  dont  l'utile  secours 
Vous  eüt  du  labgrinthe  enseignä  ]es  dätours. 
Que  de  soins  m*eüt  coütäs  cette  täte  charmante! 
Un  fil  n'eüt  point  assez  rassurö  votre  amante: 
Compagne  du  päril  qu*il  vous  fallait  chercher, 
Moi-müme  devant  vous  j'aurois  voulu  marcher; 
Et  Phädre  au  labgrinthe  avec  vous  descendue 
Se  serait  avec  voLis  retrouv6e  ou  perdue.  '94 
Temps  retrouO,  temps  perdu;  the  self  rediscovered  or  lost  -  the  solution 
is  found  in  Proust's  evocation  of  the  labyrinth  in  Phbdre,  the  play,  and 
Phbdre,  the  character.  Just  as  in  Racine's  play  a  deliberate  confusion  is 175 
engendered  between  Hippolytus  i5nd  Theseus,  between  Phibedrt  tnd  Aritdne, 
SO  Proust  encourages  a  mingling  of  the  duties  and  attributes  of  Theseus 
and  the  Minotinur  in  his  envoi  to  Morand. 
'Mais  si,  avant  qu'il  devienne  ambassadeur  et 
rivalise  avec  Beyle  consul,  il  veut  Yisiter 
I'Hbtel  de  Balbec,  alors  je  lui  pr6terai  le 
fil  fatal: 
"C'est  moi,  prince,  Cest  moi  dont  Futile  secours 
Vous  a  (sic)  du  labyrinthe  enseignb  les  d6tours.  '95 
In  his  admiration,  Proust  compares  Norand  to  the  Minotaur;  in  his 
criticism,  Morand  becomes  Theseus,  the  lost  hero  in  need  of  guidance. 
Proust's  comparison  of  himself  with  Ph6dre  provides  us  with  the  clue: 
when  he  adopts  Phýdre's  tactics  of  projection  and  displacement,  vie  see 
that  his  essay  on  Morand  is  in  fact  an  act  of  self  -revelation;  his  ideal 
novelist,  his  ideal  writing  self,  is  at  once  Minotaur,  Ariadne  and  Daedalus. 
(Morand's  domains  are  palaces  'qui  ne  valent  pas  Dbdale'.  )96  The  Proustian 
spider  is  at  once  thread,  trap  and  monster.  As  narrator,  this  triple  being 
teases,  threatens  and  saves  the  Thesean  hero,  and  this  same  triune  power 
is  enabled  to  create  and  delimit  the  world.  One  tug  on  the  central  thread 
and  the  vast  world  contracts: 
'Pour  Venf  ant  amoureux  de  cartes  et  Testampes 
L'Univers  est  &gal  6  son  vaste  appbtit. 
AM  que  le  monde  est  grand  6  la  clartb  des  lampes! 
Aux  yeux  du  souvenir  que  le  monde  est  petiV  97 
Only  by  a  return  to  the  intimacy  of  reading  and  writing  can  the  extent  and 
diversity  of  the  world  be  restored  to  us:  such  is  the  lesson  of  Journ§es  de 176 
Lecture.  The  reduction  of  Ruskin's  Wider  Sea  to  Rimbaud's  pond  98  is  the 
necessary  creative  act  imposed  by  Proust  -and  by  that  other  great  master 
of  the  sel  f  -engendering  novel,  who  names  his  hero  af  ter  the  author  of  the 
labyrinth. 
'Je  crois  que  tout  art  Oritable  est  classique, 
mais  les  lois  de  Fesprit  permettent  rarement 
qu'il  soit,  6  son  apparition,  reconnu  pour  tel.  '  99 
The  supposed  classicism  of  Proust's  poetic  is  perhaps  best  represented  bg 
the  formal  reduction  of  macrocosm  to  microcosm  which  we  find 
syrnbolised  at  the  end  of  the  madeleine  episode.  The  whole  of  Combrau, 
town  and  gardens,  is  rediscovered  in  a  cup  of  tea.  The  childhood  of  the 
narrator  is  to  be  found  on  the  tip  of  his  tongue.  100 
'Et  comme  dans  ce  jeu  ot)  les  Japonais  S'6MUsent 
6  tremper  dons  Lin  bol  do  porcelaine  rempli 
d'eau,  de  petits  morceaux  de  papier  jusque-16 
indistincts  qui,  6  peine  U  sont-ils  plongbs, 
s*6tirent,  se  contournent,  se  colorent,  se 
diff6rencient,  deviennent  des  flours,  deý  maisons, 
des  personnages  consistants  et  reconnaissables, 
de  m6me  maintenant  toutes  les  flours  de  notre 
jardin  et  celles  du  parc  de  1-1.  Swann,  et  les 
nymph§as  do  ]a  Vivonne,  et  les  bonnes  gens  du 
village  et  leurs  petits  logis  et  l'bglise  et  tout 
Combray  et  ses  environs,  tout  cela  qui  prend 
forme  et  soliditk  est  sorti,  Ville  et  jardins, 
de  ma  tasse  de  th6.  ' 
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Again,  in  the  Morand  essay,  we  find  the  evocation  of  a  forest  as  being  only 
approachable  t.,  hen  reduced,  domesticated  to  the  scale,  sureness  and 
clarity  of  tape-Otry.  101  In  the  comprehensive  vision  of  the  true  formalist, 
the  dantesque  selva  oscura  is  reduced  to  the  intelligible  structure  of  the 
maze.  The  merged  impulses  of  didacticism,  classicism  and  formalism,  the 
Godlike  comprehension  of  human  scale  which  we  find  in.  A  ]a  recherche  du 
tempa_pLrLdu  are,  perhaps  suprisinglU,  anticipated  in  English  literature  by 
the  work  of  Pope. 
'The  spider's  touch,  how  exquisiteig  fine! 
Feels  at  each  thread,  and  lives  along  the  line.  '  102 
For  Proust's  narrator,  the  fictive  world  becomes: 
'A  mighty  maze,  but  not  ttithout  a  plinn.  '  103 
And  in  a  passage  uncannily  reminiscent  of  Proustian  procedures,  Pope 
spells  out  the  way  in  which  self  -comprehension  can  spread  to  a  centri- 
fugal  conception  of  the  world. 
'God  loves  from  whole  to  parts,  but  human  soul 
Nust  rise  from  Individual  to  the  Whole 
Self-love  but  serves  the  virtuous  mind  to  wake 
As  the  small  pebble  stirs  the  peaceful  lake; 
The  centre  mov'd,  a  circle  strait  succeeds, 
Another  still,  and  still  another  spreads; 
Friend,  parent,  neighbour,  first  it  will  embrace 
His  country  next,  and  next  all  human  race 
Wide  and  more  wide,  th'  o'erflowings  of 
the  mind. 
Take  ev'ry  creature  in,  of  ev'rg  kind, 
Earth  smiles  around,  with  boundless  beauty  blest 
And  Heav'n  beholds  its  image  in  his  breast.  '  104 176 
Pope's  long  poem  may  appear  to  be  an  unlikely  precursor  of  Proust'.  -, -:  novel, 
but  in  its  unifying  of  elements  traditional  and  modern  in  -a  world  view 
which  gathered  up  the  muddle  and  miscellany  of  things  in  a  comprehensive 
intellectual  order,  above  all  in  its  formal  enactment  of  the  faith  it  was 
proposing,  it  looks  forward  to  the  achievement  of  A  ]a  recherche  dU  tempa 
p2  tLd  u. 
The  holistic  formalism  espoused  by  Pope  and  Proust  contrasts  sharply 
with  the  world  view,  atomist  and  organic,  that  we  find  in  the  pages  of 
Ruskin.  Although  he  shared  Byron's  enthusiasm  for  the  author  of  the  Essay 
on  Ilan,  and  indeed  insists  in  Praeterita  that  he  endeavoured  to  keep  the 
cadences  of  Pope  and  Johnson  for  al  I  serious  statement,  1  05  the  grand 
structural  design  of  the  Essay,  presumptuous  in  its  imprecations  against 
presumption,  and  godlike  in  its  microcosmic  interpretation  of  the  divine 
plan,  would  surely  have  been  inimical  to  him.  Again  we  are  faced  with  the 
contrastive  images  of  Theseus,  bold  but  blinded  by  the  labyrinth,  and  the 
Dpider,  omniscient  at  the  centre  of  his  self-created  model  of  a  world: 
'Who  made  the  spider  parallels  design, 
Sure  as  De-moivre,  without  rule  or  lineT  106 
The  thematic  linking  of  the  organic  with  the  mathematical  insists  on  a 
faith  in  created,  rather  than  discovered,  form  which  Ruskin  could  never 
share. 
We  have  been  some  time  absent  from  Fontainebleau,  but,  returning  there, 
we  find  in  Ruskin's  Epiphany  of  the  aspen  some  proof  of  his  failure  as  an 
artist  being  rooted  in  a  refusal  to  insist  on  his  own  capacity  to  perceive t 
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formal  correspondences,  except  on  a  strictlU  local  level.  (in  passing,  You 
mag  note  two  distinctlU  Popean  cadences,  where  the  most  serious 
statements  are  being  made.  ) 
Tianguidly,  but  not  idly,  I  began  to  draw  it; 
-and  as  I  drew,  the  languor  passed  away;  the 
beautiful  hues  insisted  on  being  traced,  - 
without  weariness.  More  and  more  beautiful 
they  became,  as  each  rose  out  of  the  rest,  and 
tool,  its  place  in  the  air.  With  wonder 
increasing  every  instant,  I  saw  that  they 
..  composed"  themselves  by  finer  laws  than  any 
known  of  men.  At  last,  the  tree  was  there, 
and  everything  that  I  had  thought  before 
about  trees,  nowhere.  '  107 
This  is  a  passage  which  relates  a  moment  of  euphorically  intense 
engagement  with  an  aesthetic  experience.  What  distinguishes  it  from  both 
the  much-anthologised  Ruskinian  purple  passage  and  the  modernist 
epiphany  of  Proust  or  Joyce  is  the  virtual  absence  of  any  trace  either  of 
the  initial  aesthetic  impression  or  of  the  resultant  work  of  art.  In  the 
tradition  of  the  epiphany,  the  form  or  status  of  this  work  of  art  can  vary, 
from  Ruskin's  expansive  prose  poetry  in  the  guise  of  scientific 
description,  to  Stephen  Dedalus'  villanelle  in.  A  Portrait  of  the  Artist  as  a 
Young  Ilan,  to  Narcel's  juvenile  sketch  which  is  prompted  by  his  vision  of 
the  steeples  at  flartinville.  '()8  What  these  imaginary  artworks  have  in 
common  is  thei  r  real  or  supposed  i  nf  eri  ori  ty  to  the  f  el  t  drama  of  aestheti  c 
discovery:  a  drama  which  is  itself  enacted,  often  with  greater  poetic 
resource,  in  the  attendant  preparation  for  the  epiphany. 180 
In  the  Martinville  section  of  Du  c6t6  de  chez  Swann  this  inferiority  is 
made  explicit.  The  narrator's  impressions  here  are  no  less  significant,  and 
certainly  no  worse  evoked,  than  those  of  the  uneven  paving  stones,  the 
starched  napkins,  or  the  tinkling  spoon  in  Le  temps  retrouvb.  What  does 
impose  dramatic  meaning  on  the  contrast  between  one  experience  and  the 
closely  successive  set  of  others  is  the  -author's  recognition  that  a  single 
lyrical  catharsis  of  the  euphoric  moment  will  not  preserve  that  moment; 
rather  than  an  act  of  preservation,  it  is,  literally,  an  evacuation  and  a 
dereliction. 
'Je  ne  repensai  jamais  ä  cette  page,  mais 
ä-  ce  moment-1ä,  quand,  -au  coin  du  siäge  oü 
le  cocher  du  docteur  plaýait  habitLiellement 
dans  un  panier  ]es  volailles  qu*il  avait 
achetäes  au  marchö  de  Martinville,  j'eus  fini 
de  Fftrire,  je  me  trouvai  si  lieureux,  je  sentais 
qu'elle  i«n»avait  si  parfaitement  döbarassä  de 
ces  clochers  et  de  ce  qu'ils  cachaient  derriäre 
eLix,  que  comme  si  yavais  ätä  moi-mäme  une 
poule  et  si  je  venais  de  pondre  un  oeuf,  je  rne 
mis  ä  chanter  ä  tue-täte.  '  109 
The  symbolic  importance  of  the  impression  produced  by  the  Ilartinville 
steeples  is  well  documented  within  the  novel  itself.  This  impression,  like 
those  of  the  three  trees  of  Hudemesnil,  of  the  works  of  Vinteuil,  and  of  the 
madeleine  itself,  is  an  emanation  of  the  vraie  via  which  haunts  the 
narrator.  But  just  as  significant,  although  less  foregrounded  in  the 
narrative,  is  the  fate  of  the  prose  sketch  written  at  the  time.  This  sketch 
is  particularly  important,  because  in  this  archetypic-allg  autobiographical 
novel,  vihich,  moreover,  purports  to  be  the  history  of  a  vocation,  it 
represents  the  only  'concrete'  -  hovtever  fictive  -  evidence  of  the loi 
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narrator's  vocation.  Of  course,  insofar  as  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempLpgr  Ldu 
can  be  said  to  enact  its  own  genesis,  the  novel  itself  exists  as  proof  of  its 
narrator's  vocation;  but  in  its  qualitative  isolation  from  the  rest  of  the 
text,  the  Martinville  sketch  and  its  eventual  destiny  play  a  crucial  part  in 
the  rhetoric  of  success  and  failure  which  governs  our  notion  of  the  unity 
and  value  of  the  novel  as  a  whole. 
The  prose  sketch  re-emerges  three  times  in  the  course  of  the  novel 
although  in  the  first  of  these  recurrences  there  is  a  slight  ambiguity.  This 
is  when  Marcel  shows  Norpois  'un  petit  poýme  on  prose  que  j'avais  fait 
autref  oi  s6  Combray  en  revenant  d'une  promenade'.  '  10  Thi  s  coul  d  we]  I  be 
construed  as  the  Nartinville  sketch,  which  is  written  in  Dr.  Percepied's 
carriage  on  the  way  home  from  a  walk.  Equally,  it  might  refer  to  some 
other  short  prose  work  written  on  returning  home  from  one  of  Marcel's 
many  walks  along  the  Swann  or  Guermantes  ways.  The  distinction  between 
si  ngul  ar  and  repeated  events  i  s,  af  ter  a]  I..  of  ten  bl  urred  inAIa  recherche 
du  tomps  pgrdu,  as  has  been  demonstrated  by  66rard  Genotte  in  his 
identification  of  the  three  temporal  modes  which  are  characteristic  to  the 
Proustian  narrative.  The  second,  the  iterative,  tells  us  once  something 
that  happened  repeatedly,  while  the  last,  the  pseudo-iterative,  narrates  as 
something  that  happened  repeatedly  an  event  whose  very  particularity 
makes  it  appear  singular.  The  surface  ambiguity  as  to  which  text  Narcel 
does  submit  to  Norpois  thus  reinforces  what  Genette  calls  'Fit8ratisme 
proustien',  that  governing  principle  of  the  Proustian  cosmology  which 
guarantees  recurrence  and  hence  salvation.  '  11 
In  ang  case,  Norpois'  mannered,  philistine  response  to  Marcel's  SUbmission 
temporarily  destroys  the  latter's  faith  in  himself  as  a  writer.  The  piece  is 182 
handed  back  to  Marcel  without  comment,  Norpois  only  delivering  himself  of 
his  sententious  opinions  when  he  discerns  the  malign  influence  of 
Bergotte.  The  old  ambassador's  diatribe  is  one  of  the  finest  caricatures  of 
the  Ste.  -Beuvist.  fallacy  to  be  found  in  the  novel,  and  get  Marcel's  ovin 
motives  for  raising  the  subject  of  Bergotte  are  shown  to  be  romantic  and 
SC)Cial.  1  12 
From  the  mature  viewpoint  of  the  narrator,  Bergotte  is  presented  here  as 
the  practi  ti  oner  of  the  pure  and  so]  f  -suf  fi  ci  ent  art  to  whi  ch  the  young 
protagonist  ought  to  aspire.  For  reasons  both  textual  and  biographical, 
Bergotte  is  commonly  thought  to  share  many  ideals  and  characteristics 
with  Ruskin.  In  this  episode,  however,  Norpois,  the  anti-Borgotte,  voices 
several  opinions  wh  ich  can  be  read  as  travesties  of  Ruskin's  thought, 
notably  the  trite  comparison  of  Romanesque  and  Gothic  architecture  and 
the  denunciation  of  artists  who  tend  the  cult  of  pure  form  at  a  time  when 
the  barbarians  are  at  the  gate)13  Narcel's  own  perceptions  are  at  this 
stage  contaminated  by  the  false  talk  and  vision  of  those  who  surround  him, 
by  'cette  perp§tuelle  erreur,  qui  est  pr6cis6ment  -18  Vie"'.  114  Art  offers  an 
escape  from  this  erroneous  social  language,  but  at  the  moment  the  hero's 
art  is  forgotten  in  the  blindness  of  social  and  emotional  concerns. 
The  second  recurrence  of  the  Ilartinville  sketch  comes  in  the  second 
chapter  of  Book  Two  of  Le  CM  do  GUermantes,  I  15  at  a  Stage  of  the 
narrative  where  the  primary  obstacle  to  aesthetic  fulfilment  is  now  not 
social  or  sexual  ambition,  but  the  demands  of  friendship.  The  narrative 
voice  is  here  more  confident,  more  insistent  on  the  superficiality  of  social 
relations,  however  noble  or  intellectual,  and  the  incommunicability  of  our 
real  selves  save  through  the  medium  of  art.  The  prose  poem  has  been 183 
rediscovered..  altered,  submitted  to  and  rejected  by  Le  Figaro.  ThiD 
information  is  given  us  in  parenthesis,  in  the  midst  of  a  passage  vihich 
foretells  the  novel's  final  revelation.  The  presence  of  Robert  de  Saint  Loup 
denies  Narcel  the  solitude  necessary  to  pursue  his  momentary  insight  into 
the  nature  of  time  and  memory. 
'J'e'prouvais  6  les  percevoir  Lin  enthousiasme 
qui  aurait  pu  6tre  f6cond  si  f6tais  rest6  seul 
et  m'aurait  6vit6  ainsi  le  d6tour  de  bien  des 
ann6es  inutiles  par  lesquelles  fallais  encore 
passer  avant  que  se  d6cl  ar8t  Ia  vocation 
invisible  dont  cet  ouvrage  est  I'histoire.  ' 
'Si  cela  fOt  advenu  ce  soir-16,  cette  voiture 
u  e  't  mbrit6  de  demeurer  plus  m6morable  pour 
moi  que  celle  du  docteur  Percepied  sur  le 
si6ge  de  laquelle  j'avais  compos6  cette  petite 
description  -  pr6cis6ment  retrouvbe  il  U  avait 
tr6s  peu  de  temps,  arrang6e,  et  vainement 
envoybe  au  Fi  garg  -  des  cl  ochers  de  Harti  nvi  IIe.  'l  16 
The  textual  absence  of  the  prose  sketch  is  a  sign  of  the  narrator/hero's 
failure.  And  get,  were  the  impulse  and  lesson  of  Martinville  and  episodes 
like  it  to  be  rediscovered  and  sustained,  the  vocation  which  constitutes 
the  real  story  of  the  novel  Would  no  longer  be  invisible  or  occluded.  The 
detour  of  wasted  years  would  be  avoided,  but  since  this  detour  constitutes 
the  substance  of  much  of  the  novel,  the  narrator's  assertions  here  would 
seem  to  weaken  rather  than  reinforce  the  arch  thrown  between  Combray 
and  Le  TemPs  retrouv6.  We  are  reminded  of  past  revelations  and  f  ore- 
warned  of  those  to  come,  but  such  is  the  preterition  of  the  associative 
moment,  the  suppression  of  aesthetic  evidence,  that  we  are  forcefully 
reminded  of  Ruskin's  painful  derelictions  in  the  late  years  of  writing  his 
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autobiography.  The  deferral  of  the  pure  aesthetic  moment,  the  blaming  of 
friends,  is  itself  recognisablU  Augustinian.  'Lord',  the  text  seems  to  be 
saying  at  this  point,  'make  me  virtuous,  make  me  lyrical  and  aesthetic,  but 
not  get'.  There  is  more  life,  more  narrative,  to  be  dealt  with. 
The  flartinville  sketch  recurs  a  third  time  in  a  passage  at  the  beginning  of 
La  Prisonnibre  where  the  interplay  between  the  iterative  and 
pseudo-iterative  modes  aptly  conveys  the  habitual  frustration  of  the  hero 
at  this  time. 
'Je  sonnais  Frangoise.  Souvrais  le  Roaro. 
JU  cherchais  et  constatais  que  ne  s'g 
trouvait  pas  Lin  article,  ou  pr6tendu  tel, 
que  j'avais  envog6  6  ce  journal  et  qui  n'6tait, 
un  peu  arrang6e,  que  la  page  r6cemment 
retrouv6e,  6crite  autrefois  dans  ]a  voiture  du 
doctour  Percepied,  on  regard-ant  les  clochers 
de  Martinville.  Puis  je  lisais  ]a  lettre  de 
maman.  Elle  trouvait  bizarre,  choquant,  qu'une 
j  eune  fiIIe  habi  tR  seul  e  aVeC  M()i.  -I  17 
The  rapid  sequence  of  verbs  in  the  imperfect  convinces  us  in  a  typically 
Proustian  manner  of  Marcel's  repeated  failure  to  realise  his  ambition  to  be 
a  wri  ter.  By  usi  ng  the  same  tense  to  ref  er  to  a  qui  te  di  ff  erent  phenomenon 
-  his  mother's  constantly-held  opinion  - 
'Puis  je  lisais  la  lettre  de  maman.  Elie 
trouvait  bizarre,  choquant,  clu'une  joune 
fille  habit8t  seule  avec  moi.  ' 
-  the  text  implies  persuasively  but  not  abruptly  the  connection  between 
the  hero's,  frustrated  ambitions  and  his  frustrations  with  Albertine. 165 
For  all  his  possessiveness,  Norco]  is  denied  knowledge  and  control  of  what 
Albertine  desires.  Similarly,  fie  nov.,  finds  himself  impotent  and  ignorant 
%ýIth  regard  to  his  own  writing.  Leo  BerOani  has  suggested  that  Marcel's 
aesthetic  desires  are  just  one  facet  of  his  compulsive  need  to  possess 
something  different  from  himself.  118  Following  this  compulsion, 
exhaustive  description  comes  to  seem  the  equivalent  of  possession.  At  the 
beginning  of  La  Prisonni6re,  Albertine,  the  unknown,  has  come  under  the 
hero's  limited  control,  as  the  impressions  of  Nartinville  were 
provisionally  captured  by  the  prose  sketch.  These  captive  insights  are 
themselves  in  thrall,  however,  to  the  judgement  of  outsiders,  the 
newspaper  editors,  while  Marcel's  act  of  sequestration  is  questioned  and 
delimited  by  those  powerful  moral  forces  frorn  his  past:  his  mother  and 
Frangoise. 
The  Martinville  text  is  thus  gradually  removed  from  the  reader's  attention, 
becoming  as  unknowable  as  Albertine.  When  Marcel  eventually  succeeds  in 
getting  an  article  published  in  Le  Figaro,  119  this  piece  of  work  seems  to 
have  little  or  nothing  to  do  with  a  descriptive  epiphany.  As  a  piece  of 
superi  or  j  ournal  i  sm,  remarkabl  e  onl  yf  or  i  ts  a]  I  usi  on  to  the  novi- 
fashionable  Elstir,  the  article  now  seems  to  have  degenerated  into  what 
Gilles  Deleuze  calls  a  'signe  mondain  vide',  120  the  power  of  judging  its 
truth  having  been  delivered  from  the  author  into  the  hands  of  a  diverse  and 
partial  audience.  By  a  prettily  damning  conceit,  the  newspaper  is 
described  as  'le  pain  spirituel  qu'est  un  journal,  encore  chaud  et  hLIMide  de 
]a  presse  r6cente  et  du  brouillard  du  matin  o6  on  le  distribue  dbs  Faurore 
aux  bonnes  qui  Vapportent  6  leur  maltre  avec  le  cafb  au  lait,  pain 
miraculeux,  multipliable,  qui  est  6  ]a  fois  un  et  dix  mille,  et  reste  le  mgme 
pour  chacun  tout  en  p6nbtrant  6  ]a  fois,  innombrable,  dons  tOLItes  les 
maisonS*.  121 186 
Comparing  this  rather  sickly  tribute  to  the  press  with  Swann's  Ruskinian 
dismissal  of  the  newspapers  in  the  overture  to  the  novel,  122  we  find  that 
the  persistently  logged  destiny  of  the  Hartinville  sketch  matches  the 
hero's  descent  into  mundanity. 
Swann  is  a  much  more  convincing  fictional  counterpart  to  Ruskin  than  is 
Bergotte.  He  is  the  teacher  who  is  in  his  failure  an  example  to  the  pupil: 
although  a  dilettante,  his  interest  in  the  visual  arts  involves  the 
submission  of  word  to  image.  He  introduces  the  hero  to  Balbec  as  Ruskin 
introduced  Proust  to  Venice  and  Amiens,  and  just  as  Proust  values  Ruskin's 
works  more  for  their  incitements  to  writing  than  for  their  contents,  so 
Swann  is  pai  d  tri  bute  by  the  narrator  of  Le  Temps  retroLjvb  f  or  the 
consequence  of  havi  ng  gone  to  Ba]  bec,  i  ndeed,  f  or  havi  ng  unconsci  oust  y 
supplied  the  raw  material  for  the  whole  book.  Finally,  Swann  is  like 
Ruskin  in  that,  blinded  by  personal  obsessions,  he  is  unable  to  recognise 
that  the  true  CUR,  in  Proustian  terms,  is  t  hat  of  the  artistic  vocation,  and 
not  that  of  art  itself.  If  one  restricts  oneself  to  the  latter,  the 
intermittent  desires  of  the  heart  will  demand  the  indulgence  of  artistic 
idolatry,  while  the  former  path  leads  to  the  self-discovery  of  formalised 
memory. 
Swann  rejects  the  meretriciousness  of  newspapers  in  terms  which  could 
have  come  straight  out  of  Sesame  and  Lilies. 
'Ce  que  je  reproche  aux  journauX.,  Cest  de 
nous  faire  faire  attention  tous  les  jours 
6  des  choses  insignifiantes,  tandis  que  nous 
lisons  trois  ou  quatre  fois  dons  notre  vie, 
les  livres  o6  il  Ua  des  choses  bternelS.  '123 187 
The  eventual  insignificance  of  the  prose  poem  inspired  by  the  Martinville 
experience  is  thus  prefigured  by  S%vann's  judgement  -  the  judgement  of  a 
f  ai  I  ed  arti  st,  perhaps,  but  neverthel  ess  of  one  who  is  aware  of  hi  sf  ai  I  Lire 
and  where  failure  lies.  Ruskin  may  have  chosen  the  word  'Today'  as  his 
motto,  but  his  life's  work  seeks  to  expound  the  paradox  that,  while  truth 
and  beauty  can  be  discovered  in  the  perception  of  the  ephemeral,  the 
meaning  of  such  perceptions  can  only  be  grounded  in  a  mythical  framework 
of  interpretation;  that  is  to  say,  one  in  which  history  and  prophecy  are 
subsumed  under  a  timeless  principle  of  vision.  In  this  scheme  of  things 
fine  writing  has  no  place:  hence  Ruskin's  consistent  depreciation  of  his 
own  skills  beyond  those  of  a  teacher.  It  was  impossible  for  Ruskin  to 
envisage  any  work  of  fiction  which  would  combine  'poetry,  philosophy  and 
rel  igion  -  all  in  one',  124  these  being  his  conditions  for  seeing  clearly. 
Dante  was  the  last  writer  possessed  of  the  strength  of  faith  and  fund  of 
myth  sufficient  to  such  an  undertaking.  Artists  of  the  following 
generations,  like  Wagner,  Proust  and  Joyce,  who  had  the  hubris  to  attempt 
such  a  task,  %you]  d  be  far  beyond  the  comprehension  of  Ruski  n,  who 
explored  for  so  many  years  the  labyrinth  of  nature  before  realising,  too 
late,  that  its  creator  had  absconded. 
The  Fontainebleau  episode  is  held  up  by  many  as  a  late  example  of  the 
typical  Ruskinian  prose  poem  -a  'reconstruction  of  the  perceptual 
process',  as  Lee  NcKag  Johnson  puts  it.  125  This  is  not  the  case.  Indeed,  its 
omissions  and  absences  are  more  important  than  what  is  written.  Like 
Proust's  Martinville  sketch,  it  demonstrates  the  worthlessness  of  the 
contemporary  account  of  an  impression  beside  the  fact  of  the  lesson 
learned  from  the  impression,  and  from  its  recurrences  across  time.  The 188 
Martinville  sketch  is  gradually  obliterated  through  the  narrative 
progressi  on  of  AIa  recherche  du  tempa_peEdu.  The  Fontai  neb]  eaU  sketch, 
whether  verbal  or  visual,  has  also  disappeared  by  the  time  its  author  has 
come  to  write  Praeterita.  The  lessons  of  Fontainebleau  and  Martinville 
have  to  be  expressed  di  ff  erentl  U;  transl  ated,  as  it  were,  onto  a  wi  der 
canvas. 
Praeterito  foreshadows  the  Proustian  novel  in  its  exploration  of  different 
modes  of  aesthetic  disappointment,  but  in  theory  and  execution  it  is  a 
much  more  pessimistic  work.  It  has  been  remarked  that  Ruskin's  repeated 
variations  on  the  theme  of  failed  imagination  are  similar,  even  indebted 
to,  Wordsworth's  'Immortality'  and  Coleridge's  'Dejection'  odes,  and  that 
Proust's  theory  of  involuntary  memory  is  similar  in  proposed  function  if 
not  in  -source  to  the  Coleridgean  ideas  of  the  imagination.  126  This  shared 
indebtedness,  if  such  it  be,  raises  important  issues.  If  Proust  knew  of 
Wordsworth  or  Coleridge,  it  would  most  li  kely  be  through  George  Eliot 
rather  than  Ruskin,  she  being  a  writer  who  tended  to  idealise  the  English 
Romantics.  Such  an  unproblematic,  because  mediated,  conception  of  their 
works  would  confirm  his  sense  of  the  redeeming  powers  of  imagination 
and  memory.  Proust's  vision  of  the  English  Romantic  achievement  Would 
match,  in  imagery  and  optimism,  the  young  Wordsworth's  vision  of  France. 
'But  Iwas  a  time  when  Europe  was  rejoiced, 
France  standing  on  the  top  of  golden  hours. 
,  127  And  human  nature  seeming  born  again. 
For  Rusld  n,  however,  the  temporary  f  ai  I  ure  of  adequate  response  is  much 
more  than  a  rhetorical  device,  as  it  is  for  Wordsworth,  Coleridge,  Proust. 
Where  these  writers  used  moments  of  accidie  as  incitements  to  creation, 169 
Ruskin,  in  some  %,  vags  a  more  truly  post-Romantic  writer  than  Proust,  saw 
such  moments  more  as  intimations  of  incapacity.  Thus  in  the  Cumae 
chapter  of  Praeterita,  that  which  precedes  'Fontainebleau',  extracts  from 
his  1840  journals,  registering  his  disgust  with  Rome  and  with  himself,  are 
included  as  'perhaps  worth  keeping'. 
'I  have  been  walking  backwards  and  forwards 
on  the  Pincian,  being  unable  to  do  anything  else 
since  this  confounded  illness,  and  trying  to  find 
Out  why  everg  imaginable  delight  palls  so  very 
rapidlg  on  even  the  keenest  feelings.  I  had  all 
Rome  before  me;  towers,  cupolas,  cypresses, 
and  palaces  mingled  in  every  possible  grouping; 
a  light  Decemberish  mist,  mixed  with  the  slightest 
vestige  of  wood  smoke,  hovering  between the 
distances,  and  giving  beautiful  grey  outlines  of 
every  form  between  the  ego  and  the  sun;  and  over 
the  rich  evergreen  oaks  of  the  Borghose  gardens, 
a  range  of  Appennine,  with  one  principal  pgramid 
of  pure  snow,  like  a  piece  of  sudden  comet-light 
fallen  on  the  earth.  It  was  not  like  moonlight,  nor 
like  sunlight,  but  as  soft  as  the  one.,  and  as 
powerful  as  the  other.  And  got  with  all  this  around 
me,  I  could  not  feel  it.  -128 
Perhaps  because  of  the  anxiety  of  influence,  perhaps  as  a  result  of  his 
laconic  acuity  with  regard  to  poetry,  Ruskin's  judgements  of  Wordsworth 
tended  to  the  harsh.  In  the  'RoslUn  Chapel'  section  of  Praeterita,  for 
*s  that  'On  the  journey  of  1837,  when  I  was  eighteen,  I  example,  he  remark 
felt,  for  the  last  time,  the  pure  childish  love  of  nature  which  Wordsworth 
so  idly  takes  for  an  intimation  of  immortal  i  tg,.  l  29  A  further.,  equally 
damning  judgement  comes  in  'Fiction  Fair  and  Foul'. 190 
'Wordsworth  is  simply  a  Westmoreland  peasant, 
with  considerably  less  shrewdness  than  most 
border  Englishmen  or  Scotsmen  inherit,  and  no 
sense  of  humour,  but  gifted  (in  this  singularly) 
with  vivid  sense  of  natural  beauty,  and  a  pretty 
turn  f  or  ref  I  ecti  ons;  not  a]  ways  acute,  but  as  f  ar 
as  they  reach,  medicinal  to  the  fever  of  the 
restless  and  corrupted  life  around  him.  "30 
The  dismissal  of  the  conquest  of  time  by  the  romantic  imagination  as, 
respectively,  an  idle  extrapolation  from  the  childish  love  of  nature  and  a 
.  pretty  turn  for  reflections'  is  another  indication  of  Ruskin's  distaste  for 
protracted  introspection.  In  his  insistence  that  meaning  is  located  beyond 
the  individual  consciousness,  Ruskin  is  perhaps  less  old-fashioned  than  his 
detractors  and  ambitious  disciples  might  suppose.  Certainly,  in  his 
reflection  on  the  intimations  of  immortality,  he  deserts  both  fine  writing 
and  the  pul  pi  t  tone  f  or  a  qui  et  p]  angency: 
'it  is  a  feeling  only  possible  to  youth,  for 
all  care,  regret,  or  knowledge  of  evil  destroys 
it;  and  it  requires  also  the  full  sensibility 
of  nerve  and  blood,  the  conscious  strength 
of  heart,  and  hope;  not  but  that  I  suppose  the 
purity  of  youth  may  feel  what  is  best  of  it 
even  through  sickness  and  the  waiting  for 
death;  but  only  in  thinking  death  itself  God's 
sending.  '131 
The  consolations  of  art  are  denied  Ruskin,  perhaps  by  Ruskin  himself,  for 
everywhere  in  his  writings  artistic  modes  of  knowledge  are  com- 
plemented  and  extended  by  scientific  curiosity. 1191 
'A  sno,,,,  idrop  was  to  me,  ass  to  Wordsviorth, 
part  of  the  Sermon  on  the  Mount;  but  I  never 
MUld  have  written  sonnets  to  the  celandine, 
because  it  is  of  a  coarse,  gellow  and  imperfect 
form.  '132 
The  extension  of  knowledge,  which  Ruskin  would  call  circumspection, 
encompasses  the  formal  circumscription  of  the  Wordsworthian  fictive 
consciousness,  of  the  Proustian  novel.  An  inexhaustible  world  exhausts 
the  subject.  Ruskin  as  scientist  denies  himself  the  evasions  of  Ruskin  the 
poet.  Theories  should  pertain  to  the  outside  world,  whether  this  is 
governed  by  God,  nature  or  language.  The  Proustian  distinction  between 
outer  and  inner  chronology,  a  distinction  imposed  by  the  imminence  of 
death,  i  s,  f  or  a]  Ii  ts  graci  ous  conveni  ence,  sti  IIf  ortui  tous,  in  bad  f  ai  th. 
Ruskin's  mingled  curiosity  and  disgust  is  met  in  Nilton,  BaUdelaire,  Sartre, 
but  not  in  Romantics  like  Wordsworth  or  the  Proust  of  Time  Re0ained.  As 
6crivant  Ruskin  recognises  that  language  is  engagge,  committed  to  the 
description  and  interpretation  of  facts,  people,  itself.  Introspective 
writing  is  that  which  reflects  upon  itself  and  its  tasks,  not  upon  upper- 
case  metaphoric  concepts  such  as  God,  Nature,  Self.  Rulskin  might  be 
termed  a  transcendental  materialist,  in  that  he  consistently  writes  as 
though  meaning  is  located  beyond  the  individual  consciousness,  while 
denying  that  consciousness,  with  its  individuality  and  its  suspect 
ignorance,  the  right  to  dictate  the  boundaries  of  contingent  knowledge. 
Beginning  in  France  with  Flaubert,  it  has  been  a  commonplace  of 
Modernism  that  the  artist  and  his  works  be  taken  at  his  own  estimation. 
In  England,  the  tradition  begins  earlier,  %.,  vith  Shelley  and  his 
.  unacknowledged  legislators'.  "33  Ruskin,  in  his  overreaching  modesty, 
rejects  the  tendency  to  equate  self  with  world: 192 
Wth  Shelley  I  loved  blue  sky  and  blue  eyes, 
but  never  in  the  least  confused  the  heavens 
with  my  o%,,  tn  poor  little  Psychidion.  '134 
In  literature  as  in  the  visual  arts,  Ruskin's  aesthetic  demands  a  return  to 
fi  rs  t  pri  nci  pl  es,  to  an  apprenti  ceshi  p  of  Yi  si  on  whi  ch,  f  or  one  so  cathol  ic 
in  his  knowledge  and  interests,  implies  the  rejection  of  ang  premature 
espousal  of  limiting  formal  patterns.  Thus  it  is  that  the  divergent  aspects 
of  his  theories  -  on  the  one  hand  aspiring  to  an  ever-widening  knowledge 
of  what  has  been  achieved;  and  on  the  other,  wishing  oneself  beyond 
knowledge  towards  a  primal  innocence  of  vision  -  result  in  a  method  of 
structuring  his  works  which  is,  so  to  speak,  permanently  provisional.  For 
P,  uskin  as  for  Proust,  illumination  is  intermittent,  and  the  writing  of 
experience  must  reflect,  or  better  enact  this  intermittence.  Unlike 
Proust,  however,  Ruskin  seems  unwilling  or  unable  to  compromise  his 
insight  by  imposing  a  general,  all-explaining  structure  on  his  work. 
Certainly  this  is  the  impression  gleaned  from  a  reading  of  the  unfinished 
Praeterita,  where  the  sequence  of  illuminations  seerns  unresolved,  and  the 
very  repetition  of  moment-.  of  epiphany  suggests  failure,  a  want  of 
confidence  in  the  rhetoric  of  conversion.  And  got  a  similar  judgement 
was  possible  in  the  case  of  the  unfinished  A  ]a  recherche  du  temps  p.  ýrdu. 
'Proust's  conclusion  has  not  been  published  qet, 
and  his  admirers  say  that  when  it  comes  every- 
thing  will  fall  into  its  place,  times  past  will  be 
recaptured  and  fixed,  we  shall  have  a  perfect 
whole.  I  do  not  believe  this.  The  work  seems 
to  me  a  progressive  rather  than  an  aesthetic 
confession,  for  with  the  elaboration  of  Albertine 
the  author  is  getting  tired.  Bits  of  news  may 
await  us,  but  it  will  be  surprising  if  we  have  to 193 
revise  our  opinion  of  the  whole  book.  The  book 
is  chaotic,  ill  constructed,  it  has  and  will  have  no 
external  shape;  and  get  it  hangs  together  because 
it  is  stitched  internally,  because  it  contains  rhgthm.  '135 
Although  the  conclusive  form  of  Le  Temps  retrouvb  makes  nonsense  of 
Forster's  predictions,  some  of  his  strictures  concerning  the  unresolvable 
mass  of  the  middle  sections  are  nonetheless  pertinent.  To  put  it  boldly, 
the  framework  pre-elected  for  the  novel  seems  to  most  readers  too  flimsy 
properly  to  contain  the  weight  of  unrevised  experience  presented  in  the 
novel'-  central  books.  The  containing  books  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  temp.  2 
qýjLdu,  Du  c6t6  do  chez  Swann  and  Le  Temps  retrouv6.1  are  still  the  most 
read  and  the  most  admired.  Yet  it  is  well  established  that  both  of  these 
would  have  been  expanded  to  something  like  the  dimensions  of  the  middle 
section  had  Proust's  formal  or  writing  procedure  (unusually  among 
modernist  writers,  these  are  not  the  same)  not  been  denied  by  the  dead- 
lines  of  publisher  and  mortality,  136  As  I  have  often  reiterated,  the  closing 
cadences  of  Time  ReQained  arQue  for  a  greater  degree  of  formal  resolution 
than  is  actually  attained.  Pierre  Clarac  suggests  that  the  theme  of  victory 
over  time  'se  serait  bpanoui  dans  une  conclusion  beethovenienne,  si  Proust 
avait  pu  donner  au  troisi6me  volet  de  son  triptyque  I'ampleur  qu'il 
r8vai  t-.  137  Helpful  as  this  insight  is,  one  has  to  admit  to  some  unease  at 
another  facile  invocation  of  a  sister  art  in  order  to  explain  Proust's  formal 
intentions.  In  calling  attention  to  cathedrals  or  pieces  of  music  as 
analogies  for  his  novel,  Proust  appears  to  be  aspiring  to  the  acquisition  of 
aesthetic  properties  which  the  novel  can  possess  only  intermittently. 
Viliere  music  or  the  visual  arts  may  be  perceived  and  comprehended  within 
a  limited  space  of  time,  and  can  indeed  move  the  listener  or  viewer 
towards  an  illusion  of  complete  and  simultaneous  perception,  the  practice 194 
of  novel  -viri  ti  ng,  particularly  when  taken  to  Proustian  extremes,  sooner  or 
later  leads  one  to  the  Shandean  parado.  -  of  mimetic  prose,  whereby 
writing,  by  striving  to  represent  the  world  in  time  and  extent,  must  end  up 
representing  only  itself.  The  outer  sections  of  A  la  recherche  du  tempq 
pgLdu  constitute  a  limited  attempt  to  escape  this  paradox,  and  certainly 
their  rhetoric  does  much  to  redeem  the  prolixity  of  the  intervening  books. 
This  rhetoric  of  completion  and  redemption  goes  some  wag,  in  fact, 
towards  invoking  a  sense  of  the  narrative  itself  as  example  and  imitation 
of  Temns  verdU.  This  is  not  to  suggest  that  the  bulk  of  Proust's  novel  is 
some  grandiose  and  futile  exercise  in  imitative  form,  but  the  rhetoric  of 
completion  and  closure  in  Swann  and  Le  Temps  retrouv6  does  undertake  to 
deny  the  accretive  linearity  which  Forster  noticed.  In  suggesting  that  the 
major  function  of  the  outer  books  is  to  cajole  the  reader  into  a  paradoxical 
forgetting  of  the  objects  of  the  narrator's  memory,  I  have  probably  been 
unfair  to  Proust's  achievement,  although  it  is  instructive  to  note  the 
extent  to  which  Proustians  have  consistently  invoked  the  author's  own 
manif  esto-like  comments  in  order  to  explain  away  the  novel's  longueurs 
and  irrelevancies. 
One  is  reminded  of  the  wag's  remark  that  people  tend  to  over-praise  long 
novels  out  of  a  sense  of  self-congratulation  at  having  finished  them.  A 
less  philistine  (or  more  pretentious)  approach  to  the  problem  might  be  to 
consider  the  Proustian  devices  of  retrospective  form  and  involuntary 
memory  as  instances  of  narrative  subversion.  The  novelist,  recognising 
his  generic  thralldom  to  the  discursive,  aspires  to  a  further  significance 
for  his  work,  more  lyric  than  narrative,  depending  more  on  metaphor  than 
on  metonymy.  The  interplay  between  these  modes  of  writing  reflects  that 195 
betvieen  novel  and  autobiography  (the  latter  considered  in  the  August- 
inion/Words%-vorthian  sense).  Such  autobiography  insists,  structurally,  on 
the  affinity  between  writer  and  reader:  the  double  '1'  v.,  orking  to  implicate 
the  reader  in  the  quest  of  the  writer's  past,  incomplete  self.  Proust's 
attempt  to  write  novel  and  autobiography  involved  a  partial  rejection  of 
the  Stendhalian  conventions  of  narrative.  This  rejection  is  conveyed  more 
wholehearted  ly  in  a  youthful  observation  by  Proust's  contemporary,  Gide. 
'Le  roman  doit  prOLIver  6  prbsent  qu'il 
peut  6tre  autre  chose  qu'un  miroir 
promen6  le  long  d'un  chemin  ...... 
11 
montrera  qu'il  peut  6tre  oeuvre  d'art, 
compos6  de  toutes  pikes,  d'un  r6alisme 
non  des  petits  faits  et  contingents,  mais 
sup6rieure  ...... 
IIf  aut  que  dans  I  eur  rapport 
mbme  chaque  partie  d'une  oeuvre  prouve 
]a  v6rit6  de  chaque  autre  -  il  West  pas  besoin 
d'autre  preuve.  '138 
The  idea  of  novel  as  mimesis,  with  its  attendant  temptations  towards  the 
Shandean  paradox,  is  replaced  by  the  idea  of  the  novel  as  structure,  playing 
with  different  modes  of  ordering  and  enabling  the  reader  to  understand 
how  he  makes  sense  of  the  world.  Or  rather,  not  replaced  but 
counterbalanced,  since  these  two  functions  of  the  novel  must  remain  in 
conflict  within  the  text  itself.  Even  the  purest  novel  retains  the  trace  of 
the  contingent,  or  at  least  the  scars  of  a  (contingent)  decision  to  expunge 
contingency.  In  the  case  of  Proust,  the  metonymic,  that  is  to  sag, 
combinative  and  contextual  functions  of  narrative  -  the  'stories'  of 
thwarted  ambition  and  desire  -  are  at  once  countered  and  rendered 
significant  by  the  metaphorical  functions  of  epiphany,  involuntary  memory 
and  symbol,  those  being  unusually  concentrated  towards  the  beginning  and 196 
end  of  the  novel.  Although  I  criticised  above  the  Proustians'  tendency  to 
apply  concepts  from  the  visual  arts  to  the  novel,  this  is  one  context  in 
which  a  pictorial  analogy  can  prove  helpful.  In  comparing  A  ]a  recherche 
du  temps  pu  to  a  triptych,  one  is  forced  to  concede  the  particular 
relevance  of  this  sort  of  devotional  art.  The  central  panel  is  usually  twice 
the  width  of  the  wings:  the  wings  usually  provide  a  commentary  on  any 
hidden  messa  ge  in  the  centre,  and/or  a  completion  of  any  narrative.  When 
closed,  the  backs  of  the  wings  usually  bear  the  owner's  coat  of  arms. 
The  above  discussion  of  the  structure  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tempLp  t  du 
depends,  as  all  such  discussions  must,  on  knowledge  of  the  book's  ending,  a 
k,.  no,,,,,,  ]  edge  which  was  not  available  to  Forster.  It  is  my  contention  that  a 
misinterpretation  similar  to  that  of  Forster  is  difficult  to  escape  when 
faced  with  the  uncompleted  Praeterita.  Happily,  Ruskin  did  set  out  a 
schema  which  might  allow  a  provisional  estimation  of  what  he  might  have 
achieved,  and  certainly  permits  a  more  generous  evaluation  of  what  he  did. 
But  Proeterita,  we  have  to  remind  ourselves,  is  not  a  novel;  nor  is  much  of 
A  la  recherche  du  tem  s  perdu.  A  satisfactory  litmus  test  is  suggested  by  PLI 
David  Lodge: 
'If  a  text  which  is  not  foregrounded  as  literature 
can  nevertheless  become  literature  by  responding 
to  a  literary  reading,  it  can  only  be  because  it 
has  the  kind  of  systematic  internal  foregrounding 
which  makes  all  its  components  aesthetically 
relevant.  -139 
I  do  not  think  it  special  pleading  to  question  that  last  'all'.  In  any  genre 
outside  the  sparest  lyric  there  will  be  much  which  is  not  aesthetically 
relevant.  In  Ulysses,  the  most  foregroupded  of  all  novels,  there  exist  a 197 
great  many  aesthetic  irreleValCieS,  140  and  in  any  case,  and  particularly 
that  of  Proust,  there  is  often  the  temptation  to  confuse  aesthetic 
relevance  with  'vvh  at-i  s-rel  evan  t-to  -the  -a  rti  s  V.  In  the  case  of 
Praeterita,  there  is  a  sufficient  preponderance  of  aesthetic/rhetorical 
components  for  it  to  pass  Lodge's  test. 
Rin  ori  gi  nal  Iy  pl  anned  f  or  Praeteri  ta  to  compri  se  three  books,  each  of  ust. 
twelve  chapters.  The  third  volume  of  the  autobiography  as  we  have  it  ends 
with  Chapter  Four,  'Joanna's  Care'.  A  manuscript  scheme  for  the  remainder 
of  Book  Three  tells  us  much  about  Ruskin's  working  principles  and  the 
ultimate  plan  arrived  at  for  his  valedictory  work.  141 
Host  of  Praeteri  ta's  chapter  headi  ngs  cel  ebrate  pl  ace  names  wi  th  a 
resonance  which  seems  to  suggest  some  sort  of  structural  or  thematic 
principle  at  work.  Admittedly,  the  place  names  also  happen  to  coincide 
with  a  roughly  chronological  account  of  the  study-tours  undertaken  by 
Ruskin  for  most  of  his  life,  get  if  Praeterita  is  elusive  and  incomplete  as 
autobiography,  it  is  doubly  so  as  travel  chronicle.  Ruskin  in  fact  uses 
places,  and  the  names  of  places,  in  a  way  which  undoubtedly  foreshadows 
Proust's  celebrated  distinction  between  'Noms  de  pays  -  le  nom'  and  'noms 
de  pays  -  le  pays'.  Ruskin  explores,  as  does  his  disciple,  the  similarities 
and  divergences  between  inner  and  outer  topographies,  between  the 
physical  fact  of  places  and  the  mUthic/symbolic  resonance  given  them  by 
art  or  word.  The  result  is  a  kind  of  pilgrimage,  whose  purpose  is  to 
reconcile  self  with  world  by  means  of  the  word.  The  two  paths  of  Proust's 
narrator's  boyhood  are  thus  reconciled  in  Le  Temps  retrouv6,  but  not  in  the 
way  the  narrator  suggests,  in  the  figure  of  Gilberte's  daughter. 198 
It  avant  tout  venaient  aboutir  6  elle  les 
deux  grands  -cWs-  o6  favais  fait  tant  de 
promenades  et  de  r6veS.  '142 
This  reconciliation  of  the  paths  is  in  fact  false  because  for  the  reader 
there  has  never  been  a  divergence.  Both  Swann's  Wag  -and  the  Guermantes 
Way  have  from  the  beginning  of  our  experience  of  the  book  been  equally 
charmed,  'Enlferm6s  dans  les  anneaux  n6cessaires  d'un  beau  stgle'.  143  The 
act  of  writing  has  already  performed  the  magic  which  Proust  has  to 
rehearse  f  or  rhetori  cal  reasons  in  hi  sfi  nal  vol  ume.  The  f  amous  i  mage  on 
Aration  of  how  Me  Laphor  'Y'Y'hi  ch  I  have  j  ust  quoted  of  f  ers  another  iII  us 
Proust  was  constantly  drawn  towards  figures  of  closure,  and  the  image  of 
the  two  paths  is  probably  the  governing  example  of  this  within  the  novel. 
Ruskin's  scheme  for  the  completion  of  Praeteritp  shows  a  similar  impulse 
at  work.  144  His  lists  of  alternate  chapter-titles  are  an  indication  of  how 
118  SOUghL  the  maximum  resonance  for  each  one.  Other  titles  considered 
f  or  'Joanna's  Care',  f  or  exibmpl  e,  were  'The  Lost  Sunsets'  or  The  Sunsets 
that  nobody  saw'.  Titles  seem  to  dictate  subject-matter,  rather  than  the 
other  -ývay  round,  as  though  Ruskin's  discursiveness  could  only  be  tamed, 
enferm6,  by  the  sibylline  multivalency  of  a  chapter  heading. 
he  proposed  fi  nal  chap  Lers  gi  ve  a  strong  i  ndi  cati  on  that  Rusk  ini  ntended  a  T 
grand  ricorso  in  the  Proustian  manner:  they  are  noted  respectively  as  'xi. 
Shakespeare's  Cliff.  Early  Dover  returned  to.  Summing  of  literary  purpose. 
Last  review  of  England.  '  'xii.  Calais  Pier.  Early  France  returned  to  and 
ended  with.  Lost  review  of  France.  '  These  are,  admittedly,  titles  only,  but 
theq  do  seem  to  support  the  idea  that,  in  Praeterita,  Ruskin  was  tempted 199 
to  a  death-bed  pact  with  a  formalism  which  lie  spent  much  of  his  career 
rejecting.  Back  in  1858  lie  brought  out  a  collection  of  lectures  under  the 
proleptically  Proustian  title  'The  Two  Paths';  but  Ruskin's  paths  are  not 
equivalent,  nor  to  be  valued  in  their  eventual  convergence.  Rather  they 
represent  cl  ear  al  ternati  ves  f  or  students  of  art,  'whether  you  wi  II  turn  to 
the  right  or  the  left  in  this  matter,  whether  you  will  be  naturalists  or 
f  ormal  i  sts;  whether  you  will  pass  your  days  in  representing  God's  truth,  or 
in  repenting  men's  errors'.  145  This  is  reminiscent  of  an  earlier  remark  it) 
The  Stones  of  Venice,  where  he  compares  the  work,  of  Giovanni  Bellini  and 
Titian  in  terms  which  we  could  fruitfully  apply  to  Ruskin  and  Proust: 
'Novi  John  Beflini  was  born  in  1423,  and 
Titian  in  1480.  John  Bellini,  and  his  brother 
Gentile..  two  years  older  than  he,  close  the 
line  of  the  sacred  painters  of  Venice.  But 
the  most  solemn  spirit  of  religious  faith 
animates  their  works  to  the  last.  There  is 
no  religion  in  any  work  of  Titian's;  there 
is  not  even  the  smallest  evidence  of 
religious  temper  or  sympathies  either  in 
himself,  or  in  those  for  whom  he  painted 
....... 
Now  this  is  not  merely  because  John 
Bellini  was  a  religious  man  and  Titian  was 
not.  Titi-an  and  Bellini  are  each  true 
representatives  of  the  school  of  painters 
contemporary  with  them;  and  the  difference 
in  their  artistic  feeling  is  a  consequence  not 
so  much  of  di  ff  erence  in  their  own  natural 
characters  as  in  their  early  education: 
Bellini  was  brought  up  in  faith;  Titian  in 
formalism.  Between  the  years  of  their  birth 
the  vital  religion  of  Venice  had  expired.  '146 200 
Ruskin  was  fond  of  opposinq  the  formal  with  the  'vital'  -  hence  his 
insistence  that  Praeterita  %,,.,  as  to  be  concerned  with  what  he  calls  'the 
vital  faCt-,  147  but  there  are  in  his  autobiography  various  indications  that 
his  notion  of  the  vital  has  been  revised:  instead  of  looking  out  into  tile 
world  for  revelation,  and  consequently  writing  a  sustained  pilgrimage  of 
digressions,  Ruskin  adopts  a  principle  of  selectivity  which  is  half- 
psychological,  half-formal.  The  remarks  on  Bellini  and  Titian  quoted  above 
are,  as  I  have  suggested,  applicable  also  to  Ruskin  and  Proust.  The  gap 
between  the  respective  ages  (in  both  senses)  of  the  artists  is  similar. 
Ruskin  was  %vont  to  conflate  the  perceived  ills  of  Renaissance  and 
Industrial  Revolution,  and  his  suspicion  of  the  new  age's  morbid  interest  in 
fiction  and  formalism  is  well  established.  Thus  it  could  be  said  that 
Proust  ,,,,,  as  the  gifted  successor  whom  Ruskin  might  have  feared,  whose 
advent  the  Victorian  prophet  did  his  best  to  forestall,  until  forced  to 
realise  that  the  decline  of  personal  and  public  faith  made  formalism 
already  inevitable.  Note  that  Ruskin  insists  on  formalism  as  limitation  - 
all  art,  to  him,  depends  to  an  extent  on  form,  but  the  exclusive  insistence 
on  form's  sufficiency  denies  not  only  religion  but  tile  science  of 
perception,  since  frames  always  delimit,  and  there  is  always  a  wider  sea 
for  the  seeing  eye  to  explore. 
One  of  Ruskin's  biographers  has  suggested  that  'the  writing  of  Praeterita 
in  the  1880s  was  a  final  attempt  to  lay  hold  of  an  ineluctable  yet  elusive 
whole;  to  shape  a  gestalt  that  was  life  and  work  all  together,  all  complete 
and  all  restorative'.  148  The  proposed  ending  of  the  work  certainly  tempts 
us  with  this  interpretation,  but  since  we  must  forever  remain  as  innocent 
of  Ruskin's  endings  as  Forster  was  of  Proust's,  we  must  look  for  other 
proof  of  a  late  conversion  to  formal  holism. -11  4OF  i 
Ruskin's  autobiography  is  strong  in  evidence  of  a  conscious  move  from 
6crivant  to  6crivain,  of  a  Theseus  settling  in  despair  in  some  corner  of  the 
labyrinth,  so  as  to  create  his  own  maze  of  a  monument.  The  first 
requirement  of  formalism  is  that  it  address  the  work  rather  than  the 
world.  Praeterita  does  not,  in  the  manner  of  Proust's  novel,  explicitly 
renounce  the  world,  but  in  its  concern  with  the  self  it  does  offer  its 
author  an  opp  ortunity  to  project  techniques  already  well  -established  in 
hi  s  more  'prosai  c'  wri  ti  ngs,  and  f  or  the  reader  to  recogni  se  and  i  nterpret 
these  within  a  delimited  frame  of  reference.  For  once  it  is  possible  to 
treat  Ruski  n  in  terms  of  ef  f  ect  rather  than  of  performance.  To  borrow  a 
concept  of  E.  H.  Gombrich's,  Praeterita  allows  us  to  treat  its  author's 
writing  as  schema  rather  than  as  a  consistent  correction  of  a  schema  -  or 
subversion  of  all  scheMata.  149  For  Gombrich,  the  schema  enables  the 
world  to  be  represented,  while  correction  evokes  the  observer's  reactions 
towards  that  represented  world,  and  Wolfgang  Iser  invokes  the  idea  of 
Gestalt  to  explain  the  process  of  the  reader's  appropriation  of  the  text: 
'As  meaning  is  not  manifested  in  words  and 
the  reading  process  therefore  cannot  be 
mere  identification  of  individual  linguistic 
signs,  it  follows  that  apprehension  of  the 
text  is  dependent  on  gestalt  groupings.,  150 
Iser  goes  on  to  distinguish  bet%.,  teen  open  and  closed  Gestalten,  quoting 
Umberto  Eco  to  the  effect  that  'it  is  only  natural  that  life  should  be  more 
like  Ulysses  than  like  The  Three  Musketeers,  and  get  we  are  still  all  more 
inclined  to  think  of  it  more  in  terms  of  The  Three  Musketeers  than  in 
terms  of  Ul  Usses  -  or  rather,  I  can  on]  y  remember  and  j  udge  IifeifI  thi  nk 
of  it  in  terms  of  a  traditional  novel'.  151 202 
In  Iser's  sense,  A  ]a  recherche  du  temp2_pqtýLu  is  a  traditional  novel, 
though  any  novel  would  appear  traditional  beside  Ulysses.  La  Recherche  is 
traditional  in  its  insistence  on  formal  closure,  its  peculiar  resistance  to 
linguistic  resourcefulness.  Any  gestures  towards  the  paradigmatic  are  too 
often  based  on  form  and  fond.  These  are  in  fact  presented  as  one  in  Le 
TemDs  retrouv6,  where  the  protracted  drama  of  the  search  for  lost  time 
demands  the  d6nouernent  of  a  manifesto.  In  Praeterita,  contrastingly, 
form  tends  to  be  present  more  in  terms  of  technique,  as  though  a  style  had 
eventually  become  conscious  of  its  potential  as  something  other  than 
di  scursi  ve  expl  anati  on  or  i  coni  c  shorthand.  Proeteri  ta  seem-.  to  of  f  or  an 
exception  to  Philippe  Lejeune's  rule  for  autobiography,  which,  for  him,  is 
defined  less  by  its  formal  elements  than  by  a  'contract  of  reading'.  152 
Ruskin's  contract  seemý  to  be  with  himself;  the  conditions  for  reading  his 
autobiography  have  more  to  do  with  an  inward  kno%A.,  ledge  of  his  writing 
practice  than  with  the  supposed  (and  denied)  demands  of  any  prospective 
reader.  Ruskin  would  always  be  aware  of  form,  but  his  implicit  distrust  of 
it  would  always  insist  on  some  concealment:  on  the  Submission  of  form  to 
technique  -  technique  in  the  high,  Russian,  formalist  sense. 
'The  notion  of  "technique",  because  it  has  to  do 
directly  with  the  distinguishing  features  of 
poetic  and  practical  speech,  is  much  more 
significant  in  the  long-range  eVOILItion  of 
formalism  than  is  the  notion  of  form.  '  153 
This  is  closer  to  the  literary  practice  and  aesthetic  theory  of  Ruskin  than 
to  Ruskin's  literary  theory  or  Proust's  theory  or  practice.  The  basis  of 
Eichenbaum's  position  was  that  the  objects  of  literary  science  must  be  the 203 
study  of  those  specifics  which  distinguish  it  from  any  other  material. 
That  is  to  say,  it  is  a  generic,  morphological  science,  but  one  which 
concerns  itself  with  inner,  implicit  structure  rather  than  outward,  closed 
f  orm. 
Praeterita  remains  inchoate  and  unassimilable  if  we  adhere  to  the 
Proustian  theory  of  form,  which  subverts  narrative  linearity  and  the 
forces  of  dispersal  always  at  work  within  the  text  in  order  to  supply  the 
reader  with  a  spatial  concept  of  time,  personality,  writing  itself.  There 
i  s,  however,  another  order  of  f  ormal  i  sm  whi  ch  is  perhaps  cl  oser  to  the 
spirit  and  performance  of  Ruskin's  work  which  eschews  the  iconic 
metaphor  inf  avour  of  aIi  ngui  sti  c  one,  and  whose  pri  nci  pl  es  are 
suf  f  iciently  exemplif  ied  in  A  la  recherche  du  tem  s  perdu  to  allow  f  or 
legitimate  comparison  of  Proust  and  Ruskin.  This  is  the  fon-nalism  of 
Viktor  Schklovsky: 
'Art  exists  to  help  us  recover  the  sensation 
of  life;  it  exists  to  make  us  feel  things,  to 
make  the  stone  stony.  The  end  of  art  is  to 
give  a  sensation  of.  the  object  as  seen,  not 
-as  recognised.  The  technique  of  art  is  to 
make  things  "unfamiliar",  to  make  forms 
obscure,  so  as  to  increase  the  difficulty 
and  the  duration  of  perception.  '  154 
The  Schklovskian  ideal  of  defamiliarisation  has  been  so  influential  in 
twentieth  century  literary  criticism  and  theory  that  it  is  a  wonder  that  no 
one  has  pointed  out  its  applicability  as  the  central  aspect  of  comparison 
between  Ruskin  and  Proust.  Schklovsky's  observation  that  'habitualisation 
devours  viorks,  cl  othes,  f  urni  ture,  one's  lilli  f  e,  and  the  f  ear  of  vvar'l  55  is 204 
remarkably  Proustian  in  tenor  -  compare  Proust's  'voile  lourd  de 
Fhabitude  O'habitude  ab6tissante  qui  pendant  tout  le  cours  de  notre  vie 
nous  cache  6  peu  pr6s  tout  Funivers  et  dans  une  nuit  profonde,  sous  lour 
btiquette  inchang6e,  substitue  aux  poisons  les  plus  dangereux,  ou  les  plus 
enivrants  de  la  vie  quelque  chose  d'anodin  qui  ne  procure  pas  de 
d6lices) 
...... 
..  156 
But  the  idea  that  the  dead  hand  of  habit  is  to  be  countered  by  an 
association  of  perception  and  technique,  indeed  a  sense  of  perception  as 
technique,  is  even  more  remarkably  Ruskinian.  Compare  the  following 
passages,  the  first  by  Schklovsky: 
'The  end  of  art  is  to  give  a  sensation  of 
the  object  -as  seen,  not  as  recognised. 
The  technique  of  art  is  to  make  things 
..  unfamiliar",  to  make  forms  obscure, 
so  as  to  increase  the  difficultU  and  the 
duration  of  perception.  '  157 
and  this  from  The  Stones  of  Venice: 
'The  dimly  seen,  momentary  glance,  the 
flitting  shadow  of  faint  emotion,  the  imperfect 
lines  of  fading  thought,  and  all  that  by  and 
through  such  things  as  these  is  recorded  on 
the  features  of  man,  and  all  that  in  man's 
person  and  actions,  and  in  the  great  natural 
world,  is  infinite  and  wonderful;  having  in  it 
that  spirit  and  power  which  man  may  witness, 
but  not  weigh;  conceive,  but  not  comprehend; 
love,  but  not  limit;  and  imagine,  but  not 
define;  -  this,  the  beginning  and  the  end  of 
the  aim  of  all  noble  art,  we  have,  in  the  ancient 
art,  by  perception;  and  we  have  not,  in  the 
newer  art,  by  knovfledge.  '158 205 
It  is  in  this  defamiliarisation,  in  the  aesthetic  prolongation  of  perception, 
that  the  reader  finds  the  true  common  ground  between  Proust  and  Ruskin. 
The  digressiveness,  the  protraction  of  the  sentence,  the  insistence  of  the 
individual  voice:  all  of  those  stylistic  tics  which  are  obvious  to  the  most 
innocent  or  inexperienced  reader  are  grounded  not  in  a  shared  theory  but  in 
a  shared  writing  process  which  embodies  perception.  In  the  most 
characteristi  c  sentences  of  each  author  the  process  of  perception  is 
mimicked,  re-presented,  made  strange  by  the  process  of  writing.  This 
involves  a  spectacular  promotion  of  the  use  of  description  in  narrative, 
f  rom  the  pure]  U  decorati  ve  through  the  expl  anatory  or  symbol  ic  (i  n 
Barthes'  sense,  hermeneutic)  to  a  status  which  actively  challenges  that  of 
narrative  itself.  The  manifesto  for  such  a  promotion  was  made  by  the 
nouveaux  romanciers,  but  theg  have  stated  their  indebtedness  to  Proust, 
and  that  of  Proust  to  Ruskin  is,  as  we  shall  see,  eminently  traceable. 
Carried  to  Ruskinion/Proustian  extremes,  description  can  be  actively 
subversive  of  narrative,  insof  or  as  narrative  can  be  considered  as  an 
expected,  realistically  motivated  concatenation  of  events.  Where 
description  and  narrative  -attain  this  sort  of  equivalence,  a  new  sort  of 
writing  is  generated,  whereby  the  descriptive  and  narrative  merge  into  a 
new  mode  of  autobiographical  writing. 
'En  fait  ]a  "description"  proustienne  est  moins 
Line  description  de  Fobjet  contemp]6  qu'un 
r6cit  et  une  analyse  de  Factivit6  perceptive 
du  personnage  contemplant,  de  ses  impressions, 
d6couvertes,  progressives,  changeantes  de 
distance  et  de  perspective,  erreurs  et  corrections, 
enthousiasmes  ou  d6ceptions,  etcetera.  '159 206 
Genette's  perception  also  holds  for  many  of  Ruskin's  'descriptive'  passages. 
As  Genette  remarks  elsewhere,  description  marks  a  'frontibre  intbrieure 
du  rbcit',  1'63  that  is  to  say,  one  of  those  tendencies  in  narrative  according 
to  ,,,.,  hich  narrative  can  be  negatively  defined  and  hence  reinvented. 
Another  such  f  ronti  or  woul  d  be  Mltobi  ography,  and  it  woul  d  be  fi  tti  ng  to 
end  this  chapter,  which  has  largely  concerned  itself  with  the  freedoms 
granted  the  A  ri  ter  by  the  sel  f  -ref  erenti  al  novel,  by  consi  deri  ng  sorne  of 
the  liberties  which  can  be  taken  by  the  autobiographer,  or  first-person 
narrator. 
'The  first  person  will  draw  a  rambling, 
fragmentary  tale  together  and  stamp  it 
after  a  fashion  as  a  single  whole.  Does 
anybody  dare  to  suggest  that  this  is  a 
reason  for  the  marked  popularity  of  the 
method  among  our  novelists?  Auto- 
biography  -  it  is  a  regular  literary  form, 
and  yet  it  is  one  which  refuses  the 
recognised  principles  of  literary  form; 
its  natural  right  is  to  seem  wayward  and 
inconsequent;  its  charm  is  in  the  fidelity 
with  which  it  follows  the  winding  course 
of  the  writer's  thought,  as  he  muses  upon 
the  past,  and  the  writer  is  not  expected 
to  guide  his  thought  in  an  orderly  design, 
but  to  let  it  wander  free.  Formlessness 
41  becomes  actually  the  mark  of  right  form 
in  literature  of  this  class:  and  a  novel 
presented  -as  fictional  autobiography  get-, 
the  same  advantage.  "61 
Percy  Lubbock,  in  this  matter  like  Schklovsky,  seized  on  this  paradoxical 
definition  of  form  as  formlessness  as  a  consequence  of  his  insight  that  'to 207 
grasp  the  shadowy  and  f  antassmal  form  of  a  book 
...... 
is  the  effort  of  the 
critic  ......  and  it  is  perpetually  defeated'.  162  Description  and  auto- 
biography,  two  marginal  modes  or  aspects  of  the  novel,  are,  then,  more 
necessary  to  the  novel's  aesthetic  success  than  the  retrospective 
conferral  of  iconic  structure.  In  my  final  chapter  I  propose  to  demonstrate 
how  the  Ruskinian  manner  of  descriptive  autobiography  informs  A  ]a 
recherche  du  tem  s  perdu  and  how  in  return  certain  techniques  of  Proust's,  P-L. 
- 
figural,  narrative  and  thematic,  can  be  discovered  retrospectively  in 
Ruskin's  autobiographical  writings  and  hence  offer  material  for  a  re- 
assessment  of  such  works  as  Praeterita  and  Fors  Clavinera. CHAPTER  SIX 
Conclusion  - 
Autobiographical  Fiction/Fictional  AutobiographU 
'I  liked  him  as  he  did  not  look,  for  an  ideal  object. 
When  lie  heard:  "only  the  object  which  does  not  exist 
Is  perfect  and  pure",  lie  blushed  and  turned  away. 
In  every  pocket  lie  carried  pencils,  pads  of  paper 
Together  with  crumbs  of  bread,  the  accidence  of  life. 
Year  after  gear  he  ci  rcl  ed  a  thick  tree 
Shading  his  eyes  with  his  hand  and  muttering  admiringly. 
How  much  he  envied  those  who  draw  a  tree  with  one  line! 
But  metaphor  seemed  to  him  something  indecent. 
He  would  leave  symbols  to  the  proud  busy-with  their  cause. 
By  looking  fie  wanted  to  draw  the  name  from  the  very  thing. 
When  lie  was  old,  he  tugged  at  his  tobacco-stained  beard: 
I  prefer  to  lose  thus  than  to  win  as  they  do.  "' 
Czeslaw  Milosz,  from  'Bobo's  Vletamorphosis',  translated  bg  the  author. 208 
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'But  of  those  parts  of  anything  which  are  in 
themselves  beautiful,  I  think,  the  indistinctness 
no  benef  it,  but  the  brighter  they  are  the  better; 
and  that  the  peculiar  charm  we  feel  in 
conception  results  from  its  grasp  and  blending 
of  ideas,  rather  from  their  obscurity;  for  we  do 
not  Usually  recall  ......  one  part  at  a  time  only  of 
a  pleasant  scene,  one  moment  only  of  a  happy 
day;  but  together  with  each  single  object  we 
summon  up  a  kind  of  crowded  and  involved 
shadowing  forth  of  all  the  other  glories  with 
which  it  was  associated,  and  into  every  moment 
we  concentrate  an  epitome  of  the  day 
......  and 
so,  with  a  kind  of  conceptive  burning-glass, 
we  bend  the  sunshine  of  the  day,  and  the  fullness 
of  all  the  scene  upon  every  point  that  we 
successively  seize.  '  I 
The  above  passage  from  Modern  Painters  is  unusually  prescient  of  the 
PrOUStian  concern  with  the  significant  moment,  with  epiphany  as  epitome, 
which  guarantees  the  consonance  of  the  individual's  existence  across  time. 
In  discussing  Proust's  technique  of  recovering  the  typical  from  the 
individual  and  various,  G6rard  Genette  employs  a  formula  which,  allowing 
for  the  effect  of  technological  change  on  a  crucial  simile,  faithfully 
reproducess  Ruskii-ýs  own  aesthetic  meditation. 
Tans  cet  ef  fort  pour  composer  gr6ce  6  de 
tels  rbseaUX  ]a  coh6rence  d'un  lieu,  Fharmonie 
d'une  "heure",  FuniO  d'un  climat,  il  semble 
exister  dans  ]a  Recherche  du  temps.  pgrdu 
quelques  points  de  concentration  ou  de 
cristallisation  plus  intense,  qui  correspondent 
6  des  fogers  d'irradiation  esth6tiqUO.  '  2 209 
Genette's  remarks  are  to  be.  found  in  his  article  'M6tonymie  chez  Proust'  in 
which  he  points  out  that  Proust's  insistence  on  the  importance  of 
metaphor,  which  for  him  is  to  art  what  involuntary  memory  is  to  life,  3  is 
somewhat  compromised  by  the  fact  that  many  of  his  metaphors  are  not 
metaphors  at  all  but  hybrids  of  metaphor  and  metonymy.  Genette 
identifies  the  phenomenon  of  'metonymic  contagion'  in  seyeral  significant 
passages  of  A  la  recherche  du  tempLpgrdu,  quoting  the  descriptions  of  St. 
Andr&  A  es-Ch  amps  in  Combray  - 
'Sur  la  droite,  ajoute-t-il,  on  apercevait 
par-de16  les  bibs  les  deux  clochers  cisel§s 
et  rustiques  de  St.  Andrb-des-Champs, 
eux-m§mes  effil6s,  6cailleux,  imbriqu6s 
dWy6ales,  guilloch§s,  jounissants  et 
grumeleux,  comme  deux  6piS.  '  4 
-  with  a  reminiscence  of  the  church  of  Saint-Mars-le  Vku  in  Sodome  et 
Gomorrhe: 
'Saint-Mars,  dont,  par  ces  temps  ardents, 
oü  on  ne  pensait  qu'au  bain,  les  deux  antiques 
clochers  d'un  rose  saumon,  aux  tuiles  en 
losange,  18gärement  inflächis  et  comme 
palpitants,  avaient  Fair  de  vieux  poissons 
aigus,  imbriqubs  Acailles,  moussus  et  roux, 
qui..  söns  avoir  l'nir  de  bouger,  s'bleynient 
dans  une*  eau  transparente  et  bleue.  -5 
As  Genette  points  out,  the  signified  physical  properties  of  the  two  pairs  of 
church  towers  are  remarkably  similar,  near  identical,  yet  the  terms  of 
comparison  wholly  different.  Of  one  church  the  towers  are  likened  to  ears 
of  corn,  of  the  other  to  fish.  In  the  second  case  Proust  inserts  a 
parenthetical  indication  of  the  psychological  cause  for  the  divergent 210 
metaphors.  The  description  is  located  in  place,  time  and  character;  the 
narrator  is  at  Balbec  'par  ces  temps  ,  ardents  oO  on  no  ponsait  qu'au  bain'.  In 
the  case  of  the  first  description  the  explanation  is  made  more  discreetig, 
the  towers  are  'e.  ux-m6mes  6ffil6s';  that  is  to  -0-ay,  shaped  as  two  ears  of 
corn  aniong  others.  The  metaphors  are,  then,  contextually  derived;  it  is  the 
surrounding  landscape  which  conditions  the  terms  of  the  metaphor.  Such 
metaphors  are  thus  based  on  the  principle  of  metonymic  combination 
rather  than  the  usual  principle  of  analogy  or  substitution.  These  hybrid 
figures  are  called  bU  Gonette  'mbtaphores  dibg6tiques',  '6  i.  e.  metaphors 
whose  vehicle  is  borrowed  from  the  surrounding  'world'  of  the  narrative, 
and  which  consequently  fulfil  -a  function  which  is  narrative  as  well  as 
descriptive.  Description  mag  be  prolonged  since,  instead  of  being  trapped 
in  the  isolation  of  the  'purple  passage',  it  becomes  motivated,  inextricable 
from  the  chain  of  narrative  event. 
'Si  Yon  veut  bien,  comme  le  propose  Roman 
Jakobson,  caract6riser  le  parcours 
m6tonymique  comme  ]a  dimension  poftiqUe, 
on  devra  alors  considbrer  1'§criture  proustienne 
comme  la  tentative  ]a  plus  extr6me  en  direction 
de  cet  Rat  mixte,  assumant  et  activant  pleine- 
ment  les  deux  axes  du  langage,  qu'il  serait  certes 
dbrisoire  de  nommer'pobme  en  prose'  ou  *prose 
pobtique'  et  qui  constituerait,  absolument  et  au 
sens  plein  du  terme,  le  Texfte.,  7 
Although  it  would  be  foolish  to  suggest  that  anything  like  Proust's 
seamless  enmeshing  of  the  descriptive  and  the  narrative  exists  in  any  of 
Ruskin's  writings,  Genette's  insights  do  perhaps  offer  to  the  reader,  at 
last,  some  ikelligent  means  of  coping  with  Ruskin's  poetic  prose. 211 
In  %,..,  h,,  3t  is  perhaps  the  most  famous  paragraph  of  all  Ruskin,  there  is  a 
striking  example  of  metonymic  contagion.  This  is  the  description  in  The 
Stones  of  Venice  of  tlie  first  sight  of  St.  Mark's. 
'And  well  may  they  fall  back,  for  beyond 
those  troops  of  ordered  arches  there  rises 
a  vision  out  of  the  earth,  and  all  the  great 
square  seems  to  have  opened  from  it  in  a 
kind  of  owe,  that  we  may  see  it  faraway: 
-a  multitude  of  pillars  and  white  domes, 
clustered  into  a  long  low  pyramid  of  coloured 
light;  a  treasure  heap,  it  seems,  partly  of 
gold  and  partly  of  opal  and  mother  of  pearl, 
hollowed  beneath  into  five  great  vaulted 
porches,  ceiled  with  fair  mosaic,  and  beset 
with  sculpture  of  alabaster,  clear  as  amber 
and  delicate  as  ivory  -  sculpture  fantastic 
and  involved,  of  palm  leaves  and  lilies,  and 
grapes  and  pomegranates,  and  birds,  clinging 
and  fluttering  among  the  branches,  all  t%,  vined 
together  into  an  endless  network  of  buds  and 
plumes;  and  in  the  midst  of  it,  the  solemn  form 
of  angels,  sceptered,  and  robed  to  the  feet,  and 
leaning  to  each  other  across  the  gates,  their 
figures  indistinct  among  the  gleaming  of  the 
golden  ground  through  the  leaves  beside  them, 
interrupted  and  dun,  like  the  morning  light  as 
it  faded  back  among  the  branches  of  Eden,  when 
first  its  gates  were  angel-guarded  long  ago. 
And  round  the  walls  of  the  porches  there  are 
set  pillars  of  variegated  stones,  jasper  and 
porphyry,  and  deep-green  serpentine  spotted 
,,  Aiith  flakes  of  snow,  and  marbles,  that  half 
refuse  and  half  yield  to  the  sunshine,  Cleopatra- 
like,  'I  their  bluest  veins  to  kiss"  -  the  shadow, 
as  it  steals  back  from  thorn,  revealing  line  -after 
line  of  azure  undulation,  as  a  receding  tide  leaves 
the  waved  sand;  their  capitals  rich  with  inter- 
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drifting  leaves  of  acanthus  and  vine,  and  mystical 
signs,  all  beginning  and  ending  in  the  Cross;  and 
above  them,  in  the  broad  archivolts,  a  continuous 
chain  of  language  and  of  life-angels,  and  the 
signs  of  heaven,  and  the  labours  of  men,  each  in 
its  appointed  season  on  the  earth;  and  above  these, 
another  range  of  glittering  pinnacles,  mixed  with 
white  arches,  edged  with  scarlet  flowers,  -a 
confusion  of  delight,  amidst  which  the  breasts  of 
the  Greek  horses  are  seen  blazing  in  their  breadth 
of  golden  strength,  and  the  St.  Mark's  lion,  lifted 
on  a  blue  field  covered  with  stars,  until  at  last, 
as  if  in  ecstasy,  the  crests  of  the  arches  break 
into  a  marble  foam,  and  toss  themselves  far 
into  the  blue  sky  in  flashes  and  wreaths  of 
sculptured  spray,  as  if  the  breakers  on  the  Lido 
shore  had  been  frost-bound  before  they  fell, 
and  the  sea-nymphs  had  inlaid  them  with  coral 
and  amethyst.  '  8 
The  contextual  motivation  for  the  closing  metaphor  is  self-evident. 
Indeed,  the  metonymic  contribution  to  Ruskin's  description  of  the  heights 
of  St.  Hark's  is  somewhat  overdetermined,  leading  to  false  analogy  Os  in 
the  case  of  the  sea-nymphs).  A  contemporary  review  of  The  Stones  of 
Venice,  unsigned  though  attributed  to  Meredith,  insisted  that  'the  language 
and  the  power  of  discerning  remote  resemblances,  of  which  [Ruskin]  is  so 
great  a  master,  sometimes  master  him,  and  carry  him  beyond  the  boundary 
of  the  sublime  into  the  confines  of  the  neighbouring  kingdom'.  9  Since  this 
power  of  deriving  remote  resemblances  derives  from  the  context,  and  one 
which  is,  moreover,  topographical  and  historical  rather  than  subjective, 
Ruskin's  fault  in  this  passage  would  seem  to  be  in  what  Jacobson  would 
call  the  predominance  of  the  axis  of  combination  over  the  axis  of 
selection.  Ruskin's  prose  here  is  not,  as  is  commonly  thought,  over-poetic 
but  over-prosaic.  Meredith  makes  this  point  when,  invoking  Lessing's 
Laoco6n,  he  suggests  that  RUSkin's  limitations  are  those  of  language  itself. 213 
Although  language  is  the  most  powerful  and  broad-ranging  mode  of 
expression,  when  confronted  with  the  expression  of  what  we  would  call  a 
gestalt  (1-1eredith  cites  a  beautiful  face  or  a  beautiful  landscape)  it  is 
almost  povverless.  'It  can  only  enumerate  the  parts  in  succession;  -and  the 
mind  of  the  reader  is  unable  to  retain  and  combine  the  parts  so  as  to  form 
a  whole  without  an  effort  of  attention  and  imagination  on  his  part  greater 
in  reality  than  that  which  is  exercised  by  the  author'.  10  This  last 
observation  of  Neredith's  contains  an  important  truth:  that  the  operation 
of  either  of  the  basic  figures  of  literary  discourse  demand  of  the  reader 
the  operation  of  the  opposite  and  complementary  figure  in  the  act  of 
interpretation.  Poetry  is  frugal  in  its  use  of  the  signifier,  lavish  in  its 
exploitation  of  the  signified.  With  prose,  the  opposite  pertains.  The  act  of 
readinq  metaphor-based  texts  is  prolonged,  combinative,  metonymic, 
%.,.,  hereas  the  reading  of  metonymic  texts  (traditionally  this  means  the 
novel  or  other  discursive  prose)  involves  the  reader  in  responses  of 
combination  or  selection. 
This  delegation  of  responses  is  fair  and  adequate  in  cases  of  'pure' 
metonymi  c  or  metaphori  cal  wri  ti  ng.  Wi  th  hybri  df  orms  such  as  we  fi  nd  in 
Proust  or  Ruskin,  the  reader  is  faced  with  a  hybrid  dilemma.  With  Proust, 
there  is  always  the  directive  of  genre  or  contained  manifesto  to  guide  the 
reader.  With  Ruskin,  however,  the  only  contextual  metaphor  is  that  of  the 
wider  sea. 
The  'metonymic  context'  of  Ruskin's  description  of  St.  Mark's  is  itself 
metaphorically  charged,  invoking  not  only  the  surrounding  sea,  as  Proust's 
metaphors  evoke  a  Subjectively  perceived  anonUmous  typography,  but  the 
history  of  Venice,  Graeco-Roman  myths  of  the  sea  and  a  typology  at  once 214 
highly  personal  and  publicly  responsible.  So  many  are  the  figural  trees  in 
the  above  passage  that  it  is  possible  to  miss  the  wood  of  the  central 
governing  metaphor  -  the  identification  of  art  with  life.  As  Ruskin's  prose 
enacts  the  eye's  journey  up  the  cathedral's  faýade  from  porch  to  pinnacle, 
alabaster  birds  cling  and  flutter,  angels  lean  and  stand  guard,  serpentine 
pillars  are  flaked  with  snow,  shadows  retreat  from  marble  'as  a  receding 
tide  leaves  the  waved  sand'.  In  describing  stones  thus,  Ruskin  is  doing 
much  more  than  pay  homage  to  the  representational  qualities  of  sculpture: 
he  is  in  fact  openly  indulging  in  the  error  for  which  the  Romantic  poets 
%%,  ere  taken  to  task  in  the  essay  on  the  Pathetic  Fallacy  -  that  is,  the 
Dincere,  if  s.  elf  -deceiving,  attribution  of  power  to  an  object  or  image  that 
does  not  properly  contain  this  power.  This  may  also  be  defined  as  idolatry. 
But  in  an  appendix  to  The  Stones  of  Venice  Ruskin  -added  his  own 
qualification  to  what  we  have  come  to  regard  as  Proust's  category  of 
judgement.  Ruskin  makes  the  distinction  between  'imaginative'  worship 
and  idolatry  -  since  God  cannot  be  seen  he  must  be  imagined.  Idolatry 
cannot  be  determined  because  its  basis,  the  subject's  authenticity  of 
worship,  cannot  be  determined.  A  further  qualification  is  made  when 
Ruskin  insists  that  'Poetical  effusions'  are  exempt  from  the  category  of 
idolatry,  they  are  'illusory  and  fictitious  rather  than  idolatrous'.  12  Here 
Ruskin's  growing  animus  against  fiction  asserts  itself  in  tandem  with  its 
cause,  his  problematic  faith  in  the  revealed  truths  of  religion.  Hence  his 
blindness  to  the  fictional  (or  figural)  techniques  present  in  his  own  acts 
of  'imaginative  worship'.  In  the  St.  Nark's  description,  it  is  the  metonymic 
presence  of  the  cathedral  itself  which  animates  Ruskin's  metaphorical 
ecstasy.  St.  Mark's  is  the  central  monument  of  Venice  and  the  central 
metaphor  of  Ruskin's  faith.  And  Venice  is  the  capital  city  of  the 
contagious  metaphor,  of  the  metonymic  symbol,  a  city  whose  cats  become 215 
the  lion  of  St.  Hark,  ,,,,,  hose  pigeons  are  the  dove  of  the  Holy  Spirit,  whose 
Doge,  impossibly,  wedded  the  Adriatic  Sea.  In  Ruskin's  Venice  v.,  as  born 
the  Proustian  notion  of  significant  topography.  Seen  in  this  light,  Proust's 
usage  of  a  later  passage  in  the  same  chapter  of  The  Stones  of  Venice  to 
demonstrate  Ruskin's  idolatry  becomes  especially  significant.  Proust,  it 
will  be  remembered,  insisted  that  'Ies  doctrines  qu'il  professait  btaient 
des  doctrines  mordles  et  non  des  doctrines  esth6tiques,  et  pourtant  il  le.  0 
choisissait  pour  leur  beautb.  Et  comme  il  ne  voulait  pas  les  pr6senter 
comme  belles,  mais  comme  vraies,  il  6tait  oblig6  de  se  mentir  6  lui-m6me 
sur  ]a  nature  des  raisons  qui  les  lui  faisaient  adopter'.  13  In  this  context, 
Proust  adds,  immoral  ideas  sincerely  held  would  be  less  damaging  to  the 
, ti,  riter's  integrity  than  moral  ideas  affirmed  insincerely,  according  to 
principles  %,,  ihich  are  in  fact  aesthetic.  Proust  goes  on  to  criticise  Ruskin's 
upholding  of  St.  Mark's  as  a  locus  of  spirituality  unheeded  by  the  Venetians 
in  their  decline. 
,  in  avait  W  enti6rement  sinc6re  'Or,  si  Rusk 
avec  lui-m6me,  il  Wourait  pas  pensb  que  les 
crimes  des  V6nitiens  avaient  W  plus 
inexcusables  et  plus  s6v6rement  punis  que 
ceux  des  autres  hommes  parce  qu'ils 
poss6daient  une  6glise  en  marbre  de  toutes 
couleurs  au  lieu  d'une  cathbdrale  en  calcaire, 
parce  que  le  palais  des  Doges  btait  6  c6tb  de 
Saint-Ilarc  au  lieu  d'6tre  6  Fautre  bout  do 
la  ville.  '14 
As  David  Ellison  has  pointed  out,  15  Proust  here  spots  Ruskin's  manipulation 
.0 
of  a  strict  metonymical  relationship  -  the  spatial  co-presence  of  people 
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The  question  arises  as  to  why  this  dhmarche  should  be  applauded  in 
Proust's  novel  yet  taken  as  a  sign  of  bad  faith  in  The  Stones  of  Venice. 
There  are  traces  of  semantic  slippage  here.  Ruskin,  it  seems,  is  too 
.  sincere'  to  be  sincere!  Because  he  eschews  'the  fictitious'  (his  ovin  term), 
he  is  disqualified  from  owning  the  higher  moral  force  of  the  novel.  Proust 
insists,  in  a  peculiarly  self-vaunting  way,  that  here  he  is  trying  to  push 
intellectual  sincerity  to  its  furthest  and  cruellest  limits,  to  wrestle  with 
his  most  cherished  aesthetic  impressions.  Writing  out  of  this  spirit  of 
high  disinterestedness,  Proust  goes  on  to  berate  Ruskin  for  his  excessive 
abuse  of  such  words  -as  'irreverent  and  insolent',  yet  what  is  Proust's 
philippic  against  Ies  c6libataires  de  Fart'  in  Le  Temps  retrouvb  but  a 
prolonged  accusation  of  irreverence  and  insolence  towards  the  religion  of 
art? 
'Car  il  Ua  plus  d'analogie  entre  la  vie  instinctive 
dU  public  et  le  talent  d'un  grand  ecrivain,  qui 
West  qu'un  instinct  religieusement  ftout6  au 
milieu  du  silence  impos6  6  tout  le  reste,  un 
instinct  perfectionn6  et  compris,  qu'avec  le 
verbiage  superficiel  et  les  critbres  changeants 
des  juges  attitrbs.  *16 
Idolatry  towards  artist  and  artifact  is  supplanted  here  and  in  Proust's 
critique  of  Sesame  and  Lilies  by  idolatry  towards  the  shaping  subject.  A 
true  artist  is  he  who  has  talent;  talent  is  that  possessed  by  the  true 
artist.  Circularity  of  form  and  of  memory  entail  a  circularity  of  language 
and  logic  where  it  is  insistýd,  a  couple  of  pages  earlier,  that: 217 
'On  peut  f  aire  se  SLICC6der  indbf  iniment  dans 
Line  description  les  objets  qUi  figuraient  dans 
le  lieu  d6crit,  ]a  OrR6  ne  commencera  qu'au 
moment  o6  Fftrivain  prendra  deLJX  objets 
di  ff  6rents,  posera  I  eur  rapport,  anal  ogue  dans 
le  monde  de  Fart  6  celui  qui  est  le  rapport  unique 
de  la  loi  causale  dans  le  monde  de  la  science, 
et  les  enfermera  dans  les  anneauv,  n6cessaires 
d'un  beau  style;  mgme,  ainsi  que  ]a  vie,  quand, 
en  rapprochut  Line  qualitb  commune  6  deux 
sensations,  il  dbgagera  leur  essence  commune 
en  les  r6unissant  Fune  et  Fautre  POUr  les 
soustraire  aux  contingences  du  temps,  dans 
une  m6taphore.  '17 
Proust's  definition  of  truth  and  life  here  depends  on  an  analogy  between 
resemblance  and  causality;  that  is  to  say,  a  metonymic  relation  is  posited 
as  a  metaphor  for  metaphor  itself.  If  the  artist  can  get  away  with  this 
assertion,  lie  can  get  away  with  anything.  By  closing  itself  off  from  life, 
art  becomes  sincere,  necessary,  essential.  Idolatry,  or'imaginative 
worship'  of  art  and  life?  One  might  well  follow  Ruskin's  uncharacter- 
istically  tolerant  judgement  that  idolatry  cannot  be  determined  becauDe 
its  basis,  the  subject's  authenticity  of  worship,  cannot  be  determined. 
Ruskin  makes  this  point  within  a  context  where  the  desired  object  of  faith 
-  as  represented  in  architecture,  a  city,  its  history  -  can  at  least  be 
identified  communally.  Proust's  'authenticity  of  worship'  is  thrown  into 
question  by  a  splitting  of  the  subject  -  is  it  author,  narrator  or  hero  who 
speaks,  and  can  any  of  these  be  called  Marcel?  This  tactic  can  be  justified 
as  authentic  under  various  Humean  or  Freudian  conceptions  of  the  subject. 
It  can  equally  be  justified  by  the  didacticism  of  the  solipsist.  Proust's 
idealistic  rejection  of  the  social/historical  nature  of  art,  and  his 216 
inauthentic  worship  of  the  self,  is  best  revealed  in  the  passage  of  Contre 
Sainte-Beuve  where  he  refers  to  the  'moi  profond  . 
...... 
'le  moi  qui  -a  attendu 
pendant  qu'on  6tait  avec  les  autres,  qu'on  sent  bien  le  seul  r6e],  et  pour 
lequel  seul  les  artistes  finissent  par  vivre,  comme  un  dieu  qu*iis  quittent 
de  moins  en  moins  et  ý  qui  ils  ont  sacriM  tine  vie  qui  ne  sert  qu'6  honorer. 
It  is  questionable  whether  Ruskin's  insistent  location  of  God  in  nature  is 
any  more  inimical  to  our  experience  of  the  world  than  Proust's  invocation 
of  the  god  within  the  self.  Indeed,  the  callow  mysticism  of  the  above 
passage  indicates  the  true,  intentionalist  verification  of  the  so-called 
'triple  self'  of  Proust's  novel.  The  split  between  hero,  narrator  and  author 
is  less  a  Freudian  splitting/layering  of  the  self  than  an  invocation  of  the 
triune  spirit  of  the  writing  subject  -  Proust  the  Father,  the  narrating 
Redeemer  and  Marcel  the  Holy  Spirit. 
The  mystical  figure  of  the  Trinity  turns  up  again  in  the  cog  typology 
applied  to  the  death  of  Bergotte.  The  author  is  resurrected: 
'On  Fenterra,  mais  toute  la  nuit  funbbre,  aux 
vitrines  bclair6es,  ses  livres,  disposbs  trois 
par  trois,  veillaient  comme  des  anges  aux 
ailes  6ploy6es  et  semblaient,  pour  celui  qui 
Wftait  plus,  le  symbole  de  sci  rbsurrection.  ' 
This  may  well  reflect  a  tradition  of  remembrance  into  immortality  %tvhich 
goes  back  at  least  as  far  as  Ovid,  but  it  is  interesting  to  note  just  how 
much  Proust's  elegy  on  a  fictional  author,  Bergotte,  -  depends  on  the  equally 
fictional  attributes  of  the  author's  work.  It  is  an  accepted  device  of  the 
UnsAlerroman  novels  to  hint  at  the  qualities  of  the  fictional  works  of  the 
fictional  artist,  get  the  'works'  of  Bergotte,  Elstir  and  VinteUil  remain 219 
Curiously  dependent  on  their  author's  unwarranted  and  ill-evidenced 
estimation.  The  imaginary  %,  vorks  of  art  are  (perforce)  mystified  in  Proust. 
They  are  necessarily  declared  objects  of  idolatry.  In  restricting  the  world 
to  the  self-created,  the  wri  ter  i  nvokes  metaphor  as  the  proper  fi  gure  for 
self  -comprehension.  Metonymic  connections  -  meaning  anything  beyond 
the  basically  articulated  'Marcel  devient  bcrivain'  -  are  recognised  as 
self-defeating.  In  recognising  Ruskin's  limitations,  Proust  may  have 
di  scovered  the  f  reedoms  of  f  ormal  Cl  OSUre.  In  our  recogni  ti  on  of  the 
limitations  inscribed  in  the  notion  of  closure,  we  may  arrive  at  a 
perception  of  the  freedoms  of  language  and  of  space  renounced  by  Proust. 
We  may,  indeed,  discover  in  their  divergent  approaches  to  autobiography 
tvvo  paradigmatic  modes  of  relating  language  to  the  world  and  to  other 
people. 
Other  people  first.  Praeterita  is,  as  I  have  remarked,  notorious  for  its 
elisions  in  terms  of  the  author's  relations  with  ostensibly  the  most 
important  people  in  his  life  -  namely,  Effie  Gray  and  his  students.  Being  a 
novel,  A  la  recherche  du  tempLpgrdu  cannot  be  so  criticised,  get  such  is 
its  length  as  text  and  its  breadth  of  interest  and  (we  must  not  forget),  its 
habit  of  saying  'je',  that  the  neglect  of  certain  areas  of  experience  is  such 
that  %,  Ye.  cannot  ignore  its  own  praeteritions.  These  are  of  two  kinds, 
denoting  two  different  sorts  of  absence.  Firstly,  there  is  the  absence  of 
father  and  fatherhood,  marked  by  a  refusal  to  write  about  them  at  any 
length  -a  dismissal,  as  it  were.  Then  there  is  the  admitted  absence  of  any 
knowable,  essential  Albertine..  an.  absence  which  is  enacted  by  the  opposite 
means  -  an  over-writing  about  her.  Nuch  of  this  over-writing  consists  of 
a  prolonged  meditation  on  her  unknowability,  her  untrustworthiness.  In  a 
novel  %,  %.,  here  the  father's  physical  resemblance  to  the  son  is  posited  as  the 220 
onlu  resemblence2O  -  the  'inner'  person  or  personality  being  taken  for 
granted  as  merely  social,  diplomatic,  the  only  departure  from  this 
depiction  taking  place  in  the  midst  of  La  Prisonni6re. 
'C'est  ]a  trop  grande  ressemblance  qui  fait 
qua,  malgrb  I'affection,  et  parfois  plus 
I'affection  est  grande,  ]a  division  rbgne 
dans  les  familles 
...................................... 
Ne  cachait-il  pas,  au  fond,  d'incessants  et 
secrets  ortges,  ce  calme  ou  besoin  sem6 
de  r6flexions  sentencieuses,  d'ironie  pour 
les  manifestations  maladroites  de  la 
sensibilitb,  et  qui  Rait  le  sien,  mais  que 
moi  aussi  maintenant  j'affectais  Yis-6-yis 
tout  le  monde,  et  dont  surtout  je  ne  me 
d6partais  pas,  dans  certaines  circonstances, 
-21  vis-6-yis  d'Albertine. 
Compare  this  with  the  invocation  of  the  father's  intellectual  and  political 
affinities  in  the  very  first  sentence  of  Praeterita:  'I  am,  and  my  father 
was  before  me,  in  violent  Tory  of  the  old  school'.  22  From  this  Ruskin  moves 
into  literary  kinship  -  his  indebtedness  to  Homer  and  Scott.  The  presence 
of  parents  and  literary  ancestors  in  the  author's  memory  seems  to  entail  - 
as  we  have  seen,  a  deliberate  modesty  and  taciturnity  in  his  autobiography 
-a  reversal  of  his  former  writing  practice.  The  paradox  that  it  is 
possible,  perhaps  necessary,  to  write  so  much  about  the  unknown,  and  so 
little  about  the  known,  informs  both  A  la  recherche  du  temps  perdu  and 
Praeterita. 
If,  as  has  been  remarked,  Praeterita  is  in  its  placid  evocations  of  youth  a 
plausible  forerunner  of  Combraq.  there  is  a  similarly  convincing  parallel 221 
to  be  drawn  between  the  Albertine  sections  of  Proust's  novel  and  the 
obsessive  meditations  on  Carpaccio's  St.  Ursula  in  Fors  Clavigera. 
For  many  readers  the  crucial  episode  of  La  Prisonni6re  is  that  wherein 
Marcel  observes  the  sleeping  Albertine.  The  technique  of  the  episode 
oscillates  between  the  iterative  and  singulative  modes,  fittingly,  since  it 
describes  the  existence  of  many  Albertines  in  one  as  it  implies  the 
conflation  of  many  moments  in  one.  It  is  with  the  sleeping  Albertine  that 
Marcel  enjoys  his  greatest  moments  of  security. 
'Etendue  de  ]a  t6te  MIX  pieds  Sur  mon  lit, 
dans  une  attitude  d'un  nature]  qu'on  Waurait 
pu  inventer,  je  lui  trouvais  Fair  d'une  longue 
tige  en  f  leur  qu'on  aurait  dispos6e  16;  et 
c'6tait  ainsi  en  effet:  le  pouvoir  de  r6ver 
que  je  Wavais  qu'en  son  absence.,  je  le 
retrouvais  6  ces  instants  aupr6s  d'elle,  comme 
si,  on  dormant,  elle  btait  devenue  Line  plante 
....... 
En  fermant  les  Ueux,  en  perdant  la 
conscience,  Albertine  avait  d6pouiII6,  Fun 
aprbs  Fautre,  ces  diff6rents  caract6res 
d'humanitb  qui  m'avaient  d6gu  depuis  le 
jour  ob  favais  fait  sa  connaissance.  *23 
Asleep,  stripped  of  her  humanity  and  powers  of  desire,  vision,  discourse, 
Albertine  becomes  a  plant,  a  landscape,  a  kind  of  pqupýe  gonflable  inspired 
by  Marcel's  breathy  soliloquy  (cf.  A  la  recherche  dU  temps  perdu,  1,  p.  4, 
'QUelqUefOiS,  comme  Eve  naquit  d'une  c6te  d'Adam,  Line  femme  naissait 
pendant  mon  sommeil  d'une  fausse  position  de  ma  cuisse.  Form6e  dU  plaisir 
qUe  fkaiS  Sur  le  point  de  goOter,  je  m'imaginais  quo  Ckait  elle  qui  me 
l'offrait'.  )  # I?  I?  I? 
In  contrast,  the  waking  Albertine,  her  unknown  desires,  actions  and 
moti  vati  ons,  represents  f  or  Marcel  a  psychol  ogi  cal  equi  val  ent  of  Russki  n's 
.  mare  maggiore'.  'C'btait  une  terra  incognita  ou'  je  venais  d'atterrir,  une 
phase  nouvelle  de  souffrances  insoupýonn6es  qui  s'ouvrait'.  24  The  false 
death  imposed  on  the  unconscious  beloved  is  also  contrasted  with  the 
haunti  ng  suf  f  ered  by  Marcel  af  ter  A]  berti  ne  has  been  k'i  II  ed.  On  one 
occasion  in  Venice  his  love  for  her  is  revived  by  the  recognition  that  a 
Fortuny  gown  which  lie  had  had  made  for  her  was  model  I  ed  on  the  cl  oak  of 
a  Carpaccio  nobleman.  25 
The  art  of  ýarpaccio  also  takes  on  the  lineaments  of  ungratified  desire  in 
Fora-Clavigera.  Ruskin  devoted  much  time  and  many  words  to  one  of  the 
paintings  in  the  St.  Ursula  series  in  the  Accademia.  Entitled  The  Dream  of 
St.  Ursula,  it  depicts  the  visitation  of  an  angel  to  the  sleeping  saint. 
Ruskin  spent  so  much  time  with  the  painting  that  it  came  to  be  knovin  as 
'il  quadro  del  Signor  Ruskin'.  26  The  reason  for  this  obsessive  interest,  as 
John  Dixon  Hunt  tells  us,  is  that  Ruskin  compulsively  conflated  the 
painting's  images  with  his  own  images  of  Rose  ]a  Touche.  A  letter  to  Joan 
Severn  brings  this  out: 
'Fancy  having  St.  Ursula  right  down  on  the 
floor  in  a  good  light  and  leave  to  loci!  myself 
in  with  her 
...... 
There  she  lies,  so  real,  that 
when  the  room's  quite  quiet,  I  get  afraid  of 
waking  her!  How  little  one  believes  things 
really.  Suppose  there  is  a  real  St.  Ursula, 
di  ma,  taking  care  of  somebody  else,  asleep, 
for  Me.  *27 
In  one  of  the  Fors  accounts,  the  sleeping  princess  is  described  with  the 
same  relish  that  Marcel  devotes  to  Albertine: 223 
'The  young  girl  lies  straight,  bending  neither 
at  waist  or  knee,  the  sheet  rising  and  falling 
over  her  in  a  narrow  unbroken  wave,  like  the 
shape  of  the  coverlet  of  the  last  sleep,  vvhen 
the  turf  scarcely  rises.  She  is  some  seventeen 
or  eighteen  years  old,  her  head  is  turned  towards 
us  on  the  pillow,  the  cheek  resting  on  tier  hand, 
as  if  she  was  thinking,  get  utterly  calm  in  sleep, 
and  almost  colourleSS.,  28 
Undoubtedly  a  similar  impulse  towards  possession  and  control  is  present 
in  the  St.  Ursula  and  Albertine  passages.  In  each  a  contrast  is  made 
between  the  simple,  malleable,  knowable  nature  of  the  sleeping  beloved  - 
transmuted,  in  fact,  into  vessels  of  the  solipsistic  imagination  -  and  the 
intractable  waywardness  of  a  conscious,  talking,  sensual  woman.  In  the 
same  Fors  letter,  two  American  jeunes  filles  en  fleurs  are  presented  as 
the  exasperating  modern  counterparts  to  Carpaccio's  sleeping  saint. 
Ruskin  observes  them  on  the  afternoon  train  from  Venice  to  Verona: 
.a  district  which,  if  any  of  the  world,  should 
touch  the  hearts  and  delight  the  eyes  of  young 
girls  ...... 
What  a  princess's  chamber..  this,  if 
these  are  princesses,  and  what  dreams  might 
they  not  dream  therein.  '29 
These  dreams  are,  of  course,  Ruskin's,  but  he  is  no  more  free  to  impose  his 
visions  or  desires  on  them  than  is  Marcel  with  the  petite  bande.  They 
fidget,  wriggle,  eat,  read  French  novels,  anything  but  see  the  world  which 
Ruskin  sees. 
'By  infinite  self-indulgence,  they  had  reduced 
themselves  simply  to  two  pieces  of  white 
Putty  that  could  feel  pain.  '30 224 
1%  in  ends  his  description  by  comparing  Ursula's  'sacred  imagination  of  Rusk 
things  that  are  not'  with  'the  tortured  indolence,  and  infidel  eyes,  blind 
even  to  things  that  are'.  31 
Marcel's  ability  to  inform  the  sleeping  Albertine  with  his  sacred 
imagination  valorises  the  central  books  of  Proust's  (his)  novel,  offers  a 
reason  for  its  inner  accretions,  another  access  to  essential  truth  beyond 
the  involuntary  memory.  At  the  time  of  his  reveries  on  St.  Ursula/Rose, 
Ruskin  was  convinced  of  a  similar  impulse  -  the  formal  equivalent,  if  you 
like,  of  Stendhal's  'crystal  Ii  sation'. 
Ruskin  interpreted  a  series  of  events  around  Christmas  1876  as  some 
continued  manifestation  of  Rose's  presence  and  guidance  from  beyond  the 
grave.  A  sequence  of  what  he  saw  as  mystical  correspondences  rather 
than  coincidences  persuaded  him  that  'I  saw  in  the  most  perfect  chemical 
solution,  as  it  were,  every  one  of  the  movements  of  my  own  mind'.  32  %I  let 
the  movements  of  John  Ruskin's  mind  were  so  manifold  that  118  Could  have 
no  access  to  the  fictional  structures  used  bU  Proust,  and  the  consequence 
was  madness. 
There  is  no  mention  of  St.  Ursula  or  Rose  in  Praeterita,  as  Ruskin  'passes 
in  silence'  things  which  he  has  no  pleasure  in  reviewing.  The  St.  Ursula/ 
Rose  figure  was  draped  in  as  many  correspondences  as  Albertine  in  A  ]a 
A 
recherche  du  temp2_pgr  LN,  but  the  correspondences  derive,  not  from  some 
private  fund  of  significant  moments  and  imaginary  works  of  art,  but  from 
-3  public  heritage  of  myth  and  identifiable  histories  and  topographies. 225 
While  Fors  Clavigera  is  an  elaborative,  'present  tense'  autobiography  vihich 
has  no  idea  of  the  future,  and  no  planned  destination,  Praeterita  is,  as  vie 
have  seen,  blocked  out  in  advance,  but  incomplete.  The  prospective  layout 
insists  on  economy,  even  though  Ruskin  accommodates  his  historian's  rage 
f  or  parenthesi  s,  hi  s  curator's  yen  f  or  f  ootnotes,  wi  th  the  -appended  Del  i  cta, 
arranged  'for  the  illustration  of  Praeterita'.  The  economy  of  the  text,  and 
its  author'S  peace  of  mind,  are  assured  by  the  work's  being  laid  out  in  the 
form  of  a  lifetime's  tour,  the  stages  of  which  are  as  rigorously  mapped- 
Out  as  the  tours  organi  sed  by  Ruski  n's  f  ather  and  descri  bed  in  chapter  si  x 
with  the  chapter  titles  often  acting  as  avant-couriers. 
'And  now,  I  must  get  on,  and  come  to  the 
real  first  sights  of  several  thingS.  '33 
Hany  years  earlier  Ruskin  had  remarked  in  Modern  Painters  that  to  see 
34  somethi  ng  wel  I  was  to  see  itf  or  the  fi  rst  ti  me,  and  in  thi  s,  hi  s 
valedictory  work,  he  was  to  demonstrate  this  principle  by  enacting  in 
prose  the  first  primal  vision  of  the  landscapes  and  cities  whose 
significance  had  never  been  exhausted.  Praeterita  is  the  least  intro- 
spective  of  autobiographies;  there  is  no  mystery  in  the  perceiving  self, 
which  is  often  belittled: 
'I  already  disliked  growing  older  -  never 
expected  to  be  wiser,  and  formed  no  more 
plans  for  the  future  than  a  little  black 
silkworm  does  in  the  middle  of  its  first 
mulberry  leaf.  '35 
'I  must  get  back  to  the  days  of  mere  rivulet  - 
singing,  in  my  poor  little  watercress  life.  '36 
my  poor  little  nascent  personality.  *37 226 
On  occasi  on,  thi  s  di  mi  nuti  on  of  the  sel  fI  eads  to  in  wi  sh  f  or  sel  f- 
obliteration:  prescient,  perhaps,  of  Harcel  the  voueur. 
Tly  entire  delight  was  in  observing  without 
being  myself  noticed,  -  if  I  could  have  been 
invisible,  all  the  better.  I  was  absolutely 
interested  in  men  and  their  ways,  as  I  was 
interested  in  marmots  and  chamois,  in 
torntits  and  trout.  ""S 
Not  that  Praeterita  consists  exclusively  of  evocations  of  place:  scattered 
about  its  pages  there  are  drawings,  poems  and  other  juvenilia,  excerpts 
from  conversations  with  Carlyle  and  various  anecdotes  whose  contextual 
significance  is  not  always  made  clear.  Although  the  work  was  blocked  out 
in  advance,  only  twentU-eight  of  the  proposed  thirty-six  chapters  were 
completed,  and  the  resultant  structural  void  can  be  compared  to  that  of  an 
unfinished  drawing,  whose  blank  spaces  and  want  of  balance  or  frame  can 
render  even  the  most  perfectly  realised  detail  grotesque  or  irrelevant. 
It  is  not  surprising,  then,  that  Ruskin's  most  discernible  methods  of 
structural  organisation  should  be  intra-textual,  based  on  what  he  calls 
'the  property  of  chapters'.  The  most  straightforward  instance  of  this  is 
the  already-mentioned  technique  of  reverting  at  the  end  of  a  chapter  to  a 
singular  instance  of  its  titular  theme.  The  'poor  little  watercress'  self 
finds  its  setting  in  the  title  and  final  paragraph  of  Praeterita's  first 
chapter. 227 
I  although  in  the  course  of  these  many 
worshipful  pilgrimages  I  gathered 
curiously  extensive  knowledge,  both  of 
art  and  natural  scenery,  af  terwards 
infinitely  useful,  it  is  evident  to  me  in 
retrospect  that  my  own  character  and 
affections  were  little  altered  by  them; 
and  that  the  personal  feeling  and  native 
instinct  of  me  had  been  fastened, 
irrevocably,  long  before,  to  things  modest, 
humble,  and  pure  in  peace,  Linder  the  low 
red  roofs  of  Croydon,  and  by  the  cress-set 
rivulets  in  which  the  sand  danced  and 
minnows  darted  above  the  Springs  of 
Wandel.  '39 
-  the  immersion,  not  to  say  dissolution,  of  the  self  in  the  waters  which 
irrigate  his  chosen  paradisal  landscape  (these  occasional  glimpses  of  the 
rivers  of  Paradise).  Earlier  in  the  chapter  mention  is  made  of  the  river 
Toy  at  the  bottom  of  his  aunt's  garden  in  Perth  Cwhich  ran  past  it, 
cl  ear-brown  over  the  pebbles  three  or  four  feet  deep;  swift-eddying,  -  an 
infinite  thing  for  a  child  to  look  down  in  to-).  40 
Running  water  presents  f  or  Ruskin,  as  the  Vi  vonne  does  for  Narcel,  an 
escape  from  sociality  into  the  world  of  ecstatic  contemplation.  However, 
the  Proustian  fascination  with  water  ends  with  the  'ZLIt'  of  his 
exaspei,  >ation  at  nature's  incommunicabilitU.  41  The  Vivonne  dries  Lip  in 
later  years,  just  as  the  spring  of  crystal  water  at  the  CroUdon  aunt's  door 
is,  in  Ruskin's  reminiscence,  'long  since  let  down  into  the  modern  sev'.,  er'.  42 
The  authors'  reactions  to  the  disappearance  or  desiccation  of  the  natural 
and  atavistic  figure  of  childhood  purity  mimic  en  abime  the  structure  of 
their  autobiographies.  While  Ruskin  embarks  on  a  quest  to  discover  other 228 
rivers,  other  landscapes  and  other  societies  in  which  he  might  rediscover, 
in  more  stable  form,  the  innocence  glimpsed  in  youth,  the  more  advanced 
and  problematical  mind  of  Proust  alights  on  -an  image  %hihich  suggests 
better  than  those  of  cathedral  or  dress  the  proposed  textual  seamlessness 
of  his  work. 
'Je  m'amusais  6  regarder  I  es  carafes  que 
les  gamins  mettaient  dans  ]a  Vivonne  pour 
prendre  les  petits  poissons,  et  qui,  remplies 
par  Ia  ri  vi  6re  ob  el  I  es  sont  61  eur  tour 
encloses,  6  ]a  fois  "contenant"  aux  flancs 
transparents  comme  une  eau  durcie  et 
..  contenu"  plongb  dans  un  plus  grand  contenant 
de  cristal  liquide  et  courant,  6voquaient 
l'i  mage  de  Iaf  raicheur  d'une  f  aýon  pl  Lis 
d6licieuse  et  plus  irritante  qu'elles  n'eussent 
fait  sur  une  table  servie,  en  ne  la  montrant 
qu'en  fuite  dans  cette  allit6ration  perp6tuelle 
entre  Yeau  sans  consistance  oO  les  mains  ne 
pouvai  ent  Ia  capter  et  Ie  verre  sans  fI  ui  di  0 
6  le  palais  ne  pourrait  en  jouir.,  43 
Form  and  content,  self  and  world  become  interchangeable,  and  the  proposed 
.  adoration  perp6tuelle'  of  Proust's  novel  is  transfigured  into  the  strange 
device  of  Tallit6ration  perpbtuelle'. 
If  Harcel's  vision  of  the  Martinville  steeples  is  eventually  incorporated 
into  the  extended  text  of  Combray  (serving  indeed  as  an  embodied 
annunciation  of  its  context),  the  Fontainebleau  sketch,  compared  earlier 
with  the  Martinville  episode,  offers  in  Ruskin's  more  linear,  less 
probl  emati  c  work  a  preparati  on  f  or  Proeteri  ta's  most  f  ul  IU  @chi  eved 
exercise  in  prose  description,  in  the  narrative  of  seeing.  The 229 
Fontainebleau  account  told  but  did  not  show;  in  the  following  chapter,  'The 
Simplon',  Prapterita  is,  -as  I  have  mentioned,  an  act  of  filial  duty  as  well 
as  a  religious  quest  for  a  lost  paradise.  It  is  also  in  part  a  rebellion 
against  his  parents,  and  a  repeated  admission  that  paradise,  wholeness  and 
purity  of  vision,  are  unattainable.  In  the  famous  passage  describing  the 
water--  of  the  Rh6ne  all  of  these  themes  are  presented  together.  The 
opening  pages  of  the  chapter  are  devoted  to  the  praise  of  Switzerland,  and 
in  particular  the  Genevoise  cantons,  as  Ruskin's  ideal  society. 
'(it)  is  the  focus  of  thought 
......  and  of  passion, 
of  science,  and  of  contrat  sociale  (sic); 
of  rational  conduct,  and  of  decent  -  and  other 
-  manners.  Saussure's  school  and  Calvin's  - 
Rousseau's  and  Byron's,  -  Turner's,  - 
And  of  course,  I  was  going  to  sag  mine;  but 
I  didn't  write  all  that  last  page  to  end  SO.  '  44 
Geneva  is  described  'as  it  once  was',  the  centre  of  religious  and  social 
thought,  and  of  physical  beauty,  to  all  Europe.  Its  pre-eminence  is  pard- 
doxically  linked  to  its  modesty  of  size,  as  the  gardens  of  childhood  are 
credited  with  the  aspects  of  paradise.  The  city  is  presented  as  an  ideal 
spot  on  earth  which  unites  the  contrastive  impulses  of  Ruskin's  youth  and 
subs@quent  career:  namely,  the  impulse  towards  the  sublime  and  the 
respect  for  the  modest  bourgeois  values,  moral  and  mercantile, 
represented  by  John  James  Ruskin.  In  Geneva,  each  of  these  impulses  hold 
the  other  in  check.  One  of  its  roads  -  the  Route  de  Paris  -  is  'intent  on  for 
away  things',  while  'branching  from  it  right  and  left 
... 
(there  was)  ...  a 
labyrinth  of  equally  well-kept  wags  for  fine  carriage  wheels  between  the 
gentlemen's  houses  with  their  farms'.  45 230 
The  'labyrinth  is  tamed  by  the  ordered  domesticities  of  Protestant 
gentlemen.  In  Ruskin's  sketch  of  his  parents  in  Volume  1,  chapter  7,  he  had 
ref  erred  to  aI  etter  to  hi  sf  other  f  rom  the  prof  essor  of  moral  phi  I  osophy  at 
Edinburgh,  Dr.  Thomas  Brown,  in  which  it  is  insisted  that  'There  is  one 
science..  the  first  and  greatest  of  sciences  to  all  men,  and  to  merchants 
particularly  -  the  science  of  Political  EconoMy'.  46  Later  in  the  same 
chapter  Ruskin  remarks  that  'very  early  in  my  boy's  life  I  began  much  to 
dislike  these  commercial  feasts  [business  dinners  arranged  by  his  father] 
and  to  f  orm,  by  caref  ul  Iy  attendi  ng  to  thei  r  di  a]  ogue  ......  an  extremely  low 
estimate  of  the  commercial  mind  as  such;  estimate  which  I  have  never  had 
47  the  slightest  reason  to  alter'. 
The  merchantc  of  Geneya  are  redeemed  in  Ruskin's  eyes  by  being  also 
craftsmen,  watchmakers  andjewellers.  One  of  these,  a  Mr.  Bautte,  comes 
to  represent  a  crucial  resolution  of  the  three  impulses  of  Ruskin's  auto- 
biography:  to  reconcile  himself  with  his  father,  to  reaffirm  his  faith  in  a 
divine  power,  and  to  re-enact  for  the  reader,  by  means  of  estranging 
devices,  his  vision  of  the  beauty  of  the  physical  world.  From  the  Sal6ve 
cliff,  where  the  'incredible  mountains'  of  the  Alps  could  be  contemplated, 
you  fell  down  a  perpendicular  ]one  into  the  lower  town  again,  and  you 
went  to  Mr.  Bautte'S'.  48  Ruskin  employs  the  Yocative  to  implicate  the 
reader  in  his  experience.  Mr.  Bautte  is  depicted,  or  rather  approached, 
since  here  we  are  entering  in  mythopoeic  dromatisation  of  the  author's 
aesthetic,  with  a  peculiar  mixture  of  religious  reverence  and  client's 
deference.  'One  went  to  Mr.  Bautte's  with  owe,  and  of  necessity,  as  one  did 
to  one's  bankers'.  49  There  is.,  to  be  sure,  a  modest  comedq  in  this 
collocation,  but  there  is  also  a  reminiscence  of  Ruskin's  fascination  with 
the  encrusted  wealth  of  Venice,  a  city  whose  accumulated  booty  could 201 
nonetheless  be  informed  with  mystical  significance.  But  only  in  the  past 
could  this  happen,  as  only  in  the  Past  Could  the  author's  innocent  vision  be 
reconciled  with  the  wealth  of  his  father.  Here,  in  recollected  Geneva,  the 
images  of  merchant  and  aesthete,  wealth  and  beauty,  and  father  and  son 
are  again  reconciled  in  a  description  which  dlSO  Calls  LIP  the  presence  of  an 
immanent  creator.  When  Ruskin  had  earlier  lamented  that  he  had  nothing 
to  love  in  his  youth,  fie  observed  that  'fly  parents  were  -  in  a  sort  -  visible 
powers  of  nature  to  me,  no  more  loved  than  the  sun  and  the  moon'.  50  In 
Sautte's  shop  the  figures  of  father  and  son  are  merged  into  the  figure  of 
the  craftsman  -  the  Ruling  Power. 
'A  not  large  room,  with  a  single  counter  at  the 
further  side.  Nothing  shown  on  the  counter. 
Two  confidential  attendants  behind  it,  and  -  it 
might  possibly  be  Mr.  Bautte!  -  or  his  son  -  or 
his  partner  -  or  anyhow  the  Ruling  power  -  at 
his  deste  beside  the  back  window.  You  told  what 
you  wanted:  it  was  necessary  to  know  your  mind, 
and  to  be  sure  you  did  want  it;  there  was  no 
showing  of  things  for  temptation  at  Bautte's.  You 
wanted  a  bracelet,  a  watch  -  plain  or  enamelled. 
Choice  of  what  Was  wanted  was  quietly  given. 
There  were  no  big  stones,  nor  blinding  galaxies  of 
wealth.  Entirely  sound  workmanship  in  the  purest 
gold  that  could  be  worked;  fine  enamel  for  the  most 
part,  f  or  col  our,  rather  than  j  ewel  s;  and  a  certai  n 
BaUttesque  Subtlety  of  linked  and  wreathed  design, 
perienced  eye  recognized  when  worn  evhich  the  ex 
in  Paris  or  London.  Absolutely  just  and  moderate 
price;  %,  vear,  -  to  the  end  of  your  days.  You  came 
away  with  a  sense  of  duty  fulfilled,  of  treasure 
possessed,  and  Of  d  new  foundation  to  the 
respectability  of  your  family. 232 
You  returned  into  the  light  of  the  open  street 
with  a  blissful  sense  of  a  parcel  being  made  up 
to  be  sent  after  you,  and  in  the  consequent]  U 
calm  expatiation  of  mind,  went  usually  to  watch 
the  Rhone.  '51 
The  duty  fulfilled,  the  family  respectability  founded  anew;  Ruskin's 
avowed  intentions  in  writing  his  autobiography  are  metaphorically 
accomplished  here,  and  consequent  upon  this,  the  treasure  which  fie 
received  from  Bautte  informs  metonymically  one  of  his  finest  passages  in 
prose.  The  jewel  becomes  the  river,  and  the  self  is  lost  in  the  river's  play 
of  surfaces  and  depths.  The  Rh6ne  description  is  a  superbly  achieved 
blending  of  intellectualism  and  impressionism,  wedding  his  mature 
artistic  gifts  with  the  scientific  urge  which  led  him  at  the  age  of  15  to 
compose  a  paper  called  'Enquiries  on  the  Causes  of  the  Colour  of  the  Water 
of  the  Rh6ne'.  52  Frustration  with  the  labyrinthine  complexities  of  history 
I  eads  the  author  on]  y  -a  f  ew  pages  I  ater  to  another  of  those  cadenced 
returns  into  despondency  where  he  mourns  the  many  hours  spent  watching 
)kies  and  much  which  was  written  'which  would  be  useful  ...... 
to  myself; 
but  in  the  present  smoky  world,  to  no  other  creature;  for  it  is  to  me  only 
sorrowful  memory,  and  to  others,  an  old  man's  fantaSy'.  53  But  when  in  the 
recreated  'high  rural  empyrean'  of  Geneva  Ruskin  averted  his  vision  from 
the  skies  and  wider  seas.,  there  is  offered,  albeit  in  miniature,  provisional 
and  imperfect,  a  prospect  of  Time  Regained. 
'For  all  other  rivers  there  is  a  surface,  and  an 
underneath,  -and  a  vaguely  displeasing  idea  of 
the  bottom.  But  the  Rhone  flows  like  one  lambent 933 
jewel;  its  surface  is  nowhere,  its  ethereal  self 
is  everywhere,  the  iridescent  rush  and  translucent 
strength  of  it  blue  to  the  shore,  and  radiant  to  the 
depth. 
Fifteen  feet  thick,  of  not  flowing,  but  flying  water, 
not  water,  neither,  -  melted  glacier,  rather,  one 
should  call  it;  the  force  of  the  ice  is  with  it,  and 
the  wreathing  of  the  clouds,  the  gladness  of  the 
sky,  and  the  continuance  of  Time. 
Waves  of  clear  sea  are,  indeed,  lovely  to  watch, 
but  they  are  always  coming  or  gone,  never  in  any 
taken  shape  to  be  seen  for  a  second.  But  here  was 
one  mighty  wave  that  was  always  itself,  and  every 
fluted  swirl  of  it,  constant  as  the  wreathing  of  a 
shell.  No  wasting  away  of  the  fallen  foam,  no  pause 
for  gathering  of  power,  no  helpless  ebb  of  dis- 
COUraged  recoil;  but  alike  through  bright  day  and 
lulling  night,  the  never-pausing  plunge,  and  never- 
fading  flash,  and  never-hushing  whisper,  and,  while 
the  sun  was  up,  the  ever-answering  glow  of 
unearthly  aquamarine,  ultramarine,  violet-blue, 
gentian-blue,  peacock-blue,  river-of  -paradise  blue, 
glass  of  a  painted  window  melted  in  the  sun  and  the 
vvitch  of  the  Alps  flinging  the  spun  tresses  of  it 
forever  from  tier  snow. 
The  innocent  way,  too,  in  which  the  river  used  to 
stop  to  look  into  every  little  corner.  Great  torrents 
always  seem  angry,  and  great  rivers  too  often 
sullen;  but  there  is  no  anger,  no  disdain,  in  the  Rhone. 
It  seemed  as  if  the  mountain  stream  was  in  mere 
bliss  at  recovering  itself  again  out  of  tile  lake-sleep, 
and  raced  because  it  rejoiced  in  racing,  fain  got  to 
return  and  stay.  There  were  pieces  of  wave  that 
danced  all  day  as  if  Perdita  were  looking  on  to  learn; 
there  were  little  streams  that  skipped  like  iambs 
and  leaped  like  chamois;  there  were  pools  that  shook 
ille 
sunshine  all  through  them,  and  were  rippled  in 
layers  of  overlaid  ripples,  like  crystal  sand;  there 934 
were  currents  that  twisted  the  light  into  golden 
braids,  and  inlaid  the  threads  with  turquoise  enamel; 
there  were  strips  of  stream  that  had  certainly  above 
the  lake  been  millstreams,  and  were  looking  busily 
for  mills  to  turn  again;  there  were  shoots  of  stream 
that  had  once  shot  fearfully  into  the  air,  and  now 
sprang  up  again  laughing  that  they  had  only  fallen 
a  foot  or  two;  -  and  in  the  midst  of  all  the  gay 
glittering  and  eddied  lingering,  the  noble  bearing  by 
of  the  midmost  depth,  so  mighty,  get  so  terrorless 
and  harmless,  with  its  swallows  skimming  instead 
of  petrels,  and  the  dear  old  decrepit  town  as  safe 
in  the  embracing  sweep  of  it  as  if  it  were  set  in  a 
brooch  of  sapphire. 
And  the  day  went  on,  as  the  river;  but  I  never  felt 
that  I  wasted  time  in  watching  the  Rhone.  One 
used  to  get  giddy  sometimes,  or  discontentedly 
envi  ous  of  the  fi  sh.  Then  one  went  back  for  a 
walk  in  the  penthouse  street,  long  ago  gone.  There 
,  54  %%,  ass  no  such  other  street  anywhere. 
Although  the  quoting  of  such  passages  as  the  above  might  seem  the 
all-too-predictable  recourse  to  the  devices  of  the  anthologist,  I  would 
insist  that  in.  Praeterito  the  relation  between  the  writer's  past  and 
present  selves  appears  to  the  present  reader  as  a  problem  in  narrative 
form.  That  it  does  so  is  testimony  to  the  governing  ex,  ample  of  Proust's 
novel.  It  is  by  means  of  the  interpretive  structure  of  A  ]a  recherche  du 
Lemp.  a_p  t  du  that  the  modern  reader  has  learned  to  read  a  life  as  a  novel 
and,  most  importantly,  how  to  question  the  narrative's  gaps  and  omissions 
and  understand  its  drive  towards  unity  and  intelligibility.  If  in  Praeterita 
we  can  read  too  many  indicators  of  final  disappointment,  there  is  still,  in 
what  Ruskin  calls  'the  well-formed  habit  of  narrowing  oneself  to 1)35 
happineSS',  55  a  foretaste  of  the  need  for  formal  limits,  the  'anneaux 
n6cessaires',  which  made  Proust's  great  achievement  possible.  Of  course, 
autobiography  is  not  fiction,  and  one  must  respect  the  strictures  of  Albert 
Thibaudet,  -A,  ho  insisted  that  Vautobiographie,  Cest  Fart  de  ceux  qui  ne 
sont  pa.  -  romanciers  ...... 
Ecrire  une  autobiographie,  Cest  se  limiter  6  son 
Unit6  artificielle:  faire  une  oeuvre  d'art,  cr6er  les  personnages,  Cest  se 
*56  sentir  dans  sa  multiplicit6  profonde. 
The  above  is,  however,  more  than  a  vindication  of  the  novel;  it  is  also  a 
defence  of  a  realist  tradition  which  has  been  questioned  more  and  more  in 
recent  times.  Since  this  questioning  of  the  relation  of  character  to  the 
writing  subject  was  in  part  initiated  by  Proust  himself,  it  is  perhaps 
ironic  that  it  should  enable  us  to  trace  the  development  of  the  writing 
subject  in  Ruskin  and,  as  it  were,  set  him  Lip  once  again  in  rivalry  with  the 
author  of  A  ]a  recherche  du  tem  s  oerdu.  P.  L. NOTES 236 
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